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ABSTRACTArchaeology of Archaeology: A study of the creation of archaeological knowledge inpracticeSeyed Emad Adin Khazraee AfzaliSusan Gasson, Ph.D.
This  dissertation  focuses  on  the  sociotechnical  aspect  of  knowledge  production  inmultidisciplinary, collaborative, and data-intensive scholarly practices, specifically focusingon the archaeological communities of practice. This research explores the logico-scientificand the  narrative  modes  of  knowing  in  the  practice  of  archaeology.  Much  research  hasfocused on the logico-scientific mode while little work has been done on the narrative modeof knowing. Drawing on theories developed in Science and Technology Studies (STS) andethnographic  and  qualitative  methods,  archaeological  narrative  construction  has  beeninvestigated  at  three  levels.  Based  on  theories  of  Communities  of  Practice  (CoP)  andNetworks  of  Practice  (NoP),  this  study  presents  an  expanded  conceptualization  ofarchaeological NoP as a nexus of materially-mediated activities, which spans multiple CoPs.Three configurations of practice as Organizational  CoPs,  Disciplinary CoPs and NoPs aresuggested.  The process of  archaeological  knowledge production is conceptualized as theemergence of epistemic objects which are created in response to the breakdowns resultedfrom the observation of anomalies. The wider adoption of epistemic objects depends uponthe  researcher’s  ability  to  develop  and stabilize  a  compelling  theoretical  narrative.  Thestudy findings suggest that the success of  such narratives depends on the enrollment ofallies through two strategies of reinforcement and expansion. Information-recording objectsplay a crucial role in both strategies. The wider acceptance of a stabilized narrative in the
xviglobal Networks of Practice, then, depends on the socio-political processes of the NoPs andthe struggles for domination among power positions in the network as well as the largercultural  narratives.  The deeper understanding of  knowledge-in-practice  achieved by thisstudy will help us better address the design requirements of complex information ecologiesfor interpretive, multidisciplinary, and data-intensive practices such as archaeology.
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 1. INTRODUCTION
 1.1. Vignette
First sceneTehran, 2005. A group of Iranian scholars gathered and decided to improve the status ofstudies  on  Iranian  history  and  culture.  They  believed  that  one  of  the  reasons  for  therecession in Iranian studies, apart from the political causes, was the problem of access to theinformation buried in siloed documentation centers. Thus, it seemed promising to open upthe silos  to  the  scholarly  world.  Very  soon,  they recognized that  dealing  with  the  hugeamount of data produced in different formats and standards is not an easy conceptual task.Another  problem  that  emerged  later  was  the  data  processing problem.  Processing  thisamount  of  data  manually  would  not  be  possible  with  the  resources  at  hand.  Shortly,everybody started thinking about whether information technology can help us overcomethese challenges.After a while, a group of computer scientists arrived on the scene to help resolve theproblems:  “This  problem has been solved for  a  long time.  You just  need to design yourontology, we will encode it, and then machines can do the rest” confidently said a knowledgeengineer to a group who would later be known as skeptic archaeologists and historians ofarchitecture.
Second sceneAt a prestigious university museum in the US, a group of archaeologists inherited a dataset of an excavation from late 1960s and early 1970s. The director of the project passedaway, and the data remained mostly unprocessed. To facilitate the work process, all physicalrecords were digitized by a team. The outcome is a set of about 100,000 digital objects yet tobe processed. The challenging question became: How long does it take to study the data and
2write the story of that ancient place exhumed by the excavations? Some people whispered,“It takes forever; they do not have enough resources to do it.”In another part of 100-year-old building of the museum, a group of people were sittingbehind locked doors designing routines and systems to deal with this problem. They werevery confident that they know how to solve it, if time and money could be secured. For them,the problem of processing data and turning it into narrative did not pose a challenge bynature. It was considered only a technological problem.
Back to the first sceneAfter a while, conflicts arose between the skeptic experts and the confident engineers.Endless  discussions  revealed  that  the  two  parties  did  not  share  the  same  universe  ofdiscourse.  The  skeptics  insisted  that  their  work  has  complexities  undermined  by  theengineers. The confidents accused the experts of unnecessarily twisting simple models intocomplexities. Engineers asked the skeptics to create a knowledge model for them: “It is asimple job. Just define the entities, attributes, and general rules of associations among thoseentities.” The skeptics always repeated two major objections about this request.
First objection“We do not have predefined models ready to apply to our data. We understand our datathrough working with it; we make sense of our data rather than bringing our predefinedmodels to input the data and get an output as result. We have a set of pre-understandingsand beliefs, but there are not universally valid models that can be applied to any situation.Studying each site or each case reveals a part of the past and adds to our set of beliefs. Thisset of beliefs is always subject to changes and revisions. To sum up, our work is not a theory-laden process, but a data-laden process. There are theories that we can apply to some partsof our work, but to understand the past we need to make sense of the data.”
3
Second objection“There are some complexities in our work that should be considered before applyingknowledge  engineering  models.  We  usually  start  our  work  with  a  surprise,  somethinginteresting or a gap in our understanding of the past.  Vagueness is omnipresent in suchsituations. Moreover, usually we face lack of data and in some cases contradictory data andevidence. It is hard to claim anything about the past with certainty; always there is room foruncertainty. We have learned to be modest about the credibility of our stories of the pastand to be open to accept it would be possible that a new account may crush our storiessooner  or  later.  Uncertainty,  vagueness,  contradictory  data,  and  the  validity  of  multipleperspectives  are  innate  characteristics  of  our  work  that  cannot  be  addressed with  yourclean, rigid knowledge models. We are looking for modest, fuzzy, mundane ways of doingthis job.”
 1.2. ContextHow do we know what we know? How do we learn to deal with ambiguity, multivocalityand uncertainty? How do human beings make sense of vague situations? These problemsabout  human  knowledge  have  lasted  throughout  human  intellectual  history.  Scientificaccomplishments and the achievements of information technology have not overcome theseknowledge-related  problems.  Dreams  of  artificial  intelligence  (AI)  and  knowledgeengineering  turned out  to  be  unrealistic.  Part  of  the  reason might  be  that  we have notstudied in depth the messy nature of human knowledge. Following the scientific method,our  approaches  to  social  phenomena  are  still  reductive  regarding  the  complexity  andrichness of the knowledge problem (Orlikowski, 2010). The present study aims to exploresome  of  the  less  addressed  aspects  of  human  knowledge  by  studying  one  knowledgepractice which deals with ambiguity, uncertainty, and multivocality. 
4Information Science (IS) still suffers from a lack of theories about human knowledge thatcan address knowledge processes and knowledge creation (Hjørland & Albrechtsen, 1995;Hjørland, 2008). Knowledge is usually accepted as an unproblematic phenomenon and as“Justified True Belief” (Machlup, 1980). One of the reasons can be that IS is less engaged inknowledge  discussion  with  other  disciplines  such  as  psychology,  organizational  andmanagement studies, sociology, sociology of knowledge, and science and technology studies(STS).  There  exists  a  rich  and growing  body  of  literature  and empirical  research  aboutknowledge in these disciplines that can enrich the knowledge discourse in IS. This studyaims  to  broaden  the  knowledge  discussion  by  using  the  existing  literature  to  addressknowledge-related questions similar to the ones presented in the vignette at the beginningof this chapter.
 1.2.1. Problem statementReturning to the vignette,  one can see that each group—in Iran and in the US— wasfacing  the  same  challenges:  working  with  huge  data  sets,  intending  to  enrich  theirunderstanding by in-depth analysis of the data, and facing lack of resources (both financialand human) to support their work. Each group also had something important in common:computer scientists, confident of their algorithms and models, wondering why these peoplecannot  “model”  their  knowledge  and  its  processes  in  order  to  leave  the  tough  job  ofwrestling with the data for machines. It seems that there is a two-fold problem here. On oneside,  CS/IT  people  are  unable  to  understand  the  innate  complexities  of  thearchaeological/historical work. On the other side, archaeologists/historians are unable tocommunicate their problems to CS/IT people in an efficient and comprehensible way.As a member of both of these groups,  I  believe one of the reasons that we could notaddress  these  challenges  is  our  lack  of  understanding  about  the  general  nature  of
5knowledge  in  practice  and  about  archaeological/historical  practice  in  particular.  Ourunderstanding of knowledge creation and production processes is limited. We need to shedlight  on  these  processes  to  better  understand all  the  dimensions  and characteristics  ofknowledge in practice. Then, it would be possible to better communicate the complexities ofknowledge in practice (and archaeological/historical work) with those who are working todesign tools and methods to overcome the aforementioned challenges.My  journey  in  pursuit  of  a  PhD  in  information  studies  started  from  the  first  scenedescribed before. Frustrated as the director of the Information Technology Department ofthe project,  I decided to study systematically the challenges that we faced regarding thecomplexities of knowledge in practice. In the beginning, I was looking for a better way tounderstand the complex design requirements of domain-specific “knowledge artifacts” inthe frameworks of “knowledge engineering.” It took me less than a year in the PhD programto start feeling uncomfortable with the fundamental assumptions in knowledge engineeringand formal approaches to knowledge. I noticed that the challenges that we faced are notlimited  to  history  or  archaeology  but  are  the  fundamental  challenges  that  knowledgeengineering  faces  in  addressing  the  very  nature  of  human knowledge—especially  whenfacing emergent, situated knowledge in practice.One of the main problems in knowledge engineering is that the nature of knowledge istaken  for  granted  and  is  seen  as  unproblematic.  The  important  question  of  “what  isknowledge”  has  been ignored because  of  a  set  of  assumptions  that  lies  in  the  heart  ofknowledge engineering,  which considers human knowledge as a rule-governed structureformed on top of a set of well-formed propositions (Dreyfus, 1992) Knowledge, however, is ahuman trait that forms and develops throughout our lived experience as we live in the world
6and interact within our social context. Knowledge is an emergent phenomenon distributedin its context of practice.Ignoring the complex aspects of knowledge seems to me the fundamental problem ofknowledge engineering. Thus, my research interest is formed around this general question:
how  do  we  know  what  we  know  when  we  are  socially  situated  in  the  context  of  our
communities  of  practice  dealing  with  ambiguity,  uncertainty,  equivocality  and  lack  of
evidence? I believe that this problem is omnipresent in our daily life. I concluded, therefore,that it  would be fruitful  to study the very aspects of  knowledge in practice and provideinsights into how these aspects affect our tools, systems, methods and designs  (Boland &Tenkasi, 1995; Brown & Duguid, 2001; Carlile, 2002; Cook & Brown, 1999; Lave & Chaiklin,1993; Orlikowski, 2002). Another aspect of the problem is the presence of technology as an important dimensionfor the study of knowledge. Technology is present in all aspects of our life and practice to theextent  that  we  cannot  separate  our  life  from  technology  (Callon,  1991;  Latour,  1992;Orlikowski, 2007, 2010; Orlikowski & Scott, 2008). Therefore, the problem of knowledgeshould be seen as a sociotechnical problem. I want to extend this notion and emphasize thatknowledge  is  a  “sociomaterial”  phenomenon  which  should  be  studied  from  a  relationalontological  perspective  (Leonardi,  2013; Leonardi,  Nardi,  & Kallinikos,  2012; Orlikowski,2007, 2010). Such a perspective advocates that the social and the technical (material) areentangled and cannot be investigated through an ontology of separateness.
 1.2.2. Research questionsTo  address  the  challenges  of  knowledge  in  practice,  I  have  studied  the  creation  ofarchaeological knowledge as a case study which well represents the problems describedearlier.  I believe that emerging knowledge in archaeological communities of practice is a
7good example of complex knowledge phenomena and processes. Thus, studying knowledgein  archaeological  practice  provides  a  good  insight  into  the  complex  challenges  ofunderstanding  knowledge  in  practice.  The  overall  research  question  addressed  by  thisdissertation consists of two parts:
How is knowledge produced in data-intensive, multidisciplinary research teams, and
what role does information technology play in this process?Knowledge is a complex phenomenon that cannot be studied without developing a broadrange  of  conceptual  tools.  Many  aspects  of  knowledge  cannot  be  captured  or  studieddirectly. In many cases, we have to study knowledge based on the traces left in the form ofartifacts  and  objects  or  we  have  to  follow  the  processes  that  led  to  the  production  ofknowledge. That's why I am considering this study as the “archaeology of archaeology.” Ihave  argued  that  knowledge  cannot  be  considered  in  abstract  situations.  The  situatedcharacter of knowledge is central to any attempt to study knowledge (Lave & Wenger, 1991).Moreover, I study the rich, complex aspects of knowledge we should extend our scope fromexplicit knowledge to tacit aspects of knowledge, emergent and distributed knowledge, andpractical  knowledge.  To design a feasible project of  the study of  knowledge,  we have todemarcate  the  boundaries of  knowledge  in practice.  To study knowledge as  a collectivephenomenon in practice, I will study knowledge production within a particular communityof practice (archaeological community of practice). Bruner (1986, 1990) distinguishes between two modes of knowing: the logico-scientificand the narrative.  While much research has focused on what he refers to as the logico-scientific,  or  paradigmatic  mode  of  discovery,  little  work  has  been  done  that  exploresBruner’s notion of the narrative mode of knowing  (Waugh, 2004). Bruner argues that thetwo modes are complementary (Bruner, 1986, 1990). Orr (1996) argues that narratives are
8primary elements of practice and that narratives are rich conveyors of practical knowledge.Discrete  pieces  of  information  transform  into  a  coherent  narrative,  which  forms  thediagnostic process for technicians in his study. The importance of narratives and stories hasbeen widely discussed in the literature about knowledge  (Brown & Duguid, 1991; Knorr-Cetina, 1999; Latour & Woolgar, 1986; Orr, 1996; Patriotta, 2003a; Snowden, 2003; Weick,1995). Moreover, I have argued that knowledge is a sociomaterial phenomenon. Thus, we cannotignore the role of norms, rules, institutions and technology in the production of knowledge.Archaeological narratives can be considered as technical artifacts which are the result of thetranslation process of a heterogeneous network in archaeological practice, inscribed in theform of a narrative as medium. Therefore, archaeological narratives are good resources foranalysis to understand the complex, heterogeneous sociotechnical elements and processeswhich form archaeological knowledge.However, I do not intend to focus only on the narratives as text. I am interested to studyknowledge in its processes of production before knowledge claims turn into black boxes. Inthis regard, to better understand the sociotechnical aspects of knowledge, I follow Latour(1987) in  order  to  study  archaeologists  in  the  processes  of  making  and  creating  theirnarratives before competing narratives are settled. Emphasizing archaeological narratives isnot an end itself but a means to better understand the nature of archaeological knowledge. Ifocus on a broad range of information systems and technologies involved in this process,specially—knowledge  organization  systems  and  collaboration  systems.  The  review  ofliterature presented in the next chapter resulted in three detailed research questions thatinvestigate  key  aspects  of  the  overall  research  question  presented  earlier.  The  researchquestions below will frame my study of knowledge creation in practice in three levels:
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Research Question 1: How is knowledge created and debated to result in “accepted” 
narratives within local communities of practice? As mentioned above, narratives are considered as the effects of heterogeneous networkstranslated into a literary medium. De-scription (Akrich, 1992) of narrative and studying theprocess  of  the  formation  of  narratives  in  practice  has  been  a  promising  approach  tounderstand the sociotechnical  aspects of  archaeological  knowledge,  including vagueness,uncertainty,  and  lack  of  information  (Akrich,  1992;  Callon,  1991;  Latour,  1987).  Thisquestion concerns the processes and actors which transform and translate discrete pieces ofinformation  into  a  coherent  narrative  which  is  more  widely  adopted than  the  rivalnarratives  (Bruner,  1991).  Understanding  the  translation  processes  and  participatingentities  was  achieved  through  following  archaeologists  in  their  practice  within  thearchaeological community of practice.
Research Question 2:  How is distributed knowledge exchanged and stabilized across
communities  of  practice?  What  role  do  narrative  modes  of  knowing  play  in  this
process? Many  knowledge  practices  are  inherently  collective  and  situated  in  communities  ofpractice. Local communities interact together and form a constellation of communities orthe networks of practice and archaeology is such a practice. In these practices, knowledge isdistributed across the community and the groups involved. The knowledge creation processinvolves the exchange of expertise and perspective making and perspective taking (Boland& Tenkasi, 1995). Accepted narratives can be seen as the result of ongoing negotiation in thecommunities of practice. This negotiation is not only among human participants but alsoincludes interactions with the technological artifacts that constrain and shape the practice(Knorr-Cetina, 1999, 2001; Star, 1990).New technological developments provide a broad spectrum of tools for participation incommunities  of  practice  (asynchronous  and  synchronous;  physical  and  virtual).  These
10technologies may improve communication and collaboration among archaeologists creatingknowledge. Also, they affect the mechanisms of knowledge production (Knorr-Cetina, 2001;Rheinberger,  1997).  Knowledge production,  in  turn,  is  tightly  connected to  the  flows ofinformation.  Flows  of  information  can  be  considered  as  the  effects  of  the  ordering  ofheterogeneous  materials.  Information  systems  play  the  role  of  intermediaries  in  thetranslation processes (Levina & Vaast, 2005). For example, information retrieval systems ordatabase schemes form and restrict our access to pieces of  information.  The changes inthese intermediaries may change the information flows in the community. Consequently, thetranslation processes may change. 
Research  Question  3: How  does  professional  knowledge  become  accepted  by  more
widely distributed professional networks of practice?The literature shows that most of the attempts to understand the nature of knowledgecreation have focused on the local creation of knowledge (Brown & Duguid, 2000). We havenot  yet  studied  how  narrative  accrual  happens  on  a  larger  scale.  Still  we  do  not  wellunderstand  that  how  dominant  narratives  become  accepted  into  larger  traditions  orcultures (Bruner, 1991). In other words, we do not know how narrative mode of knowingworks in the larger scale or the global network of communities of practice. The three research questions of this study frame the problem of emergent distributedknowledge in practice at three levels (see Figure 11.Three levels of the problem on page 32);first, the local emergence of knowledge, second, distributed knowledge growth across thewider professional community and finally, the accrual of distributed knowledge in the globalnetwork of practice.
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 2.  LITERATURE REVIEW AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
 2.1. Literature Review 
 2.1.1. The question of knowledge“Knowledge”  is  a  canonical  topic  in  many  disciplines--philosophy,  psychology,information  science,  business,  management,  and  organizational  studies.  Knowledge  inphilosophy, epistemology, is the study of knowledge and how we acquire it. In the last decades, “knowledge” has appeared in many buzzwords such as knowledgesocieties,  knowledge  economies,  knowledge  organization,  knowledge  management,  andknowledge representation.  The irony is that since knowledge is perceived as a commonsense concept, sometimes the idea of knowledge is taken for granted (Forsythe, 1993). Forexample,  knowledge  engineering  is  built  on  top  of  a  set  of  strong  assumptions  aboutknowledge  and  accepts  one  conception  of  knowledge:  propositional  knowledge.Accordingly, knowledge engineering assumes that ontology engineering does not deal withepistemological issues. However, others note that it is important to contemplate what sort ofknowledge is capable of being represented by formal systems (Poli & Obrst, 2010).In contrast, a broad body of literature addresses the complexity of knowledge, especiallyin management and sociology of science and knowledge. One of the problems in the study ofknowledge in these domains is that in many cases the definition of knowledge is perceivedas unproblematic  (Forsythe, 1993; Zack, 2001). However, any study of knowledge shouldtake into account the complex, problematic nature of knowledge. In the present study, it isnecessary to review different conceptions of knowledge before proceeding to address thevery  problem  of  the  study.  This  examination  helps  us  to  clarify  our  assumptions  aboutknowledge and set the foundations for a systematic analysis of the subject of the study.
12The  question  of  knowledge  is  one  of  the  long-lasting  questions  that  man  has  facedthroughout  history  (Nonaka,  1994;  Orlikowski,  2002).  For  instance,  knowledge  is  animportant  theme  in  Platonic  dialogues  (e.g. Theaetetus,  Meno,  and  Charmides).  Platopursued the question of “what is  knowledge?”  in Theaetetus,  which is argued as Plato'sgreatest work (Chappell, 2011). In Meno, Plato introduced his conception of knowledge asrecollection; in Charmides he explored the limits of knowledge.In English, “knowledge” does not have many synonyms, whereas in Greek there are atleast three words used for the notion of knowledge: episteme (scientific knowledge); techne(craft  or  artistic  skills);  and  phronesis  (everyday  life  capabilities  and  skills  based  onpractical  reason).  In  French  connaissance  (expert  knowledge)  and  savoir  (scientificknowledge)  are  used to  describe  various  aspects  of  knowledge  (Styhre,  2004).  For  thisstudy, it is necessary to clarify in what sense we pursue knowledge and knowledge creation.Hjørland  and  Albrechtsen  (1995) introduced  the  domain  analysis  paradigm  ininformation science and argued that theories and views of knowledge are among the centralproblems of IS—although they are infrequently addressed. They argue that there is a gap ininformation science regarding social  aspects  of  knowledge and emphasize  that  conceptssuch  as  the  research  community,  the  discourse  community  and  the  historical-culturalperspective  have not played a significant role in IS.  IS research,  and important  researchareas  such  as  information  retrieval  suffer  from  the  lack  of  concepts  about  knowledge,development of knowledge, and research communities. Hjørland and Albrechtsen argue thatthis gap is the result of a dominant perception of knowledge and knowledge domains as aset  of  independent  modules.  This  perception  is  the  consequence  of  rationalism  andpositivism. The authors suggest that to address the existing gap about knowledge in IS, we
13should  turn  our  attention  to  other  paradigms  such  as  scientific  realism,  socialconstructionism, and clarified subjectivism (Hjørland & Albrechtsen, 1995).
 2.1.2. Knowledge discussion in information scienceAs mentioned in the former section, knowledge is a central discussion in the informationscience  community.  Michael  Buckland  (1991) provides  clear  conceptions  of  data,information  and  knowledge.  In  some  cases,  he  uses  information  and  knowledgeinterchangeably,  although  he  distinguishes  different  forms  of  information.  He  considersknowledge (information-as-knowledge) as an intangible entity that cannot be touched ormeasured directly. Buckland describes knowledge as personal, subjective, and conceptual.To be communicated or stored,  then,  knowledge should be expressed or  represented insome physical way. He called this representation “information-as-thing.” He emphasizes thatit  is  necessary  to  distinguish  between  the  intangible  (Knowledge)  and  the  tangible(information-as-thing) forms. To show this distinction, Buckland used the analogy that therelation between knowledge and its representation is similar to an event and a film of thatevent. Based on this conception of knowledge, he concludes that terms such as “knowledge-based” systems and “knowledge access” systems are meaningless; only systems based onphysical representations of knowledge can exist (Buckland, 1991).Brian Vickery (2005) distinguishes between two types of knowledge: “that embodied inpeople (skills) and that embodied in the artefacts.” This distinction is similar to Buckland'sdistinction  in  information-as-knowledge  and  information-as-thing  respectively.  Vickery(2009) extends this discussion of two type of knowledge to “(1) how to do things, (2) howthings  are,”  he  called  them  respectively  practical  knowledge  and  world  know.  Vickerydiscusses  that  these  two  types  of  knowledge  continuously  influence  each  other.  This
14conception  goes  back  to  Ryle's1 (2009) differentiation  between “know that”  and “knowhow.” Gilbert Ryle in his seminal work, The Concept of Mind, distinguishes between knowinghow and knowing that (Ryle, 2009). Ryle argues that these are complementary aspects thatinteract  with  each  other,  but  they  cannot  substitute  for  each  other.  He  elaborates  thataccumulation of knowing that does not necessarily lead to knowing how. Ryle argues thatknowing  that  is  propositional  knowledge  that  can  be  acquired  via  explicit  codifiedinformation, whereas we learn knowing how via practice. Following Ryle, the expressibleknowledge in terms of unambiguous propositions is considered propositional knowledge.Ryle  argues  that  Know  how cannot  be  reduced  to  specific  propositions  or  rules  andprocedures; therefore, it cannot be transferred or acquired in the same way as know that. It  is  important to distinguish between an interactional relationship of know that andknow how and a casual relationship between them that assumes know how as an effect ofknow that. However, knowing that cannot be isolated from knowing how since knowing howmakes knowing that actionable.Vickery (1986) distinguishes between personal knowledge and public knowledge. In histerms,  public  knowledge  is  the  accumulation  of  represented  knowledge  (propositional/factual  knowledge) in forms such as documents.  He argues that personal knowledge, bycontrast, is rather what we know as persons, (know how and know that). Polanyi  (1958),however,  claims  that  any  type  of  knowledge  is  personal.  He  underlines  the  personalcommitments and their role in the practice of science. He claims that all knowing, regardlessof how rule-based and formalized, is still dependent on commitments. Besides introductionof personal knowledge, Polanyi introduces another dimension of knowledge by postulatingthat what we know is more than what we can articulate; he argues that this fact explains the
1 Ryle's seminal work The Concept of Mind first published in 1949; here I used the 60th anniversaryedition.
15existence of a non-explicit dimension of knowledge. He adds that this tacit dimension is notreducible to collections of rules (1958, 1966). While knowledge has been conceptualized differently, two major differences have beenrecognized so far. On the one hand, we see knowledge as thing or resources, which can bearticulated and represented in some physical way (e.g., the location of Philadelphia on themap). This conception of knowledge is known as propositional or explicit knowledge and iswidely called as knowing that in Ryle's terminology. On the other hand, another conceptionincludes the tacit dimension of knowledge, which cannot be articulated (e.g., knowledge ofriding a bike).  This dimension is related to skills and knowing how. It is not possible torepresent this type of knowledge as a set of rules. Some scholars call this type of knowledge“procedural knowledge” in contrast to “propositional knowledge.” Scheffler (Scheffler, 1965)proposed that the term “procedural knowledge” in his book “Conditions of Knowledge,” inwhich he argues that propositional knowledge we can replace “knowing that” by “believingthat,”  whereas this replacement does not work in the case of “knowing how”  (Machlup,1980).Machlup (1980) argues that the use of the adjective “procedural” can create confusions.It is important to notice that “knowing how” mostly deals with processes but cannot bereduced only to a set of procedures to follow. Such confusion can be seen in the argumentpresented by Fallis  (2006) that procedural knowledge can be acquired through acquiringpropositional knowledge (for example, reading a book to learn how to build a house). Mymain argument is that, if we consider knowing how as a set of procedures and processesthen procedural  knowledge  can be  acquired  by  learning  a  set  of  rules  and procedures,whereas it is not possible to acquire the tacit dimension of knowledge only by followingrules.  Achieving  tacit  knowledge  involves  blackboxing  processes  that  concentrate  the
16attention  of  practitioner  away  from  subsidiary  particulars  and  toward  focal  target  (forexample,  we  do not  think  how to  pedal  (subsidiary)  when riding  a  bike  (focal  target))(Tsoukas, 2004).Considering procedural knowledge as a set of procedures without the tacit dimensionmeans procedural knowledge has a causal relationship with propositional knowledge whileas aforementioned tacit knowledge does not have a causal relationship with propositionalknowledge.  It  is  important  to  consider  that  Ryle  used “knowing”  as  an  action  which  isemphasized in  literature  to  distinguish  knowledge  from  knowing,  thing  from action (orprocess) (Assudani, 2005; Carlile, 2002; Orlikowski, 2002; Rolf, 2004). I want to emphasizethat we have to extend this distinction to knowledge as practice, too. Knowledge as practicedoes  not  only  extend  thing/process  distinction  but  also  argues  that  knowledge  isinseparable from practice and is situated and stretched over the social context of practice. It  is  important  to notice that  assuming causal  relationship between explicit  and tacitknowledge (know that and know how) will lead to the strong assumptions that underlayearly attempts in artificial  intelligence.  These assumptions reemerged several times,  andhave recently appeared again in the circles of knowledge engineering  (Legg, 2008). Suchassumptions are mostly based on the developments of formal logic in the late nineteenthcentury.  Frege  (1879) argued that it would be possible to formally represent knowledgerepertoire  by  overcoming the ambiguities  in natural  language about  concepts  and theirrelationships. Frege dreamed that all human knowledge can be integrated into a deductivelycomplete taxonomic system. Later, this dream was shown to be false by Russell's and Gödel'sworks in logic.  One of the underlying assumptions in Frege's  dream was that there is ashared repertoire of human knowledge; the other assumption was that all knowledge can berepresented in a rule-based logical system. Latter means we can deduce knowledge as a set
17of  procedures  from  propositions. These  assumptions  have  been  lately  challenged  andrefuted (Chomsky, 1995; Legg, 2008).It is important to notice that in many cases “knowing how” is used interchangeably withtacit knowledge. This happens because the concept of tacit knowledge presented by Polanyihas not been understood well. The most cited phrase in Polanyi's work is “what we know ismore than what we can tell.” This stress on the expressibility deviates attention from theinterconnected nature tacit  and explicit  knowledge  (Rolf,  2004).  This conception of tacitknowledge became very popular in the mid-90s mostly because of the works by Nonaka andhis  colleagues  (Nonaka,  1994;  Nonaka & Konno,  1998;  Nonaka & Takeuchi,  1995).  Thisperspective has been criticized in different disciplines (for example, Assudani, 2005; Brown& Duguid, 2001; Gourlay, 2006; Schmidt, 2012; Tsoukas, 2004). Tsoukas (2004) argues thattacit knowledge is not in opposition to explicit knowledge. He adds that Polanyi emphasizedthat tacit knowledge cannot completely be converted into explicit knowledge. Tsoukas sumsup his discussion by noting that tacit and explicit are not two ends of a continuum but twosides of the same coin.
 2.1.3. Cognitive and behavioral approaches to knowledge in information scienceAn important approach to knowledge in information science is the cognitive one. BrendaDervin introduced this approach with her notion of human sense-making.2 (Dervin, 1983,1998; Dervin & Nilan, 1986). This approach does not distinguish between knowledge andinformation. Dervin conceptualizes knowledge/information as a verb instead of a noun anddefines  knowledge  as  the  product  of  sense  making  and  sense  unmaking:  “In  this  view,knowledge is the sense made at a particular point in time-space by someone” (Dervin, 1998,p.  38). Dervin's conception of knowledge still  considers knowledge as artifact (or in her
2 This  concept  was  introduced  much  earlier  in  other  domains  such  as  psychology  andorganizational studies.
18words the “product” of a process) which can be codified and redistributed. She confines thebackground of sense-making studies to library and information science, communication andeducation; she does not mention the earlier works in psychology and organizational studiesdate back to 1960s (Weick, 1969).Dervin  (1998) summarizes  the  main  foundational  concepts  of  the  sense-makingmethodology  as:  time,  space,  movement,  and  gap;  step-taking,  situation,  bridge  andoutcome.  She describes sense-making as  an approach to  foster  thinking about  diversity,complexity and incompleteness in knowledge. Sense-making literature adopts a three-partmodel to depict this process called, SITUATION-GAP-USE. This model suggests that a user ina situation is stopped by a gap in his/her knowledge. The gap is considered as the user'sinformation need. Then, the sense-maker uses some type of cognitive bridge to pass the gap.Therefore, sense-making is the set of strategies that the user has found useful to bridge thegap  (Dervin & Nilan, 1986). Dervin emphasizes that this approach to studying knowledgeunderlines actions in making or unmaking sense and in communication. She argues thatknowledge  is  not  an  end in  itself  but  a  means  to  an  end  that  bridges  the  gaps  in  thesituations  that  we  face  (Dervin,  1998).  Although  the  sense-making  approach  considerknowledge as the product of  an ongoing process of  making and unmaking sense,  it  stillviews  knowledge  as  information-as-thing--  a  thing  which  can  be  stored  and  codified.Knowledge in this sense is seen a causal model system.Dervin and many other scholars studying information needs  (Belkin, 1980; Ellis, 1989;Kuhlthau,  1991;  Savolainen,  1993;  Williamson,  1998) did  not investigate  the  nature  ofknowledge or do not distinguish between information and knowledge. Moreover, they adopta cognitive approach to study individuals' information need.  Belkin  (1980),  for example,considers information need as an anomalous state of knowledge (ASK). He defines the state
19of knowledge as an “image of the world.” In this approach, Belkin considers knowledge as a
know that phenomenon which depict the world. This image changes by facing informationneeds in the situations that the existing repertoire of know that cannot address that state. In  the  two  aforementioned  approaches,  knowledge  is  considered  as  propositionalknowledge which is dealing with individual's situations and the stimuli that the individualreceives from the environment. These approaches are individualistic and reductionist. Theydo not take into account the social context of actions and strategies that sense-maker uses tobridge the gaps. Moreover, the conception of knowledge in these models is an ongoing movebetween static  states of  knowledge. In other words,  knowledge is considered as a staticphenomenon that  discretely changes by facing gaps in different  situations.  For  example,these  models  do  not  explain  how  we  improvise  our  actions  seamlessly  in  many  socialsituations without considering them as gaps in our knowledge repertoire. I think that thisconception of knowledge is not rich enough to capture the complexities of knowledge inpractice. It is important to notice that other models of sense-making have been presented inother domains such as organizational studies. Weick provided a more inclusive approachthat considers the social  context of  sense-making in multiple levels  (Choo,  2006; Weick,1995, 2012).The  domain  analysis  paradigm  introduced  by  Hjørland  to  the  information  sciencecommunity criticizes other main paradigms in IS, such as the object paradigm, the cognitiveparadigm,  the  behavioral  paradigm,  and  the  communication  paradigm  for  ignoringimportant aspects of knowledge and knowledge creation  (Hjørland & Albrechtsen, 1995).Domain analysis emphasizes the study of the social aspect of knowledge practice to connectthe study of knowledge in practice to the social context of knowledge creation. The efforts ofHjørland and his colleagues,  however,  suffer  from ignoring the handful  of  studies about
20knowledge in practice in other disciplines, such as organizational and management studiesand science technology studies (STS). Moreover, domain analysis did not include promisingqualitative  and  ethnographic  studies  as  a  part  of  their  plan  of  research  to  address  thechallenges of knowledge in practice (Hjørland, 2002).
 2.1.4. Knowledge in practiceIn  contrast  to  cognitive  approaches,  there  are  other  conceptions  of  knowledge  thatconsider knowledge in the social context and study it in practice. For example, one way tostudy  knowledge  is  to  investigate  how  we  acquire  knowledge  (or  different  forms  ofknowledge) and learn in practice. Lave and Wenger (1991) argue that learning is more thanthe  accumulation  of  a  body  of  propositional  knowledge.  They  underpin  the  situatedcharacter  of  understanding  and  communication  in  the  learning  experience  as  socialparticipation(Lave  &  Wenger,  1991) underlines  the  social  engagement  of  the  learner(newcomer) in the actual practice of learning, which is led by an expert (old timer). In thisprocess, the learner moves from peripheral tasks and partial responsibilities to more centralroles in the production of the outcome of practice.  Lave and Wenger reject the result oflearning as mastery over a body of propositional knowledge (knowing that). They considerlearning  as  increased  participation  in  performing  the  expert  role  (knowing  how)  andmoving  toward  full  participation  in  the  social  and  cultural  aspects  of  the  practice  ofcommunity (Lave & Wenger, 1991). In this process, the learner achieves a good command ofa variety of tasks which are necessary to be integrated into practice, in order to address thenew situations which have not been previously experienced. The learner must therefore beable  to  improvise.  Learning  in  this  framework  is  not  reducible  to  a  system  of  rules  orrepresentations. This conception of learning and knowledge is in contrast with underlying
21assumption  of  expert  systems,  in  which  the  common  sense  would  be  achieved  byaccumulation of propositional knowledge (Dreyfus, 1992).Lave and Wenger (1991) ishift their focus from the concept of cognitive processes to themore-encompassing  view  of  social  practice.  They  argue  that  learning  a  set  ofrepresentations and general rules is associated with abstractions and decontextualizations,while in our everyday life,  we are facing specific  situations not  abstract ones.  Thus,  thelearner  should  be  able  to  apply  general  rules  and  abstract  representations  to  specificsituations;  it  is  not  possible,  in  this  view,  to  simply  transfer  a  body  of  propositionalknowledge. There is a considerable body of literature on studying knowledge that focuses on thepractice as a central concept in studying knowledge (Brown & Duguid, 1991, 2001; Carlile,2002; Cook & Brown, 1999; Dreyfus, 1992; Duguid, 2005; Orr, 1996; Wenger, 1998, 2000).Brown and Duguid  (1991) draw on the analysis  of  Lave  and Wenger  and the empiricalevidence by Orr (1996) argue that knowledge-practice separation is unsound. The attentionto practice in the study of knowledge first formulated in Bourdieu’s (1977) notion of theoryof practice. Theory of practice is an attempt to find a scale of study that can overcome thedivision of theories of structure and theories of  individual.  In the  Outline of a Theory of
Practice (1977), Bourdieu lists three possible modes of knowledge for the study of socialworld:  Phenomenological  (or  ethnomethodological)  mode  which  attempts  to  make  theexperience of  the  social  world  explicit;  objectivist  mode  of  knowledge  which structurespractice and representations of practice by creating objective relations  (Bourdieu, 1977).The third mode is what he calls a theory of practice which takes a middle position betweenthe two poles of individual and structure.
22Bourdieu argues that mechanical models of knowledge are not capable of capturing thesocial world since they cannot deal with dynamic and uncertain nature of social practice. Heemphasizes that most specific aspects of practice will be lost when a scheme is identifiedwith  the  model  and there  will  be  no  room  for  improvisation.  Moreover,  he  claims  thatobjectivist knowledge does not have the tempo or time as experienced in the social life.Bourdieu  suggests  substituting  strategies  for  the  rules  to  overcome  the  problem  ofdetemporalization of science by introducing time, rhythm, orientation, and irreversibility(Bourdieu,  1977).  He emphasizes  that  the  practical  knowledge  is  based  on  continuouschecks and corrections that adjust the practice to the social context and the reactions ofother  agents. It  is  important  to  note  that  although  sense-making  in  LIS  uses  strategiesinstead of rules but it still focuses on individuals and ignores the social context of practice.Bourdieu underlines that temporal structure, direction and rhythm are constitutive of themeaning of practice and that is why the static scientific models (or models of propositionalknowledge) are insufficient. Weick echoes Bourdieu by indicating that symbolic systems andformal approaches could replace human mind if the world were a static structure whereas itis a dynamic operation (Weick, 1995). Practice oriented approaches that situate knowledgeand  learning  in  the  social  context  of  practice  such  as  Lave  and  Wenger's  (1991) studyconsider learning as a way of being in the social world, it means learning is acquiring theknowledge of how to be, not a way to know about the world. This is what Bruner  (1996)distinguishes as “learning to be” and “learning about.” Some critics of representationalismand rule-based models  of  knowledge  (Dreyfus,  1992;  Dreyfus  & Dreyfus,  1986) suggestconsidering  Bourdieu's  practice  oriented  approach  to  study  the  complex  and  dynamicnature of knowledge.
23Weick (1995) argues that the slippage between theory and action is the result of Ryle'sdistinction between  know that which leads to theory and  know how that drives practice.Others  (Cook  &  Brown,  1999;  Kupers,  2005;  Styhre,  2004) extend  the  distinction  andconsider  knowledge-as-thing  or  knowledge-as-resource  as  a  traditional  approach  toknowledge. Cook and Brown (1999) distinguish between this traditional understanding ofknowledge that treats knowledge as what people can possess, and the practiced knowledge.They suggest that it would be more useful to distinguish four forms of knowledge: explicit,tacit,  individual,  and group knowledge.  They also add that  each conception can addresssome aspects of knowledge that the others cannot; therefore, we cannot substitute one ofthese conceptions for “knowledge” in general. Cook and Brown suggest that the interplaybetween knowledge (possessed or know that) and knowing (practiced knowledge or knowhow) is a generative dance which is the source of innovation. They argue to understand theepistemic work we need to consider both knowledge possessed and knowledge practiced(or knowing as action).  Amin  (2004) follows the typology provided by Cook and Brown(1999) and reminds us that in economics, knowledge is mostly considered as explicit andheld  by  individuals,  whereas,  in  terms  of  sociology  of  innovation  knowledge  is  mostlyconsidered as a collective phenomenon including a tacit dimension. 
 2.1.5. PracticeIn the former sections, I discussed the importance of practical knowledge and knowledgein practice. Here, I will review the concept of practice with a specific focus on the Bourdieu'snotion of practice. The term “practice” is used in two different ways. One means developinga skill or competency as “to practice the guitar,” the second sense in contrast to the first onewhich means  become prepared to  do the real  work,  or  exercise  the  competency as  “topractice medicine” (Cook & Brown, 1999).
24Aristotle used the concept of  phronesis as practical reason (also considered as practicalknowledge or wisdom), meaning the ability to judge and react in the particular situations.He emphasized that practical knowledge cannot be reduced to a set of formal directives.This line of thought connects to contemporary discussions about knowledge. As mentionedearlier, Polanyi (1958, 1966) argued that we know more than what we can tell. Ryle (2009)distinguishes between two types of knowledge as know how and know that and discussesthat we learn know how via practice. Gadamer borrowed the concept of  phronesis from Aristotle and distinguished it fromepisteme (theoretical  knowledge)  and techne (craft,  artistic  or  technical  skill).  Gadameremphasizes that phronesis is a mode of practical knowledge that mediates between twodistinct levels, universal and particular. He adds that such knowledge involves “the peculiarinterlacing  of  being  and  knowledge,  determination  through  one's  own  becoming,  Hexis,recognition of  the situational  Good,  and  Logos.”  (Gadamer,  1969 as quoted in Bernstein,1982, p. 334).This mediation between particular and universal has been addressed by Bourdieu whopresented a theory of practice to overcome the discrepancy between the approaches thatemphasize  individual  and  those  emphasize  structure  as  the  unit  of  analysis  of  socialphenomena.  Bourdieu's  notion  of  Habitus provides  an  account  of  social  practice  as  agenerative grammar which cannot be simply reduced to a set of rules (Hilgers, 2009).To analyze the concrete situations that we face in practice we need a framework whichcan address the complexities and the richness of social practice. It is not possible to reducethe concrete social situations to the study of abstract individuals. Lave argues that analysisof  activity  in  situ  requires  a  theoretical  conception  of  the  social  world  (Lave,  1993).Detached abstractions of practice reduce the richness and intricacies of practice; Brown and
25Duguid add that the understanding of those intricacies and their role is necessary for theunderstanding of  practice and how it  can engendered through training,  or  enhanced byinnovation  (Brown  &  Duguid,  1991).  Lave  argues  that  traditional  cognitive  theory  is“distanced from experience” in contrast to the theories of situated activity which consideraction, thought, feeling, and value and their collective, cultural-historical forms of located,interested,  conflictual,  meaningful  activity  inseparable  (Lave,  1993).  In  depth  studies  ofpractices showed that  they are more complex than they might  be  assumed.  The carefulexamination  of  work  practices  will  enrich  our  understanding  of  the  nature  of  practice,relations and roles that actors play, and the extent actors form and shape their identities inthe practice (Orr, 1996).Brown  and  Duguid  (1991) analyzed  Orr's  work  and  teased  out  that  narration,collaboration and social construction are the central overlapping features of work practice. Iwant to extend these features by using the Bourdieu's notion of “resources at stake” and addcompetition  to  the  list  of  central  features  of  practice.  Wenger  (1998) suggest  using“participation”  instead  of  collaboration  and  competition  since  it  can  better  address  abroader sense. He adds participation involves all kinds of relations, conflictual, harmonious,intimate, political, competitive and cooperative (Wenger, 1998). Cook and Brown uses “practice” as “the coordinated activities of individuals and groupsin doing their “real work” as it is informed by a particular organizational or group context”(Cook  &  Brown,  1999,  pp.  386–7).  Practice  approach  considers  practice  as  “embodied,materially mediated arrays of human activity centrally organized around shared practicalunderstanding.” Thus, this approach considers a broad set of phenomena as the componentsof the field of  practice as the “total nexus of interconnected human activities”  (Schatzki,2001, p. 2).
26
 2.1.6. Reflexivity in practiceHeidegger  (1962) argues  that  we  pursue  our  daily  practice  in  the  course  of  ourinteraction with the world and the things among which we are situated. We always relate tothese things in the course of a purposeful activity. Every thing we use makes sense only inrelation to other things; this forms an equipmental totality (equipmental whole) and a pieceof equipment is determined within the nexus of equipments in which it functions (Dreyfus,1991;  Heidegger,  1962).  By  introduction of  breakdowns,  the  equipmental  totality  of  theproject –within which we pursue our daily practice– is questioned and reflective momentsstart. Heidegger suggests (1962), breakdowns help us to start theoretical reflections and todisengage from what we take for granted.Discussing  knowledge  in  practice,  Schön  (1983;  1990) argues  that  there  are  twoconstituent elements to reflective practice as reflection-in-action and reflection-on-action asways that professional knowledge is created. The former means constant reflection uponour  action  while  doing  it  and  usually  stimulated  by  surprises.  Reflection-on-action  is  aretrospective  process  that  practitioner  looks  back  make  sense  of  his/her  experience.Reflection-on-action usually stimulated by introduction of breakdowns.Hodder  (1991) proposes  reflexivity as one of the main components of an interpretivearchaeological  approach.  Berggren  and  Hodder  (2003) note,  “one  definition of  reflexivearchaeology is that it is an approach that tries to provide systematic opportunities for fieldarchaeologists  to  engage  in  narrative  construction  and  to  provide  critique  of  thosenarratives in relation to data and social context. The approach also tries to make the processof interpretation visible to help archaeologists as well as nonarchaeologists reflect on howarchaeological knowledge is produced” (p. 426). Therefore, it is necessary to contemplatethe socio-technical processes of data production and narrative construction.
27The concept of “reflexivity” has created some controversies in the field of archaeology inrecent years. Most of the criticism, however, is based on reactions to reflexive methods inethnography  (I.  Hodder,  2003).  Reflexivity in ethnography is encouraged by engagementwith “the other” voices as a response to post-colonial discourse (Ian Hodder, 1999). Hodder(2003) claims that reflexive field methods in archaeology have developed in response to aset of issues and problems different from those addressed by ethnography. Therefore, therecent criticisms of the reflexive method in ethnography  (Lynch, 2000; Robertson, 2002;Salzman, 2002) do not apply to archaeology. Hodder argues that one of the reasons for thedifference between reflexivity in ethnography and reflexivity in archaeology is the use of awide range of  techniques that archaeology borrowed and transformed from natural  andphysical  sciences (e.g.,  radiocarbon dating,  geophysical  surveys,  DNA sampling,  phytolithanalysis). Therefore, reflecting on the process of constructing the past using these methods,techniques,  and  tools  requires  a  broader  conception  of  reflexivity  than  simply  theengagement  with  “the  other”  voices.  The  use  of  data  produced by  physical  and naturalsciences usually comes with assumptions regarding the value-neutrality of the methods anddata. Therefore, reflexivity in archaeology should encourage awareness about the conflictsthat arise from the differences between methods and assumptions in social  and naturalsciences.Hodder  (2003,  p.  56) adds  “[b]y  reflexivity  [in  archaeology],  I  mean  initially  therecognition  and  incorporation  of  multiple  stakeholder  groups,  and  the  self-criticalawareness of one’s archaeological truth claims as historical and contingent.” For Hodder(2003), reflexivity in archaeology also means the recognition of “positionality”—that is, theacknowledgement  of  that  one’s  perspective  is  affected  by  his/her  position.  Therefore,reflexivity is an attempt to value multiple positions (multivocality) as well as to challenge
28taken-for-granted  assumptions  and  pre-understandings.  I  suggest  that  a  reflexivearchaeological  practice  should  also  include  the  examination  of  the  perfomativity oftechnologies  and  objectual  practices  involved  in  the  construction  of  archaeologicalnarratives.
 2.1.7. Knowledge in communitiesConsidering knowledge in the context of practice, Carlile (2002) describes knowledge as“localized, embedded and invested in practice” (p. 442). Practice itself cannot be consideredalone for the study of knowledge, because practice is inseparable from its social context inthe forms of communities, institutions or organizations. Duguid  (2005) argues that knowhow is produced by communities of practice. He adds that Communities of Practice (CoP)theory (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 1998) can illuminate what Polanyi  (1966) calls the
art of knowing. Carlile (2002) explains that CoP literature recognized situated and purposivenature of knowledge which is necessary for studying knowledge.Wenger, addressing different aspects of theory of CoP, defines knowledge as “a matter ofcompetence with respect to valued enterprises,” and knowing as “a matter of participatingin the pursuit of such enterprises” (Wenger, 1998, p. 4). He elaborates that “a community ofpractice acts as a locally negotiated regime of competence” (Wenger, 1998, p. 137). To put itanother way, knowledge is considered as competent participation in the practice. Wengeremphasizes that knowing in the form of competent participation is not limited to the localcommunities,  but  it  involves  an  interaction  between  local  and  global  within  broaderconstellations or networks of practice (Brown & Duguid, 2001; Duguid, 2005). The exchangeof  knowledge  between  two  communities  or  networks  is  then  limited  to  the  epistemiccommitments (to what extent two communities can share and exchange meaning) as well asethical commitments (to what extent they will and want to exchange) (Duguid, 2005). One
29of  the  aspects  which  is  less  addressed  in  the  literature  is how  different  communitiesexchange  knowledge.  Scholars  discussed  the  different  modes  of  knowledge  exchange(Boland & Tenkasi,  1995; Engeström, Engeström, & Kärkkäinen, 1995; Nonaka & Konno,1998). However, the focus in these studies is mostly on the explicit and codified forms ofknowledge,  and it  is  less  discussed how the emergent knowledge in practice constantlybeing exchanged.Some trends in social epistemology emphasize that only groups or communities qualifyfor construction and production of knowledge, it does not mean that individuals does nothave any logical or empirical understanding but it means that consensus is achieved andarchived  by  communities  which  means  that  the  knowledge  generating  agents  arecommunities and sub-communities, not individual (Goldman, 2010).In studying knowledge production Latour and Woolgar (1986) suggest to avoid thinkingindividuals as the locus of study, but to study groups and communities instead. Addressingtheir ethnographic study of laboratory life they argue that being a member of a communityis prior to being an individual regarding knowledge production in a science lab. Therefore,work  sequences,  networks,  and  techniques  of  argument  are  important  phenomena  instudying knowledge  production  (Latour  &  Woolgar,  1986). In  other  words,  they  do notsuggest  merely  considering  individuals,  practice  or  communities  of  practice  but  aheterogeneous network of actors, practices, norms, techniques and tools that is responsiblefor production of knowledge as a network.
 2.1.8. Communities of practiceIn  the  former  section,  it  is  discussed  that  due  to  the  collective  nature  of  practices,emphasized by Bourdieu  (1977) and Latour and Woolgar  (1986), to study knowledge wecannot  just  focus  on  the  individuals  in  the  practice  approach.  Individuals  should  be
30considered within their  context of  practice.  The proper contexts for studying knowledgethen  are  communities,  societies  and  cultures  (Schatzki,  2001).  Schön  argues  that  anyprofessional  practice  is  situated  within  a  community  of  practitioners.  One  enters  thiscommunity by learning their  traditions and experiencing the world they inhabit  (Schön,1990).Wenger  (1998) discussed  that  there  are  three  common  features  that  forms  thecommunity of practice as a coherent social entity. These features or dimensions are: Mutualengagement, a joint enterprise, and a shared repertoire. Mutual engagement is enabled bythe possibility of forming diverse and partial mutual relationships engaged in practice. Ajoint enterprise keeps a community of practice together by providing a collective process ofnegotiation  that  reflects  the  full  complexity  of  mutual  engagement,  and  transforms  thepractice  into  a  negotiated  enterprise.  This  enterprise  is  formed  and  defined  by  itsparticipants continuously in the very process of pursuing it. This process of forming a jointenterprise and the mutual engagement create a regime of mutual accountability among theparticipants.  Overtime  the  members  of  community  create  a  set  of  shared  resources  tonegotiate meaning. These resources are heterogeneous entities such as activities, symbolsor artifacts (Wenger, 1998). Schön argues that one learns a practice and becomes a memberof  the  community  of  practice  by  learning  the  conventions,  languages,  reward  systems,exemplars, and patterns of knowing-in-action”  (Schön, 1990). This shared repertoire alsoreflects  a  history  of  mutual  engagement  of  the  community.  Moreover,  it  provides  thepossibility of negotiation and adding new shared resources.For  this  study,  the  shared  repertoire  of  a  community  is  an  important  resource  tounderstand the practice. Carlile (2002) emphasizes the embedded characteristic of practicalknowledge,  and  adds  that  one  way  to  study  the  embedded  knowledge  is  to  study
31technologies, tools, methods and rules of thumbs used by the individuals within a practice.Therefore, the shared repertoire of practice provides a rich set of traces to reveal the historyof mutual engagement of the practice. To imitate archaeology, we can consider these tracessimilar to archaeological evidence for the practice.From  this  perspective,  the  subject  of  study  in  the  practice  approach  is  not  merelyindividuals or a group of individuals, but practice as a nexus of materially mediated activities .In this view, technologies, tools, methods and their effects are studied in the practice, andthey are considered as actively participating in forming the relationships and the outcomesof practice. To put it another way, the products of practice cannot be defined merely basedon the analysis of the practitioners' activities. We should consider a broader range of agents.For example, today most of archaeologists are using information technology to store andretrieve their data; therefore, their access to the data mediated by the databases and digitalinterfaces. These technological interfaces are not neutral in the process of archaeologicalwork, they actively create and restrict possibilities. The result of an archaeological project tosome extent depends on the technologies that archaeologists use during the project. Thus,to study archaeologists in the practice we have to consider the archaeological practice as acomplex  and  heterogeneous  network  including  non-human  actors.  To  understand  thelearning and knowledge processes it is necessary to study the formation and evolution ofthe communities in which the practice is situated (Brown & Duguid, 1991; Lave & Wenger,1991; Orr, 1996).
 2.1.9. Summary: Knowledge dichotomies and knowledge quadrantsMost of the discussion about knowledge is formed around distinguishing different formsand  types  of  knowledge.  The  distinction  between  tacit  and  explicit  is  the  most  widelyrecognized dichotomy regarding knowledge. This dichotomy is not the only one; there is a
32great  interest  to  propose  more  dichotomies  about  knowledge.  A  list  of  knowledgedichotomies  would  include  local  vs.  universal,  codified  vs.  uncodified,  procedural  vs.propositional,  canonical  vs.  non-canonical,  individual  vs.  collective,  informal  vs.  formal,static  vs.  dynamic,  embedded  vs.  distributed,  leaky  vs.  sticky,  possessed  vs.  practiced,personal vs. public. Also, there are a set of binary knowledge type definitions as explicit vs.implicit,  know-how  vs.  know-that  (Ryle,  2009),  knowledge-as-thing  vs.  knowledge-as-process (Buckland, 1991), knowledge-of vs. knowledge-about (Machlup, 1980), knowledge-of vs. knowledge-from (Assudani, 2005). Each of these distinctions portrays some aspects ofknowledge and provides a model that can explain a group of knowledge related problems,however, none of them can exhaustively address the nature of knowledge. 
Figure 1. Knowledge quadrants
33Another  set  of  attempts  to  conceptualize  knowledge  focus  to  define  differentiae  toclassify knowledge types. The results of most of these attempts are presented in the form ofquadrants. Buckland (1991) used tangible/intangible and process/entity dimensions. Cookand Brown (1999) presented their model based on tacit/explicit and possessed/practiced,also  individual/group  distinctions.  Gasson  and  Shelfer  (2007) utilized  contextuality  vs.expressibility to form their knowledge quadrant. Finally, Choo (2006) used local/universalover  tangible/intangible  to  describe  different  types  of  knowledge-as-process  (Figure  1.Knowledge quadrants).Tsoukas (1996) characterize two perspectives to knowledge which can be distinguishedin  the  organizational  studies'  literature  as  taxonomic  and  connectionist/distributionist.Taxonomic perspective attempts to distinguish different types of knowledge (e.g. tacit vsexplicit)  to  facilitate  generating,  sharing,  and  managing  knowledge.  Connectionist/distributionist  stream  adopts  the  individual's  brain  metaphor  that  considers  anorganization as a collective mind. This is the perspective that Tsoukas  (1996) along withothers  (Boland & Tenkasi, 1995; Cook & Brown, 1999; Orlikowski, 2002) argues for as anintegrated  approach  which  consider  organizational  knowledge  as  processual,  emergent,dispersed and indeterminate.By analyzing these conceptions and distinctions we can recognize two epistemologicalstances which can broadly cover these varieties, respectively known as positivist (objective)epistemologies and constructionist (subjective) epistemologies.  Figure 2 represents theirperspective of knowledge.
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To focus better on the nature of problem that I am looking to address we need to returnto the vignette and the conflict between knowledge engineers and domain experts. One ofthe objections of the experts was that the knowledge in their perspective is an emergentphenomenon which forms through interaction in the context of a problem. Thus, the focus ofthis study will be the emergent knowledge, situated in the context of practice and contestedcontinuously.  This  view of  knowledge is  closer  to constructionist/subjective  stance.  Theview of this study does not construe knowledge just as a process. Knowledge is consideredas practice. This study defines knowledge and practice as inseparable entities which meansknowledge and practice are neither considered as separate entities with some sort of casualrelationship  nor  separate  entities  with  an  interactional  relationship.  Knowledge  andpractice  are  assumed  as  entangled  entities;  therefore,  this  research  takes  a  relational-ontological stance in studying knowledge and practice.To sum up, I should say that the question of knowledge is one of the most complicatedissues to investigate in human intellectual history. Any attempt to study knowledge should
Figure 2. Different epistemological stances towards knowledge
35consider the complexity of this phenomenon and avoid reducing it to one of its multipleaspects. Although any attempt to study knowledge will be limited to address some aspectsof knowledge, but it does not necessarily mean to ignore the existence of other aspects. It isdiscussed that to address the challenges of knowledge production, it is better to considerknowledge in practice and situated within a community of practice. In addition, to addressthe sociotechnical concerns of knowledge production, it is necessary to consider knowledgein the context of  the complex heterogeneous networks of actors,  norms, boundaries andtechnologies. The  challenge  then  will  be  how  we  can  frame  the  knowledge  productionproblem to be able to address the aforementioned concerns about knowledge production. Inthe following sections, a less studied approach to knowledge will be discussed as narrativemode of knowing. I will argue that this approach can provide a strong framework to addressthe  sociomaterial  concerns  about  knowledge  in  practices  dealing  with  ambiguity,uncertainty and multivocality.
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[N]arrative is present in myth, legend, fables, tales, short stories,
epics,  history,  tragedy,  drame  [suspense  drama],  comedy,
pantomime,  paintings  ...  stained-glass  windows,  movies,  local
news, conversation. Moreover, in this infinite variety of forms, it
is  present  at  all  times, in  all  places, in  all  societies; indeed
narrative starts with the very history of mankind; there is not,
there has never been anywhere, any people without narrative;
all classes, all human groups, have their stories, and very often
those stories are enjoyed by men of different and even opposite
cultural  backgrounds:  narrative  remains  largely  unconcerned
with  good  or  bad  literature.  Like  life  itself,  it  is  there,
international,  transhistorical,  transcultural.  (Barthes,  1975,  p.
237)
 2.2. Conceptual Framework
 2.2.1. Local emergence of knowledge and narrative mode of knowingThe universality and omnipresence of narrative can be seen as an obstacle to recognizingthe importance and the role of narrative in construction of knowledge. The narrative form isso familiar to us that it can be easily overlooked, as illustrated by the famous example the offish's unconsciousness of the water  (Bruner,  1991).  We have discussed that sharing andtransfer  of  knowledge situated in the  context  of  social  action is  an  important  aspect  ofknowledge creation. Suchman (2007) argues that our understanding of the situations of ouractions is achieved rather than given and that language is the central resource for achievingthis understanding.  Narrative,  thus,  plays a critical  role in the formation and transfer ofknowledge. Hayden White  (1980) provided a brief etymology of the term “narrative”: “[t]he words“narrative,”  “narration,”  “to  narrate,”  and  so  on  derive  via  the  Latin  gnārus (“knowing,”“acquainted  with,”  “expert,”  “skilful,:  and  so  forth)  and  narrō (“relate,”  “tell”)  from  theSanskrit root  gnâ (“know”)”  (Hayden White, 1980, p. 5). To clarify the innate relationship
37between knowledge and narrative, White adds that narrative should not be considered as aproblem but as a solution to one of the central human concerns regarding how to convert ortranslate  knowing  into  telling  and  how  to  transform  human  experience  into  anunderstandable  and  communicable  structure  that  goes  beyond  culture-specific  settings(Hayden  White,  1980).  Narrative  is  the  prevalent  form  by  which  to  organize  humanexperience and memory in order to become assimilable (Bruner, 1991).The “cognitive revolution” in the human sciences created the idea that the act of knowingis equal to achieve a representation of reality  (Hutchins, 1995). However, it became clearthat  representation  cannot  equate  to  a  set  of  propositions  (which  was  assumed  byknowledge  engineers).  Advancements  in  literary  theory  and  historiography  encouragedpsychologists  to  recognize  narrative  not  only  as  a  form  for  representation  but  asconstituting and reconstituting reality (Bruner, 1991). Narrative transforms scattered piecesof events and experience into a cohesive process that can be understood easily by reducingambiguity,  uncertainty  and  complexity.  Therefore,  we  continuously  narrativize  ourexperience. Bruner  (1986,  1990) argues that  there  are  two modes  of  knowing,  the  paradigmaticmode (also known as logico-scientific or information-processing mode) and the narrativemode. He argues that these two modes are not contradictory but are complementary andthat neither is inferior. Bruner emphasized that they are two natural kinds and we use bothof them. Each mode provides distinctive ways of ordering experience and of constructingreality.  The  goal  of  the  paradigmatic  or  logico-scientific  mode  is  to  achieve  a  formalmathematical system of description and explanation. To this end, it employs categorizationand  conceptualization  to  reach  a  consistent  non-contradictory  abstraction  of  reality  orhuman experience  (Bruner,  1986).  The paradigmatic  mode is based on the information-
38processing  notion  and  considers meaning  as  a  neutral  concept;  therefore,  this  modeemphasizes deductive logic. In contrast, the narrative mode is based on the notion of socialconstruction and considers meaning as contextual and negotiated. This mode emphasizesthe social processes  (Boland & Tenkasi, 1995). Narrative mode is used when breakdownsdisrupts the normal routines and the events cannot be integrated into the existing frames ofreference (Patriotta, 2003b; Weick, 1995). In this situation, we reconstruct what happenedby forming narratives that can plausibly accommodate the pieces of information at hand.Thus, narrative mode encourages abductive logic (Patriotta, 2003a; Weick, 2012). Narrativeis  judged  by  verisimilitude  rather  that  verifiability  (Bruner,  1991).  Logicio-scientificargument should be coherent, consistent and noncontradictory, whereas a narrative shouldbe interesting, plausible and believable (Boland & Tenkasi, 1995). The narrative mode better fits the  processual conception of knowledge. Ingold  (2011)introduces two concepts of “dwelling in” and “wayfaring” and argues that knowledge is astoried phenomenon, not a classificatory one. He emphasizes that knowledge is more aboutconnecting  pieces  and  paths  than  about  distinction  and  partitioning.  To  illustrate  thedifference,  he  used David  Rubin's  notions of  “complex-structure”  and “complex-process.”The complex-structure metaphor suggests that knowledge can exist as a complex mentalrepresentation in the mind of an individual. The practical application of this knowledge thenwill be a simple process of finding a match between the structures in the world and thestructures in the mind. In contrast, the complex-process metaphor emphasizes the practiceof knowing rather than the property of knowledge. It means that people know by the way oftheir practice through an ongoing engagement, in perception and action, rather than simplyapplying existing structures. In this view, knowledge is constantly and perpetually underconstruction within the web of relations in which the actor-perceiver is located in a certain
39context. This perspective on knowledge does not conceive knowledge as a static complexstructure but as an emergent product of a complex process (Ingold, 2011). The differencesbetween these two perspectives, which is masterfully addressed by Ingold, reminds us ofthe conception of knowledge among knowledge engineers, who conceive knowledge as acomplex  structure  of  representations,  and  the  sociological  approach  to  knowledge  thatconsiders  knowledge  as  an  emergent  ongoing  process  of  creating  meanings.  Stories,  inIngold's description, are capable of depicting this complex process by their ever-changingnature connecting points and pieces together.The narrative mode had been neglected for a long time (Orr, 1996; Polkinghorne, 1988),although in the recent years there has been an increasing trend of attention to the narrativeaspects of knowledge (Cunliffe & Coupland, 2012; Czarniawska, 2004; Czarniawska-Joerges,1998;  Czarniawska-Joerges  &  Gagliardi,  2003;  Patriotta,  2003a;  Snowden,  2003;  Weick,2012).  One reason of the neglecting narrative mode is that our information systems arecapable of retrieving and processing explicit ones forms of knowledge; therefore, most ofthe attempts concentrate on the conversion of tacit dimensions of knowledge to explicit andaim to control knowledge as a thing or flow in order to direct it, exchange it, process it andreprocess  it.  Another  reason  is  our  lack  of  understanding  about  how  we  create  goodnarratives in comparison to our vast understanding of how logical reasoning works (Bruner,1986).  As  a  result,  most  of  the  efforts  in  knowledge  management  have  focused  on  thelogioco-scientific mode to resolve the issues of knowledge in practice. The gap regarding ourlack of understanding about how narratives are formed and developed in practice is widelymentioned in the recent literature (Boland & Tenkasi, 1995; Brown & Duguid, 1991; Bruner,1986; Kupers, 2005; Orr, 1996).
40It  is  important  to  emphasize  that  narrative  is  not  only  a  final  medium  but  also  aknowledge  tool  which  is  used  to  develop  ideas,  exchange  thoughts  and  organizeinformation. As Snowden (2003) and Ingold (2011) point out stories and narratives work asorganizing tools and information repositories. Narratives have multiple knowledge-relatedfunctions such as organizing  (Bruner, 1986; Czarniawska-Joerges, 1998; Patriotta, 2003b;Snowden, 2003); sensemaking (Patriotta, 2003a, 2003a; Weick, 1995, 2012); re-construingwhat  happened  (Ricœur,  1973);  perspective  making  and  perspective  taking  (Boland  &Tenkasi, 1995; Tenkasi & Boland, 1996); filtering, reconstructing and representing reality(Bruner, 1991; Hayden White, 1980); and communicating (Barthes, 1975; Boland & Tenkasi,1995; Snowden, 2003).Polkinghorne's  (1988) definition of narrative guide the approach used in this study. Hepresents a definition inspired by the works of Bruner as “a meaning structure that organizesevents and human actions into a whole, thereby attributing significance to individual actionsand events according to their effect on the whole” (p. 18). In this view, narrative is not theend but a means to an end. By focusing on narratives we study not the final products (modus
operandi), but the ways in which these narratives are formed, evolved and stabilized (modus
operatum).  Bruner,  too,  suggests that to understand narrative as a mode of knowing weshould consider its operation as an instrument of mind in the construction of reality ratherhow narratives are constructed as texts (Bruner, 1991). Therefore, the goal of this researchis to study the processes in which the distributed knowledge of communities reifies andcoalesces in the form of narratives. Figure 3 illustrate the conceptualization of the processesof the emergence of situated knowledge in form of narrative within communities of practice.The narrative is not only reminiscent of practical knowledge but also one of the vehicles forthe emergence and the evolution of knowledge in practice. By excavating these narratives
41and  the  traces  left  in  them  during  their  formation,  I  want  to  open  a  window  intoarchaeological  knowledge  in  practice.  That  is  way  I  call  this  project,  “Archaeology  ofArchaeology”.Considering the existing gap in our knowledge regarding narratives and knowledge, thefirst research question that this study attempted to address is:
• How is knowledge created and debated to result in “accepted” narratives within
local communities of practice? 
Figure 3. Emergence of situated knowledge in communities of practice in form of narrative
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 2.2.2. Knowledge Development at the Boundaries among Communities of PracticeThe  “narrative  mode  of  knowing”  suggests  that  narratives  are  knowledge-creationdevices and information-organization tools. From the information science perspective, thefact that we have not studied one this mode in depth means that pursuing such studiesoffers a significant opportunity to advance our knowledge of the field. The important role ofnarratives in knowledge creation will be better recognized when scholars begin to considernarrative as a tool for understanding knowledge creation. Choo  (2006) distinguishes  three  ways  that  an  organization  can  create  knowledge:converting tacit to explicit knowledge, building up and refreshing its core capabilities, andtransferring and sharing knowledge among different parts of the organization. The idea thatknowledge creation occurs in the conversion of tacit to explicit knowledge was popularizedby Nonaka and his  colleagues  (Nonaka,  1991,  1994;  Nonaka & Konno,  1998;  Nonaka &Takeuchi,  1995).  In  their  SECI  model  (Socialization-Externalization-Combination-Internalization)  which  is  very  well  adopted  by  the  management  literature,  they  couldillustrate simple relationships between different aspects of knowledge problem. However,this simplicity is considered an oversimplification by others and is known as one of themajor problems of the SECI model. Tsoukas (2004) shows that the notion of tacit knowledgeis misrepresented in the SECI model and argues that tacit knowledge, by its nature, cannotbe converted.
 2.2.2.1. Knowledge exchange, discontinuities and fault-linesThe notion of knowledge creation by transferring and sharing among different parts andcommunity is widely addressed in the literature  (Boland & Tenkasi,  1995; Carlile,  2002;Orlikowski, 2002; Tenkasi & Boland, 1996). One point is that the competitiveness and thestrength  of  an  organization  is  highly  dependent  on  the  organization's  ability  to  shareknowledge (Boland & Tenkasi, 1995; Tenkasi & Boland, 1996). One of the key issues in the
43literature is the extent to which we can share or transfer knowledge, if at all. Brown andDuguid (1998) and Duguid (2005) discussed the leakiness and stickiness of knowledge andthe  problems  of  knowledge  sharing  across  communities  of  practice.  Leaky  knowledgemoves and flows across organization. In contrast, sticky knowledge is not easy to share orexchange. Another challenge for knowledge exchange and development is tension amongdifferent  communities  of  practice  in  forms  of  fault-lines  and  discontinuities.  Lau  andMurnighan (1998, 2005) define “fault-lines” as hypothetical dividing lines that split a groupinto subgroups according to one or more social or cultural attributes such as demographicattributes,  organizational  affiliations,  or  nationalities.  Hodder  (1999)  recognized  anddiscussed one of the major fault-lines of  collaboration in archaeology, that is the lack ofdialogue between the field and the lab people. In her study of Çatalhöyük project, Hamilton(1996) added, to the “tension between diggers and specialists,” two other fault-lines that aregenerated  in  the  process  of  construction  of  archaeological  knowledge  from  the  use  ofdatabases and video-footage. She argued that in the early years of the project, the use ofcentral databases was encouraged to help increase reflexivity. The underlying idea was thatvarious teams can consult each other's data through a central database. But, the excessivepressure on the project for the maintenance of the database and access to it across theproject led to its marginalization. (C. Hamilton, 1996). Marciniak (2007) also discussed thefault-lines that  emerge from national  traditions in the  practice of  archaeology and fromdifferent  schools  of  archaeological  thought.  As  collaboration  virtuality  increases,discontinuities (fault-lines) in communication and coordination increase (Watson-Manheim,Chudoba, & Crowston, 2012; Watson-Manheim, Crowston, & Chudoba, 2002). Differences inethnocentrism, community identification, and location heighten subgroup dynamics, which
44increase the discontinuities in coordination and collaboration (Cramton, 2001; Cramton &Hinds, 2004).Different approaches and methods have been proposed to overcome fault-lines  in orderto share and transfer knowledge such as trading zones  (Galison, 1997), boundary objects(Carlile, 2002; Star, 1990; Star & Griesemer, 1989), boundary spanners and ploycontexuality(Engeström et al., 1995), brokering practices (Wenger, 1998), engaging knowledge brokersand translators  (Brown & Duguid, 1998), and facilitating communication forums to createcross-community discussions (Boland & Tenkasi, 1995).
 2.2.2.2. Boundary practices and trading zonesThe  notion  of  boundary  objects  (Star  &  Griesemer,  1989) suggests  that  productiveinteraction is achieved through translation of interests of different communities participatein knowledge sharing and exchange. Galison (1997) suggests an alternative model for cross-boundary collaboration through the  development of  new shared cultures and languages(Ribeiro, 2007).Kuhn's  (1970) study  of  scientific  works  in  communities  introduced  the  concept  ofincommensurability, which discusses foundational differences between different paradigms.One of the major questions posed in this area is how collaboration and exchange happenswhen two communities work under two incommensurable paradigms or two social worldswith  distinctive  technological  frames  (Bijker,  1995).  To  resolve  the  problem  ofincommensurability  in  the  Kuhnian  notion  of  paradigm,  Galison  (1997) suggested  theconcept of the “trading zone.” Galison (1997) argues against the notion of scientific paradigms as monolithic, as Kuhnhad suggested. He adds that “science is disunified, and—against our first intuitions—it isprecisely  the  disunification  of  science  that  brings  strength  and  stability”  (p.781).  By
45studying different sub-cultures of physics he suggested the metaphor of the trading zone toexplain how communication is managed where there is a  degree of incommensurability.Galison argues that different subcultures can collaborate and exchange at the local level,without global agreement. He then suggests thinking of boundary practices as the creationof local languages—jargon, pidgins and creoles—that might grow or diminish through theinteraction among subcultures. Galison was inspired by the works of anthropologists whostudied dissimilar cultures that interact specially by trade, in which two groups agree on theexchange. Even the objects being exchanged have different significance for each group. “Anintermediate domain in which procedures could be coordinated locally even where broadermeanings clashed.  ...  Within a certain cultural  arena …—“trading zone”— two dissimilargroups  can  find  common  ground.  They  can  exchange  fish  for  baskets,  enforcing  subtleequations of correspondence between quantity, quality and type, and yet utterly disagree onthe broader (global) significance of the items exchanged”  (Galison,  1997,  p.  46).  Galison(1997) concludes that the trading partners can coordinate local coordination despite vastglobal  differences  through  creating  contact  languages,  and  systems  of  discourse  withvarious levels of sophistication, from function-specific jargons and pidgin languages to full-fledged creoles.Galison  (1997) discusses  three  aspects  of  interlanguages  as  locality,  diachrony, and
contextuality. Locality refers to the fact that interlanguages are created for specific uses andbased on the languages of the different subcultures they are connecting. Diachrony pointsthe temporal nature of pidgins and creoles that sometimes leads to dramatic shifts over afew decades.  Galison also argues that,  in contrast to pure linguistic studies,  the study ofinterlanguages  should  be  situated  within  the  historical  and  sociological  circumstancesunder which these languages develop. He emphasizes the role of the distribution of power
46among the groups in the formation of the interlanguages and suggests that the lexicon of thelanguage is usually provided by the dominant group, while the less powerful provides thesyntax.Galison  (1997) argues  that  attempts  to  homogenize  various  groups  holding  differentconceptual schemes will diminish their distinct ways of practice and productivity. Also, hediscusses  that  considering  those  groups  as  isolated  units  constantly  translating  theirconceptual  schemes  for  communication  also  dismisses  the  real  ways  local  knowledgeproduction and coordination happens. Galison (1997) summarizes that trading zone is thesite where “local coordination between beliefs and action takes place” (P. 784) and suggeststrading zones “as social,  material,  and intellectual mortar binding together the disunifiedtraditions”(p. 803).
 2.2.2.3. Distributed knowledge and narrative knowingThe notion of sharing and exchanging knowledge among different parts of a communityor organization reveals another important dimension of knowledge in practice. Theories ofdistributed  cognition  emphasize  that  knowledge  and  understanding  are  stretched  overcommunities and groups (Hutchins, 1995; Lave, 1988; Pea, 1993). Lave (1988) argues thatknowledge and cognition are social phenomena. She adds that the knowledge in the headnot only corresponds to the outside social world but is interrelated within that world in away  that  preventing  us  from  separating  them.  She  argues  that  our  knowledge  of  dailypractice is distributed and stretched over culturally organized settings. To extend the notionof distributedness of knowledge, one can argue that the knowledge of a group or communityis not equal to the sum total of the knowledge of individuals in the group. Human cognitionoccurs in a complex socio-cultural context that cannot be separated from it and cannot beunaffected by its context (Hutchins, 1995).
47Hutchins discusses that the cognitive revolution in 1950s-60s turned the attention toindividuals and assumed that the locus of knowledge is inside the individual's head. Theconsequence has been that we mostly study what people can say about what they know andhave turned our focus from the practice.  Considering the characteristics of  situated anddistributed knowledge from an information science perspective, one can say that a person'sknowledge is not isolated from her or his reference books, computer, software, databases,search  engines  and  the  more  important  social  network  of  colleagues  and  friends  whoprovides  feedback  and  supporting  ideas.  This  situation  is  what  Pea  (1993) considers“distributed intelligence.”To better develop our discussion about knowledge, it is necessary to distinguish betweenshared  knowledge  and  distributed  knowledge.  If  one  follows  the  Polanyi  (1966) andTsoukas  (2004) argument  that  all  knowledge  has  a  tacit  dimension  which  cannot  betransferred or shared, it is not clear to what extent different individuals or communities canshare the same knowledge. I suggest that instead of focusing on knowledge sharing, we haveto  focus  to  the  extent  to  which  we  can  mutually  negotiate  meanings  and  perspectives.Therefore,  the  notion of  distributed knowledge does not  equate  to  what  can be sharedamong a group; rather, it means that knowledge is stretched across the social context of apractice.  Moreover,  knowledge  creation  is  a  socially  shared or  distributed  phenomenonrather  than  an  individual  or  shared  one,  and  knowledge  is  embedded  within  a  socialcommunity of practice (Gasson, 2004). Boland and Tenkasi (1995; 1996) addressed perspective making and perspective takingas a necessary aspect of  knowledge creation in knowledge-intensive environments.  Theydiscuss that there are two models of communication to support knowledge: a conduit modeland  a  narrative-language  game  model.  The  conduit  model  is  based  on  communication
48theory developed by Shanon and Weaver (1949) and the narrative-language game model isbased on works by Bruner  (1986, 1990) and Wittgenstein  (1953).  In the former model,meaning is perceived as unitary, context independent and capable of being transferred inpackages.  In narrative-language game model,  meaning is context dependent and flexible,and achieved by negotiation. Bruner (1991) emphasizes that the context dependency of thenarrative permits cultural negotiation and draws on Vygotsky's ideas about the mediation ofthought  by  cultural  products  like  language.  He  argues  that  not  all  human  domains  ofknowledge are  organized  by  logical  principles  and that  there  are  considerable  domainssupported by cultural  tool  kits and distributed networks of  relations  (Bruner,  1991).  Asmentioned earlier, Bruner concludes that narrative should be considered as an importantcomponent of  cultural  tool  kit;  therefore,  it  should become the subject  of  studies abouthuman knowledge creation.Boland  and  Tenkasi  (1995) advocate  for  the  importance  of  narratives  in  knowledgecreation since narratives are the main vehicles for knowledge communication, perspectivemaking and the negotiation of meaning. Snowden (2003) discusses the role of narratives ineffective communication and emphasizes that convincing and attention-grabbing stories arenecessary for effective communication. He argues that narratives reveal patterns of culture,behavior and understanding in organizations and communities, and that, stories are goodsources  for  understanding  cultures.  Snowden  adds  that  narrative  is  a  simple  way  forconveying  complex  ideas.  Narrative  also  works  as  a  means  to  create  understanding  ofculture and learning within a community (Snowden, 2003).Bruner  (1990) argues  that  narrative  is  a  viable  instrument  for  social  negotiation.Considering Wenger's definition of a community of practice as a “locally negotiated regimeof competence” (Wenger, 1998, p. 137), one can conclude that narratives play an important
49role  in  community  formation  and  development,  too:  they  work  as  knowledge  creationdeceives, communication vehicles, perspective making and perspective taking platforms andcontribute  to  community  formation.  Polkinghorne  (1988) adds  to  this  list  narrativeconfiguration as a means to achieve personal identity. Thus, narratives should be consideredin the context  of  situated learning and knowledge which centered around the idea thatlearning  processes  are  tied  to  practitioners'  development  of  identities  (Lave  &  Wenger,1991).In  complicated  situations,  practitioners  should  negotiate  and  combine  differentperspectives and insights from different domains and contexts to achieve innovations oraddress  breakdowns.  This  practice  requires  polycontextuality  and  boundary  crossing.Narrative plays an important role in this regard, too, because crossing boundaries requiresunderstanding  different  cultural  patterns  and  languages.  Moreover,  reconciling  differentevidence from various sources and translating among viewpoints requires the developmentof “boundary objects” (Star, 1990; Star & Griesemer, 1989). Barthes (1975) emphasizes thatan  important  feature  of  narrative  is  that  narrative  is  translatable  without  damage  andargues  that  it  is  why  narrative  is  an  omnipresent  phenomenon  of  all  culturalcommunication. It turns narrative into an important boundary object usable for knowledgepractices to cross boundaries and communities. “Boundary objects are those objects thatare plastic enough to be adaptable across multiple viewpoints, yet maintain continuity ofidentity”  (Star,  1990,  p.  37).  Star  and  Griesemer  (1989) distinguished  four  types  ofboundary  objects  as  repositories,  ideal  types,  coincident  boundaries  and  standardizedforms. Narratives can work as information repositories (Ingold, 2011; Snowden, 2003) anddominant narratives portray ideal types and values (Weick, 2012) and work as knowledgetemplates  similar  to  standard  forms  (Patriotta,  2003b;  Suchman,  2007).  Accordingly,
50narratives  play  important  roles  in  the  formation  of  distributed  knowledge  in  multiplecontexts (Figure 4).
The  process  of  joint  narrative  accrual  is  one  of  the  principal  ways  that  we  createknowledge and work mentally (Bruner, 1991). Bruner argues that this process has not beenstudied well and that we do not know how narratives and stories are cobbled together tocreate  a  whole.  To  accumulate  scientific  knowledge,  science  utilizes  general  principles,connects them to the structure of a paradigm, and applies verification processes  (Bruner,1991).  Due  to  the  dominance  of  the  scientific  methods,  these  processes  are  considered
Figure 4. Knowledge exchange across communities of practice
51applicable  to  other  domains  and  practices,  too.  Therefore,  our  assumptions  aboutknowledge organization and exchange have formed mostly based on the logico-scientific(paradigmatic)  mode  of  knowing.  However,  failing  to  consider  the  narrative  mode  ofknowing,  means  that  our  understanding  of  how  we  manage  and  exchange  distributedknowledge  across  a  community  of  practice  is  limited.  This  limited  understandingencourages me to pose the second research question: 
• How  is  distributed  knowledge  exchanged  and  stabilized  across  communities  of
practice? What role do narrative modes of knowing play in this process? 
 2.2.3. Knowledge creation modelsIn this section, three approaches to knowledge creation will be presented. Each of thesemethods claims to consider the problematic and interpretive aspects of knowledge. The firstmodel is Hayden White's model of historical narrative formation. The second model is JohnSowa's model for knowledge creation from the perspective of knowledge representation.The  last  model  is  the  SECI  model  of  knowledge  creation  presented  by  Nonaka  andcolleagues from the viewpoint of organizational studies. Hayden  White's  narrative  theory  is  influential  in  historiography,  which  considershistorical work as creating a narrative of our understanding of the sequence of events byputting  together  actors,  events  and  actions.  According  to  White  (1973a,  1973b) anyhistorical  work  consists  of  five  levels  of  conceptualization:  chronicle,  story,  mode  ofemplotment, mode of argument and mode of ideological implication (Figure 5). Chronicleand  story  refer  to  primitive  elements  and  represent  the  process  of  selection  andarrangement of data from unprocessed historical accounts. In the chronicle, the data arearranged  in  temporal  order;  in  the  story,  they  receive  further  arrangements  bycharacterizations of events as inaugural, terminal and transitional motifs. In these two steps
52the  unprocessed historical  data  are  converted  to  a  more  comprehensible  format  for  anaudience. The mode of emplotment is an attempt to provide an explanation for the historyby selecting a kind of story that can explain the sequence of events. White uses the fourdifferent  modes  of  emplotment  indicated  by  Northrop  Frye  (1957) in  his  Anatomy  of
Criticism, as Romance, Tragedy, Comedy, and Satire. In this step, the work of historian is stillto create a narrative operation of what happened.At the next level, the historian creates an explanation by a formal account and tries toexplicate “the point of it all” through a formal discursive argument. In this step, the historianis involved in an investigative operation. He tries to explain the events of  history by theconstruction  of  a  nomological-deductive  argument,  in  the  same  way  natural  events  areexplained by identification of a universal causal law. In this step, the argument moves from“what  happened”  to  “why  it  happened  as  it  did.”  The  last  level  of  conceptualization  inhistorical work is the explanation by ideological implication. It seeks implications that canbe drawn from the study of past events to undergird the understanding of the present ones,either to change the world or to maintain its current state.
The account of narrative creation presented by White corresponds very well with thenarrative mode of knowing discussed by Bruner. The missing elements in the White's model
Figure 5. Narrative construction model based on White (1973a)
53are the roles of  comparative material and rival interpretations.  Also,  White presents thenarrative  creation  process  as  a  linear  process  and  ignores  the  iterations  and  constantrevisions. This model also fails to discuss the collective aspects of narrative creation. The  next  knowledge  creation  model  is  presented  by  John  Sowa.  Sowa  (2000,  2006)addresses the complexity and challenges of knowledge by describing it as “knowledge soup.”Sowa  indicates that  the  problem  of  knowledge is  its  fluid,  dynamically  changing nature(Sowa,  2000,  2006).  Overgeneralizations,  abnormal  conditions,  incomplete  definitions,conflicting defaults,  and unanticipated applications are innate complexities of  knowledgesoup  (Sowa, 2006). These complexities are omnipresent in many knowledge practices inwhich  interpretation  plays  an  important  role,  both  in  the  selection  of  the  requiredinformation and in the synthesis of a narrative to represent a situation.Sowa  (2006) presents a model for human reasoning and knowledge creation based ondifferent modes of reasoning inspired by C. S. Pierce  (1955) and that is why he called hismodel “the cycle of pragmatism.” He argues that, because of the dominance of the scientificmethod  and  formal  logic,  deduction  is  perceived  as  the  only  valid  type  of  reasoning.According to Pierce, as one of the pioneers of modern logic, deduction is important but isnot the only method of reasoning. Two other methods are equally important: induction andabduction (Sowa, 2006). Abductive arguments are inferences to the best explanation. Theytypically  recognize some facts,  point  out  that  it  is  entailed by a certain hypothesis,  andconclude  that  the  hypothesis  is  true  (Walton,  2004).  Sowa  (2006)  later  added  a  forthmethod to this list, which is analogical reasoning (Sowa, 2006). Sowa argues that one canuse methods  based on deduction when a  theory is  available.  Therefore,  prior  to theorycreation we assume a general  principle that subsumes many facts (induction),  and thenabduction will be used to create a new hypothesis which claims to explain the phenomenon.
54After this point, we can use deduction effectively to predict future events. Sowa indicatesthat these processes are iterative (Figure 6).
One of the shortcomings in Sowa's model is that what happens inside each step is notclear.  It  seems he considers only the  paradigmatic  mode of  cognition for  each step.  Forexample, Sowa does not elaborate on how the abduction process happens and does not referto narrative mode, whereas the links between abduction and the formation of narrative havebeen discussed widely in organizational studies (Patriotta, 2003b; Weick, 2012).The  levels  of  conceptualizations  presented  by  White  (1973a) are  similar  to  Sowa'sproposed model of reasoning  (Sowa, 2006) involving collecting enough records to form astory (starting with induction),  finding a mode of explanation in the form of a narrative
Figure 6. Sowa's knowledge creation model, Sowa (2006)
55(continuing with abduction), and finally seeking principles which can explain the situationand can be extended to explain similar ones (achieving a theory for deduction). The lastlevel is an attempt to apply the findings in order to change or maintain the existing state ofthe world. This level can be compared to the action stage in the Sowa's model.Both models suggest a process that starts with a narrative mode of knowing and movestoward  the  logico-scientific  mode.  Boland  and  Tenkasi  (1995) discussed  a  process  ofcomplexification by which a perspective becomes more stable and established. They arguethat complexification is achieved by developing finer language games (narrative framing)and  more  precise  causal  laws  (paradigmatic  analysis).  The  logico-scientific  mode  ofknowing and the conduit model of communication work better when there are complexifiedestablished perspectives. This reasoning corresponds with Sowa's argument of the usabilityof formal approaches and deduction after achieving a theory.Nonaka  and his  colleagues  (Nonaka,  1991,  1994;  Nonaka  & Konno,  1998;  Nonaka  &Takeuchi, 1995) discussed knowledge creation in the context of organizations through thestudy of successful innovation in Japanese companies. They argue that knowledge creationinvolves  amplification  of  the  individual's  knowing  how to  the  group and organizationallevels  and making it  usable  by the  network of  organization.  Therefore,  the  foci  of  theirdiscussion formed around how tacit knowledge can be converted into explicit knowledgewhich can be exchanged on the organizational level. Nonaka and Takeuchi  (1995) identifyfour modes by which new knowledge is created through the conversion of tacit and explicitknowledge and becomes accepted in the organizational level: socialization, externalization,combination  and  internalization  (Figure  7).  This  process  happens  in  an  iterative  cycle.Socialization is the process by which individuals share personal  experiences and thus itinvolves the transfer of tacit knowledge. Externalization is the process of converting tacit
56knowledge into explicit knowledge through the use of analogies,  metaphors,  models andabstractions, which involves perspective making (Boland & Tenkasi, 1995). Combination isthe process  of  creating  explicit  knowledge  by  combining and merging pieces of  explicitknowledge  from  different  sources.  Finally,  internalization  is  the  process  by  whichindividuals embody the newly created knowledge into their practice, similar to learning bydoing. This process involves conversion from explicit knowledge to tacit knowledge. Thisstep can be compared to the perspective taking emphasized by Boland and Tenkasi (1995).
The SECI model was very well received by the organizational studies and managementcommunity  because  it  provides  a  simple  model  that  can connect  individual,  group  andorganizational levels. It also emphasizes the less addressed aspects of knowledge creationas  a  social  phenomenon.  However,  this  model  has  been  highly  criticized  for  itsoversimplification of the tacit-explicit distinction. It is important to mention, however, that
Figure 7. SECI model adapted from Nonaka and Konno (1998)
57the tacit-explicit dichotomy emphasized in the model encouraged more focused attention tothe  role  of  narrative  in  organizations  and  the  narrative  mode  of  knowing  (B.  Martin,2008).One of the problems with models such as SECI is the many questions about whetherthe tacit aspect of knowledge can be converted into explicit knowledge. It has been arguedthat  we  can  learn  about  the  tacit  dimension  of  knowledge  by  punctuating  our  skilledperformance (our praxis) in new ways but that it is not possible to convert tacit dimensionof  knowledge  into  explicit  knowledge  (Tsoukas,  2004).  Returning to  the  vignette  at  thebeginning of this dissertation,  we remember that knowledge engineers were looking forexplicit  formal  models  that  could  be  applied  to  the  historical  data  to  create  newunderstandings,  while  the  content  experts  believed  that  their  work  could  not  simplyreduced to a formal model. The experts' argument is that there is always a non-convertibledimension to practical knowledge. Moreover, the understanding of experts about a problemor  context  is  not  static  and predefined but  is  a  phenomenon that  emerges through  theprocess of working with (or dwelling in) the problem and data. The SECI model describesknowledge creation as an iterative process of knowledge growth but this is constructed onthe  assumption  that  the  tacit  dimensions  of  knowledge  can  be  externalized  into  someexplicit forms. The SECI model has many benefits, but we should be careful to avoid theoversimplifications assumed by this model.Another  objection  is  that  the  SECI  model  undermines  the  importance  of  “intrinsicknowledge,”  or  what  Gasson  and  Shelfer  (2007) call  “hidden  knowledge.”  This  type  ofknowledge is not articulable and is usually learned from mistakes (B. Martin, 2008).The SECI  model better explains the iterative  process of  knowledge creation than theother  two models  described earlier.  The other  important  aspect  of  this  model  is  that  itdiscusses  how  different  levels  of  organization  becomed  engaged  in  knowledge  creation
58while the other two models address only the role of individuals. Although White considersnarrative as the canonical point in his theory, he does not discuss how narratives becomegenerally and globally accepted.Reviewing the three knowledge-creation models reveals a gap in our knowledge abouthow  the  distributed  knowledge  of  individuals  and  local  communities  becomes  globallyaccepted. Considering the lack of attention to the narrative mode of knowing, we can echoBruner that we have not studied enough “what kinds of strategies might guide the accrual ofnarratives into larger scale cultures or traditions or world versions?” (Bruner, 1991, p. 19).The third research question of this study, then focuses on:
• How does professional knowledge become accepted by more widely distributed
professional networks of practice?
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 3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
 3.1. IntroductionThis chapter discusses the research design used to investigate the research questionspresented in the former chapter. Crotty  (1998) argues that  our methodology governs ourchoice and use of methods, while the methodology is built on top of theoretical perspectiveswhich in turn are informed by some epistemological stances, as shown in Figure 8. First, Ipresent a summary of analysis methods that guide my study to provide an overall view ofthe  methodology  section.  Following,  my  epistemological  stance  is  summarized  andexplicated  more  fully  in  the  Appendix  A:  Paradigms  of  interest.  Next,  I  describe  thetheoretical  perspective  underpinning  the  methodological  approach  used  in  this  study;Finally,  I  describe  the  methods  and  sampling  approach  used  to  explore  each  researchquestion.
Figure 8. The relationship of four elements of research proposal (adapted from Crotty 1998)
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 3.2. Summary of Analysis MethodsThe overall  research question of my dissertation is  how is knowledge produced in the
form  of  narrative  in  data-intensive,  multidisciplinary  research  teams  and  what  role
information technology plays in this process. In my conceptual framework, I discussed threedifferent  levels  of  analysis  involved  to  address  this  overall  research  question  and threeresearch sub-questions correspond to these levels are suggested below:(i) How is knowledge created and debated to result in “accepted” narratives within localcommunities of practice? (ii)  How  is  distributed  knowledge  exchanged  and  stabilized  across  communities  ofpractice? What role do narrative modes of knowing play in this process?(iii)  How  does  professional  knowledge  become  accepted  by  more  widely  distributedprofessional networks of practice?Table 1 presents the correspondence of the analysis and data following the three levels ofanalysis and summarize the methods of analysis for each level and sub-question.
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Table 1. Summary of analysis plan
Research
Question and
Level of
Analysis
Sample
Population
Data Collection Method of
Analysis
Presented
Findings
Focus of RQ1: Individuals within Communities of Practice 
Level of analysis:Individuals actants (humans and non-humans)
Individual archaeologists working in archaeology and anthropology department at the University of Pennsylvania;Individual objects used in the work practice by archaeologists
Repeated interviewswith individuals across groups and projects to explore emergent themes;Analytic exploration of analytic the biographies of objects-in-practice: e.g. recording forms and categorization schemes
Thematic and hermeneutic analysis to identify common elements of practice at the local CoPs Trajectory analysis to understand the performance of objects in practice
An analytical modelthat represents the local process of narrative construction
Focus of RQ2: Collaboration across Communities of Practice
Level of analysis:Multidisciplinary team
Interactions between individuals working in project groups or collaborating in disciplinary laboratories at the Çatalhöyük Research Project
Observations of situated practice at dig site; ethnographic interviews to explore collaborative practices and networks
Actor-network analysis to identify interactions between individuals in various network roles and objects relevant to shared or collaborative practice
Expansion of the analytical model developed for RQ1 to represent the communication andcollaboration processes of narrative construction acrossCoPs
Focus of RQ3: Narrative accrual processes in the Networks of Practice
Level of analysis:Discipline/ Field (Network of Practice)
Longitudinal processes of thematic adoption across research communities and networks (two casestudies: Dung use as fuel in archaeobotany, anddevelopment of the field of Maya studies
Interviews with domain experts;publications and texts relating to key themes in the two case studies;bibliographies, and citation data, 
Trajectory analysis to understand the process of narrative acceptance/rejectionCo-citation analysis, to exploreadoption/rejectionprocesses of theoretical narratives across networks of practice
Trajectory of acceptance or rejection of the narratives in the global NoPs
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 3.3. Epistemological PositionThis  dissertation  presents  an  exploratory  study  of  knowledge  creation,  sharing,  anddissemination  across  research  Networks  of  Practice.  As  argued in  the  literature  review,these are social processes that are socially constructed within local and global cultures ofpractice. The investigation of such practices requires a constructionist epistemology. Theworks  of  post-positivist  philosophers  of  science  such  as  Kuhn  (1970) and  Feyerabend(1975) challenged positivist assumptions and paved the way for constructionists  (Knorr-Cetina, 1980; Patton, 2002). Knorr-Cetina explicates that, in the objectivist approach, “theworld is composed of facts and the goal of knowledge is to provide a literal account of whatthe world is like” (Knorr-Cetina, 1980, p.  1). Constructionists, in contrast, emphasize theability of humans to interpret and construct “reality” in terms of their own social worlds(Strauss, 1978, 1993). They claim that we do not discover the attributes of the world; rather,we invent them  (Kukla,  2000).  Constructionists also stress that this ability is tied to thesocial  aspect  of  human  beings:  our  understanding  of  reality  is  shaped  by  cultural  andlinguistic constructs which, in turn, derive from the social context in which we live and work(Patton, 2002; Schwandt, 1994, 2000). Social worlds – our individual notions of reality – areshared when we participate in common practices. This sharing is what we commonly meanby “culture”  (Schein,  1985).  So our understanding of the world,  what we consider goodpractice  or  accepted  knowledge,  is  shaped  by  socio-cultural  interactions  with  thecommunity of practice within which we work (Lave, 1991).The works of Latour and Woolgar (1986), Latour (1987), and Knorr-Cetina (1980, 1999)underlie  the  potential  of  social  constructionism  in  the  study  of  the  knowledge  andknowledge  production.  Knorr-Cetina  (1999)  shows  how  institutional  cultures  play  animportant role in these processes. By using an anthropological approach to study the social
63processes of knowledge manufacturing by scientists in labs, Knorr-Cetina (1980) revealedthe selective,  decision-laden characteristics of  knowledge production. Later,  she exploredwhat she called Epistemic Cultures and their role in the production of knowledge: Epistemiccultures are “those amalgams of arrangements and mechanisms –bonded through affinity,necessity, and historical coincidence –which, in a given field, make up how we know whatwe  know.  Epistemic  cultures  are  cultures  that  create  and  warrant  knowledge”  (Knorr-Cetina, 1999, p. 1).In their highly influential work “Laboratory Life,” Latour and Woolgar (1986) studied thesocial construction of facts in the laboratory.  They demystified the authority of scientificfacts by investigating processes they called “fabrication of facts.” They claim that the factswhich are considered as reality are formed only when they overcome controversies, that is,“when  they  are  not  contested  anymore”  (p.  180).  The  authors  also  address  how  thisstabilization of facticity involves political and institutional issues such as negotiation andforming allies. Latour later describes scientific  research as a process that creates “blackboxes,”  which obscure the origins and the justification of  the  knowledge that  underpinsaccepted scientific theories and apparatus. He notes that blackboxing is “an expression fromthe sociology of science that refers to the way scientific and technical work is made invisibleby its own success. When a machine runs efficiently, when a matter of fact is settled, oneneed  focus  only  on  its  inputs  and  outputs  and  not  on  its  internal  complexity.  Thus,paradoxically, the more science and technology succeed, the more opaque and obscure theybecome” (Latour, 1999a, p. 304). The importance of the works of Latour, Woolgar and Knorr-Cetina is that they reveal theimportance of human and social factors in the development of science and the production ofscientific work. The humble picture of science they try to portray confirms Feyerabend's
64(1975) position, which considers science as one family of beliefs that is equal to any otherfamily of beliefs (Knorr-Cetina, 1980). This study employs similar approaches to understandthe  processes  of  production  of  archaeological  knowledge  to  better  understand  itsunderlaying sociotechnical issues.
 3.4. Theoretical Perspective
 3.4.1. Actor-Network TheoryCentral to any social theory are assumptions about the nature of social order: does thesocial  order  result  from  social  actors'  agency  or  from  social  structure?  Actor-NetworkTheory (ANT) argues that the social order is not merely social but is sociotechnical  (J. E.Law, 1991). An attempt to overcome the shortcomings of technological determinism andsocial constructionism, ANT proposes that society and technology are mutually constitutive.It  suggests  that  both  are  made  of  networks  which  link  human  beings  and  non-humanentities (MacKenzie & Wajcman, 1999).The word “network” can be misleading in ANT. As Latour mentioned, it was a terriblechoice  (Latour,  1999b),  because  it  implies  that  this  theory  is  mostly  concerned  withnetworks, such as social networks or information networks. However, ANT is really aboutthe relationship among objects, artifacts, and things. The notion of network appeared in thename of the theory to account for the multiple layers of heterogeneous forces and relationsthat form an object or an artifact (Latour, 2005). Akrich discusses that “the most mundaneobjects appear to be product of a set of diverse forces,” and these objects embody a set ofrelations among heterogeneous elements  (Akrich, 1992, p. 205). This set of relations andthe elements can be considered a network. The entities or elements which participate in theforming of networks are known as actors or actants. ANT theorists argue that the actors arenot only humans, but also include non-human entities. Law extends the notion of network
65and  argues  that  social  order,  also,  can  be  considered  as  “patterned  networks  ofheterogeneous material” (J. E. Law, 1992, p. 2).Authors  in  ANT  argue  that  sociotechnical  systems  are  formed  and  developed  bynegotiation. This notion had been introduced by those who advocate a theory of the SocialConstruction of Technology3, but ANT theorists add that artifacts and technical objects areparts of this negotiation. Non-human entities constrain and shape human action due to theirnature and their design; they embed scripts that direct our practice and constrain the scopeof action available to us (Latour, 1992). These non-human entities are considered as actants(actors). In ANT vocabulary, actant means “whatever acts or shifts actions” (Akrich & Latour,1992,  p.  259).  Because  ANT  accepts  that  artifacts  are  non-human  entities,  capable  ofaffecting our actions, ANT is also known as a post-humanist approach (Schatzki, 2001). ANTalso argues that there is no merely social phenomenon and that all social phenomena areheterogeneous networks. To study such networks and mechanisms, ANT provides a set ofanalytic concepts and tools,  such as actant (actor)4,  intermediary,  inscription,  translation,
convergence, irreversibility, and punctualizatio.ANT  argues  that  all  our  interactions  are  mediated  through  objects  that  definerelationships between actors. An  “intermediary is anything passing between actors whichdefines the relationship between them”; therefore, actors and intermediaries are related toeach other  (Callon,  1991,  p.  134).  Actors  and intermediaries  define  each other,  becauseactors shape and form the intermediaries that they put in circulation and in return actorsare constrained and affected by those intermediaries (Callon, 1991). For example, we definerules and procedures (artifacts) for work in a setting; later, the very rules and regulations
3 For example, Wiebe Bijker and Trevor Pinch.4 Latour (1999a) discussed that the term  actant is used to include nonhumans, as actor is oftenperceived as being only human.
66form our behavior and restrict us. Moreover, actors define each other via the intermediariesthat they put in circulation. Intermediaries then form networks composed of human, non-human,  individual  and  collective  entities.  Callon  (1991)  emphasizes  that  networks  aredescribed by the intermediaries and that, therefore, intermediaries are good resources tostudy in order to undersatnd the network they describe.  For example,  an archaeologicalnarrative is formed and composed as the result of a complex network of interactions amongscholars,  methods,  techniques,  tools,  information-sharing  protocols,  and  systems.Technological objects link humans and non-humans together into a network; to understandthe roles and relations of each element, we should decode this network. Following Callon, Iemphasize that “social can be read in the inscription that marks the intermediaries.” (Callon,1991, p. 140). Inscription is the process of translating an intention or interest into a material medium.Inscriptions  are  “embodied  in  texts,  machines,  [and]  bodily  skills  [which]  become  theirsupport, their more or less faithful executive” (Callon, 1991, p. 143). Akrich (1992) arguesthat only by de-scription we can open the black boxes and re-read the scripts which areembedded  in  technical  objects.  Thus,  to  understand  the  reasoning  and  knowledgeproduction mechanisms in the archaeology we might be able to de-script archaeologicalnarratives to understand the sociotechnical elements of archaeological practice. Accordingto Akrich, “[a] large part of the work of innovators is that of “inscribing” [their] vision of theworld into  the  technical  content  of  the  new object”  (Akrich,  1992,  p.  208).  Inscriptionsinclude programs of action which define the roles for users and the systems  (Suchman,2007).  “[Inscriptions]  are  a  product  of  compromise  and  mutual  adjustment  negotiatedthrough a series of iterations” (Callon, 1991, p. 143). 
67Programs  of  action  for  archaeology  are  set  by  scholars'  research  agendas  and  thedominant paradigms of the field. One of the goals of the present study is to scrutinize theprocess  of  mutual  definition  and  inscription  by  multiple  communities  involved  inarchaeological  projects.  Examination  of  how  research  programs  are  inscribed  intoinformation-recording  and  information-organization  artifacts  is  a  central  theme  of  thecurrent study.It is important to understand how networks are formed and how heterogeneous entitiesconverge in a unified space to form a network. According to ANT, design includes translationand inscription processes.  Translation is the process that overcomes the resistance amongheterogeneous elements and transforms elements into a single network  (J. E. Law, 1992).Translation  “generates  ordering  effects  such  as  devices,  agents,  institutions,  ororganisations. So translation is a verb which implies transformation and the possibility ofequivalence, the possibility that one thing (for example an actor) may stand for another (forinstance a network)” (J. E. Law, 1992, pp. 5–6). The translation process involves a triangle:translator, translated, and the medium of inscription. An actor-network translates a set ofheterogeneous elements to a next-generation network that is inscribed in a medium (e.g., atechnical  system,  text,  or  institution).  Norms  and  codifying  regulations  coordinate  thetranslation process (Callon, 1991). Translation is a central concept in ANT, and that is whyLaw calls ANT the sociology of translation (J. E. Law, 1992).
Irreversiblity is  about  the  longevity  of  connections  in  the  network  created  in  thetranslation process and the extent to which they are predetermined. Irreversibility explainshow inscriptions become durable. Irreversibility refers to the strengths of inscriptions toresist change and explains how one translation can overcome other competing translations.Networks  that  cannot  go  back  to  the  point  of  translation  are  considered  irreversible
68networks. For example, long-lasting narratives can be conceived as irreversible translationwhich have transformed a broad range of elements. It is important to note that actors and entities participating in forming actor-networksalways  have  resistance.  Thus,  networks  are  always  inclined to  fall  apart.  In  the  case  ofarchaeology, the recorded pieces of evidence, techniques and methods that form a narrativeusually participate in other networks, too. In other words, recorded information in multiplenetworks can create narratives which can resist the pressures of rival narratives for a longertime. It is important to note that we are not talking about absolute irreversibility but aboutrelatively irreversible translations. Callon (1991) suggests that the degree of irreversibilityof a translation depends on: “(a) the extent to which it is subsequently impossible to go backto a point where that translation was only one amongst others; and (b) the extent to which itshapes and determines subsequent translations”  (Callon, 1991, p. 150). It may seem thatdealing with ANT is a cumbersome task, for it needs to deal with a lot of complex networksaround  us.  That  is  true.  We  cannot  always  cope  with  the  complexity  of  actor-networkapproach.  Punctualization is the process of  turning heterogeneous networks into unitaryentities: “if a network acts as a single block, then it disappears, to be replaced by the actionitself and the seemingly simple author of that action.” (J. E. Law, 1992, p. 5). We should neverforget that punctualization can be reversed, which means that the network can fall apart. ANT argues that  “knowledge is  a  social  product  rather than something generated bythrough the operation of a privileged scientific method … [and] may be seen as a product oran effect of a network of heterogeneous materials.” Following the same assumption, ANTconsiders science as “a process of heterogeneous engineering in which bits and pieces fromthe social, the technical, the conceptual and the textual are fitted together, and so converted(or translated) into a set of equally heterogeneous scientific products” (J. E. Law, 1992, p. 2).
69This is the very idea that I set as the foundation of my work in studying the complexdynamics of knowledge production in order to understand how we cope with vagueness,uncertainty  and lack of  information and how we use different  information systems andtechnologies in these processes. ANT provides a good set of analytic tools to describe theseprocesses  in  depth.  Callon  and  Law  (1997) suggest  four  principles  from  Science  andTechnology Studies (STS) that help us to study sociotechnical phenomena that provided thetheoretical grounding for this study: “the social is heterogeneous in character; … all entitiesare networks of heterogeneous elements; ... these networks are both variable in geometryand in principle unpredictable; and ... every stable social arrangement is simultaneously apoint (an individual) and a network (a collective)” (Callon & Law, 1997, p. 165).
 3.4.2. Epistemic objectsActor-Network Theory argues that non-human actants have preformative roles (Latour,2005; J. Law, 2009). Following the ANT theorists, I pay special attention to objects whichperform their roles in the formation of networks.  I use the term “object” in its broadestsense as processes and things that can be physical, ephemeral, or conceptual. Latour (1988,2000) argues that scientific objects are as real as the physical objects that we use in oureveryday life and that they similarly participate in the formation of actor networks. Rheinberger  (1997) argues  that  “research  gets  enacted  at  the  frontiers  between  theknown and unknown” (p.25) and that the objects of inquiry are the central components anddriving  forces  of  research.  He  calls  them  “epistemic  things”  (or  epistemic  objects)  andcharacterizes them as open,  question-generating,  and complex processes and things.  Headds  that  the  development  of  epistemic  objects  requires  boundary-crossing  practices(Rheinberger,  1997).  Knorr-Cetina  (2001) characterizes  epistemic  objects  as  unfolding,dispersed, signifying, incomplete, unbounded, and indefinitely expanding.
70The  process  of  formation  of  an  epistemic  object  is  recursive  rather  than  clean  andstraightforward.  Furthermore,  an  epistemic  object  has  an  unfolding  ontology  whichdevelops  through  time.  Rheinberger  argues  that  epistemic  objects  are  intrinsicallyhistorical.  Therefore,  in order to understand them it is necessary to study the history oftheir formation. In the analysis of three cases reported in this dissertation, I paid specialattention to the role of epistemic objects. In chapter five, I study how animal remains inarchaeology can be conceptualized as epistemic objects and their development resulted inthe  formation  and  stabilization  of  archaeological  narratives.  Chapter  seven  presents  ananalysis of the trajectory of botanical remains as epistemic objects. Finally, I followed thetrajectory of the development of Maya civilization as an epistemic object within the Networkof Practice (NoP) of archaeology and related boundary-crossing practices in chapter eight.Any epistemic practice has a relational undergirding and is situated in the field of socialrelations (Knorr-Cetina, 2001). Therefore, the locus of study should not be limited to thephysical unit which encompasses the social actions but needs to include the wider field ofsocial relations (Knorr-Cetina, 1982, 2001). In this section, I  attempted to present a rough picture of the epistemological stances,major  paradigms,  and  theoretical  perspectives  that  guided  me  through  this  study.  Therelationship of these paradigms and theoretical perspectives is summarized in the Table 2,which shows how these pieces relate to each other and informed my research.
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 3.5. Strategies of InquiryIn  this  section,  I  will  briefly  discuss  how  the  paradigms  of  interest  and  theoreticalperspectives discussed in the former section entail particular strategies of inquiry.
 3.5.1. Naturalistic inquiry and inductive analysisMy interest in constructionism entails consequences for the methods of inquiry. One ofthe canonical points of my research is to follow the actor in a societal and cultural context.This approach of inquiry is known as Naturalistic Inquiry and emerged as an alternative topositivist inquiries. (Guba & Lincoln, 1989; Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Lincoln and Guba (1985)consider  the  constructionist  approach  as  naturalistic  inquiry.  Because  of  some  earlyconfusion around the use of the term “naturalistic” and “naturalism,” they later describedtheir  position as  constructionism  (Guba & Lincoln,  1989).  They summarize  the  primaryassumptions  of  their  approach  as  follows:  truth  is  a  matter  of  consensus,  notcorrespondence  with  objective  reality;  facts  have  meanings  only  within  local  valueframeworks; we impute cause and effects; phenomena can be studied within their contexts,and the findings from one context cannot necessarily be generalized to the other contexts;data from a naturalistic (constructionist) inquiry is just one account toward consensus. In
Table 2. Summary of the relationship among paradigms and theories which informed this study
Paradigm/
Theory
Interpretivism
(see Appendix)
Phenomenology
(see Appendix)
Constructionism Actor-Network
Theory
How informed 
research
“What” to study “Where” to study “When” to study “How” to study
Focus Meaning As appears in our 
experience
Processes of 
construction of meaning How to pursue trajectories of construction/translation/Performance/Enactment
72contrast to the hypo-deductive approach to analysis, encouraged by the positivist paradigm,inductive analysis is encouraged in naturalistic inquiry.Star (1995) summarized how interactionist tradition defined an agenda for researcherswho want to study ecologies of knowledge: “Understand the language and meaning of yourrespondents,  link  them  with  institutional  patterns  and commitments  …  understand  theprocesses of inscription, construction, and persuasion entailed in producing any narrative,text, or artifact; try to understand these processes over a long period of time” (p.6). Thisoutline provide clear directives for my research.
 3.5.2. EthnographyEthnography is one of the major strategies of inquiry for understanding the meaning andculture among populations and communities.  The origins of the term, ethnography,  goesback to nineteenth-century Western anthropology, when conducting an ethnography meantproducing  first-hand  descriptive  accounts  based  on  field  work  and  the  observation  ofremote and non-Western communities  or cultures  (Hammersley & Atkinson,  2007).  Thepractice  of  ethnography  developed  later  in  the  1920's  through  the  Chicago  school  ofsociology.In  a  general  sense,  as  Werner  and  Schoepfle  explain,  “[e]thnography  is  whatethnographers do. It is therefore any full or partial description of a group – literally an ethno(folk) graphy (description)” (Werner & Schoepfle, 1987, p. 42) Ethnography is discussed inthe literature as a theoretical perspective (Brewer, 2000), a methodology (Crotty, 1998), anda method of inquiry (Wolcott, 1999). Moreover, there is debate on whether ethnography is aprocess (Agar, 1996) or a product (Clifford & Marcus, 1986; Van Maanen, 1988). However,there is general agreement that ethnography is concerned with understanding the socialmeaning  and  activities  of  people  in  a  social  setting  through  a  descriptional  analysis  of
73culture. One of the major goals of ethnography is to make sense of culture and social lifethrough participation in the social life of the community or society under study.Ethnography has been influenced by a range of theoretical ideas: anthropological andsociological functionalism, philosophical pragmatism and symbolic interactionism, Marxism,phenomenology,  hermeneutics,  structuralism,  feminism,  constructionism,  post-structuralism, and postmodernism. (Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007)Ethnographers  draw  on  a  range  of  sources  of  data,  such  as  participant  and  directobservation (overtly or covertly) over an extended period; informal and formal interviews,and  collecting  documents  and  artifacts  However,  ethnographers  may  sometimes  relyprimarily on one of the aforementioned methods. In ethnographic research people’s actionsand accounts are studied in everyday contexts. In the most cases, data are collected throughunstructured  processes  with  the  focus  on  a  few  cases.  Data  analysis  is  an  interpretiveprocess  of  considering  meanings,  functions,  and  consequences  of  human  actions  andinstitutional practices, with an attempt to understand the implications in local, and perhapswider,  contexts  (Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007). Wolcott  (1999) outlined three steps forethnographic research. First, a researcher creates detailed description of the culture sharedby the community under study. Second, he or she does an analysis in terms of perceivedthemes  or  perspectives  extracted  from  the  detailed  description.  Finally,  the  researcherinterprets the themes and theoretical statements to cover the phenomena under study sothat it can be transfered to similar situations.It is useful to consider the three definitions of ethnography below:
“An ethnography is written representation of a culture (or selected aspects of a
culture).” (Van Maanen, 1988, p. 1) 
“The social research style that emphasizes encountering alien worlds and making
sense of them is called ethnography, or “folk description.” Ethnographers set out
to show how social action in one world makes sense from the point of view of
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another. Such work requires an intensive personal involvement, an abandonment
of traditional scientific control, an improvisational style to meet situations not of
the researcher’s making, and an ability to learn from a long series of mistakes.”
(Agar, 1986, p. 12).
“The term ethnography is used to refer to both a particular form of research and
to its eventual written product. … ethnography [is] a research process based on
fieldwork  using  a  variety  of  (mainly  qualitative)  research  techniques  but
including engagement in the lives of those being studied over an extended period
of time. The eventual written product –an ethnography – draws its data primarily
from  this  fieldwork  experience  and  usually  emphasizes  descriptive  detail  as  a
result” (Davies, 1999, pp. 4–5).One camp emphasizes the ethnography as the final written product (Clifford & Marcus,1986;  Van  Maanen,  1988) in  contrast,  the  other  camp  emphasizes  ethnography  as  theresearch process and style (Agar, 1996). I do not consider the final product of my work as anethnography (a written form); however, I use ethnographic techniques of inquiry to achievea holistic understanding on the phenomena under study.Finally,  it  is  useful  to  recap  the  basic  principles  of  ethnography  as  conceived  byinformation  science  and  CSCW  community  as  summarized  by  Blomberg  et  al.  (1993):studying the phenomena in the natural setting; considering the context and taking a holisticview; developing a descriptive understanding; and valuing members' point of view.
 3.5.3. Processual ethnographyEthnography by its nature is well suited for “locating the meanings people place on theevents, processes, and patterns of their lives” (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 11). In this studyI  employed  a  processual  ethnography  approach  (Werner  &  Schoepfle,  1987) to  datacollection and analysis, analyzing social processes both synchronically (take a series of unitsat the same time and comparing them) and diachronically (tracing the development of oneunit through time), to explore narrative traces over time (Rapport, 2000). The  focal  point  of  processual  ethnographies  is  social  process.  These  ethnographiesattempt to describe some aspects of the social processes among the population under study,
75either  synchronically  or  diachronically.  This  approach  by  its  nature  is  contextual  andreflexive  (Werner  &  Schoepfle,  1987).  Traditional  ethnographies  account  for  the“foreground preoccupation”  of  actors  involved in a  local  context  without  regard for  the“background  conditions”  informing  their  situation  (Moore,  1987).  But  ethnographicaccounts  provided  by  individuals  can  be  viewed  at  one  and  the  same  time  as  localphenomena  and  also  as  participants  in  a  larger,  external  context  of  action.  Processualethnographies focus on distinct social units or isolatable human groups within their widercultural context instead of attempting to generalize small-scale findings to the entire culture.This sub-genre of processual ethnography is called particularistic ethnography (Werner andSchoepfle, 1987).I am extending the notion of processual ethnography to trace sociotechnical processeswithin archaeological communities of practice (CoPs) following actor-network theorists. Iscrutinize  how  sociotechnical  processes  constantly  shape  the  knowledge  practices  inarchaeology (synchronically) as well as tracing the vapor trials of sociotechnical processeswhich have formed the widely accepted narratives (diachronically).
 3.6. Sites and Data collectionFollowing the research questions and the unit of analysis corresponding to each researchquestion, I needed to find research sites to be able to address my research questions. At onelevel I was looking at the emergence of knowledge within local communities of practice andmostly individual research practices; at the second level of  analysis I was looking at thecollaboration  and  knowledge  exchange  across  communities  of  practice  within  a  biggerresearch  enterprise.  Finally,  I  studied  the  process  of  knowledge  accrual  and  narrativeacceptance within global networks of practice. To this end, I have chosen the two followingresearch sites.
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 3.6.1. University of PennsylvaniaThe first site I chose for my research is the Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology atthe University of Pennsylvania. Availability of this research site in one of the most importantarchaeological  institutions  of  the  world,  in  addition  to  the  teams  of  archaeologist  andhistorians  actively  working  on  collections  and  excavations,  is  a  unique  opportunity  topursue  this  research.  Different  specialists  actively  participate  in  the  projects,  includingzooarchaeology, archaeobotany, art history, epigraphy, and philology. This diverse group ofparticipants reveals the diverse nature of  data and different  existing perspectives in thedomain.I used different qualitative and ethnographic methods for data collection at this site suchas observation, studying documents and artifacts (field notebooks; information-recordingforms,  etc.),  and semi-structured interviews. Between January 2011 and January 2014, Ihave conducted 19 interviews with the participants of this study resulted in 20 hours ofaudio material. In addition, I held weekly meetings during this period with my participantswhich were captured by ethnographic field notes.
 3.6.2. Çatalhöyük Research ProjectThe second site that I  chose for  my study is  the  world-leading,  global  archaeologicalproject centered at Çatalhöyük in Turkey, the largest and best-preserved Neolithic site foundto  date  and  one  of  the  most  important  archaeological  sites  in  the  world.  The  currentresearch project, led by Professor Ian Hodder at Stanford University, restarted excavationsin 1993 in order to shed more light on the people who inhabited the site. The Çatalhöyükproject  organization  spans  institutions,  disciplines  and  continents  –  its  accumulatedarchaeological  data set  represents excavation by teams from different  countries over 20years. Ethnographic observation was used to observe archaeologists, researchers, and staffin ‘real life’ conditions in order to understand their work practices, especially with regard to
77the collecting, organizing and processing archaeological data and collaborating on boundaryspanning practices.  I  conducted 28 semi-structured interviews at this site resulted in 16hours and 45 minutes of audio material.
 3.7. Methods of Collecting Empirical MaterialThe three major  sources for  naturalistic  and ethnographic research are observations,interviews, and documents and artifacts. The Actor-Network lens encourages us to considerthe trajectories; therefore, any evidence that can helps trace the formation of narratives inarchaeology would be a valuable source in this regard. ANT theorists in many cases usescientometric  data  (publications  and citation  data)  for  this  purpose  (Callon,  Courtial,  &Laville, 1991; Callon, Law, & Rip, 1986).
 3.7.1. Direct observationConsidering culture as shared knowledge leads to the argument that culture has tacit andexplicit  dimensions  (DeWalt  &  DeWalt,  2002).  What  members  of  culture  can  articulateabout themselves is considered on explicit dimension; therefore, conversation and intervieware used to understand and communicate those aspects of culture. The tacit dimension ofculture is unconscious to people; therefore, to understand the tacit dimension of culture theresearcher should observe what people do by taking part in the common and uncommonactivities, rituals, and interactions of people being studied (DeWalt & DeWalt, 2002). Ethnographic  observation  is  a  “systematic  observation”  as  described  by  Weick  as“sustained, explicit, methodical observing” to understand “social situations” in their context,and the “craft of experiencing and recording events in social settings” (Weick, 1985, p. 569).Observations  are  usually  coupled  with  interviews  to  provide  a  holistic  view  inethnography.  Advancing  in  the  field  work,  observations  remain  good  ways  to  test  our
78interpretations and find ways to create opportunities for new conversations and interviews(Agar, 1996). 
 3.7.2. Interview Interviewing is the most common method to learn about the explicit aspect of culture.Kvale describe interviewing as “an inter-subjective enterprise of two persons talking aboutcommon themes of interest” (Kvale, 1996, p. 183). A significant data collection instrumentfor my study is the semi-structured interview, which includes a number of foreshadowingquestions. As emphasized by Baumeister and Newman, the goal of interviews in this case isto  achieve  context,  action  and  intentionality  of  the  interviewee's  experience  through  anarrative  (Lindlof  &  Taylor,  2002).  Following  early  orientation,  leading  actors  in  theresearch sites  were selected as  interviewees,  and snowball  sampling was used to selectfurther  interviewees.  In  order  to select  participants  for  cases  presented in chapter  five,seven  and  eight  of  this  dissertation,  I  searched  among  the  scholars  at  Museum  ofArchaeology  and  Anthropology  at  the  University  of  Pennsylvania  who  made  significantcontributions  to  their  field  of  study.  I  tracked  the  publication  records  to  confirm  thesignificance of their contribution. At the Çatalhöyük research project, I first interviewed thedirector of the project and with his help identified the further participants for the sutdy. I used interviews to review the processes of narrative construction with the informantsfor trajectory analysis. Hodder  (1999) emphasizes that archaeological reports are usually“cleaned-up” and do not contain iterations,  guesses and debates.  Through reviewing theprocess based on objects used in the process (e.g notes and draft reports), the informantreviewed the process of  generating a narrative/model  to explain the  data.  Through thismethod, we were able to reveal the real process of archaeological reasoning and achieve anin-depth description of this process including iterations, breakdowns and frustrations. 
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 3.7.3. Documents and artifactsArchaeologists use the remains of material culture to achieve an understanding of thepast.  Hodder  (2002) considers  documents  and  artifacts  as  mute  evidence  that  needinterpretation.  Lincoln and Guba  (1985) discussed that there are nonhuman sources fornaturalistic  inquiry such as documents,  records  and artifacts.  They distinguish  betweendocuments and records on the basis of whether they attest some sort of formal transition. Inmy work I consider any form of writing as a document (for example entries in database, orguideline for filling unit sheets). I reserve records for “archaeological records” usually storedby  some  sort  of  information-recording  technology  (e.g.,  paper  forms  or  a  relationaldatabase).  A  major  resource  is  of  information  is  reviewing  archaeologists’  fieldworkdocuments (day-books and field-books). As Hodder (1999) indicated, archaeological work isa data-led process; therefore, it is important to understand what did excavators noticed inthe field and why they made some decisions. It is important to see how gradual discoveryprocess, in the end, transforms into a narrative in a form or a report.The third important source of nonhuman information for me are the information artifacts.For example, a paper form for recording animal remains is a great source for de-scription tounderstand the intent of the form designers. Also, it is very important to understand theperformativity  of  such  artifacts  in practice.  In a  longitudinal  perspective,  looking at  thetransformation of such artifacts provides a history of practice evolution. I collected over 100documents  and  artifacts  which  included  information-recording  protocols,  differentinformation-recording  forms  used  by  different  disciplinary  teams  and  individuals,  andguidelines for archaeological practice.
 3.7.4. Co-citation dataOne of the criticisms of the Actor-Network Theory has been the lack of novel methodsthat match the research program outlined by ANT theorists. Most of ANT studies deployed a
80conventional ethnography approach (Venturini & Guido, 2012). In response, ANT theorists'interest in simultaneous attention to trace individual actors and collectives inspired them toinvent some sort of quali-quantitative methods. Scientometrics' capacity in tracing citations,scholars,  publications and institutions perfectly matches the interest of  ANT theorists ingeneral symmetry (between humans and nonhumans). They use scientometrics to achievean understanding of translation processes and trajectories (Callon et al., 1991; Teil & Latour,1995).  To  answer  my  questions  about  the  processes  of  narrative  accrual  in  the  widernetwork of practice, I decided to use scientometrics and bibliometrics for the case presentedin  the  chapter  seven,  acceptance  of  narrative  in  Networks  of  Practice:  exploring  theemergence of dung as a fuel in archaeobotany, to better understand the temporal process ofnarrative acceptance.Bibiliometrics  is  “[t]he  quantitative  study  of  literatures  as  they  are  reflected  inbibliographies” (H. White & McCain, 1989, p. 119). It takes a quantitative approach to studythe  production,  dissemination,  and  use  of  recorded  information  (Tague-Sutcliffe,  1992).Document co-citation analysis as introduced by Small (1973) is one of well-used methods inthe field of bibliometrics. Co-citation is a measurement of similarity of two documents and“is defined as the frequency with which two documents are cited together” (Small, 1973, p.265). It means if two papers are cited by a third paper, we consider one co-citation count (ina social network view, it is considered as a relationship or link). More co-citations show thestronger relationship (similarity) between the papers. We used the co-citation network overtime and co-cited document clustering as means to understand the reception and diffusionof an idea in the network of practice  (Chen, 2004, 2011). The rationale behind using co-citation analysis is  that usually an innovative ideas first  appear in few publications,  andthese publications are considered as the points of  departure for diffusion of idea.  In co-
81citation analysis,  the cited document is the unit  of  analysis in contrast to the author co-citation analysis  (ACA) that  considers cited and co-cited authors  as  the  unit  of  analysis(McCain, 1990). 
 3.8. The Analysis of Empirical MaterialThe  data  collection  strategy  of  this  project  was  based  on  multiple  iterations  ofobservation,  interviews,  theorizing  and  more  observations  and  interviews.  During  theprocess, particular attention was paid to the objects of practice (e.g., information-recordingartifacts),  and  narrative  construction  processes.  My  method  of  analysis  focused  onsituations  and  episodes  that  instantiate  the  similar  process  in  the  larger  context  ofarchaeological practice. Here, I present an outline of the analysis of my data, demonstratingthe relationship between the research questions, units of analysis, data collection, and dataanalysis. Inspired by naturalistic inquiry and inductive analysis, I looked for an analytical methodto help me perform a grounded analysis. Grounded Theory Method (GTM) is an inductivemethod of theory development and construction which relies on a systematic analysis ofempirical data to generate theories that are grounded in evidence rather than developedfrom  existing  conceptual  frameworks  (Glaser  & Strauss,  1967).  While  I  borrowed someanalytical  techniques  from  Grounded Theory Method such  as  memo-writing,  theoreticalsampling, theoretical sorting and diagramming  (Charmaz, 2006; Glaser & Strauss, 1967),GTM was not sufficient for addressing the requirements of my work. As I discussed in thechapters two, I consider knowledge as a sociomaterial phenomena. Therefore, my approachrequires an analytical method that takes into account both humans and non-humans, in asymmetrical  relationship.  It  also requires a method for trajectory analysis that supportspursuing different actors and reconstructing their web of associations through time. While
82GTM provides tools  for  an inductive  data-driven analysis,  it  comes short,  analytically,  inproviding tools required for pursuing the trajectories of human and non-human interaction. Situational analysis, a method suggested by Clarke  (2005), is an attempt to push GTMaround what she calls the “postmodern turn” to acknowledge embodiment,  situatedness,and non-humans. Clarke (2005) discusses that  situations (Haraway, 1988) are the units ofanalysis and that her proposed method take them into account. While Clarke grounds hermethod in the  Symbolic  Interactionism and Grounded Theory tradition,  she argues thatsituational analysis can also be used within the framework of actor network theory. I foundsituational analysis an appropriate and powerful method to situate the phenomenon understudy within its socio-historical context. Nevertheless, I noticed that after the processes ofcreating  situational  maps,  this  type  of  analysis  comes  short  of  portraying  the  dynamicnature  of  complex  research  settings  to  the  extent  that  the  maps  become  ineffective.
Figure 9. Sample of interview analysis in ATLAS.ti QDA software
83Therefore,  I  to  followed the ANT theorists  such  as  Callon (1986) and Latour  (1987) toprovide a rich account of the phenomena under study during the process of translation.Beside  using  pen  and  paper  for  qualitative  analysis  of  data,  I  used  Computer  AidedQualitative Data Analysis (CAQDA) software, ATLAS.ti5, in order to be able to work with alarge dataset for a long period and to replicate and retrieve data efficiently. In the course ofthis study, I recorded 51 interviews (19 at University of Pennsylvania and 32 at Çatalhöyükresearch project) which amounted to 39 hours of audio material.  The Shortest interviewlasted 20 minutes and the longest 110 minutes. Average length of recorded interviews is 45minutes. Total of 43 interviews were fully transcribed and analyzed. Eight interviews wereanalyzed based only on audio material. In addition, I recorded over 200 pages of field notes.All interview and digital images of the objects that I collected for analysis (e.g., information-recording forms) were imported into ATLAS.ti software for analysis. During the last year ofthe fieldwork, I also started to use Evernote6 software as my digital notebook for field notesand memo writing.My process of data analysis usually started with reading and listening to the interviewsso that I become sensitize to compelling issues related to my research questions. This step isfollowed by marking compelling segments of a text and recording a note on paper copies ofinterview transcripts or field notes about why each segment relates to the subject of study.Then,  I  imported  transcripts  and  field  notes  into  ATLAS.ti  and  marked  the  same  textsegments (quotations) with a very short memo (comment for the quotation) on the relationof the segment to my research questions. Then, I rename the quotation with a short phraseillustrating  its  kernel.  The  next  step  was  linking  and  grouping  the  segments  andobservations (Figure 9). This process involves constant comparison and theorizing which
5 http://www.atlasti.com6 https://evernote.com/
84encourages  observing  possibilities,  establishing  connections,  and  asking  new  questions(Charmaz,  2006).  I  also  write  memos constantly  throughout  the  process  to  capture  myemergent  understanding.  As  an  analytical  tool,  memo-writing  enabled  me  to  captureimportant  observations or  connections among theoretical  concepts in the  literature  andthose that emerge from the data and observations. Moreover, I used diagramming (both inATLAS.ti and by pen and paper) both as an analytical tool for understanding the data andprocesses and associations and for efficient presentation of my findings (Figure 10). Whilelooking  at  trajectories,  I  attempted  to  capture  the  processes  and  events  within  theirtemporal order and to find interactions among different actants (actors) as well as theircontributions to the construction of narratives. I group informative segments of interviewsand field notes that provide information about similar situations, phenomenon or conceptswithin separate groups. Then, I link them by different associations using network feature ofATLAS.ti. This helps me theorize the relationships between concepts developed during theanalysis  and  those  borrowed  from  the  literature.  Eventually,  I  turn  the  results  into  anarrative that can describe the situations and processes.ANT encourages mapping of the trajectories of translation (Callon, 1986; Latour, 1987; J.E.  Law, 1986) and controversies (Venturini,  2010, 2012). Trajectory analysis is based onthree major types of data namely, ethnographic, historiographic and artifactual. In the firsttwo data types, humans have their voice, provided either as a narrative account of theirexperience or as an account of the others based on historical records. However, artifacts aresilent and their stories needs to be read and told; this happens either through de-scription(Akrich, 1992) or through reading of their biographies captured as layers in their materialform that reveal their transformations (Daston, 2000; Gosden & Marshall, 1999; Hamilakis,1999; Hoskins, 1998; Latour, 2000; Rheinberger, 1997). In order to do this, I pursed the why
85different objects transformed or changed in different stages of their trajectory. For example,I  analyzed  the  trajectory  of  an  information-recording  object  in  chapter  five  by  payingattention  to  the  interaction  between  one  archaeologist  and  her  information-recordingobject.  I  analyzed  different  versions  of  information-recording  object  in  parallel  to  theaccount of the work of archaeologists that I captured in the interviews. Therefore, I couldunderstand  the  biography  of  that  information  object  as  well  as  how  and  why  it  wastransformed at each stage.I  argue  that  the  trajectory  analysis  is  similar  to  detective  work:  pursuing  differentnarrative  accounts  and  material  traces  to  reconstruct  the  process  of  translation.Interestingly, this is also very similar to the work of archaeologists who create narratives of
Figure 10. Sample of diagramming with ATLAS.ti QDA software for trajectory analysis
86the past based on material traces left of the past. That is the reason why I named my study“archaeology  of  archaeology”  and  chose  “narrative”  as  the  medium  for  presenting  thefindings of this study.
 3.9. Sampling and Data Collection Strategy
 3.9.1. First research sub-question 
How is knowledge created and debated to result in “accepted” narratives within 
local communities of practice?
Unit  of  analysis: In  this  level  of  analysis,  the  locus  of  study  is  the  emergence  ofknowledge  within  local  communities  of  practice  (CoP).  Therefore,  the  focus  is  on  theindividual archaeologists (specialists) within one lab (a CoP) or the individual objects usedin the practice. The goal in this level is to understand the materially mediated processes ofnarrative  construction  at  the  local  level  of  practice.  In  the  case  study  presented  in  thechapter five, I traced the trajectory of an information-recording object in the context of anarrative development process by a zooarchaeologist over three decades. This case studyfocus on individual actants (human and non-human).
Sample and site: For this analysis, I used interviews with specialists inside disciplinarylabs, direct observation, photos, videos and the documents which specialists are using, likerecording forms and recording guidelines. This process is what I call interactive explorationof analytic objects-in-practice: texts, representations, and categorization schemes. The site Ichose  for  this  level  of  analysis  is  the  Museum  of  Archaeology  and Anthropology  at  theUniversity of Pennsylvania. The data I collected from this site mostly focus on individualsand their situated practices. I did a series of repeated interviews with six individuals acrossgroups and projects to explore emergent themes; then, I  selected one case,  presented inchapter five, to focus on one individual archaeologists. I conducted four in-depth interviews
87with the selected participant to understand the trajectory of development of a narrative thatshe developed and contributed to the field over a period of 30 years. I also analyzed theinformation-recording object she used for her work during this period, and data recordedby her in various formats. I also read the related literature around her contribution to thefield  regarding  the  evolution  and  the  domestication  of  camelids  in  South  America.  Inaddition, I had extensive personal communication and follow-up with the participants inwritten form. 
Method of analysis: I followed the trajectories of narrative construction to learn howspecialists align their interests and translate the material evidence (artifacts and ecofacts)to a narrative  form.  I  pursued what roles different  objects  (physical  or  conceptual)  andinscriptions embedded in the intermediaries such as recording forms, database schemesplay in this regard. To achieve this, I followed a thematic analysis approach as the primaryanalysis,  and teased out the related themes from the interviews and connected them toother observations. Based on the data collected and the inspection of objects of practice Idid a trajectory analysis to understand the biography of the objects-in-practice. It means, Irecontexulized the process of construction of a narrative within its sociomaterial context. Ifollowed how objects transformed and what was the consequences of their transformation.As a secondary step,  I  connected the meta-categories that can be applied to all  cases tocreate a more general model. This resulted in an analytical model that represents the localprocess of narrative construction. 
 3.9.2. Second research sub-question 
How is distributed knowledge exchanged and stabilized across communities of 
practice – and what role do narrative modes of knowing play in this?
Unit  of  analysis: In  this  level  of  analysis,  the  locus  of  study  is  the  exchange  andstabilization  of  distributed  knowledge  across  communities  of  practice  within  a  project-
88based CoP.  Therefore,  the  focus is  on the groups and labs within a  large archaeologicalproject. The goal in this level is to understand how distributed knowledge is managed andexchanged  across  multiple  communities  and  how  information  technologies  affect  thisprocess.
Sample and site: For this analysis, I used direct observations, interviews, questionnairedata,  photos,  videos  and  documents  (e.g.  information  exchange  and  archival  reportguidelines).  However,  the  major  part  of  data  comes  from  the  observations  of  situatedpractice at dig site and interviews to explore collaborative practices and networks. The site Ichose for this level of analysis is the Çatalhöyük Research Project in Turkey, the largest andbest-preserved Neolithic site found to date, with one the largest archaeological campaigns inthe world. In this setting, I studied and observed the collaboration and data exchange amongsub-communities  (different  disciplines  and  labs)  in  the  project.  First,  I  visited  StanfordArchaeological Center (responsible for directing the project beside the Turkish authorities)for three days in April 2012. I conducted interviews with the director of project and fourother key team members before excavation season during this visit. In July 2012, during thesix weeks fieldwork season, I visited Çatalhöyük site in Turkey for a period of one week (themaximum  time  allowed  by  Turkish  authorities).  I  conducted  individual  interviews  andgroup interviews with over 30 participants (22 individual interviews, four group interviews,and  observation  of  four  meetings  of  project  team  members);  in  addition  to  personalcommunications  with  some  of  the  participants;  and  about  2  hours  video  recording  ofdifferent work practices at the site.  Moreover,  some of the archaeologists participated infilling forms to provide information to map the actor-networks in the project.
Method of analysis:: I consider narratives as networks because they are the result ofconstant negotiation of meaning and alignment of interests among different communities.
89This requires an understanding of narrative construction, which includes human and non-human  actors.  To  achieve  this,  I  analyzed  the  process  of  collaboration  based  on  myobservations,  interviews  and  documents  I  have  collected  from  the  site.  I  asked  myparticipants to fill the forms to provide information about their relationships in the networkand across the communities.  The secondary part of  the analysis I  identified interactionsbetween individuals in various network roles and objects relevant to shared or collaborativepractice.  Based  on  this  analysis,  I  extended  the  model  in  the  former  level  of  analysis(individual  level)  to  better  understand the  processes  and obstacles  of  cross-communityknowledge exchange and collaboration. 
 3.9.3. Third research sub-question 
How does professional knowledge become accepted by more widely distributed 
professional networks of practice?
Unit  of  analysis: In  this  level  of  analysis,  the  locus of  study is  the  narrative  accrualprocesses in the wider professional networks of practice; therefore, the focus is the widerprofessional  network of  practice,  for  example  the  network of  archaeobotanists,  and thelongitudinal  processes of  thematic  adoption across research communities and networks.The goal in this level is to understand how professional knowledge is accepted by the widernetwork of practice. 
Sample and site: For this analysis, I conducted two case studies to be able to connect thesecond  level  of  analysis  to  the  third  level.  As  I  will  discuss  in  the  next  chapter,  Iconceptualized the context of archaeological practice as different configurations forms alongdifferent dimensions of archaeological practice. Therefore, I performed one analysis at thelevel of Disciplinary CoP, archaeobotany, and one at the level of a field, Maya studies. Forboth  of  these  analyses,  I  used  historical  data  and  ethnographic  data.  I  interviewedextensively with one expert for each case to make sense of my analysis and to contextualize
90the patterns resulted from both analyses. I also, use the existing documents and memoirsthat helps to understand the trajectories of the developments in the fields. In the first case, Istudied the diffusion of the idea of “intentional burning of dung as fuel as a mechanism forthe incorporation of charred seeds into the archaeological records” based on works of anarchaeobotanist from early 1970's until present time. I also use the compiled bibliographiesand citation data sets retrieved from the Web of Science databases to trace citations anddiffusion patterns in the case of narrative acceptance in archaeobotany.For the second case, I  performed an analysis on the trajectory of the field of Maya studiesand theories of classical Maya geopolitics. This analysis focused on a long historical periodfrom 1820 to the present time. I explored the literature around the history of the field ofMaya  studies  to  collect  data  about  the  historical  development  of  the  field.  My point  ofdeparture  for  studying the history of  the  field  were four  books:  The Maya (Coe,  2005),Breaking  the  Maya  Code  (Coe,  1999),  Romancing  the  Maya  (Evans,  2004),  and  TheDecipherment of Ancient Maya Writing (Houston, Chinchilla Mazariegos, & Stuart, 2001).
Method of analysis: In both cases, I explored the literature around the themes of casesand attempted to reconstruct the trajectory of epistemic objects within both contexts. Thisanalysis  was  supplemented  by  the  accounts  provided  by  the  two  individual  of  theircontributions to their fields. For the case of archaeobotany research, I could also use co-citation  analysis,  to  explore  the  emergent  processes  of  theoretical  narratives  acrossnetworks of practice. To perform co-citation analysis I used the CiteSpace package  (Chen,2004).  Findings  of  these  two  analyses  suggest  how  dominant  narratives  are  becomeaccepted  into  larger  network  of  practice,  what  the  process  of  diffusion  entails,  hownetworks  of  allies  are  formed,  and what  factors  contribute  to acceptance of  narrative.  Isuggested a narrative account of the findings in both cases.
91To sum up, I  extended the regular form of processual ethnography by including non-human actants as participants in the social processes that we traced. I analyzed trajectoriesof knowledge evolution across actor-networks which spanned the three levels of analysisacross archaeology Networks of Practice. I validated emerging concepts through successiveinterviews  with  my  subjects  and  explored  both  my  findings  and  my  interpretations  toensure that they are credible in the context of the practice that I studied (Lincoln & Guba,1985). In general, to check validity of my claims, I constantly checked my findings with themembers of community. I think member checking is the most important strategy to checkthe validity of my interpretations. The three sub-research questions correspond with the three levels of  analysis in thisstudy and presented in the Figure 11.
Figure 11.Three levels of the problem
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 4. ARCHAEOLOGICAL PRACTICE AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL NETWORKS OF
PRACTICE
In this chapter, I revisit the notion of Networks of Practice to present a conceptualizationthat  is  based  on  a  multidimensional  empirical  perspective  on  archaeological  researchnetworks in the social context of knowledge construction. 
 4.1. Modes of Knowing and Networks of PracticeI discussed in the literature review (chapter 2) that knowledge cannot be separated fromthe social context of practice, as various genres of information meet or shape the norms ofbehavior in organizational groups, communities, institutions, and organizations (Orlikowski& Yates, 1994). But “knowledge” is situated in our simultaneous membership in multiplecommunities  of  practice  (Wenger,  1998).  What we know from becoming a member of  acommunity  of  practice  precedes  what  we  know  as  individuals  working  in  a  scientificlaboratory or institution within that community (Latour & Woolgar, 1986; Lave & Wenger,1991). While recent developments in social epistemology emphasize that only groups orcommunities construct and produce knowledge, this does not mean that individuals do nothave any logical or empirical understanding  per se,  but rather that consensus is achievedand  recorded  by  communities.  We  can  therefore  view  knowledge-generating  agents  ascommunities  and  sub-communities  rather  than  as  individuals  (Goldman,  2010).  WhenCarlile  describes  knowledge  as  “localized,  embedded  and  invested  in  practice”  (Carlile,2002, p. 442), he is referring to the practice of the community, not its individual members. This view leads to a tension between local and global knowledge. Wenger argues that “acommunity of practice acts as a locally negotiated regime of competence” (Wenger, 1998, p.137). But knowing, in the form of competent professional participation, is not limited to asingle local community. It involves interactions among local and global communities across
93broad networks of practice (Brown & Duguid, 2001). These extended practice networks aredescribed in terms of loosely affiliated webs of epistemic inquiry: 
we include under the rubric academic disciplines, which … join departments from
universities around the world to make up groups whose members, to the extent
that they have common practices, are able to read and understand one another’s
work. Disciplinary networks of practice cut across heterogeneous organizations,
including,  for  example,  universities,  think  tanks,  or  research  labs.  …  similar
practitioners, by virtue of their practice, are able to share professional knowledge
through conferences, workshops, newsletters, listserves, Web pages and the like. …
different  networks  of  practice  cut  horizontally  across  vertically  integrated
organizations  and  extend  far  beyond  the  boundaries  of  the  latter. (Brown  &
Duguid, 2001, p. 206) 
I argue, however, that the conceptual underpinnings of a Network of Practice have notbeen sufficiently developed to explain the boundaries of situated practice in large researchnetworks. While a Community of Practice is organized around a local framework for action,research  processes  across  a  Network  of  Practice  reflect  a  diversity  of  interdisciplinaryboundaries  among  communities.  For  example,  while  interpretivist  and  positivistresearchers acknowledge and draw on each others’ work, notions of validity and definitionsof  rigorous  practice  are  very  different  across  the  two  communities.  Global  researchevaluation criteria emerge as a negotiated consensus that reflects notions of validity in bothcommunities.  So,  while  practice  provides  a  common  substrate,  relationships  amongmembers  of  a  Network  of  Practice  are  significantly  looser  than  relationships  within  aCommunity of Practice.  In the conceptual framework (chapter 2), I discussed the literature around two modes ofknowing. Bruner distinguishes between these two modes of knowing as the logico-scientificmode and the narrative mode  (Bruner, 1986, 1990). Narratives have an epistemic quality
94that tends to be overlooked because of the focus on objectivity in research, which privilegeslogico-scientific forms of knowledge (Bruner, 1991). But narrative forms of knowing providea  situational  awareness  –  an  understanding  of  context  –  that  makes  logico-scientificaccounts meaningful (Bruner, 1986, 1990). Narratives enable researchers to make sense oftheir work, exploring frameworks for action within an imagined context that interprets theirimplications  (Waugh, 2004).  Narratives thus provide both a mode of inquiry – a way toexplore the meaning of events through rhetoric – and a mechanism for communicating aparticular  interpretation of  the  world (Bruner,  1991).  I  argue that  the  co-production oftheoretical narratives provides the primary means by which researchers enact a collectiveideology  of  research  practice,  creating  generic  structures  of  interpretation that  spancommunity boundaries to mobilize the wider network. These strucutres are subjected towider analysis as they are debated across networks of practice in the field. As narratives areexplored  across  distributed  laboratories  and  groups,  they  are  refined  to  acquire  anindependent existence that reifies accepted knowledge across a research project. To  understand  how  scientific  knowledge  comes into  being  in  a  research  Network  ofPractice,  I  argue that  we need to study the heterogeneous  network of  actors,  practices,norms,  techniques,  and  tools  that  is  responsible  for  the  production  of  knowledge  in  anetwork  (Latour,  2005;  J.  E.  Law,  1992).  Organizational  actors  cannot  be  seen  just  asindividuals,  with  their  actions  and  decisions  dictated  only  by  local  circumstances.  Theactions and decisions of actors are filtered through, and situated within, a wider system ofsocial  relationships  that  spans  organizational  and  disciplinary  networks  (Granovetter,1985). In the next section, I explore how multiple communities of practice combine into aresearch Network of Practice in the field of archaeology.
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 4.2. Archaeological Networks of PracticeIn  this  section  I  explore  my  vision  of  a  Network  of  Practice  within  the  field  ofarchaeology.  Individual  archaeological  researchers  work  within  project-based  ororganizational  groups  that  span  disciplines.  These  groups  constitute  a  Community  ofPractice (CoP), a collective who collaborate around common practices, and shared culturalnorms  and  values  (Wenger,  1998).  A  typical  research  group  may  combine  generalistarchaeologists and specialists in botanical research, the analysis of  human and/oranimalremains, the analysis of various materials such as lithics (stone artifacts), and/or ceramics,and so on. Specialists collaborate with other members of their discipline through local andvirtual laboratories that span research groups to form a disciplinary community of practicefocused on analyzing found objects. Archaeological networks of practice have both geographical and temporal dimensions.Any  archaeological  fieldwork  project  is  carried  out  in  a  bounded  geographical  location(typically  a  site  or  region)  and spans  one  or  more  chronological  phases  (e.g.,  Neolithiccultures). Any archaeological excavation is constrained by these two dimensions. Typically,archaeological  research  is  organized  across  multiple  teams  of  different  specializations(archaeobotanists; zooarchaeologists, etc.) situated at one site. Domain specializations addanother dimension to the situated practice of archaeology (Figure 12). The interdisciplinaryproject group collaborates with members of other projects that focus on similar periods orsites (e.g., Neolithic cultures). Domain specialists such as archaeobotanists frequently moveamong  projects  and  interact  with  members  of  similar  projects  at  conferences  andworkshops. 
96This form of matrix organization, typical in many research fields, represents a nexus ofinterconnected  communities  formed  around  linked  interdependencies.  It  is  configuredalong different dimensions which span different projects, organizations, and institutions. Inarchaeology,  this  setting can be viewed as a  three-dimensional  structure  that  spans thedimensions of location, period and specialization – each of which represents variations inpractice domains. The identity of an archaeology practitioner is defined at the intersectionof  these  dimensions  (e.g.,  an  archaeobotanist  working  on  Neolithic  cultures  in  centralTurkey). This matrix organization suggests three configurations of practice, shown in Figure12.
Figure  12.  Archaeology  Networks  of  Practice  span  research  projects,  organizations,  and
disciplines. Three defining dimensions (Geography, Chronology and Discipline) are presented as
three axes.
97The  first configuration is presented by the Organizational Communities of Practice thatform around a specific research project, for example, the analysis of remains from a specificarchaeological site (research projects and excavation campaigns which last for few seasons)or research projects based in a museum or university which consist of a few labs or teams.Usually membership in these communities is formed based on mutual engagement over along period of time. The engagement is usually context-specific and case-based. The second configuration spans multiple Organizational CoPs, as disciplinary specialistswho focus on findings from the same region or historical period collaborate to achieve abroader picture of the region or historical period–e.g., a specialist group of archaeobotanistsmight collaborate around how to interpret botanical findings from settlements in the NearEast, or a specialist group of zooarchaeologists might collaborate around how to interpret
Figure 13. First and second configurations of practice: Organizational Community of Practice and
Disciplinary Community of Practice
98deviant categories of  animal bones from the Neolithic  period. At this level,  practitionersshare some level of contextual knowledge. For example, they share knowledge about thenative species of a region or the major developments in the historical timeline of the region.I call this second configuration the Disciplinary Community of Practice (Figure 13 illustratesthe relationship between first and second configurations of practice).While relationships among sub-communities in project-based CoPs are complementaryaround a specific site (the vertical dimension of Figure  12), sub-communities form withindisciplinary CoPs around shared analytical practice and disciplinary knowledge (this is thehorizontal dimension shown in Figure  12).  As Wenger argues,  “practice remains local interms of engagement” (Wenger, 1998). What is global is the network of relationships amonglocalities, which may be conceptualized as a web or a constellation of CoPs. This web formsa  third configuration,  which constitutes the Archaeology Network of Practice. People whomay share little in the way of context collaborate indirectly across the network to definegeneric theories or to develop generic analytic methods across geographical regions andhistorical periods. The products of their collaborations are propagated through conferencesand publications,  resulting in accepted theories, methods, and paradigms that have beentested across multiple projects, domains, and disciplines. Each of the three configurationsconstitutes a placeless organization (Nardi, 2007), whose members collaborate around (i)distributed  data-sets,  (ii)  analytical  methods  and instruments,  and (iii)  emergent  socio-cultural narratives. Following  the  actor-network  theorists,  I  conceptualize  a  Network  of  Practice  as  aheterogeneous collection of material and human actants (actors), the combination of whichdisplays agency in enacting the social world(s) that give it meaning  (Latour, 2005; J. Law,2009). Archaeology researchers spend their time exploring materially focused narratives.
99They debate post-hoc  interpretations of  “heterogeneous assemblages of  things – objectssuch  as  tools,  but  also  institutions  (the  guild  of  metalworkers),  places,  humans,  socialgroups, rules, metaphors, rituals, and abstractions”  (Ian Hodder, 2012, p. 44). Excavationdestroys  the  spatial  and  inferred  temporal  context  on which  understanding  of  the  pastdepends. The archaeological process can be conceptualized as a series of translation actsaimed at transforming surviving traces—both material  and relational—into “knowledge”about the past. The archaeological context of the material remains is recorded in a variety offorms (fieldbooks, drawings, spreadsheets, databases, etc.), which are used to reconstructthe material context in a narrative form. The findings of archaeologists are embedded inmultiple  communities  and  associations:  a  research  project  at  a  dig,  interactions  withcolleagues  in  a  university  department,  a  community  of  specialists  in  an  area  such  aszooarchaeology, a community of archaeologists working on a specific region, or a specifichistorical period. Their work needs to transcend these local communities, to form theoriesand models explaining the development of human societies that can be adopted across thewider  network  of  research  practice  to  which  these  communities  belong.  Narrativeconstruction provides the medium for collective sensemaking around epistemic objects –unfolding material instantiations of emergent knowledge, such as categorization schemes orvisual representations of relations among components of a theory (Miettinen & Virkkunen,2005). In the chapters that follow, I therefore distinguish between epistemic objects, whosemeaning  is  enacted  and  reenacted  emergently  through  actor-network  interactions,  andtechnical objects, whose meaning is stabilized across the research Network of Practice. 
 4.3. Objectual Practices Increasingly, we see a move towards what Knorr-Cetina (2001) calls the ‘objectualization’of  social  relations,  as  objects  progressively  displace  persons  as  relationship  partners  in
100distributed  organizations. The  term  “materiality”  may  be  used  to  define  properties  ofobjects  that  transcend  any  specific  social  context,  while  “sociomateriality”  defines  the“collective spaces” in which people come into contact with material objects (Leonardi, 2013;Leonardi  et  al.,  2012).  So  while  a  piece  of  technology  may  be  viewed  in  terms  of  itsconstituent  components  or  material  form,  that  form  cannot  be  appreciated  withoutunderstanding its sociomaterial role – its function within the heterogeneous assembly ofpeople, practices, embedded norms and conventions, and genres of information that give itmeaning (Kallinikos,  2012). Material  objects  can be viewed as embedding structures  ofinformation, which allow their users to order and understand the external world  (Knorr-Cetina, 1999), and performative scripts, which structure and direct practice around specificsocio-cultural and contextually situated narratives (Akrich, 1992; Barad, 2003). Rheinberger  distinguishes between “epistemic  objects”  –  material  objects,  structures,processes or representations that constitute an object of inquiry – and “technical objects'' –the arrangement of experimental conditions, institutionalized practices, and accumulatedskills through which the objects of investigation “articulate themselves in a wider field ofepistemic practices and material cultures,  including instruments,  inscription devices,  andthe floating theorems or boundary concepts attached to them” (Rheinberger, 1997, p. 29).The difference between epistemic objects and technical objects is functional  rather thanstructural. Both are part of a larger system of interpretation – and both tend to be fluid innature while the system is in flux (Rheinberger, 1997). These objects of inquiry (epistemicor technical) are embedded in “the local, material, and practical networks that accompany[them]  through  the  whole  duration  of  their  lives” (Latour,  2000,  p.  250).  The  jointconstruction  of  epistemic  objects  allow  the  exploration  of  theories  and  ideas  across  ascientific Network of Practice (Knorr-Cetina, 1999). 
101The role of epistemic objects in constructing and propagating narratives that enact analternative  worldview  is  critical  to  scientific  progress  (Knorr-Cetina,  2001;  Miettinen  &Virkkunen,  2005).  As  research  investigations  proceed,  they  are  underpinned  by  theemergence  of  epistemic  objects.  Because  these  objects  are  characterized  by  a  lack  incompleteness, they expose gaps in the researcher’s knowledge that generate questions andlead to the evolution themselves (epistemic object) and the researcher’s knowledge (Knorr-Cetina,  1999,  2001).  Narratives  provide  a  deep  form  of  epistemic  object.  Researchknowledge is presented in a variety of  forms as in talks,  as representations of reality inconference presentations or in academic papers, or manifested as skills that are enactedthrough the practices of researchers and scientists (Law, 1992). Narratives surface implicitscripts for action and use that make theories and technical objects powerful (Bruner, 1991).An epistemic object embeds a story that enlists the support of other researchers, engagesthem in building upon the narrative or disputing it, and supports some form of collaborativeunderstanding. The meaning of epistemic objects is therefore clarified through successiveinteractions among research domains and in localized use. Technical objects, by contrast, result from processes of translation as epistemic objectsare  standardized  into  forms  and  procedures  that  can  span  community  boundaries(Fujimura,  1992).  Complex,  localized  frameworks  for  action  must  be  simplified  androutinized in order to support shared interpretations of  work at the boundary betweenCoPs  (Engeström  et  al.,  1995).  Their  use  becomes  routinized  and  their  form  becomesstabilized – at which point, no one questions the interpretations of the world that theseobjects embed (Callon, 1991). Thus, a technical object embeds performative scripts, in whichthe users perform their work according to narrative patterns of use that are based on theoriginal context of the object's use. 
102Over  time,  scripts  embedded  within  technical  objects  acquire  a  paradigmatic  status,incorporating not only exemplars that define how work is done, but narrative patterns thatguide  how  the  goals  of  work  should  be  understood  (MacKenzie  &  Wajcman,  1999;Manovich, 1999). For example, a database embeds the narrative patterns of work and thecategorization schemes in its originating Community of Practice. As more researchers fromdifferent organizational CoPs employ the database,  its structures become integrated intointerpretations  of  the  data  as  a  “black  boxed”  technical  objects.  Therefore  the  originalscheme  and  the  patterns  become  hidden  as  performative  scripts  (Callon,  1991;  Latour,2005). The performativity such categorization schemes and narrative patterns then becomeinvisible through routinization and through translation into normative research frameworks(Fujimura, 1992). The processes of knowledge construction within modern research enterprises involvesembedding  epistemic  and  technical  objects  into  a  broader  field  of  material  culture  andpractice (Rheinberger, 1997, 2000). In such embeddedness “[e]ach element is to be definedby its associations and is an event created at the occasion of each of those associations.”(Latour, 2000, p. 260) Therefore, I argue, those objects are defined only in the context oftheir  embeddedness  within  the  “webs  of  cultural  significance,  material  practices,  andtheoretical derivations” (Daston, 2000, p. 13).I argue that to understand the embeddedness of information and knowledge in Networksof Practice it is necessary to trace the trajectories of epistemic and technical objects withinthe  context  of  practice.  I  noted  that  interactions  among  human  agents  are  increasinglymediated by “objectualization”  (Knorr-Cetina, 2001). This situation affects the trajectoriesand products of social interactions, to the extent that knowledge creation is based on theinterplay  among  localized  structures  embedded  in  epistemic  objects  and  the  global
103performative  scripts  that  endow  technical  objects.  I  see  this  interplay  as  central  toexplaining the paradox of  embeddedness,  as individual  researchers navigate  the  genericforms of knowledge that are embedded within the sociomaterial web of local interpretationstructures and generic, routinized frameworks for action that constitute a research Networkof Practice.  Tracing the history of epistemic and technical objects through the duration oftheir lives reveals the processes of embeddedness in the context of knowledge practices.In the next four chapters, I try to follow the trajectories of narrative constructions whiletracing the history of epistemic and technical objects and their representations in differentmaterial forms within the context of archaeological Networks of Practice. In each chapterthat follows I pursue this inquiry process at one of the configurations of practice describedin the model presented in  Figure 12. Chapter five is devoted to the narrative constructionprocess of an individual researcher within her local community of practice while I follow thetrajectory of an information-recording object throughout the process. Chapter six focuses onthe cross-disciplinary collaboration within an Organizational CoP. I discuss the trajectory ofthe  construction  of  a  narrative  within  Disciplinary  CoP  and  its  acceptance  within  theNetwork of Practice in chapter Seven. Finally, I discuss the trajectory of a field, narratives,and epistemic and technical objects within in that field in chapter Eight.
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I just said, “Okay, just let the data talk to me. Let me just see
what’s going on.” And I started doing some variable by variable
analyses, trying to see what  the distribution was of different
body parts and size, trying to see if I could reconstruct what the
shape of these animals were, like, “Okay, so you’re so tall, and
you have feet that are so clumpy, and you have bodies that are
so heavy, and such parts, what do you look like? Talk to me,
little animals. I don’t know what you are; tell me who you are.”
[Participant 3]
 5. TRAJECTORY OF AN INFORMATION RECORDING OBJECT IN
ZOOARCHAEOLOGY
 5.1. IntroductionArchaeological practice can be conceptualized as a set of translation processes throughwhich  an  archaeological  context  is  inscribed  into  a  narrative:  Material  context(archaeological  site  and  its  recovered  contents)  is  recorded  into  text  (notes,  charts,drawings,  etc.),  which  is  then  used  to  reconstruct  the  context  in  a  narrative  form.Information  recording—the  process  of  translating  the  materiality  of  the  site  into  themateriality of text—is thus at the heart of archaeological practice. Information recordingcreates epistemic objects, which are used to explore the meaning of the excavated context.During the recording process many scripts are embedded into the archaeological records. Reflection in practice is a necessary part of critical thinking and progress in any situatedpractice.  Hodder  (1991) also  introduced  reflexivity  in  archaeology  as  a  critical  way  tounderstand the relationship among data, social context, and interpretation. Therefore, what,
when and how to record data are key elements of a reflexive method in archaeology. Further,given  the  enormous  quantity  and  considerable  variety  of  archaeological  data  recordedtoday, reflexivity in archeology is, to some extent, limited to the affordances of information
105technologies used in the archaeological recording, analysis and collaborative processes. Toaddress  this  important  aspect  of  archaeological  practice,  in  this  chapter,  I  focus  on  thetrajectory  of  an  information  recording object  in  the  context  of  a  narrative  constructionprocess within a local community of practice. I review a thirty-year period during which azooarchaeologist started by contributing to the existing dominant narratives of her field andproceeded  to  challenge  the  dominant  narrative  by  introducing  a  rival  account  ofdomestication and evolution of the camelid species of South America.Rheinberger  (1997,  p.  28) argues  that  “epistemic  objects  are  material  entities  orprocesses-physical structures, chemical reactions, biological functions- that constitute theobjects of inquiry.” He adds that technical objects are established and concluded epistemicobjects. Epistemic objects are always in the process of being materially defined; thereforethey continually change their properties and acquire new ones (Knorr-Cetina, 2001). I arguethat archaeological remains are epistemic objects because archaeological remains are opento  interpretation  and  are  question-generating  objects  rather  than  answer-generatingartifacts.  They  have  an  unfolding  ontology  which  evolves  through  the  archaeologicalprocess. New approaches to inquiry combined with new technological approaches createopportunities for interpreting the archaeological evidence in new ways. For example, newtechniques such as DNA sampling,  isotope analysis,  and tooth-wear  analysis  reveal  newaspects  of  archaeological  remains  and  help  us  to  ask  new  questions  about  the  past.Therefore, archaeological records are dynamic in nature. Information-recording objects caneither be representations of epistemic objects with contingent ontologies or representationsof  technical  objects  with  fixed  ontologies.  Each  of  these  interpretations  of  informationobjects entails different consequences for archaeological practice.
106Epistemic objects are inherently historical: they form through a recursive and iterativeprocess.  Their  significance  can  be  understood  only  diachronically  and  retrospectively(Rheinberger,  1997).  Therefore,  I  argue  information-recording  artifacts  which  arerepresentations of epistemic objects also need to be understood through the study of theirdevelopment trajectory.In  this  chapter,  the  focus  is  on  one  individual  archaeologist  and  one  informationrecording object. Since information recording is a critical part of collective archaeologicalpractice, I will revisit the topic in the next chapter to cover cross-community practices ofinformation recording in archaeology.
 5.2. Case Study: Development of Camelid Species in the South AmericaIn  this  case  study,  I  focus  on  the  practice  of  an  individual  archaeologist  within  herCommunity of Practice (CoP). I studied the situated practice of a zooarchaeologist who hasbeen pursuing a research project over 30 years,  investigating animal bone remains fromarchaeological  sites  in  the  Andes  in  Peru  and  Bolivia.  Her  goal  was  (and  still  is)  tounderstand whether the bone remains represent wild or domesticated animals and whetherthe remains are indicative of a complete pastoral system or a mixed hunting and herdingsystem for which we do not have modern analogies.  I  used a critical incident technique(Flanagan,  1954) to explore the archaeologist’s  practices in ongoing interviews over theperiod of two years. These data were analyzed using a thematic and hermeneutic analysis toidentify common elements of practice in the archaeologist’s Organizational CoPs, to identifypractices that  were transferable to similar CoPs.  I  also used a trajectory analysis  of  thearchaeologist’s  actor-network,  to  understand the  role  of  various  forms of  object  in  thispractice – and how these objects evolved over time as I discussed in chapter three (FigureFigure 10). I also explored the literature of the field around the themes of  Preceramic and
107Formative period camelid species in South America. These analyses, taken together, resultedin the identification of five episodes of objectual practice that are discussed below.Four species of camelids are recognized in South America today (Table 3), two of whichare the wild, large guanaco (Lama guanicoe) and the smaller vicuña (Vicugna vicugna). Theother  two  are  domesticated—the  larger  llama  (Lama  glama  L.)  and  the  smaller  alpaca(Lama pacos L.) (Wheeler, 1995). 
Table 3. Four species of South American camelids
Small body Large body
Wild Vicuña Guanaco
Domesticated Alpaca Llama
Since the 19th century these camelid species have been the subject of zoological research,and their evolutionary origins have been debated. According to the literature, the guanacoand vicuña diverged from a common ancestor around two million years ago (Kadwell et al.,2001; Wheeler, 1995). In the early 1980s, the dominant narrative about the relationshipbetween these species was that the four modern species existed by the Early Formativeperiod  (1500-800  BCE).  Based  on  morphological  information,  it  was  argued  that  theguanaco is the direct ancestor of llama. However, two competitive narratives existed aboutthe evolutionary origin of the alpaca. One argued that both the llama and alpaca descendedfrom the guanaco and the vicuña was never domesticated. The other, based on the study ofextant  animals,  argued  that  the  guanaco  is  the  indirect  ancestor  of  alpaca  through  thedomesticated llama and the alpaca resulted from the crossing of the wild vicuña and thedomesticated llama (Wheeler, 1995). The informant zooarchaeologist of this case study first
108contributed to the development of the second existing narrative and later suggested a thirdnarrative about the domestication of the camelids and their evolutionary origins.I argue that animal bone remains are epistemic objects of practice in zooarchaeology.However, when they become stabilized and do not acquire any further properties, they turninto  technical  objects.  This  analysis  demonstrates  how  representational  objects  such  ascategorizations and recording artifacts reflect the process of development of epistemic andtechnical  objects.  In  the  following  analysis,  I  suggest  five  development  episodes  in  thetrajectory of an information-recording artifact that define the trajectory of a narrative aboutcamelid species in South America:
• Episode one represents the early period of the work of the zooarchaeologist in Peru, when she was following an existing paradigm that included a widely accepted recording form and the logico-scientific mode of thinking. During this period, she faced the shortcomings of the existing information-recording objects and attempted to address them by a series of modifications to achieve a more inclusive information-recording method.
• The second episode illustrates a temporary and a total breakdown in her practice when the existing model could not explain the observed phenomena in a new site in Bolivia which belongs to a later period (Formative) than her Peruvian site (Preceramic). The breakdowns encouraged partial and total reflection periods whichentailed a major reinvention of the information-recording object.
• Episode three represents a shift in the dominant mode of thinking to the narrative mode. Through this approach, the zooarchaeologist engaged in a dialogue with her data to create a compelling story to explain the phenomena of interest.
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• Episodes four and five summarize her attempts to enroll allies through two strategies in order to reinforce her narrative and challenge the dominant narratives of the field.As  I  discuss  how  a  dominant  narrative  was  challenged  by  an  emerging  one,  I  alsoinvestigate  the  extent  to  which this  process can be associated with  the  development  ofinformation-recording  objects.  I  argue  that  the  development  of  information-recordingobjects happens through a series of calibrations, revisions, and reinventions inspired by theemergence of anomalies and breakdowns. 
 5.3. Episode One: Following an Existing Model and the Logico-Scientific Mode
of ThinkingMy informant zooarchaeologist, during her PhD dissertation research in early the 1980’s,recorded a very large sample of animal bone assemblage (one million bones) recoveredfrom an archaeological site in Peru with occupation from the Preceramic period through theFormative period. Her main research goal was to understand whether the bone remainsrepresented wild or domesticated animals. In this stage of her work, she was still a beginner in the process. Therefore, in the firstseason of fieldwork, she followed the recording guidelines provided by her adviser. She usedan information-recording form commonly utilized in the North American zooarchaeology(Figure 14). After she gained some experience in the course of the first season of fieldwork,the  informant  noticed  that  the  existing  information-recording  artifact  imposed  certainconstraints on capturing rich samples: 
I used this in a preliminary season when I didn’t know the area well, and no one
had been able to describe to me the size and richness of the sample, or how to
approach some of the problems of identification. I had been trained how to collect
at least four other kinds of data than this form accommodates, but no one had
trained me in how to organize these varied data (cut marks, measurements, bone
maturity (fusion), teeth). 
110By the end of the first season, she started to add more descriptive data that were not usually recorded in the North American tradition. Her expansion of the recording forms wasbased on the emerging science of taphonomy in the 1970s and early 1980s. Taphonomy studies the formation of animal and archaeological remains, investigating how those formation processes affect our interpretation of the records (Behrensmeyer, Kidwell, & Gastaldo, 2000). Her modified forms contained space for recording information about interesting and particular observations and for the interpretation of every unit at the bottom of each sheet (Figure 15. Revised recording object 1982 side 1: similar to the old sheet, with added space for comments, interpretations and important observation.).
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 Figure 14. First information recording object; Ditto tally sheets 1980
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Figure 15. Revised recording object 1982 side 1: similar to the old sheet, with added space
for comments, interpretations and important observation.
113Modifications of the forms were partly related to the specific site where she was working.In her data  recording,  she dealt  mainly with  two groups of  animals,  camelids and deer.Therefore, she decided to tailor the form for the situation and remove unnecessary genericcategories of animals not present in the site assemblage. In return, she could afford morespace for descriptive data: 
When I returned from this short season, I decided to expand to a two-sided sheet
… Mostly the same cells as the 1980 tally sheet but with different sized cells to
reflect  the  realities  of  only  two  animals  involved.  More  room  for  open-ended
observations. After I filled out the front, I flipped over and filled in the back with
all the information on the larger limb bone fragments.Based on a common method practiced in the 1970s, she also added another information-recording form on the back of the first recording form in order to be able to capture theminimum numbers of individuals (MNI) in each sample (Figure 16).  However,  she neverused these data for this purpose:
I thought, “Oh, I’m going to get so elegant, I’m going to also record how many of
them have been burned by cooking, or other kinds of heating, and then I’ll do the
total some other kind.” And so, there I was tick, tick, tick, ticking, and it turned out
to be totally unusable; not unusable, but very, very unwieldy, and I was working
with much larger samples than I thought I would have to.The initial data analysis brought to the informant's attention that important informationbeyond  counts  and  descriptions  could  not  be  recorded  in  her  existing  recording  formsbecause her descriptions were taphonomic rather than only quantitative measures of sizeand weights.  The visual  data about shapes,  cutmarks and butchering of the bones werecrucial  for  the  material's  interpretation,  especially  for  comparison  and  pattern  finding.Therefore,  she  began  to  use  a  notebook  to  record  life-size  drawings  that  includedinformation  about  social  practices  indicated  by  the  bones.  Her  sketches  served  ascomplementary  source  of  recording  taphonomic  data  that  contributed  to  developing  atypology of mark locations and orientations (Figure 17. Sample page of drawings). 
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Figure 16. Revised recording object 1982 side 2
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Figure 17. Sample page of drawings
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[Here are]  drawings in a separate notebook cutmark and butchering notebook
page. I never had room for these life-sized drawings on my datasheets.Even with more space for open-ended descriptions, she needed to record some of herdata in a narrative form. Therefore, she had to add an extra notebook page to some of herforms to include her expanded description (Figure 18).
There was a massive amount of bone in each [unit], and I started running out of
space on my form, so I just ripped paper out of a notebook to add sheets to the
forms I was filling out for each unit. These sheets had records of cut marks, lists of
bone measurements, and drawings of the teeth and wear on each tooth for each
jaw.In  the  following  years,  the  informant  developed  her  own  research  agenda:  she  waslooking  for  ways  of  reconstructing  herding  practices  and  of  visualizing  the  physicalappearance of the ancient animals. To this end, she had to collect a new type of data— thatis, the age and life history of animals, which was not usually recorded in the normal practiceof  zooarchaeology of  the  time.  In the  meantime,  she encountered the work of  a  Britishzooarchaeologist who suggested that the demographic composition of the animals in thedifferent time period of each site represents the evolution of domestication activities. Hehad also argued that demographic attributes and herding strategies could be ascertained bytooth-wear,  among  other  things.  She  included  the-tooth  wear  data  in  her  information-recording form as schematic sketches on her narrative forms. Later,  she summarized thetooth data from different animals on individual cards,  then sorted the cards in differentways to explore variations in animal demographics (shown in Figure 19. Sample of databasefor demographic data 1984).
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Figure 18. Sample of narrative attached paper sheets to forms
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The little oblongs are schematic drawings of the chewing surfaces of teeth; since
these animals chew all the time, their teeth wear down over life in a characteristic
way and are used as an estimate of age at death. I  started by recording these
tooth rows on the narrative sheets [Figure 15], but these were scattered over more
than  250  excavation  records.  I  photocopied  all  the  narrative  sheets  and  tally
sheets with tooth images on them, cut out the records in thin strips, and glued
each  record  to  a  library  call  slip  …  Then,  I  dealt  out  the  deck  of  about  450
individuals  and refined age class  representation for each period at  the site.  …
Looking deeper at the range of wear states along each jaw, I was able to measure
the rate of tooth wear as an independent environmental variable over the course
of animal domestication. There are many tiny subsidiary variables and embedded
judgment  calls  in  these  graphic  codes  and  I  have  never  reduced  them  to  a
numerical code. … I tallied these data by hand and drafted the histograms of age
classes just using pen and ink.At this point, the simple information-recording form evolved into a more sophisticatedand inclusive recording system. It could record three types of information—quantitative (ordiscrete),  discursive,  and  visual.  This  information-recording  object  could  capture  richdatasets appropriate for testing different hypotheses related to the animal species in thePreceramic period. The new recording object could capture a wider variety of informationthan its predecessor. Later, a new difficulty emerged: how to link all recorded data in different forms. This taskwas cumbersome:
And I wanted to record those individual differences,  as well,  because that man
versus animal interface is  going to impact animal health a lot.  So,  then I  was
taking page after page of notes, and everything got to be such a; I’m not going to
say it was a headache, but there was a lot of unanticipated, just fiddling of; … and
so I was taking long pages of notes that if you look closely can’t be linked directly
to these other observations. There was a first toe bone that has small scratches on
the fascia plantar side. Which one of those was it? There’s no way you can tell;
those have become unlinked by being forced onto these forms.By the end of  1980s,  the informant had finalized her analysis  of  collected data.  Thishelped her to better  understand the past  herding practices and to describe the  ancientanimals.  Her  findings  supported  and expanded the  model  that  the  vicuña is  in  fact  theancestor of the alpaca. She also suggested that domestication of the two modern camelid
119species (llama and alpaca) happened around 6000 years ago, in the Preceramic period. Heranalysis, based on a sample of one million bones, revealed a division in the distribution ofthe body size of camelids at the site: frequent smaller camelid, a smaller number of largercamelids, and no middle-size animal. Based on geographical, historical, and morphologicalpatterns, she identified the larger form as the llama and the smaller one as the vicuña andargued that vicuña is a partial ancestor of the alpaca.  About ten years later,  high-qualitymitochondrial  DNA  evidence  confirmed  her  conclusions  and  established  the  ancestralrelationship between the vicuña and the alpaca without a doubt (Kadwell et al., 2001).During this episode, the rich body of information recorded about particular cases madethe informant uncertain about the existing narratives about the process of the formation ofthe four modern camelid species. When she had a chance to return to South America, shemoved to another region in South America in order to work on a site from a later period. Hergoal was to collect more evidence and to expand her work on the wild and domesticatedanimals and on hunting as well as on the past herding systems.To summarize, I argue that at the beginning of this episode the information-recordingobject used by my informant to capture data about animal remains was a representation of atechnical object. It was based on established practices of zooarchaeology in North America,and the related scripts were already embedded in it. The tally sheets used in North Americawere  designed  to  answer  generic  questions  –about  animal  remains  in  North  America–which  were  rooted  in  certain  assumptions  about  the  diversity  of  species  in  thearchaeological assemblages. At this stage, animal bone remains had already turned into atechnical object which was used to produce confirmatory evidence for the few competingnarratives.
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Figure 19. Sample of database for demographic data 1984
121As a beginner, my informant was following the standard practices of the field. However,her  first  season as  a  zooarchaeology practitioner  enabled  her  to  better  understand theaffordances  of  the  information-recording objects  at  hand.  Subsequently,  she  evolved theinformation-recording forms to meet her needs to record more descriptive data. I argue thatthe forms designed to record very limited set of data which only afforded to test specifichypotheses  in  a  rather  confirmatory  approach  and  suited  a  logico-scientific  mode  ofthinking.The encounter with evidence that could not fit into the generic information-recordingobjects encouraged her to reflect on the situation. She enacted her reflections as a series ofrevisions  and  calibrations  of  the  original  information-recording  object.  In  return,  theevolved information-recording object enabled her to tailor her research agenda and buildher reputation in the field: 
This was fabulous data [demographic data] which made my reputation in the
field, such as it is. No one else has demographic data like this for one site over the
course of domestication, anywhere in the world.By becoming an expert through extensive participation in the practice of the field, and through the compilation of very rich datasets, she gained the confidence to start thinking outside the existing frameworks and to question some common assumptions: 
The tooth-wear experience gave me the freedom to pursue the camelid question
more freely. I would describe what was happening in the tooth sample was that I
found I could observe individual animals' lives, and characterize them on another
basis,  different from the one that would be used if  looking at them as modern
animals. I showed that the tooth wear rate was mostly closely related to how good
the animal’s  diet  was and how hard it was to find water (I  had to do a huge
background study to establish that; later a friend of mine in England confirmed
this in a different way). In this sample, I could see that what happened to early
animals  must  have  been  characteristic  of  wild  animals,  the  later  prehistoric
animals to early herders of the first domestic animals, and the modern samples,
the domestic animals of today. I still was using the four “modern” form model in
my discussion, but I was already looking for a way to get away from it. In one of
the figures I used at this time, I labeled one population not alpaca, but 'alpaca'.”
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Table 4. Summary of the first episode
Working within a dominant narrative framework
• Using confirmatory recording object
• Forms function as technical objects' representation
• Logico-scientific mode of thinking as dominant mode
• Incremental reflections resulted in calibrations and revisions of information-recording objectEarly Stage Later Stage
• Following the existing model
• Learning process
• Dominant narratives shape the recording process
• Confirmatory recording
• More experienced
• Discomfort with recording method
• Notice more nuances in data
• Feel to record richer datasets
• Tweaking forms 
• Add more descriptive data
• Add tooth wear data
• Still following the four “modern” species narrative but became uncomfortable with the narrative 
Table 4 summarizes the first episode of the trajectory of the individual and the recording object in two stages.
 5.4. Episode Two: A breakdown of the Existing Model in Explaining the 
Observed PhenomenaA few years later, the informant moved to a site in Bolivia (500 Km from the Peruvian siteand still in the range of all four modern camelid species) to expand her work. This Bolivianvillage site dates to the Early Formative (1500- 800 BCE) and Middle Formative (800-200BCE) periods, and belongs to a later period than the site she had studied in Peru. This movecan be interpreted as a change of position in the Network of Practice (NoP), since she movedalong the two dimensions of geographical location and chronological period. She started to collect large samples from the Bolivian site, but, the distribution of datawas completely different from what she expected based on her Peruvian work. She found
123many  discrepancies  that  could  not  be  explained  by  the  existing  narrative  about  thedevelopment  of  the  camelid  species.  The  dominant  narrative  suggested  that  the  fourmodern species of camelids had already been formed by the Early Formative period:
I tried to apply the Peruvian model to the Bolivian situation. I said, “Well, I just
run that line right across,” and just poof [frustration].
I went into this thinking I’m going to find those four modern forms, and it’s taken
a while  for  me to kind of  unpack.  I’m not  finding the four  modern forms.  I’m
finding something else.This encounter encouraged a reflective moment in the practice of  my informant.  Thediscrepancies  of  her  observation  with  the  existing  narrative  introduced  a  temporary
breakdown in her work  (Dreyfus, 1991; Heidegger, 1962). During the breakdown she wasforced to reexamine the nature of her findings and to question why the dominant narrativecould not explain her data and observations.
Finally I said, “okay, in this situation I cannot force the modern forms onto this
distribution. I have to be looking at something else, some other kind of description
of what the ancient animals are.”She attempted to find other hypotheses to explain her data. She tested the possibility of arelationship between geographical  latitude and animal  body size.  She also attempted tosuperimpose  the  measurements  of  modern  animals  to  discover  a  possible  relationshipbetween the observed distributions of remains with the features of modern animals. Neitherapproach worked, leading to a total breakdown (Dreyfus, 1991; Heidegger, 1962). Frustratedwith the hypotheses derived from the dominant narrative,  she decided to explore  otherpossibilities to make sense of her data and engaged in a dialog with her data which shedescribed as “just  let[ing]  the  data  talk  to me.”  This  dialogue entailed reflection on theinformation-recording,  and  analysis  approaches  and  the  dominant  narrative  and  itsunderlying assumptions. She realized that an exploratory data analysis approach, open tothe  under-observed  phenomena,  was  needed  to  examine  other  possible  narratives.
124Therefore,  she  decided  to  collect  a  broader  range  of  data,  compared  to  the  normativepractice of the field. She elaborated her data collection and abandoned her re-structuredinformation-recording forms. She started to record richer and more flexible quantitative,textual,  and visual  descriptions  of  animal-bone  remains  in  a  series  of  notebooks,  usingunique identifiers for each record and bone, that allowed her to link each description to theexcavation unit (Figure 20 a, b, c and d). This transformation of her informantion-recordingobject created a shift in her practice and her dominant mode of thinking to the narrativemode. This attempt turned the animal remains into epistemic objects again, with contingentontological aspects yet to be discovered.Although the zooarchaeologist modified her recording method in early years,  she stillfollowed the existing practices of recording, despite her discomfort about the shortcomingsof these methods in capturing the richness of data. Only later did she decide to devise hermore elaborate and discursive recording method which opened opportunities for observingnew patterns in data. Table 5 summarizes this episode.
Table 5. Summary of the second episode
Introduction of breakdown: Bolivian work (Early and Middle Formative [1500-200BCE])
• Introduction of breakdown
• emergence of an epistemic object
• using exploratory information recording
• Break down:
• Zooarchaeologist moved in two network dimensions (geography and time)
• Found discrepancies in the data
• Frustration: The model of domestication of llama/alpaca which was developed in Peru did not work here
• Questioning the equipmental totality --> reflecting on recording method (major reflection on the processes and objects led to a major revision)
• Turned to “Let the data talk to me” mode
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Figure 20. Samples of flexible descriptive recording in notebooks
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 5.5. Episode Three: The Use of Narrative Mode of Thinking to Form a New 
ModelThe  zooarchaeologist  started  to  record  data  from  a  small  sample  using  the  newinformation-recording object and ran an exploratory data analysis on her rich dataset. Sheperformed  variable-by-variable  analyses  in  order  to  reconstruct  the  shapes  of  ancientanimals. During this process, she was engaged in a constant dialog with her data in order toexplore  and  expand  her  taken-for-granted  assumptions.  She  composed  narrativedescriptions to make sense of her data, seeking to explain the ways in which the Formativeperiod settlement might have interacted with animals of the era. She also reflected on theimplications  of  her  emerging  narratives  on  the  differences  between  the  physicalcharacteristics  and  behavior  of  ancient  species  compared  to  those  of  their  moderndescendants. Further,  the  zooarchaeologist  devised  a  post-hoc  processing  method  to  be  able  toperform a wide range of analyses. After returning from the field, she processed her semi-structured records from her notebooks and transformed them into Excel spreadsheets. Sheassigned each record a unique identifier number, providing a straightforward way to link therecords, for further processing for different statistical tests or any other analyses: 
The notebook data are all entered in excel spreadsheets now, this happens shortly 
(or longly) after I return from the field. The notebook pages have unique volume 
and page numbers and I can generally return to the original record in 15-30 
seconds if I have a question based on something I observe in a computer-based 
query.By post-processing her data sheets from the Bolivian site, she discovered a wider rangeof distributions of body size, suggesting a new narrative about the camelids' evolution. Asshe examined the mixed-body size that she had observed in the early phase of her study ofthe  site,  she  concluded  that  smaller  sizes  were  more  common.  The  zooarchaeologistinterpreted  this  phenomenon  as  an  increasing  preference  among  the  inhabitants  for
127smaller-body camelid.  She also discovered a difference between dominant body sizes atvarious locations within the site. Bigger animals were often dominant at ceremonial centers.This finding led to a big leap in her narrative mode of thinking about the various uses of theanimals  of  different  age.  Her  emerging  narrative  suggested  that  because  the  smallercamelids  were older  than the  larger  ones  at  the  time of  their  slaughtering,  the  smallerspecies were used for their wool and the larger ones for their meat, and very large onesprobably used for cargo. According to this new narrative she could take one measurement ofbody size as an indicator of group to which the animal remains belong. Seeing animal remains as epistemic objects encouraged a variety of analyses based onthe  tooth-wear  and  bone  pathologies.  She  concluded  that,  compared  to  contemporaryspecies, prehistoric animal forms evinced more variety in size and breed. The new patternchallenged the dominant narrative that four modern species of camelids had evolved by theFormative period and suggested that more diverse species of camelids must have co-existed:
The notion of two domestic forms (llama and alpaca) arising in the Formative, no
matter what their origin or location, is the normative thinking that I have been
most explicitly addressing recently. What I propose is that there are more forms,
even in my one area. It is certain that there were more different forms in the areas
to the south in Argentina, as well.  At the point of historic contact,  two named
forms [llama and alpaca] are seen, with several named varieties that represented
specific coat types for wool, or body forms for doing work. What made it seem like
there were only two forms?
a. Travelers and social scientists were only interested enough to see the two basic
forms.
b.  Two  millennia  of  conquest  and  expansion  by  large  empires  of  camelid
pastoralists led to gene flow and simplification of the local herds: masking and
destroying some of  the  local  variations  and specialties.  [Email  communication
with informant, August 2013]Despite the magnitude of this discovery, she did not present a full account of her work toher  disciplinary  community  of  practice,  fearing  that  her  results  would  be  contentiousbecause  of  the  dominant  model.  However,  she  did  present  her  work  to  her  project
128community.  The  outcome  was  shocking  for  some  members,  whereas  some  reinforcingfeedback was received from another colleague who felt the same challenge in the course ofher work.
I haven’t published a very full account of this, because it’s too disruptive to the
classic  models,  but  I  presented this  to  my research group,  and they  were  like,
“Wow!” They said, “But what about all those things about the deep meaning, and
psychological purpose of having the big animal and the small animal, and that’s
it?” And I said, “You know, this is earlier than that. We can see that in the late
prehistoric  periods  there  are  animals  that  match  the  modern  animals  pretty
closely, but for this early period when people are just starting to live in villages,
they’ve domesticated these animals for a little while. It looks like they were doing
something else.” And we have a woman on the coast who’s working on, believe it
or not, llama mummies.  [Laughter] And she was collecting similar information
where she was able to look at ... ancient animals of different sizes. She was able to
say, “Yeah, there are animals in the prehistoric past that don’t match the modern
animals.” That makes a lot of sense to me. We’re within this region trying to get
people to think about the distant past in a way that you can’t see, and a way that
is somewhat impossible to predict,  based on the prehistoric past,  based on the
modern period.By the end of this episode, she had thinking according to a new model, one that embracedthe narrative mode of thinking. Now, she needed to reinforce her narrative to move further and challenge the established models. Table summarizes 6 the third episode.
Table 6. Summary of the third episode
Developing a new model using narrative mode of thinking
• Recording more descriptive and visual data
• Looking at the emergent patterns in data
• Processing the data to find trends
• Establishing the method
• Finding an emerging narrative
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 5.6. Episode Four: Political Establishment of the New Narrative and 
Enrollment of AlliesIn order to have her findings accepted by the broader community, the zooarchaeologistneeded allies to reinforce her narrative and strengthen her position in her NoP  (Latour,1987).  She  devised  two strategies for  enrollment  of  allies:  first,  finding complementarydatasets  and,  second,  by  expanding the scope of  her own dataset.  By  moving along thespecialty dimension of her organizational CoP, she could find different types of evidencethrough cross-boundary collaboration. Second, expanding the scope of dataset; by movingalong the geographical and chronological dimensions of her NoP, she could collect the sametype of evidence from other places. Her  information-recording  object  played  a  very  important  role  in  the  successfulenrollment  of  allies.  She  had  collected  a  wide  range  of  contextual  and  bone-specificinformation beyond the  standardized package (Fujimura, 1992) of the field,  and she wasable to enlist support by providing rich data to other specialists and helping them developunique narratives of their own. She successfully aligned the interests of two other specialistsfor oxygen isotope analysis and DNA analysis. While the DNA analysis proved challengingbecause  of  the  costs  and legal  issues,  the  Oxygen isotope  analysis,  provided reinforcingsupport for her narrative and encouraged her to expand her dataset by collecting evidencefrom outside of her site (Figure 21).I argue that the use of an exploratory recording approach (and object) enables differentspecialists to cross-fertilize each other's perspectives. This leads to a collective sensemakingprocess through the use of the narrative mode of thinking formed around archaeologicalrecords  as  epistemic  objects.  I  also  propose  that  the  exploratory-recording  approachfacilitates perspective-making and perspective-taking processes  (Boland & Tenkasi, 1995)as well as the alignment of the interests of multiple actors. The latter is a necessary move
130toward gaining political support in order to present a challenging model or narrative to thebroader community of practice (Latour, 1987).
I worry occasionally that the notebook method makes it too easy for me to forget
the shortcuts and context-driven decisions about descriptive coding that I’m using.
Here, midway through the 2006 season, I drew a series of sketches of long bones to
record what I meant when I  said something was a “shaft,” a proximal shaft,  a
distal shaft, a shaft plus proximal, shaft plus distal etc. ...  I’ve never really used
these data, but I feel it’s worthwhile to try to capture these spatial data across the
bone since other zooarchaeologists go nuts for them. Some people estimate the
percentage of the bone that is present (they have little schema they hold the each
bone up to, to quickly say, “humerus, distal, 75%”.) Some people measure how long
(mm) each bone fragment is (not a natural dimension, but how long it was after it
was broken by  some force).  Others  ...  divide up the bone into  non-overlapping
segments that they can always identify, called “diagnostic zones.” Then, they just
count the number of zones present on each fragment, and keep on tallying zones
as an estimate of overall abundance. I am not attracted to such schemes, so I was
trying to keep my verbal-only recording consistent between seasons as a faint
response to this practice.Table 7 summarizes the fourth episode and the process of enrollment of allies.
Table 7. Summary of the fourth episode
Political establishment of the new narrative and enrollment of allies
• Registering allies
• Going across boundaries
• Rich descriptive data helps encourage people to collaborate
• Reinforcing the narrative with cross-boundary support 
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 5.7. Episode Five: Stabilization of the New NarrativeTo  pursue  the  second  strategy  for  reinforcing  her  narrative  in  the  field,  thezooarchaeologist needed to expand the scope of her dataset. To this end, she defined a set ofpre-structured recording forms and routines –similar to the predefined forms she had usedearlier  and  unlike  her  recent  flexible  recording  method–to  be  integrated  into  theinformation-recording process in a few other projects.  My informant asked her graduatestudents to use this new information recording objects to collect evidence from differentsites. These new recording forms play the role of immutable mobiles (Latour, 1987). Mobilityprovides easy transportation of these information artifacts across a network—in this case,different archaeological sites in the region. Immutability maintains the key features of theobject when used in different places—in this case, when the same measurements and dataneed to be recorded from multiple sites. Once recorded, the data can be used by differentscholars in different institutional settings for the same type of analysis. I argue that in this
Figure 21. Enrollment process
132episode the information-recording object turned into a representation of a technical object,and the zooarchaeologist returned to a confirmatory approach for information recording;her  dominant  mode  of  thinking  switched  back  to  the  logico-scientific  mode  based  ondeductive hypothesis testing.By collecting the critical mass of evidence to support her model at multiple positions inthe  NoP,  my  informant  gained  enough  political  support  to  stabilize  her  narrative  andchallenge  the  dominant  narrative  of  the  field.  In  the  process,  she  also,  discovered  acompletely new line of research on bone tools through the discursive and visual recordingsof  animal  bones.  This  discovery  is  an  example  of  how  the  exploratory  approach  toinformation recording can reveal unknown aspects of epistemic objects in archaeology andopen new lines of research. Table  8 summarizes the last episode of the trajectory of theinformation-recording object.
Table 8. Summary of the fifth episode
Stabilization of the new narrative
• Zooarchaeologist's processing method as a way to use rich descriptive information recording
• Creating a new technical object
• Building the stronghold by enrolling allies 
• Collecting the critical mass required to reinforce the new emerging narrative
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Figure 22. Summary of trajectory of information recording object
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 5.8. Analytical SummaryIn this case study,  I scrutinize the narrative (co)-construction process and the role ofinformation recording objects in this process. I argue that information recording objects (asrepresentations of epistemic and technical objects) shape the practice of archaeology andare at the same time shaped by the practice. I suggest that progress and innovation resultfrom  sustained  reflective  moments  in  archaeology  which  encourage  challenging  theestablished  dominant  narratives  and  constructing  alternative  narratives.  I  discuss  thatreflexivity in archaeology is  supported by  constant  shifts  between narrative  and logico-scientific modes of thinking (knowing).Epistemic objects of practice are created within a narrative mode of thinking and areturned into technical objects in order to amass critical amount of evidence around thosenarratives along different dimensions of a Network of Practice (NoP). Through tracing thetrajectory  of  a  recording object  in  the  case  study,  I  propose  two modes  of  informationrecording,  namely,  exploratory  and  confirmatory.  The  exploratory  mode  of  informationrecording is  used with  the  narrative  mode of  thinking and is  associated with  unfoldingepistemic objects. The confirmatory mode relates to the logico-scientific mode of thinkingwhich better corresponds with technical objects.The  case  study  illustrated  that  the  acceptance  of  narrative  depends  on  the  successfulenrollment of  allies through two strategies of  reinforcement and expansion.  Informationrecording  objects  play  a  crucial  role  in  both  strategies.  Usually  reinforcement  requiresflexibility  of  recording  objects  to  accommodate  different  disciplinary  needs,  whereasexpansion  requires  immutability  of  the  recording  objects  to  amass  critical  amount  ofevidence  around  the  schema  suggested  by  the  new  narrative.  I  argue  that  informationrecording objects preform their part in the construction of new archaeological narratives
135through  their  consecutive  transformations.  Figure  22 summarize  the  trajectory  of  therecording object investigated in this chapter.The flexible information recording method that my informant zooarchaeologist devisedenabled  her  to  collect  rich  descriptive  data  and attend to  every  piece  of  evidence  as  aparticular  case.  In  contrast,  pre-structured  recording  forms  privilege  generic  evidence.Flexible recording can reveal emerging features and interesting observations. However, anadditional  phase  is  needed to  process  the  descriptive  records  and transform  them  intoquantitative processable data suited for statistical analysis software. The standard practiceof archaeology, enforced mainly by the use of relational databases (for example in projectslike Çatalhöyük discussed in chapter six), tends to record only in predefined data structures.The  benefit  of  this  approach  is  that  a  researcher  can  query  the  system  and  exportquantitative data quickly and without additional processing.  However,  this approach canrecord only the  expected and fails to capture the  unexpected. As I discussed in the chaptersix,  even  people  who  are  using  the  generic  recording  method  need  the  possibility  ofrecording particular  observations.  Another  zooarchaeologist  in a  global  research projectalso mentioned the inefficiencies of the generic recording method, which lead him to recordinteresting pieces of  evidence in his personal notebooks that are not part of  the officialarchaeological record of the project.
And myself I do a system that is, ... somehow next to this official recording system. I
take notes, and I know from the study seasons what we did over the last two years.
These  are  the  most  important  and useful  stuff.  It  is  for  me because  I  did  the
recording and then I  can rely  upon what  I  have seen.  This  is  very qualitative,
mostly  qualitative  that  cannot be accommodated into  the database,  but  yet  it
contains  an  awful  lot  of  very  interesting  observations.  Especially  about  the
stratigraphical relations between different objects, and different layers and I don't
know, walls and something like that. … We cannot assume that the meaning of an
object, or different practices will remain unchanged in time. It was in the process
of constant changes. This database is too universal that it is unable to capture
this. [Participant 16]
136Unlike in a generic method of recording, the flexible method is open to contingencies.That means a researcher may add a category for a particular feature observed in a unit atthe post-processing stage. In a pre-structured database, where there is normally no roomfor  the  emergent  features  or  observations,  these  emerging  observations  end  up  in  the“other”  category  or  their  inclusion  depends  on  technical  intervention  to  change  thedatabase structure. The latter often requires technical expertise beyond the practitioner'sskills, and the observations can be ignored as a result of the constraints of the technology inuse.The use of the flexible information-recording method poses some challenges, too. Theability to see interesting phenomena and to record rich discursive information requires acertain level of expertise. Only after the informant zooarchaeologist become an expert couldshe  start  to  record  such  information.  Novice  users  cannot  use  the  flexible  method.  Myobservations  in  different  projects  showed  that  experienced  specialists  tend  to  collectinteresting qualitative data and leave the basic generic recording to their students:
So Level  One is  a very generic  way of  recording stuff,  count,  number,  and two
variables in terms of raw materials. And even though that subsumes all sorts of
distinct things going on within it, we are happy with that data, we’ve used it very
successfully, we’ve produced copies believed to be meaningful data [that] allows us
to springboard into various discussions, but that’s all it is. It means that a trained
monkey  can  record  it  and/or  undergraduates,  you  know,  it’s  just  they  plow
through it, ... they are capable of running the entire Level One system. [participant
34]Some  people  may  argue  that  a  downside  of  flexible  information  recording  isinconsistency of records. However, I argue that non-uniform records reflect the emergentprocess of  understanding in archaeological  practice.  In fact,  flexible recording allows formore information to be recorded through time so that the recording schemes may changeradically as we acquire a better understanding of the context of our work. I argue that fullconsistency  that  depends  on  uniformity  of  data  structures  is  counterproductive  in
137archaeology. The nature of understanding in archaeology is emerging, and it is not beneficialfor  archaeology  to  trade  the  possibility  of  recording  unexpected  phenomena  for  theadvantage of avoiding inconsistency.My research suggest that the materiality of an information object affects the trajectory ofits  development.  In  this  case  study,  the  zooarchaeologist  used  pencil  and  paper  forinformation recording.  The materiality of  paper forms afforded very flexible informationrecording in terms of modifiability.  At any stage,  this information object could be easilymodified to overcome the emerging shortcomings. However, in comparison to digital forms(and databases), the affordances of paper forms are very limited in terms of informationretrieval, replication, and linkage.The  reality  of  archaeological  practice  also  imposes  limitations  on  the  materiality  ofinformation objects in use: even access to acid-free reliable paper is not always assured inremote excavation sites. Moreover, the efficiency and pace of information recording on-siteis also associated with the materiality of the recording object:
Paper and form copying were a problem for me, even though I was in the capital
city.  I  worried that the high-acid paper in Peru (made from sugar cane fiber)
wouldn’t hold up.
I sometimes wonder how I’d do it if I had always used a computer for everything
the  way  my  students  do.  Two  things  work  against  this:  the  difficulty  with
electricity and low battery life in cold mountain villages and the natural motions
that I use when working quickly, with the bone in my left hand and a pencil and
my calipers held simultaneously in my right hand. The computer keyboard needs
both hands, and my hands are already full.
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I sometimes worry that some of that energy is a bit wasteful
and maybe we’ve sort of created a snake to beat ourselves with
… the system we’ve created is now kind of come back on us to
sort of force our hand. [Participant 34]
 6. COLLABORATION AT A GLOBAL ARCHAEOLOGY RESEARCH PROJECT
 6.1. IntroductionThis chapter presents the case study of cross-disciplinary collaboration at the Çatalhöyükresearch project. In the last chapter,  a case was presented that illustrated the process ofnarrative  co-construction by  using  diachronic  analysis  of  the  trajectory  of  an  individualarchaeologist  and  individual  object  within  the  context  of  organizational  community  ofpractice (CoP). In the present chapter, I analyze the synchronic interaction among multiplesub-communities within an organizational CoP. Together, these two case studies investigatethe process of narrative construction within organizational CoP (presented as one of theconfigurations of practice in the chapter four and Figure 12) at two levels of analysis whichcorrespond to the two sub-research questions of this research (as presented in the page 86).Data  for  this  case  study  were  collected  by  means  of  a  combination  of  ethnographicobservations of situated practice at the project dig site and semi-structured interviews toexplore collaborative practices and the social and objectual networks that supported these.Initial interviews with key project researchers were conducted over a period of three daysin April 2012. I conducted interviews with the director of project and four other key teammembers  before  excavation season during this  visit.  In July  2012,  during the six  weeksfieldwork season, I visited Çatalhöyük site in Turkey for a period of one week (the maximumtime  allowed  by  Turkish  authorities)  for  direct  observation  and  intensive  ethnographic
139interviews. This was followed by additional interviews with project researchers and supportstaff, to follow specific practices over a period of 12 months.In chapter four, I discussed that following the ANT theorists, (Callon, 1986; Latour, 1987;J.  E.  Law,  1992),  archaeological  process can be conceptualized as  a series  of  translationprocesses  that  inscribe  the  archaeological  context  into  a  narrative;  the  material  context(archaeological site and its recovered contents) is recorded into the text (records, drawings,etc); these texts are then used to reconstruct the context in a narrative form (Figure 23)7.This is a complex process which takes place within a heterogeneous sociotechnical network,consisting of human actors (archaeologists and specialists) and nonhuman actors (ordering,recording and measuring devices). This process also requires the alignment of the interestsof multiple actants (humans and non-humans). 
According to ANT, inscription is a cumulative process, and, each system contains multiplelayers of  inscription. This heterogeneous network can be decomposed, and the ordering
7 Archaeological process is not a linear one as presented in this schematic diagram in Figure 23, 31and 32. It is an iterative process. The processes are simplified for presentation in these figures.
Figure 23. Conceptualization of archaeology as a series of translation processes (heterogeneous
engineering)
140devices  within  the  network  can  be  studied  in  order  to  learn  about  the  inscriptionsembedded in ordering devices. Research programs or plans of action for research that areinscribed into the ordering devices enable a set of actions and restrict others (J. Law, 1994;J. E. Law, 1992; Suchman, 2007). I follow this approach to understand the nuances of data-recording  and information  organization  in  a  multidisciplinary  archaeological  project.  Inchapter five, I demonstrated that archaeologists need to enroll allies in order to reinforcetheir narrative. Enrollment of allies from other disciplines requires the ability to exchangedata  and perspectives.  By  focusing on data-recording and data-sharing practices,  in  thischapter, I  attempt to address how narrative construction and collaboration happens in amultidisciplinary setting.
 6.2. Description of the Setting and Archaeological Process at ÇatalhöyükIt has been more than 20 years that every summer a group of archaeologists and theiraffiliated  colleagues  come  to  Çatalhöyük,  the  largest  and  best-preserved  Neolithic  site,spend two months working at this renown archaeological site (Figure 26 shows the layoutof the dig house). Some archaeologists and staff who are in charge of the key roles stay formost of the season; other team members stay for shorter periods. During the excavationseason of 2012 when this study was conducted, more that 130 people participated in theproject.  A large archaeological project such as Çatalhöyük consists of four major groups;namely the excavators (field people or diggers), specialists (lab people), administrative andsupport teams (Figure 24).Each group is consists of multiple teams and sub-communities. Field people spent mostof their time in the trenches and work directly with the material remains embedded withintheir context. Specialist archaeologist or lab people work on the material samples sent fromthe field. They spent most of their time in the labs to record and process the material and
141samples.  Specialists  sometimes  visit  the  excavation  to  better  understand  the  context  ofmaterial  remains'  recovery.  Major  specialist  groups  such  as  archaeobotanists,zooarchaeologists, ceramics specialists and human osteologists each have a lab in the dighouse such. Another group of specialists who are doing multidisciplinary research are alsoparticipating in the project, however they are not located within a specific lab. I call thisgroup knowledge brokers  (Wenger,  1998) who are involved in cross-boundary practices.This group includes specialists such as isotope analysis, and DNA analysis who are workingacross boundaries of established labs. Besides the two groups of excavators and specialists,two other  groups  play  crucial  role  in the  operation of  project.  An administrative  groupwhich runs the logistics of project and handle the legal communication with the local andnational authorities, and a support group who provide different services to the excavatorsand specialists  such  as  IT support,  image and media,  and illustration.  Sub-communitieswithin these four major groups constantly communicate and collaborate to advance theproject;  however,  there  are  usually  frictions  and  tensions  among  them.  Figure  25 listsdifferent  sub-communities  within  each  major  group  in  the  Çatalhöyük project  (exceptadministrative group). 
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Figure 24. Structure of a large scale archaeological project
143Through  the  process  of  excavation,  field  people  attempt  to  understand  the  materialcontext of excavation and the relation between the found artifacts. While disembedding theremains  from  their  contexts,  and  identifying  basic  archaeological  units  and  features,archaeologists  have  to  interpret  and  record  the  physical  and  chronological  relationshipbetween different pieces. 
Figure  25.  Sub-communities  of  field  groups,  specialist  groups  and  support  groups  at  the
Çatalhöyük project
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At Çatalhöyük, archaeologists use  Single Context Recording System (Museum of LondonArchaeological  Service  &  Westman,  1994).  This  is  an  archaeological  recording  systemdeveloped in the UK between the 1970s and 1980s which became very popular in Europeanarchaeological practice, especially for excavating complex urban archaeological contexts. A
Figure 26. The layout of the Çatalhöyük dig house
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Unit is the smallest granular archaeological context. Every archaeological Feature consists offew  units.  For  example,  every  burial  is  a  feature  consisting  of  three  units,  namely,  cut,skeleton and infill. Unit, feature, space, building, area and site form the hierarchy of entitieswhich are recorded as archaeological contexts at Çatalhöyük. However, these categories arenot  well-defined  and  are  to  some  extent  subjective.  Units  are  the  atomic  elements  forunderstanding the excavation project. This is where the most “factual” aspects are recorded.Moving upward in the  hierarchy,  interpretation plays  a  stronger  role  and the  recordingforms include more descriptions and interpretations:
So it’s  free  text.  The  feature  sheets  are  more  free  text  than  the  unit  sheets  ...
because  we  think  the  units  can  be  factually  recorded  and  more  objectively
observed. [Participant 25]The  key feature  that  put  together  Çatalhöyük as an archaeological  project  is  a  smalltechnological object called “Unit Number8” Without these numbers, the  Çatalhöyük projectwould disappear; it would turn into a huge assemblage of orphan objects and millions ofdisconnected digital and analog records. I argue that beside the human factor, a charismaticand  smart  director  as  well  as  hardworking  specialists,  these  little  numerical  objectsmaintain the integrity of the  Çatalhöyük research project and make the progress possible.No object or record can be retrieved or located without using unit numbers. Every piece ofthe project exists and can be connected to its context only if it bears a unit number. It is as ifat Çatalhöyük “je pense, donc je suis9” is changed to “J'ai un numéro d'unité, donc je suis.” Themanagement  of  the  relationship  between  decontextualized  and  recovered  remains  isdelegated to these small artifacts. Drawing on this important element, I want to argue that
8 Çatalhöyük  terminology  define  a  Unit  Number  as:  “Every  deposit  or  event  defined is  given  aunique number. There is no value associated with any of the numbering systems used. Numberingof units,  spaces and buildings etc.  are terms of identification and should not be interpreted ashaving  any  hierarchical  value.  Unit  numbers  may  be  called  'context  numbers'  in  otherexcavations.”9 Or the later Latin version “Cogito ergo sum.”
146what is performed at the  Çatalhöyük is not merely the archaeological performance of thearchaeologists; it includes the roles played by non-humans. Recording objects are such keyplayers.
Figure 27. A schematic diagram of recording process at Çatalhöyük
147Every morning and afternoon, excavators record their work progress and their findingsin paper forms while working in the trenches. Upon their return to the dig house in theevening,  they  complete  the  paper  records  and  enter  them  in  the  central  excavationdatabase10. Materials recovered in the field are generally processed at the “Finds lab” andare distributed to specialist labs. Ceramics are delivered to the specialists in the ceramicslab;  chipped stone and ground stone are sent to lithics lab and so on. If  the material  isdelivered to a wrong lab, it will be sent back to the Finds lab with a revision request fordistribution to the proper lab. Botanical samples are sent directly, from excavation, for theflotation process;  the material  recovered from flotation will  be delivered to the lab.  Thehuman-remains  team  participates  in  the  excavation  of  the  burials,  and the  remains  aredelivered directly to the human-remain lab. Figure 27 illustrate the process of informationrecording of archaeological contexts at Çatalhöyük in 2012 excavation season.This intensive information recording process, illustrated in the Figure 27, involves all thesub-communities  listed  in  the  Figure  25 results  in  a  very  complex  data  landscape  atÇatalhöyük (Figure 28). Management of such a data landscape is a challenge, because of thevariety of data types (relational data, textual, images, drawings, vector maps, 3D models, GISdata,  multimedia,  satellite  imagery,  VRML,  etc);  the  varied  scale  of  data  from  micro(isotopes, molecules and DNA) to macro (landscape and remote sensing), and the quantityof  data  (more  than  23000 archaeological  units  had  been  recorded by  the  end of  2012season,  and  more  than  100,000  photos  were  entered  in  the  image  database).  Anotherchallenge is that data should be shared and exchanged among different stakeholders, eachhaving  their  expectations  and  requirements.  This  situation  creates  a  set  of  linked
10 In the 2012 season, a quality control step added to the process. Data entry into the excavationdatabase was check against the paper forms by QC team. This process was called “policing datarecording” by the director of project. 
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interdependencies among heterogeneous actors of the projects. On one hand, humans' workdepends on the functionality of  the information technologies.  On the other,  technologiesneed  maintenance  and  ongoing  development,  leading  to  an  ongoing  increase  in  thecomplexity and heterogeneity of the situation. Usually, the increase in the quantity of data orintroduction of new specializations in the project is a situation that encourages the use ofnew technologies to overcome the new challenge. New technological developments in thefield  (new  imaging  techniques  or  methods  of  analysis)  may  also  bring  peer  pressure,causing the employment of new techniques or methods to be able to compete with otherprojects. 
Figure 28. Complex data landscape of Çatalhöyük
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We're excavating and recording professionally. Just getting back and uploading
everything and doing all  the  technicalities  to  prepare  the  stuff  to  make them
usable, it's not very productive. But anyway you can be accused of why you are not
using  GIS.  The  product  is  being  presented  as  a  cutting  edge  archaeological
practice, and you have no choice. [Participant 16] This is an entangled situation (Ian Hodder, 2012) which results in an ever-increasing setof  complex  dependencies  among  humans  and  technologies.  Therefore,  while  employingtechnological solutions to address the problems of diversity, scale and quantity of data, theirperformative role should not be undermined.I  argue  that  we  can  conceptualize  archaeological  process  as  an  emerging  relationalunderstanding  formed  throughout  the  excavation  process  and  cast  into  a  narrative  atdifferent stages of the work. Within this network of associations and relations, epistemicobjects emerge, unfold and generate new questions for directing the excavation processes.This network is the result of the actions of human and non-human agencies. Embeddednessis  the  characteristic  of  any archaeological  narrative  as  narratives  are  filtered  through  aseries of complex sociotechnical relationship, not straight forward scientific procedures.
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Figure 29. Interdependencies of humans, things, and different sub-communities in the process of
GIS data recording and 3D modeling
151To  illustrate  some  aspects  of  this  entangled  situation,  I  traced  how  GeographicInformation System (GIS) data and 3D modeling of  excavated features are recorded andembedded into the work-flow of other teams.  Figure 29 demonstrates how different sub-communities  in  the  project  circulate  information  through  different  intermediaries  andmaterialities.
 6.3. Narrative Co-constructionEarlier in this chapter, I argued that archaeological process can be conceptualized as atranslation process (Figure 23).  This process includes the transformation of  informationinto different material forms: Material remains are excavated, turning into disembedded anddecontextualized objects. The information embedded in the samples and find objects aretransformed  into  visual,  textual  and  numerical  representations  in  physical  and  digitalmedia. These recordings are turned into histograms and charts and provide the basis for theinterpretation of archaeological phenomena. This transformation process generates a rangeof materiality of archaeological data that corresponds with different practices in the project.Figure  30 demonstrates  the  correspondence  between  the  materiality  of  generatedinformation  and  different  disciplinary  and  recording  practices.  I  argue  that  thesetransformations  form  boundaries  in  the  archaeological practice  that  represent  areas  oftension between different sub-communities and their associated information practices asshown in Figure 30. In the following sections; I discuss two sources of tension as fault-linesand fragmentation.
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Construction of archaeological narratives in a large organizational CoPs is a very complexsociotechnical  process.  To  address  the  complexity  of  archaeological  evidence,  differentspecializations  are  needed  and  archaeological  evidence  are  viewed  through  differentdisciplinary lenses. In other words, integrity of the subject of study is broken across thespecializations available at the project. Each specialty, record and studies the phenomenaindependently. This creates separate disciplinary streams of research which progress withvarious  paces.  The  final  goal  of  the  project  is  to  weave  different  threads  of  narrativeproduced by each discipline into a single cohesive narrative. I name the process of breakingthe integrity of site across different disciplines fragmentation:
This is something that I’ve been thinking about lately, how the research questions
affect  all  [recording  process].  It’s  very  interesting.  We  have  common research
questions for the project as a whole but they’re very – they’re not so – they’re, I’m
not saying that they’re implicit but they’re not the everyday focus of our work.
Figure  30.  Transformation  of  materiality  of  information  across  different  groups  in  the
archaeological process
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They are more in the background, then everyone else, all of the labs and everyone,
they come with their own research agendas and research designs which makes
this a little bit fragmented I would say. [Participant 25]In  any  given  project,  multiple  disciplines  such  as  archaeobotany,  zooarchaeology,osteology,  geomorphology,  and  art  history  are  involved  in  narrative  construction.  Thepresence of multiple disciplines in the narrative construction process creates boundarieswhich  are  also  represented  in  different  methods,  techniques,  research  interests,terminologies,  and  categorization  systems  used  by  disciplines  involved  in  building  uparchaeological knowledge. As such, information artifacts become means of defining territoryfor  established  disciplines  of  archaeology.  However,  the  outcome  of  an  archaeologicalproject is the result of collaboration among these multiple teams, and the final product of anarchaeological project is not merely the sum total of individual reports by each team orspecialty.  The  final  narratives  are  interpretive  wholes:  outcome  of  interaction  andintegration of disciplinary works that explore cross-disciplinary questions. These narrativesattempt to depict the practice of a society or settlement from the past in its integrity.
Getting us (different specialists) together, and having the others as witnesses for
what  we  have  said,  clearly,  has  been  important  to  us,  and  getting  people  to
harmonize the impression that we all take away from the same data. We tried; we
did write a paper with five different authors. ... Just one step outside my narrow
perception of material they saw something completely different. They were willing
totally to overcome the weaknesses of the data and take the general patterns. ...
But it was a very provocative moment for me and trying to achieve this goal of
integration. [Participant 3]While production of a cohesive narrative is the goal, there is a tension between differentdisciplinary territories as they attempt to integrate their individual outcomes into the singleoverarching narrative (Figure 31).  This tension reveals the existence of multiple fault-linesin  the  archaeological  practice  and  the  fragmentation  process,  discussed  above.  In  thefollowing  sections,  I  attempt  to  discuss  the  impact  of  fault-lines  and  fragmentation  oncollaboration and on the construction of narratives. 
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 6.4. Fault-linesHodder  (1999) and Hamilton  (1996) recognized and discussed one of the major fault-lines  of  collaboration  in  archaeology  as  “tension  between  diggers  and  specialists.”Marciniak (2007) also discussed the fault-lines that emerge from national traditions in thepractice of archaeology and from different schools of archaeological thought. To overcomethe national and institutional fault-lines,  Çatalhöyük research project stopped nationality-based teamworks  in 2012.  Therefore,  at  the  time of  this  study,  archaeologists  were notworking  in  national  teams  like  Polish  team,  Swedish  team  etc.  My  observations  ofarchaeological practice of various teams at the Çatalhöyük project resulted in identificationand conceptualization of three major fault-lines as presented below. I argue that these fault-lines are the result of inherent heterogeneity of archaeological practice.
 6.4.1. Fault-line one: within community vs. cross-community practicesThe tension between the established research questions from one discipline  and thecross-disciplinary research questions usually creates and forms a fault-line. Each lab in aproject has its own established “standardized packages” which enable collective working(Fujimura, 1992). Standardized packages form around the standardized methods developedwithin a discipline. The accepted research programs of a discipline are inscribed into the
Figure 31. A simplified presentation of archaeological narrative co-construction process
155recording tools and methods which are used to analyze material culture and remains. Inother words, each data recording technology11 provides opportunities and, at the same time,imposes restrictions which reflect the inscribed research agenda. The description of a cross-boundary  research  question  in  comparison  to  a  disciplinary  research  interest  inarchaeology is presented below in a discussion by participant 26:
A cross-boundary  research question would  be  something like  investigating the
distribution of  animal taxa (and/or parts) occurring in various media such as
wall-painting, sculptural/architectural features, figurines, and feasting deposits;
or co-presence questions such as trying to correlate certain materials with other
materials or architectural features in time and space … but within a single lab,
they might be more interested in detailed information like manufacture technique
or  developing  a  typology.  Many  labs  are  interested  in  sourcing  raw  material.
[Participants 26]Categorization  is  a  main  component  of  any  recording  systems.  Each  categorizationsystem  (representing  an  ontological  commitment)  provides  specific  possibilities  foranalysis. “Standardized packages” of each discipline include generic disciplinary recordingtechnologies which are developed to support specialists, within the borders of a discipline,though not necessarily cross-boundary and multidisciplinary analysis and meta-analysis.
Specialists having developed their databases in terms of their particular research
interests  and  sometimes  neglecting  to  include  a  more  generic  description  or
interpretation of an object in layman's terms. … when you find objects, sometimes
it is difficult to understand what they are when they are described in specialist
terminology. [Participants 26]In the present case, I observed that recording forms, metadata structures, ontologies, anddatabase schemes are the result of the inscription of research programs into informationartifacts.  As  a  result,  these  artifacts  which  are  used  to  record  archaeological  evidence,impose  a  specific  perspective  on  data  records  and  impose  certain  constraints  forinterpretation of data (both in present and future).
11  Here,  “technology”  means  devised  procedures,  forms,  categorization  schemes  not  physicaldevices like scales or calipers.
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When we’re looking at things like, let’s say, a quern stone, people will be obsessed
with the geological nature of it, and then the other specialists will be interested in
what it  was  actually  used for,  so  the  functionality  of  it,  and then in  terms of
human remains, you might interested in if you use this quern stone for 12 hours a
day for your whole life, what kind of pathologies would you get from it? People
have different priorities, and then what normally gets recorded is the specialist’s
analysis of it,  so you basically find out it’s made of basalt from 15 miles away.
That’s it!  [Laughter] … but it  takes someone from outside of the specialization
area to say,  “Well,  how is  that used? And how did they  carry that? Because it
weighs  25  kilos,  and  if  it  comes  from  15  miles  away,  how  on  earth  did  they
manage that? [Participants 15]I have noticed that it is also necessary to record the social context of recording sinceunderstanding of social context is crucial for future analysis and the usability of data bypeople who are outside the project team. For example, it is necessary to record when andwhy a database scheme is changed. Why a new type of information is recorded. Does ithappen as the result of using a new method for analysis? For example, a new faunal labdirector  requested  a  change  in  the  organization  of  the  database  to  record  additionalinformation. Or perhaps the changes occurred because of the new cross-boundary researchquestions that require additional information to be recorded? For example, climate changeis a hot research topic in archaeology currently, and it requires collaboration between twodistinct discipline-based labs to analyze the floral and faunal remains. Thus, both labs haveto support each other's research interests. My research has not uncovered the use of anyefficient  mechanism  to  record  the  social  context  of  data  recording  so  far.  This  is  animportant  research area for  future  study;  as  such an orientation may contribute  to ourknowledge of  how the social  context  of  recording or  “meta-metadata”  can be efficientlycaptured.
 6.4.2. Fault-line two: data management vs. data analysisStandard  categorization  systems  can  be  accepted  by  wider  communities,  and  thesesystems can turn into “immutable mobiles”  (Latour, 1987). I discussed in chapter five that
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mobility provides  easy  transportation  of  these  knowledge  artifacts  across  a  network  ofpractice  while  Immutability keeps  the  key  features  of  knowledge  objects  in  differentsettings.  “Immutable  mobiles”  help  the  diffusion  of  innovation  and  provide  mobility  toresearch  programs.  This  means  that  a  standardized  recording  system  to  some  extentenables the recording of similar data sets across a region or a discipline by multiple teams 12.In other words, a standardized recording system can support data interoperability within acommunity of interest (e.g. zooarchaeology). However, because of the irreversibility of theimmutable  mobiles  and  corresponding  inscribed  research  programs,  it  becomes  moredifficult for archaeologists and other ancillary specialists to ask novel research questionsbeyond the agenda of that research program.
Making  the  transfer  between  these  kinds  of  two  or  three  dimensional  arrays
(recording forms) to a more of an inventory of information where each bone can
have an infinite number of pieces of information, gathered about it, to make it
more flexible,  took a long time,  and I  cannot still  do things with this  data set
(recorded in old forms) that I can do with my current data set (recorded in new
way) ... in my new strategy, even there I find myself again entering things twice in
order to accommodate the new insights that I have. So, after this I decided, no
more forms! It's just too confining, it does not let me gather enough information
about individuals. [Participants 3]Immutable  schemes  might  be  desirable  from  the  point  of  data  management.  Use  ofuniversal  schemes  helps  maintain  a  reasonable  level  of  data  consistency.  In  contrast,archaeological  understanding  is  an  emergent  phenomenon  that  requires  dynamiccategorizations  and  evolving  recording  systems.  Sometimes  the  development  of  newtechnologies and research methods requires new types of data to be recorded. Therefore, tosupport data analysis, recording systems need to be revised very often. This might be atodds with the desire for data consistency in a database.
12  I am aware of other social  factors involved in recording process,  even in using one standardprocess by different team, for example Goodwin (1999) reported on the use of Munsell chart bydifferent teams and their differences. But I ignore this case for now to prevent confusion in thediscussion.
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 6.4.3. Fault-line three: information system designers vs. archaeology practitionersDoerr  (2009),  who  actively  participated  for  15  years  in  developing  an  ontology  forcultural  objects,  complains  about  the  proliferation  of  archaeological  categorizations  andvocabularies. I also faced the same complaint from computer scientists who noticed thatarchaeologists are reluctant to accept universal schemes. This causes a tension among theinformation  system  designers  and  archaeologists.  The  tension  is  mostly  the  result  ofconfusion  about  the  aforementioned  distinction  between  data  management  and  dataanalysis. We should recognize that they are two different processes and neither can replacethe  other.  Khazraee  and  Khoo  (2011) distinguish  categorization  for  organization  fromcategorization  for  understanding  and  suggest  that  differences  between  these  processesrepresent the same tension between codification and interpretation.To  provide  an  example  of  this  situation,  we  can  consider  different  databases  in  theÇatalhöyük project.  The Finds  database works  more like  a  registry  for  the  inventory ofarchaeological objects and materials from the excavation. It is used to locate the materials inthe crates in case that archaeologists need them for further analysis. Also, it provides theconnection between each archaeological find and other specialist databases (e.g. Clay objectdatabase). Therefore, the role of the Finds database is to support the organization of thematerial.  In contrast,  the  goal  of  categorization in specialist  databases (human remains,lithics, etc) is to facilitate the analysis of the material. Therefore, we can recognize the twotypes of databases here as generic databases and analytic databases. Generic data bases areused  for  data  management;  and  analytic  data  bases  are  used  for  data  analysis  andunderstanding  of  the  phenomena.  Therefore,  we  should  use  two  sets  of  designconsiderations regarding both metadata and database schemes for these different types ofdatabases.
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 6.5. FragmentationWe  project  our  ways  of  organizing  and  categorizing  onto  the  phenomena  we  study(Bowker,  2005). This applies to archaeological practice too. As I discussed earlier in thischapter,  units are  important  technological  artifacts,  controlling  important  aspects  ofarchaeological  process.  However,  units  are  not  independent  entities.  They  are  atomicelements that help archaeologists plan and organize their action. Therefore, units are ourprojections rather than stand-alone objects with clearly definable boundaries:
This is archaeological categorization so it doesn’t have to do with how things are
perceived in the Neolithic … finds and layers are archaeological categorizations.
That’s just how we … handle them. [Participant 25]Not only archaeological  context  is  broken into  pieces based on our  organization andcategorization methods,  but also, each sub-discipline of archaeology has its own ways ofdoing it.  Research questions and interests  of  each sub-discipline  are  embedded in theirstandardized packages and determine the way each sub-community process archaeologicalmaterial.  As  a  result,  differences  in  interests  create  divergence  among  different  sub-communities which impedes the enrollment processes that is required for cross-fertilizationand reinforcement of the joint narrative construction. I argue that archaeological practicefragmentizes the materiality of the site across the divisions of archaeology sub-disciplines(e.g. archaeobotany, zooarchaeology, osteology, etc.). Also, the materiality of information isreduced from physical remain to recordings captured based on varied disciplinary practices.The resulting records are stored in and retrieved from databases, the only channel for thelong-term  access  to  data.  In  other  words,  through  these  transformations,  the  materialremains of archaeological  site become dispersed among multiple databases in variety offormats. I argue that fragmentation is also manifested in the technological artifacts, too. Theuse  of  different  jargon,  conventions,  abbreviations,  and  access  routes  in  the  design  ofdatabases  solidifies  the  fragmentation  and  divergence  of  sub-communities.  Therefore,
160databases  might  exacerbate  the  situation,  if  the  problem  of  segregation  among  sub-communities is not properly resolved:
I think we’re all a bit more conscious about what the other people are doing, and
how can we help each other; but at the same time, we all have to have our own
database, and we have different recording systems, and every material will have
its own; it needs different understanding, different recording processes, so it’s not
all going to be compatible, but then some things needs to work across materials,
and across databases, and I think that’s the important thing to try to build a way
to connect data. [Participant 41]Standardized packages of  each sub-community is not  limited to norms,  methods andvocabularies  they  use;  it  also  includes,  I  argue,  generic  narrative  templates.  Therefore,specialists  record attributes  of  data  which  enable  them to  tell  stories  about  their  workwithin their disciplinary CoPs. These stories are developed based on the shared repertoireand  a  shared  language  of  the  disciplinary  CoPs.  This  shared  repertoire  facilitatescommunication  between  disciplinary  CoPs  outside  the  organizational  CoP  (Çatalhöyükresearch project in this case), but, it might not encourage situated interaction with otherspecialist groups within the organizational CoP. 
The various attributes that we, as a team, deemed be significant to generating the
information that we need to tell stories pertaining to community participation by
which I mean, there’s a whole bunch of other people before us and contemporary
with us working in the Neolithic of Anatolia and the Near East who talk about our
objects in a certain kind of way. It behooves us in certain instances to talk in the
same way, to communicate with other scholars. Nobody’s going to thank us if we
record our own record or our own science specific way to describe Obsidian. We
need to be able to talk to other people. [Participant 34]Data recording within each sub-community thus needs to serve two practices: first, thesituated  practice  of  archaeologists  at  Çatalhöyük in  collaboration  with  other  sub-communities within the project; second, the generic practice of  disciplinary CoP of eachspecialization  (For  example,  community  of  archaeobotanists  in  Neolithic  Anatolia).  It  iscrucial to find a solution that can maintain the balance between these two requirements. 
161On the other hand, a large archaeological project is a  double project in that each sub-community  has  their  own  research  interests  beside  the  overarching  research  questionsdriving the general direction of project. 
There is this overarching project with these overarching goals and then within
that you have all of the different agendas and different ways of excavating and
different  ways  of  looking  at  things  and  different  publications  and  it’s  a  very
diverse double project. [Participant 25]These varied research questions encourage recording specific types of information andfiltering other types. If the general interest of project cannot be communicated efficiently todifferent sub-communities, achieving a holistic narrative becomes impossible.  The doubleproject situation creates an everlasting tension among different sub-communities as to what
needs to be recorded and how deep it should be recorded. 
A perpetual  tension in  terms of  trying to  cover  what  you have and your  own
research interests and ...what we as a team care about, by which I mean, my lab
team versus future generations but of course there’s a middle ground in all of this,
which is the other members of the Çatalhöyük team and what responsibilities do
we have to record things that they might be interested in. [Participant 34]In addition to diverging research interests, varied archaeological priorities too contributeto the fragmentation problem. Archaeological priorities are derived from different agendas.Some priorities are based on agendas that are set outside the labs by the higher positions ofpower  in  the  organizational  CoP.  Others  drive  from  internal  interests  of  each  sub-community.  Priority  units are those units that are of special interest for the overarchingarchaeological project; lab and field people have to pay special attention to the material thatis retrieved from those units and process them more thoroughly. Priority units are expectedto be processed quickly so that all sub-communities can have access to the data from thosepriority units. This expectation creates an unbalanced pressure on some specialists whoseanalysis  is  inherently  more  complicated  and  time-consuming.  Consequently,  they  feeloverwhelmed by workload of recording that is requested for overall project priories while
162they  cannot  properly  pursue  their  own  disciplinary  interests.  This  lack  of  control  ondirecting one's research creates some frustration among specialist archaeologists. They feelthat  this  is  the  agency  of  the  organization  and  categorization  system  which  drives  theresearch not intellectual power of the researchers:
I guess basically we’ve … become a slave to the unit, and if we decided that the
unit is of archaeological integrity and archaeological interest, ... , then we treat
the unit contents with equal reverence. So, everything gets Level One, but then an
exciting unit [priority unit ] we do Level Two. But we do all of it Level Two, and I
actually think that it’s a complete waste of time. … I think we’ve become slaves to
our own system in an unproductive way …  a lot of time we are recording data
which is a complete waste of our time. So, I think yeah, we [laughing], invariably,
we become a slave to the thing we created in the first place and I’m sure that’s
quite true with the databases. [Participant 34] Varied  pace  of  recording  and processing  data  in  different  labs  can also  impede  therelational understanding required for majority of  practices in the archaeological  project.Tension and conflict may happen among different sub-communities because the work ofsome specialist labs depends on the data that should be processed by other specialists. Thissituation  creates  peer  pressure  on  those  teams  that  need  more  time  to  process  theirmaterial:
One of the positive/negative associations with these [lab A and B], “Ah! Christ! The
chipped stone team didn’t put their data in,” that kind of thing. [Participant 34]Materials in different disciplinary labs are not recorded with a same depth. But,  it  isexpected that for priority units specialists apply a homogeneous level of recording to thematerial  they  process.  This  also  causes  peer  pressure  when  the  community  requiresdifferent  disciplines with  different  interests  and procedures to  record the same level  ofdetail.
Level One is generic. It doesn’t tell you anything about each artifact. Level Two, I
think certain artifacts worth recording everything, but some of the others actually
it’s a flake, it’s broken, that’s all I need to know about it, and it's raw material. Do
I really need to record, dorsal scars, its thickness? No I don’t. We’ve often done that
and in a very lazy way and in terms of wasting time. So I think I would rather have
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confidence to  have  an almost  one level,  it’s  not  really  a  level  1.5,  but  it’s  like
certain artifacts in the unit you throw everything in the kitchen sink at, others you
only do need to do some amount [of work] on; but then maybe it look clunky in
terms of “What? Wait! You have 100 artifacts; you’ve only recorded metrical data
for 15 of them? [Participant 34]Different  communities  also  have  different  temporal  cycles.  For  example,  some  havespecialists who are based on different academic institutions whose academic calendar donot match those of the members of other sub-communities. The archival report cycle of theÇatalhöyük  project  is  important  for  each  team;  ;every  sub-community  is  obliged  tocontribute to the archival report of the project with a summary of their work during thatseason. Some labs have a few year latency in processing their material which adds to theburden of  their  work.  Large archaeological  projects  such as  Çatalhöyük also have  othertemporal cycles. Beside annual archival reports, they attempt to provide five and ten yearreports that present a big picture of the project. This publication cycles also affect the flowof data processing in each lab.
For the samples that are identified either as being general at the end of a five year,
ten year period, when we come into the report cycle then there is a set of meetings
where important samples are identified across all labs. And those are then fully
analyzed. [Participant 40]
Figure  32. Schematic representation of various paces of different sub-communities in narrative
co-construction process
164Technological  developments  also  intervene  in  the  temporal  cycles  of  practice.Introduction of a new technology enforce changes in the work-flow of data recording andanalysis. Usually, introduction of new technologies creates some tension and pressure forparticipants to adapt themselves to new technologies. For example, GIS is introduced as acutting edge solution in archaeology. At some point, GIS data should be integrated into thecycles of data processing of other sub-communities.  Technological developments  outpacelong-lasting archaeological projects. This creates inconsistencies in the type of informationrecords and considerable  resources are  needed to keep up with  the  latest  technologicaldevelopments:
The other problem is that you have to catch up with the new technologies. I came
to Çatalhöyük, it is very difficult to imagine, I came 2001, and digital photography
what would that be? We just used analogue photography less than 15 years ago.
It's like a completely different era, … This is a real problem that we have at site.
The project was designed to take place for 25 years. 25 years these days is a huge
amount of time. … What the situation was like in the early 90's where it started.
It's  like  a  different  world.  The  Internet  was  just  in  the  beginning,  hardly  in
existence. Not to mention other technologies that we just take for granted now.
[Participant 16]In spite  of  all  the  efforts  to maintain  a  consistent  and homogeneous  data  landscape,variety of data recording practices exist even within a single lab. For example, the botanicallab deals with routine samples and priority samples; 5 and 10 year report cycle sampleanalysis;  archaeobotanical  interest  samples;  cross-boundary  samples  such  as  isotopeanalysis. Each of these sets requires different levels of recording. Also, since intervening inthe central database requires a considerable amount of time,  effort and coordination,  inmany  cases  each  sub-community  constructs  their  own  data  repositories,  for  differentpurposes, which are not linked to the central database system: 
There’s  a  separate  priority  database  because  they  contain  slightly  different
information. … we’re not including at the moment the full [analysis], when we do
the full analysis we do so for the smaller set of material. Those are not entered
into the database. And that’s partly because of the nature of that data [which] is
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not particularly useful, it would be very complicated ..., so we go from recording,
let’s say 10 or 15 categories of material we would certainly go up to recording 250
or more possible categories of material. So, we do that in Excel separately it’s not
a part of database system. [Participant 40]One major consequence of  fragmentation would be the  “blind men and the elephant”situation if sub-communities in the project only focus on their area of interest. The finaloutcome of  archaeological  process is  different from the sum total  of  separate narrativesproduced in  each  sub-community.  It  is  crucial  to  bridge  the  gaps  among  different  sub-communities and encourage interaction among them. As one of my informants,  describearchaeological process, is a joined-up thinking process that requires intensive interactionamong different specializations:
[Archaeological process is] kind of joined-up thinking, and I don’t know if there’s
something  we  can  do  about  that,  ...  at  some  stage  people  expect  all  of  these
different bits of information to somehow come together, like different parts of a
jigsaw puzzle, all of a sudden the picture will become apparent, whereas actually
it needs a lot more interaction in order to sort of generate that picture, I think.
[Participant 15]To re-integrate the fragmented narratives created in each lab, fault-lines of practice needto be understood and interaction and discussion across the boundaries of disciplinary CoPsneed  to  be  encouraged.  In  the  review  of  literature  (Knowledge  Development  at  theBoundaries among Communities  of  Practice page  42),  I  discussed different  strategies toovercome the challenges of knowledge sharing and transfer, namely boundary object (Star &Griesemer, 1989) and trading zones (Galison, 1997). In the following section, I discuss theextent to which Çatalhöyük project could create a trading zone for addressing this problem.
 6.6. Trading zonesTwo major strategies are employed at the Çatalhöyük project to promote discussion andperspective-making  and  perspective-taking,  namely,  priority  tours  and  diary  database.Çatalhöyük terminology document defines priority tours as:
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These take place every other workday for laboratory teams to visit all areas of
excavation for updates on progress in work. The field staff discuss their area, units
excavated, those in progress; thoughts and current interpretation. Initially tours
for the laboratory staff were designed to involve them in the excavation process
whereby  a  multi-interpretational  flow  of  ideas  and  interpretation  would  be
introduced in  the field;  the analysis  of  the environmental  and material  record
deposits would help interpretation in the field and or allow a more detailed field
interpretation  or  highlight  flaws  in  the  field  interpretation.  …  One  of  the
intentions of the priority tour is to choose units that are fast tracked through the
system of flotation,  sorting and material  analysis  in order  to  focus  on specific
questions to help interpretation. By prioritizing chosen units all the material is
analyzed and then bought together in the field by discussion, usually by the next
priority  session  and  the  discussion  is  then  summarized  on  video.  [Çatalhöyük
terminology]Priority tours are used as a strategy to overcome both problems of fault-line betweendiggers  and specialists  as  well  as  fragmentation.  The  goal  is  to  re-integrate  every  sub-community into the overarching archaeological process of the project.
There is an important part of the method here that is  called the priority  tour
twice  a  week  around  ...  So,  we  take  advantage  of  that  and  have  everyone
integrated into the process that everyone is active in it”[Participant 25]While priority tours provide a good opportunity for lab people to learn about the latestoutcomes of  the  excavation  process,  specialists  are  often  reluctant  to  participate  in  thepriority tours.  One of the main reasons is that priority units may create intensive pressurefor urgent data recording on some specialist. In addition, field season is very intense andtime is very limited therefore, many specialists specialist group are stressed and needs tofinish their work of the season as soon as they can. These group argue that participating inall  priority  tours  is  time  consuming.  Adding  new  priorities  for  data  recording createsfrustration among specialists specially when they feel they do not have the power to affectthe process of defining priorities. Another strategy which is employed at  Çatalhöyük in order  to encourage discussion iswriting  of  diaries  to  reflect  on  the  process  of  excavation.  Initially,  diary-writing  wasintroduced as part of the reflexive methodology. Later, however, it was decided that diaries
167could be shared on a central database and practitioners can be encouraged to interact witheach other through commenting on one another's diary entries. It was understood that thispractice can create dialogue about concerns and ideas of individuals and sub-communities. 
Addition to all this, there is the diary and this is a part of the reflexive methods
that [director of project] introduced here in the ‘90’s. It has been used ever since
but in many different ways. … The contents are very varied, so I tried to write
more  specific  instructions  this  year  but  I’m  not  sure  anyone  is  reading  them.
[director  of  project]  wrote  some  prompts  for  people  to  think  about  certain
questions and I did some more general instructions and it’s all on here if anyone
wants to read it. And we also changed the format in the structure of the diary so
now when you enter a diary post you do automatically see the beginning of the
most  recent  entries,  so  if  someone  gets  curious  and  wants  to  read  we  are
encouraging people to read each other’s entries and also make comments so we
have like discussion threads. ... People are reacting on what someone else wrote
and things like that. [Participant 16] While  priority  tours  and  diary-sharing  can  contribute  to  the  creation  of  discussionamong the archaeologists,  both are  top-down strategies,  imposed by the more powerfulpositions in the organizational CoP. I argue that addressing the challenges of fault-lines andfragmentation process requires bottom-up approaches which are formed organically fromthe  interaction  of  different  participants  of  the  projects.  A  shared  understanding  amongdifferent  sub-communities  is  crucial  for  reducing  the  tensions  and  facilitating  cross-boundary collaboration. Cross-disciplinary research would be impossible unless differentsub-communities  find  boundary  objects  which  can  entertain  multiple  communities'interests.  That  boundary  object  can  be  used  as  the  basis  of  communication  andcollaboration.  Epistemic  objects  that  can  generate  questions  which  create  conversationamong multiple groups are very efficient means for this purpose. One obstacle here is thelack  of  flexibility  and  connection  between  different  recording  systems.  Recordings  indatabases  are  usually  incapable  of  presenting  the  conversation-generating  features.Narrative components are needed to draw people's attention to interesting issues. Fluency
168in working with database and domain specific jargons of each database are obstacles whichhinder narrative thinking:
I very rarely, I don’t mean I’ve never queried another database, apart from the
excavation  database.  That’s  my  primary  port  of  departure.  But  that’s  partly
because  I’m not  terribly  Access  savvy  and  often  it's  just  easier  to  just  talk  to
somebody, because often one of the things I find myself doing more and more and
encouraging my students to is take digital images of your little group of stuff and
write some notes. Excel doesn’t always speak to you when you go home. It removes
a lot of a character, a lot of that impressionistic which is again why we have the
comment section but that’s why I write a lot of text first and then I record later.
[Participant 34]I suggest creation of joint research interests and conversation with a shared language asstrategies for overcoming the challenges of disciplinary fault-lines and for facilitating cross-boundary practices and enrollment process. Research questions of each team guide theirinformation  recording.  Thus,  shared  research  question  will  encourage  consideration  ofmutual information needs and expansion of standardize packages of each sub-communities:
One of the things we’re all trying to do this year is, I think from the very beginning,
to set questions that we could all answer, we could all address with our data, and
in that  sense  try  to  adjust  some of  the  things  we are  recording to  be  able  to
address these questions. So, if there was something that we’re not sure whether to
record, or we might not pay attention to after having this conversation you know
that that’s quite important. For instance, like as I was telling you, the break, the
preservation, I wanted to record in a systematic way, and compared with other
types of data, the pottery, for instance, and try to see if we can find a broader
pattern. So, in that sense we already have some questions, and it’s not that you
adjust your data, but you make sure that it’s within your recording system. You
include all this information, so potentially you could have this narrative in the end
that would include all the data. [Participant 41]Moreover, knowledge brokers who do cross-boundary research can reveal new aspects ofepistemic objects which are not routinely included in disciplinary databases. An example ofresearch questions introduced by boundary spanners is study of the chemical compositionof grains or isotope analysis: 
We may  record features  like  ...  distortion and  preservation and  condition,  but
that’s about the limit of what we record [in botanical database]. More recently, it’s
a  completely  separate  move,  which  is  looking  at  the  composition,  the  actual
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chemical composition of the material,  the grain,  et cetera. … again we’ve been
involved in looking at isotopes,  strontium, and there’s been a project looking –
that’s part of what [another lab member] recently been doing, looking at carbon
and nitrogen isotopes in the grain, as well. … [isotope analysis] it’s not actually
stored  in  any  database,  it  will  be  recorded  in  the  publication,  and  in  the
publication archive but it’s not included in the database. [Participant 40]One mechanism which can help find mutual interest for collaboration is locating unitsthat are being studied by a sub-community which can interest other communities too. Theseunits and their related research question can be communicated to other specialist groups.This might trigger interest in other teams to seek a collaboration:
I  was  talking to  [a  colleague]  from the  pottery  lab,  and we were saying that
another thing we can do is if one of us identifies a unit that’s quite important for
them,  they  can actually  go  back and tell  the  other  labs  that  this  seems to  be
important, like “there is a nice pattern for the pottery. What’s happening with the
other materials?” So in that sense, at least, you’re recording even the same units,
the  same  context,  because  that’s  another  issue  that  we  have  identified  that
sometimes you might not be recording the same material, like material from the
same units, so then you can’t really compare your data. [Participant 41]This is an important strategy in the long-term because databases construction requirestime and experience. Time is needed before site-specific and context-specific issues of thedatabase are understood. Disciplinary databases are not initially designed to consider thepotential boundary spanning practices or the interest of other communities in the project.Therefore, the question of what should be recorded in each disciplinary database should bethe subject of ongoing discussion among different sub-communities. Introspective databasedesign,  that  merely  considers  the  requirement  of  each  disciplinary  group,  solidifies  thefault-lines:
I have to say that database construction in this lab, maybe the same for the other
labs, is completely introspective in terms we constructed in terms of attributes we
know through experience and from consultation with colleagues, sort of things to
talk to our peers elsewhere. I don’t think we have put any energy in terms like,
“hey,  figurine,  faunal,  archaeobotanical  people,  is  there  anything  you’d  be
interested in, for us to record about raw material that might reflect back on you?”
But then nobody has ever asked me that from their  labs.  It’s  probably quite a
common practice the in-house construction of a database. [Participant 34]
170Therefore, I argue that the discussion about the design of information intermediaries ofthe project should be an open one, at the overarching project level, and participation fromall sub-communities should be encouraged. Further, the design of database based on bothdisciplinary and cross-disciplinary research requirements, through a participatory process,helps the archaeologist to work more fluently with the designed system: 
Over the last few years I’ve been involved heavily in helping set [the database] up
and shape it. So, there have been problems that we’ve gone through but it has now
reached a point where it’s functioning well and certainly the last, as the part of
this last round of publications, we’ve been using it heavily to go into the database
to get the archaeologically information [Participant 40]Galison (1997) argues that in a trading zone, different subcultures can collaborate andexchange at local  level,  without global  agreement.  He suggests  that  successful  boundarypractice requires development of interlanguages that facilitate this process.  Multivocalityhas been discussed as one of the core values of the post-processualism and as a reflexivemethod in archaeology  (Berggren & Hodder, 2003; Ian Hodder, 1991, 2000) Therefore, atthe  Çatalhöyük  research  project,  the  coexistence  of  different  perspectives  is  not  onlytolerated but is encouraged. Co-existence of different perspectives and schools of thoughtsat  the  project  creates  opportunities  for  productive  collaboration.  It  also  encourages theemergence  of  alternative  narratives  at  the  project.  I  observed that  the  tolerance  that  ispracticed at Çatalhöyük supports multivocality. Therefore, Çatalhöyük research project hasachieved  some  success  at  creating  a  trading  zone  (Galison,  1997) where  differentarchaeologists  with  different  backgrounds  (national  teams,  educational  background  andschools of thought) can collaborate in spite of their differences. However, for such a tradingzone to fully develop, it is not enough that sub-communities share their disciplinary jargonwith  each  other;  it  is  necessary  that  the  interlanguages  of  sub-communities  expand.Databases are material representation of the semantics of each sub-community. Therefore,
171sustaining a trading zone at Çatalhöyük depends on successful expansion of interlanguagesto the realm of information objects.
 6.7. Analytical SummaryIn this case study, I focused on the challenges of information exchange in the process ofnarrative construction within a large organizational CoP. I outlined two major challenges:fault-lines and fragmentation. I argue that different norms, practices or social factors cancreate different tectonic plates of practice which move in different directions and at variouspaces.  Friction between these plates can result  in tensions which impede the process ofnarrative co-construction and reinforcement. Plates formed in the process of transformationof the materiality of information are  represented in the fault-lines of practice. In this casestudy, I identified three major fault-lines within a global archaeology research project asfollows: 1) Within community vs. cross-community practices; 2) Data management vs. dataanalysis; 3) Information system designers vs. archaeology practitioners. Different researchprograms are inscribed into information artifacts, so certain perspectives will be enforcedinto  data  analysis.  While  the  use  of  standardized  packages  within  disciplinary  labs  cansatisfy that discipline's research interests, they may fail to answer cross-boundary inquiries.The  differences  between  data  management  and  data  analysis  need  to  be  properlyconsidered  when  designing  information  systems  for  archaeology.  While  the  formerencourages  the  use  of  “immutable  mobiles”  (e.g.  shared  universal  schemes)  to  supportinteroperability  and  long-term  data  stewardship,  the  latter  requires  dynamic  evolvingontologies to support the process of emerging understanding in practice. Recognition of thisfault-line  has  substantial  implications  for  the  design  of  information  organizationtechnologies.  A  deep  understanding  of  work  practice  is  required  to  bridge  thedesigner/practitioner gap. 
172Fragmentation is another representation of the plate tectonics of project formed alongthe sub-disciplines of archaeological practice. Archaeology is a very good example of howwe study societies. We fragmentize the social reality according to disciplinary borders andtry  to  study  them  using  existing  lenses  developed  within  each  discipline.  Archaeologystudies a society which does not exist anymore and is only accessible through the materialremains of the social practices (information embedded in material forms left from past).Therefore, archaeological practice can be considered as the de-scription of social practiceembedded  in  the  materiality  of  remains  in  order  to  understand  social  life,  norms  andpractices  of  a  society  of  the  past.  Fragmentation  contribute  to  divergence  among  sub-communities of an archaeological project and impedes attempts for enrollment of allies andreinforcement of narratives. In this situation, its becomes more difficult to attain a holisticaccount of the overall project.  Mechanisms such as definition of priority units which aredevised to address the fragmentation problem may create unbalanced pressure on somespecialist teams and exclude them from the process of narrative co-construction. To overcome the challenges of fault-lines and fragmentation at Çatalhöyük, multivocalityand cross-disciplinary discussion are encouraged.  Tolerating different  perspectives helpsformation  of  a  trading  zone  where  archaeologists  from  different  schools  of  thoughtcollaborate while they maintain their epistemological and methodological differences. Whilepriority tours and diary database are used as mechanisms for encouraging dialogue in theproject, I argue that it is necessary to extend the scope of discussion to the domain of non-humans.  It  is  necessary  to  have  an  ongoing  discussion  on  the  role  non-humans  andintermediaries,  such as  categorization systems and databases,  which control  the flow ofinformation  in  the  project.  Such  discussion  should  include  participants  from  all  sub-communities of project throughout the process of design, development, implementation and
173maintenance of these systems. A reflexive method of archaeological practice should reflectconstantly on the role of non-human actors too, the technologies to which we delegate ouragency.
I see the sad fact of the matter is that actually we already recorded way too much,
probably  for  reasons  of  tradition or  intellectual  laziness  in  terms of  I  haven’t
critically reflected on why on earth do you record this stuff? (p. 7) [Participant 34]
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I think what is happening is that the world has caught up with
me, you know, people are still interested in food and agriculture
but the whole question of the environment has become much
more of an issue in the world. [participant 5]
 7. ACCEPTANCE OF NARRATIVE IN NETWORKS OF PRACTICE:
EXPLORING THE EMERGENCE OF DUNG AS A FUEL IN
ARCHAEOBOTANYArchaeobotany  is  the  specialty  in  an  archaeological  practice  that  focuses  onunderstanding  the  relationship  between  people  and  plants  and  the  context  of  thatrelationship in the past through the study of botanical remains retrieved in the course ofarchaeological projects.  Archaeobotany helps us to understand certain aspects of ancientsocieties and environments such as vegetation, land use practices,  human-impact on thelandscape, food and diet, trade patterns, and even symbolism (Miller, 1997). A wide range ofretrieved materials are considered as potential evidence, such as microbotanical remains(pollen and phytolith),  macrobotanical  remains (seeds/grains,  leaves and charcoal),  text,and images and objects shaped after plants. In this section, I analyze the development of thefield of archaeobotany and the emergence of macrobotanical remains as epistemic objects ofpractice.One of the main ways that seeds are preserved and incorporated in the archaeologicalrecord  is  through  charring.  There  are  different  processes  of  charring,  and  each  entailsdifferent interpretations. Here, I trace the introduction and development of the idea that theintentional burning of animal dung as fuel is a mechanism by which charred seeds havebeen incorporated into archaeological assemblages. I also discuss the consequences of thisdiscovery in the construction of archaeological narratives. 
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I  conducted  interviews  with  an  archaeobotanist  over  a  period  of  two  years.  I  alsoexplored the literature around the history of the field of archaeobotany. These data wereanalyzed  using  a  thematic  and  hermeneutic  analysis  to  identify  common  elements  ofpractice in the development of distributed knowledge across Disciplinary Communities ofPractice and research networks, to identify the mechanisms by which knowledge crossedcommunity  boundaries  and  was  adapted  for  use  in  other  communities.  I  modeled  thetrajectory  by  which  various  actors  and  objects  interacted  to  produce  new  forms  ofknowledge and to provide the socio-cultural basis for knowledge acceptance over time. Ialso performed a co-citation analysis, to explore how and why the new forms of knowledgewere adopted across the wider research network.  These analyses, taken together, resultedin the identification of five episodes of the development of botanical remains as epistemicobjects in the field and their transformation into a technical objects:
 The first episode presents the historical context of my informant researcher’s workand places it in the larger network of research practice into which it was introduced.This episode deals with the introduction of botanical remains as an epistemic objectin the field of archaeology as a way to answer the questions raised by an importantcultural narrative of the time. 
 The second episode explores the process of complexification and the development ofsystematic sampling methods to address the concerns of the new wave of processualarchaeology. 
 The third episode follows the development of interest about the formation processesof botanical remains and their consequences for interpretation. 
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 The fourth and fifth episodes cover a period of thirty years after the introduction ofthe new idea and its diffusion under different regimes of embeddedness. I discusshow at each stage the interpretations of information retrieved from the botanicalremains  were  embedded  within  the  web  of  socio-cultural  associations  of  theNetwork  of  Practice.  Moreover,  I  discuss  how  the  information  affordances  ofbotanical remains as epistemic objects transformed through time.
 7.1. Episode One: Establishing Archaeobotany – Emergence of Botanical 
Remains as Epistemic ObjectThe systematic sampling for botanical remains can be associated with developments inthe field of archaeology that started in the 1930’s. Gordon Childe, a Marxist archaeologist,was interested in societal revolutions in human communities.  Childe’s exploration of theNeolithic  Revolution,  when  hunter-gatherers  started  settling  in  farming  communities,established the origin of agriculture as a key research area of interest. His key thesis wasthat desiccation of the environment at the end of the Pleistocene period led to a clustering ofpeople and animals around desert oases, leading to the development of agriculture and thedomestication of animals  (Childe, 1936). Childe’s theories inspired a young archaeologist,Robert Braidwood, who noticed a gap between the last mobile Paleolithic hunter-gatherersand the first appearance of the earliest agropastoral villages, in the chronological chart hehad  created  from  the  evidence  he  found  during  his  work  at  a  few  Neolithic  sites.Braidwood’s  work on the shift  from  hunter-gatherers  to  an agricultural  society  in NearEastern civilizations had found little evidence for desiccation. Instead, Braidwood suggestedthat the variety of plants and animals found in the “hilly flanks” of the Taurus and ZagrosMountains,  coupled with ideal growing conditions, led to the development of agricultureand the domestication of animals. Braidwood, at the Oriental Institute of the University ofChicago, started to collaborate with a group of natural scientists in search of evidence for
177the “speculative writings” of Childe (Watson, 2006). Braidwood recognized he needed directbotanical  evidence to support his theory about the origin of agriculture.  To this end,  hecollaborated  with  Hans  Helbaek,  a  Danish  botanist,  who  developed  methods  to  studyancient  agriculture  in  early  Iraqi  villages  (Braidwood  &  Howe,  1960).  Archaeologistsstudying the origin of agriculture in the Americas also pursued approaches that emphasizedbotanical remains (Pearsall, 1989). The  early  stages  of  archaeobotanical  research  resulted  in  some  fascinating  debatesaround cereal grain production – for example, whether so little grain was recovered fromexcavations  because  it  had  been  turned  into  beer  rather  than  eaten  as  solid  food(Braidwood, 1953). Braidwood wrote the first proposal ever received and funded by NSF forarchaeological  fieldwork  in  the  Near  East.  The  proposal  included  a  group  of  naturalscientists  (botanist,  zoologist,  geologist,  and  radiocarbon  expert).  Braidwood’s  use  ofinterdisciplinary research as evidence for archaeological inquiry prompted the developmentof a series of specializations in archaeology including archaeobotany. Since the 1960s, thepractice of archaeobotany has become a standard part of archaeological projects around theworld (Watson, 2006).This episode shows how botanical  plant remains provided a new epistemic object inarchaeological  research.  Narratives  concerned  with  the  emergent  epistemology  ofarchaeobotany generated new research questions that guided future directions in the fieldof archaeology: Agricultural practices, sources of food, human diet, and paleoeconomy. Thematerial aspects of botanical remains suggested research questions that reflected the largercultural narrative of the era – an interest in human social development that was salient tothe cultural revolutions taking place in the 1960s. However, ontologically there were stillaspects of the new epistemic object to be unfolded.
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 7.2. Episode Two: Development of Systematic Flotation Processes and the 
Flotation MachineIn  the  1960s,  most  the  procedures  for  retrieving  plant  remains  were  carried  outmanually in labs on soil  samples sent  from the field  (Pearsall,  1989).  These procedurescould produce only a small amount of botanical evidence at a time, restricting the ability ofarchaeobotanists  to  analyze  remains  from  large  excavations.  In  America,  the  validity  ofarchaeobotany as a sub-discipline was established across the wider archaeological networkof  practice  with  Stuart  Struever's  development  of  a  systematic  flotation field  procedureduring his work in the Illinois Valley in the 1960s. Struever, a student of Lewis Binford (thepioneer of processual13 archaeology at the University of Chicago), was seeking to developobjective, scientific methods for archaeology. This search led him to take advantage of hissocial network for suggestions on how to isolate seed remains in the field. Following theadvice of the botanist Hugh Cutler, he devised a simple manual technique to float seeds andcarbonized  material  away  from  stones  and  bone  in  soil  samples,  producing  consistentresults  in  the  field  (Struever,  1968).  Struever,  who  worked  in  the  U.S.  Midwest,  was  amember  of  a  community  (University  of  Chicago)  that  recognized  the  value  of  botanicalremains thanks to the influence of Braidwood, whose research was in west Asia; he also hada shared interest with processualist archaeologists for achieving systemic objectivity.The  flotation  process  provided  an  important  technical  instrument  that  allowedarchaeobotanists to establish the reliability of their findings. It became apparent that thestandard method of seed analysis used by Braidwood and others (sieving soil  through amesh screen and processing part of excavated soil samples in lab) had failed to discover themajority of botanical remains. The development of on-site flotation procedures created a
13 Processual archaeology was inspired by “hypothetic-deductive positivism derived from Hemple(deducing statements from general theories and test them against observable data)” (Renfrew &
Bahn, 2005, p. 208).
179new  epistemic  basis  for  the  field,  as  large  quantities  of  botanical  remains  were  nowdiscovered in the archaeological record:
Our preliminary report on the 1961 season states confidently that “plant remains
were scarce at Ali Kosh.” Nothing could be further from the truth. The mound is
filled with seeds from top to bottom. All that was “scarce” in 1961 was our ability
to find them and when we added the “flotation” technique (Struever,  1965) in
1963 we recovered  a  stratified  series  of  samples  totaling 40,000 seeds.  (Hole,
Flannery, & Neely, 1969, p. 24) The new development unfolded another dimension of the botanical remains as epistemicobjects.  Recovered  seeds  turned  into  a  very  important  source  of  information,  enablingarchaeologists  to  answer  new  questions  and  construct  richer  narratives  about  socialpractices of ancient societies. The publication of Struever’s work in 1968 turned flotationinto an important part of the archaeological process and stimulated a demand for methodsfor processing larger soil  samples in order to retrieve the information embedded withinbotanical  remains  that  archaeobotanists  now  recognized  was  there.  However,  thecumbersome manual flotation process still restricted the amount of material that could beprocessed at the site. Struever had access to flowing water in a river near the archaeologicalsite, but using manual flotation methods was challenging in the absence of flowing water.The development of a flotation machine provided a technological response to that problem.Different groups developed flotation machines in order to process larger samples of soil,providing  an  environment  containing  swirling  water  to  separate  relatively  light  seedmaterials from the heavier soil that hid these from view. The first flotation machine wasused in 1969 at Can Hasan, in Turkey, by an Englishman, David French 14 (1971). This devicestandardized flotation techniques to provide a systematic process of retrieval that produced
14 Parallel to the works of scholars in the US on the origin of agriculture in the 1950-1960s, a groupof archaeologists under the leadership of Eric Sidney Higgs at the University of Cambridge wereinterested in Palaeoeconomy. This group also developed methods for the discovery of botanicalremains to study agricultural production. David French was a student of Eric Higgs at Cambridgeand a member of this group.
180reliable  botanical  evidence  from  archaeological  sites.  By  the  late  1970s,  the  flotationchamber  had  become  a  technical  object  in  practice,  shaping  the  production  of  futureevidence around a framework for action that did not differentiate among various origins ofbotanical  evidence.  The  flotation  chamber  thus  standardized  archaeobotanical  practicearound an undifferentiated analysis of seed remains, while it was itself refined during use toreinforce that standardization.
 7.3. Episode Three: Emergence of Taphonomy as Societal Interests ShiftBy the late 1960s and 70s, American society had begun to focus on an interest that hademerged around the rapid population growth in the second half of the twentieth century –how to feed the world’s growing population.  The Population Bomb (Ehrlich, 1968) was abestselling  book  in  1968,  demonstrating  society’s  receptiveness  to  cultural  narrativesaround population growth  (Desrochers & Hoffbauer,  2009).  Archaeologists turned to thepast in order to understand how ancient civilizations had dealt with population growth andthe need for additional sources of food. The research foci of the archaeology Network ofPractice expanded from an interest in the role of agriculture in the origins of human socialdevelopment to a broader concern with food production and diet, as overpopulation andconcerns about an inadequate world food supply became more current. This development coincided with the emergence of the scientific  field of  Taphonomy,which studies how the parts or products of organisms transition from their living state tobecome assemblages of archaeological remains (Behrensmeyer et al., 2000). The acceptanceof the field of Taphonomy into the practice of archaeology can be associated with the rise ofprocessual archaeology in the late 1960s-1970s. This rise was marshalled by Binford, whowas  looking  for  the  scientific  interpretation  of  archaeological  evidence  (Watson,  2009).Taphonomy became significant across the wider Network of Practice as archaeobotanists
181explored what evidence the condition and composition of plant and seed remains providedfor competing narratives that explained how people must have lived at a settlement site(Pearsall, 1989). Plant  remains  can  represent  a  variety  of  cultural  and  natural  processes  in  thearchaeological assemblage of evidence. Plant remains found in the walls of ancient buildingsmight  indicate  that  their  builders  incorporated  straw  into  mud  bricks  to  stabilizeconstruction. Plant remains found in human waste pits might indicate that specific plantsprovided a primary source of food,  implying local  agriculture.  Most  archaeological  plantremains are wood that has preserved through charring, so wood remains found in fire pitswere considered evidence of fuel use; the charring of seeds was left unexplained. By the late1970s, the focus of archaeobotany shifted to understanding the ancient processes by whichplant remains arrived and the later processes by which they were preserved at a settlementsite. The ontological dimensions of unfolding epistemic objects revealed broader systemicrelationships among humans, plants, and the environment. It was accepted that seeds couldbe brought to a site through natural processes (prehistoric seed rain), cultural processes(crop  processing),  or  incidental  inclusion  (Minnis,  1981).  Crop-processing  modelsdominated the field, as archaeobotanists understood that they could infer specific processesassociated with food production from the relative quantities and state of grains, chaff, andweeds  within  the  archaeobotanical  assemblage  (Hillman,  1973).  By  comparing  thearchaeobotanical  record  across  sites,  archaeobotanists  could  associate  similar  practiceswith multiple sites.
 7.4. Episode Four: Failure to Align Emerging Theoretical Narrative with 
Network InterestsThe establishment of a reliable archaeobotanical record also resulted in the creation of avariety of theoretical narratives concerning the interpretation of the roles of plant remains
182in the archaeological remains. Chance and accidental burning of food or other plant parts,were considered important mechanisms for the inclusion of charred seeds in archaeologicalrecords (Minnis 1981). In England, archaeologists working on settlements in other regions,such  as  Eurasia  or  Africa,  were  focused  what  one  of  my  informants  called  their  “cropprocessing  lens,”  which  filtered  their  interpretations  of  seed  findings  to  conform  withnarratives that embedded frameworks had constructed around the assumed processes bywhich crops were cultivated and processed by ancient people.The existing explanations for the inclusion of seeds in archaeological records did not fitwell  with  the  evidence that  was  emerging from a settlement of  the  Bronze Age period,Malyan, in Iran. Malyan was not an early agriculture site; therefore, the low proportion ofdomesticated plants  compared to  wild plants  was surprising.  Disproportionate  ratios  ofcharred  seeds  to  wood  charcoal,  and  disproportionate  ratios  of  wheat  to  barley,  wereuncovered across the site in two time periods (represented in separate, stratified levels ofsoil).  At the time, three competing theoretical narratives existed around the mechanismsthat might have resulted in the charring of seeds at a settlement:i. a catastrophic burning of the site (for example, during a war);ii. the accidental  burning of plant material (extraneous seeds fell  into an otherwisecontrolled fire);iii. the intentional  burning of  plant  materials  for  fuel,  to  dispose of  crop-processingwaste, or in rituals (Miller & Smart, 1984)In search of a compelling narrative, the archaeobotanist working at the Malyan site beganto  search  for  evidence  to  support  one  of  these  alternative  theories.  The  selection  of  apreferred narrative resulted from exposure to salient evidence from the ancient site and
183sensitization to an analogy during an ethnographic study at the modern Malyan village. Myinformant commented on this process:
Because I am so inductive, [and] I had so few seeds from Malyan and I had a huge
amount of wood charcoal, de facto I became interested in fuel just because that
was my dissertation [material]. That was the material I had to work on and I had
to figure out. So, I became interested in vegetation change and human impact on
the landscape,  just because of  the data. I  could not do a dissertation on seeds
because there were too few of them really. … If I had not been to Iran, if somebody
had just sent me the seeds, there is no way that I would have come up with that
[idea (dung use as fuel)], because I am from New York City. What do I know about
dung fuel [laughing]?As more  evidence  was  uncovered,  she  began  to  develop  an  archaeological  narrative,based on the thesis (1) that most of the charred seeds come from animal dung burned asfuel and (2) that the seed to wood-charcoal ratio compares dung fuel and wood fuel. Sheargued that the changes in ratio reflect corresponding changes in land use over time. Shesuggested this thesis for two purposes: one to explain the seeds at Malyan, and the other forgeneralization to analogous archaeological situations, first for early civilization (Bronze andIron  Age)  and  then  for  earlier  periods.  This  thesis  created  a  new  epistemic  object  –adistinction between the interpretations of charred seeds in dung fuel and of seeds fromcrop-processing debris burned intentionally or accidentally:
To  give  just  one  example  of  the  importance  of  context  and  preservation  for
accurate  interpretation,  we  can  consider  a  seeming  inconsistency  in  the
composition of the archaeobotanical assemblage at the third millennium B.C. city
of Malyan, Iran. In the present day, where both wheat and barley can be grown,
wheat tends to be preferred for food because the grain is easier to process.  At
ancient Malyan, however, most of the charred grain is barley; the ratio of charred
barley to charred wheat is about thirteen to one. In contrast, mineralized grains
from a human waste deposit had a barley to wheat ratio of about one to two. This
discrepancy was explained by applying an ethnographic model of plant use, which
suggests that many seeds from ancient sites in the Near East were inclusions in
dung that was burned as fuel. That is, the charred grains from trash had passed
through  animals,  and  those  in  the  human  waste  deposit  had  passed  through
people! (Miller, 1997, p.10)
184After defending her doctoral thesis, she published two papers in the early 1980s thatintroduced a conceptual narrative built around the “intentional burning of dung as fuel as amechanism for the incorporation of charred seeds into the archaeological records” (Miller,1984; Miller & Smart, 1984). One paper focused on the methodological basis for her thesis,to  show how a  new narrative  can change our  interpretation of  retrieved plant  remainscomparing two sites.  The second paper  provided a case  study to demonstrate  how thismethod provided evidence for  ancient  environmental  change and deforestation.  But  thearchaeobotanical research network was still focused on the dominant research interest ofthe day – crop processing models, influenced by the dominant societal interest in culturalnarratives around themes of overpopulation and food production. Interdisciplinary researchnetworks were not yet ready to accept the value of a cultural narrative that was focused onenvironmental change and deforestation. The new epistemic object introduced by her comparison of seeds in dung fuel and seedsfrom crop-processing debris burned intentionally or accidentally was largely ignored. Herability to enroll a critical mass of support across the archaeology Network of Practice washindered by her holding a research position in an academic museum: she had no teaching oradvising responsibilities by which she might influence a generation of archaeology studentsto  explore  and  diffuse  her  theory  across  the  network.  Leaders  in  the  discipline  latercommented that their ideas were limited by the “crop processing lens” that was focused onthe origins of agriculture and food production: 
At lunch [in 1983] … [one archaeobotanist] told me that he had been working
with an archaeologist,  … who has done a Neolithic site […] but it was a burnt
village. They had so much material because the whole village happened to burn.
So, they, like me, had done a flow chart to try to figure out how do the plants get
on to the site and how do they work their way through the system? Again, it is in
the air, I mean everybody was thinking about this stuff. … They had dung fuel as
one of the ways that plants can get on the site, but they had a burnt village, so
they were not trying to explain fuel. They were thinking, ‘great - they have this
185
whole agricultural system!’ The model was so complicated - the flow chart - that
they removed it [dung burning as source of seeds]. Well, if I had a burnt village I
might have removed it too, but I did not have a burnt village. So he even thought
of it, but he did not think it was important. Again, it was an idea that was in the
air.  Someone  would  have  thought  of  it  sooner  or  later.  …  He  has  this  crop-
processing model that was [influential] for a long time, that was important.
 7.5. Episode Five: Alignment between Cultural Narrative and Network of 
Practice InterestsWhile the salient cultural narrative of the time acted against immediate acceptance, anemergent salient cultural narrative around global warming in the mid-1990s produced an“environmental turn” in archaeology.  As the wider cultural narratives of the archaeologyNetwork of Practice moved from an interest in the previous focus on overpopulation andfood sourcing to a focus on ways that humans impact the environment and the consequentimpact of environmental changes for human subsistence processes, members of the widerNetwork of Practice became interested in the work of my informant archaeobotanist.  Aninterest in deforestation picked up in 1983 (Figure 35. N-Gram analysis of popularity ofoverpopulation theme vs. deforestation theme over time), just after she graduated, but ittook 15 years for this theme to become salient to society and archaeological practice:
When I  started,  everybody was interested in food and nobody cared about the
environment very  much.  They  were interested in  food,  they  were  interested in
agriculture. I think one of the reasons it [her idea] took so long [to be accepted],
finally  with  global  warming,  everybody  now is  interested  in  environment.  …  I
think what  is  happening is  that  the world  has  caught  up with  me,  you know,
people are still interested in food and agriculture but the whole question of the
environment has become much more of an issue in the world.My  informant’s  work  is  now  considered  seminal.  The  first  issue  of  the  journal  of
Environmental  Archaeology in  1996  was  a  special  issue  on  “Fodder:  Archaeological,Historical and Ethnographic Studies” which focused on fodder, crop processing, and animalhusbandry.  The  first  issue  of  the  same  journal  in  2013  was  a  special  issue  on“Bioarchaeological research on animal dung.” The first reference cited in the introduction tothis  issue  is  the  informant’s  work  from  1984  following  this  sentence:  “From  the
186archaeobotanical  point  of  view,  one  of  the  key  issues  that  has  been  addressed  is  thetaphonomy  of  animal  dung  and  the  extent  of  its  contribution  to  archaeobotanicalassemblages” (Marinova, Linseele, & Kühn, 2013). My informant's research is cited 11 timesin this issue, demonstrating how innovative ideas that emerge from the works of individualsand collectives become accepted only when these align with larger, cultural narratives ofinterest across the Network of Practice. 
 7.6. Tracing the Diffusion and Alignment of Archaeobotany and Cultural 
Narratives Over Time I decided to trace the longitudinal pattern of diffusion for this theoretical narrative usinga co-citation analysis. co-citation is a measurement of similarity between two documents,defined as “the frequency with which two documents are cited together”  (Small, 1973, p.265). Networks of co-cited papers can be generated for specific scientific specialties.  Co-citation patterns are found to agree generally with patterns of direct citation, providing away to explore the structure of theory emergence in a field. It has been observed that aninnovative idea first appears in a few publications, which are considered to be the points ofdeparture  for  the  diffusion  of  an  idea  across  the  domain-specific  research  Network  ofPractice.  I  therefore  used  a  co-citation  analysis  to  understand  how  the  methodologicalcontribution of my informant (intentional burning of dung as fuel as a mechanism for theincorporation  of  charred  seeds  into  the  archaeological  record)  transcended  her  localcommunities of practice and became accepted across the Network of Practice. I analyzed thecitation data sets provided by Web of Science (WoS), employing the CiteSpace applicationfor  the  analysis  of  the  data  and  progressive  knowledge  domain  visualization  over  time(Chen,  2006).  This  allowed me to  identify  temporal  patterns associated with  significantcontributions to the field, as co-cited document clusters represent stages in the receptionand diffusion of an idea across the Network of Practice (Chen, 2011). Figure 33 presents the
187co-citation clusters and the temporal pattern of reception of the idea of dung use as fuelbased on the two seminal works published by my informant in 1984. I identified the top fiftypapers that cited my informant’s original two papers from 1984. I then analyzed the clustersto find publications, that cited these fifty papers (253 papers). Then I ran the co-citationanalysis on the new dataset of 253 papers. The clusters shown are based on a measure ofsimilarity that allowed me to identify thematic areas. The analysis shows that the works ofmy informant started to get acceptance and be co-cited with other works with a similartheme about 12 years after their introduction to the field. Most of the papers in this clusterwere published after 1996. The works of my informant are located in the outlined cluster inthe  Figure  33.  The  publications  within  this  cluster  mostly  belong  to  the  green-to-redspectrum, representing the co-citation between 1997 and 2012. 
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Figure 33. Temporal network cluster analysis of research publications related to theory of dung
use as fuel by CiteSpace software
189In Figure 33, I have labeled only those clusters of articles that are associated directly withthe work of my informant. The other clusters are associated with themes relevant to herwork but are not directly linked to her papers. Her work added a new perspective to thefield of Taphonomy for plant remains by suggesting a key process by which charred seedsmight  become incorporated into  the  archaeological  assemblages found at  dig  sites.  It  isnotable that the automatic labeling of the cluster resulted in the term Taphonomy, indicatingthat her work was one of the most meaningful contributions of archaeobotany to the field ofTaphonomy. (Cluster  labeling  is  based  on  term  frequency/inverse  document  frequencyanalysis of paper titles and abstracts, which reflects how important a word is to a documentin a collection or corpus.)
I also performed an analysis  of  citation bursts in my informant’s co-citation network(Figure 34). A citation burst is a sudden burst in popularity as a paper becomes frequently
Figure 34. Analysis of citation-bursts reveals a turn towards environmental issues
Environmental Turn
190cited in a field. The analysis shows that the most prominent citation burst for her co-citationnetwork happened after 2007 in papers mostly discussing environmental issues (except forthe three works shown at the top of Figure 34, two of which are technological papers from acolleague in the same institution and belong to an earlier period). This pattern corroboratesthe earlier argument that the general environmental turn of the larger cultural narrativeacross the network affected the acceptance of her ideas in the Network of Practice. To understand how public interest shifted around the two topics of overpopulation anddeforestation (as a proxy for environmental change), I conducted a unigram analysis of twoterms using Google N-gram viewer on the Google Books corpus. This method indicates thepopularity  of  search  terms  within  the  content  archived  in  Google  Books  over  time.  Myanalysis  demonstrates  how  the  occurrence  of  the  two  terms  “overpopulation”  and“deforestation” has changed between 1950 and 2000 (Figure 35). After the Second WorldWar,  there  was  a  burst  in societal  focus on how to  feed  the growing world  population.Overpopulation was  seen to  be  a  serious  problem  (Desrochers & Hoffbauer,  2009).  Theresponse of archaeologists was to look at the question of how ancient societies dealt withincreasing their food supply in the face of population growth, focusing on food productionand diet.My  informant  archaeobotanist  examined  the  extent  of  deforestation  as  a  proxy  tounderstand humans’  impact  on the  environment  as  humans were increasing  the  use  ofanimal dung as a fuel. Misalignment between the two areas of interest led to a time-lag, orlatency, in her theory being adopted across the wider Network of Practice. An interest indeforestation (a human impact on environment) became prominent starting in 1983 (SeeFigure 35), just after she graduated, but it took 15 years to become salient in society and
191operationalized in archaeological research. At this point, the focus of my informant’s workgarnered interest, as it was perceived as relevant to the wider Network of Practice. 
 7.7. Analytical SummaryThe case study demonstrated how two processes of the development of epistemic objectsand the acceptance of new narratives are filtered through a network of social associationswithin the larger cultural context. Initially, the research Network of Practice was concernedwith narratives concerning the origins of agriculture. Before the discipline of archaeobotanywas established, much of the archaeological record for food production suffered from a lackof  direct  evidence.  With the introduction of  soil  flotation procedures,  recognition of  thediscipline  stabilized  around  logico-scientific  instruments  that  enabled  the  systematicanalysis of seed and other plant remains. The development of flotation machines provided atechnical object that became widely used, as it evolved in practice to define standards in thefield. 
Figure  35. N-Gram analysis of popularity of overpopulation theme vs. deforestation theme
over time
Start of the turn
192The emergence of the scientific field of Taphonomy, which studies how parts of animal orvegetable  organisms  transition  from  their  living  state  to  become  assemblages  ofarchaeological  remains,  allowed archaeobotanists  to explore  the evidence for  competingtheoretical  narratives.  Several  competing  narratives  emerged from breakdowns incurredwhen trying to fit evidence within the dominant narrative, which was organized around thecrop-processing model and incidental inclusion. These models allowed cultivation processesto  be  inferred  from  relatively  sparse  ratios  of  grain-type,  chaff,  and  weeds  but  wererelatively reductionist and based on assumptions about food-preparation practices that arenot universal. The archaeobotanist whom I studied for this case was sensitized to the use ofalternate fuel sources by her work on a specific site. She developed an emerging model thatthe charred seeds showed an increase in dung-fuel use,  complementing the independentwood  charcoal  evidence  for  deforestation.  This  finding  provided  support  for  a  culturalnarrative  about  environmental  change  rather  than  the  food  scarcity  caused  byoverpopulation. She had difficulty aligning the interests of the network, which were focused on the wider,societal interest in overpopulation and food scarcity. The co-citation analysis demonstratedthat the crop-processing model was dominant in the literature of NoP during the period inwhich  it  aligned  well  with  the  salient  interests  of  society,  resulting  in  latency  in  thenetwork's adoption of her narrative (dung use as fuel). It was not until societal interestsfocused on environmental narratives related to global warming that she could align networkinterest around her environmental narrative. The network interest allowed the adoption ofher narrative and her methodological contribution for analyzing the different characteristicsof charred seeds which remained from animal dung, as distinct from seeds which had beenused for food collection. 
193This narrative –and the methodological approach that accompanies it– is now considereda  fundamental  theory  in  the  discipline  of  archaeobotany.  The  pattern  of  diffusiondemonstrates how a breakdown of the existing theories is insufficient for network adoption.Instead, new theories may suffer from a latency effect, until they are aligned with the widernetwork’s sensitivity to their significance. The informant reflected that:
It takes 10 to 15 years for archaeology to operationalize a way to answer new
questions.  So,  when  everybody  is  interested  in  food:  how  do  you  find  food
archaeologically? Everybody is now interested in environment: how do you find
environment archaeologically? So, there is always a methodological lag between
whatever  is  current  in  the  culture  at  the  time  [and  archaeologists'  ability  to
address the issue]. Then archaeology has to figure out how you apply it. That’s a
tricky business.My findings of this case study demonstrate the centrality of interaction effects betweenlevels  of  analysis,  confirming that  actors  and  their  decisions  are  only  meaningful  wheninterpreted  within  the  context  of  larger,  political  structures  and  systems  of  socialrelationships  (Granovetter, 1985). I also, discussed how the meaning of epistemic objectscan be only interpreted in the context of the network of practice and larger social context ofpractice. The case study shows that the progress in the field of archaeology was result of aninterchange between epistemic and technical objects, which represents the tension betweencontextualization and decontextualization of information.At the individual level of analysis, it is clear that researchers do not work alone, but aresituated within a system of socio-cultural structures and influences that impact how theyare  sensitized  to  communal,  symbolic  meanings  (Bruner,  1990).  Individuals  developepistemic objects that embed rich narratives around their evidence. These allow them tomake sense of evidence and to develop alternate frameworks for the interpretation of data.Epistemic objects are created as a response to breakdowns (Heidegger, 1962). These occurwhen  technical  instruments  and  frameworks  suffer  a  conceptual  failure  in  routine  use,
194requiring  an  explicit  period  of  reflection during  which  the  context  of  application  isexamined. Schön (1983) describes this as a dialogue with the situation –  new informationemerges  from  human  interactions  with  material  aspects  of  the  environment.  Thisinformation directly conflicts with information produced by the technical objects used in thenormative practice. The breakdown is resolved by the creation of an epistemic object whichembeds  information  in  ways  that  allow  the  researcher  to  formulate  and  explore  areplacement structure of interpretation. In this case, information suggested by the differentmechanism  of  inclusion  of  seeds  that  were  contained  in  animal  dung,  conflicted  withinformation  suggested  by  the  undifferentiated  treatment  of  charred  seeds  that  was  thenorm in archaeobotany in the early 1980s. This was resolved by creating a new epistemicobject – a distinction between the interpretation of charred seeds in dung fuel and seedsfrom crop-processing debris burned intentionally or accidentally. However, the adoption ofan epistemic object,  after  its creation, depends on the ability of  the researcher to enrollsupport across various communities and domains in the network of practice. As individuals interact with each other they develop and adapt epistemic objects thatembed  interpretation  structures,  combined  with  a  narrative  framework  for  action  thatmakes these meaningful  across collectivities.  These emerging epistemic objects can turninto  boundary  objects  (Star  &  Griesemer,  1989)  which  provide  interpretively  flexibleabstractions  that  mediate  specific  forms  and/or  meanings  of  research  practice  acrosscommunity boundaries. Even if a researcher makes a brilliant discovery, its acceptance isembedded within the social structures and power systems of the wider Network of Practice.The wider adoption of epistemic objects depends upon the researcher’s ability to develop a
compelling theoretical narrative, which problematizes its purpose across multiple contextsand research ideologies. For example, it was the ability to link the use of dung as fuel with an
195environmental narrative that mobilized interest across disciplinary boundaries.  However,this is not a simple process. 
“I talk to the people I’m collaborating with … and we struggle to talk about the
same thing … we struggle even on the lowest levels, because of the different ways
that we approach our stuff. It can be very productive and sometimes it’s a real
dead end. They’ll  say “well  why did you do that?” or “why would you work on
that?”  or  why  did  you  choose  those  samples?”  You  need  to  be  willing  to
communicate sensitively and proactively.”
Text  interpretation  is  new, and  challenging,  and  contradicts
some of  the things which archaeologists have said. It  moved
initially from the idea, “Well, it couldn’t really be read at all,” to,
“Well, your readings are so unreliable, and so variable,” to now
a question where since everyone is using the same methods,
and creating the same results, that critique no longer is viable,
and people are left saying “Well, this is just the elite; this is a
small section of society, which is totally dominating our thinking,
and  it  gives  a  completely  distorted  view  of  Maya  society,”
together with the people who just say, “Well, this stuff just lies; it
just  doesn’t  tell  the truth. It’s just  the pompous boastings of
people who are mendacious, and not to be trusted.” [Participant
4]
 8. TRAJECTORY OF THE FIELD OF MAYA STUDIES AND CLASSICAL MAYA
GEOPOLITICS The  Maya  are  a  Mesoamerican  civilization,  noted  for  their  art,  architecture,  andcalendrical  and  astronomical  achievements.  Maya  territories  includes  all  of  YucatanPeninsula, Guatemala, Belize, parts of the Mexican states of Tabasco and Chiapas, and thewestern portion of Honduras and El Salvador (Figure 36. Geographical territory of Mayacivilization. Credits: Coe,  2005, p. 12.).  According to the Mesoamerican chronology, Mayacivilization was established during the Pre-Classic period (1800 BCE to 250 CE), reached itshighest state of development during the Classic period (250 CE to 900 CE), and continuedthroughout the Post-Classic period until the arrival of the Spanish (Figure 37. Chronologicaltable of Maya civilization. Credits: Coe, 2005, p. 10.). By the time the Spaniards arrived inMesoamerica, the indigenous Maya civilization had already collapsed.The field  of  Maya studies is  an ideal  case  for  analyzing the trajectory of  a  disciplinebecause the field is relatively new and has experienced phases of both gradual and radicalchange. Work in the field did not begin until after the Spanish colonial period in the New
197World in the 19th century. Before that, not much information was available about the Mayacivilization and few scholars were interested in traveling to the area to study the subject.
Figure 36. Geographical territory of Maya civilization. Credits: Coe, 2005, p. 12.
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Figure 37. Chronological table of Maya civilization. Credits: Coe, 2005, p. 10.
199Subsequently,  however,  Maya  studies  became  popular  first  among  explorers  andantiquarians and later,  by the end of 19th century,  among scholars with institutional  andacademic support.The  Classical  Maya  period  was,  distinguished  by  the  rise  of  Maya  civilization  to  itsglorious era of expansion and by magnificent architecture  (Coe,  2005).  In this chapter,  Idiscuss parallel developments in the trajectory of modern Maya studies and theories aboutClassical  Maya  geopolitics  in  order  to  understand  how  one  narrative  became  widelyaccepted in the Network of Practice (NoP).  I  argue that any development in the field ofarchaeology and its sub-disciplines can be understood only in the larger social, historicaland technological context; therefore, the socio-historical developments of the field of Mayastudies—the  broader  context  of  the  evolution  of  our  understanding  of  Classical  Mayageopolitics—is here analyzed and discussed.I conducted interviews with an expert in the field of Maya epigraphy, over a period of twoyears. I also explored the literature around the history of the field of Maya studies to collectdata about the historical development of the field. My point of departure for studying thehistory of the field were four books: The Maya (Coe, 2005), Breaking the Maya Code (Coe,1999), Romancing the Maya (Evans, 2004), and The Decipherment of Ancient Maya Writing(Houston,  Chinchilla  Mazariegos,  &  Stuart,  2001).  These  data  were  analyzed  using  athematic  and  hermeneutic  analysis  to  identify  common  elements  of  practice  in  thedevelopment  of  distributed  knowledge  across  field-related  Communities  of  Practice  andresearch networks,  to  identify the mechanisms by which knowledge crossed communityboundaries  and  was  adapted  for  use  in  other  research  communities.  I  modeled  thetrajectory by which various actors and objects interacted to produce forms of knowledgethat  were  accepted  or  rejected  by  members  of  various  communities  or  research  sub-
200networks over time.  These analyses, taken together, resulted in the identification of sevendevelopmental stages in the field of Maya Studies that are discussed below.I argue that Maya civilization appeared and was constructed as an epistemic object forinquiry in the early 19th century. This analysis suggests seven developmental stages of thisepistemic object from its initial inception until the present, when the field is experiencing astabilization  phase.  I  discuss  paradigm  shifts  (Kuhn,  1970) in  this  trajectory.  First,investigations by individual explorers shifted to institutional inquiry and the establishmentof  the  field  of  Maya  studies.  The  second  shift  is  the  outcome  of  increased  structuralunderstanding of Maya writing and resulted in studies related to the political structure ofClassical  Maya  society.  The  third  shift  is  known  as  the  decipherment  revolution,  whichopened the floodgate  for  access  to  the  textual  sources  and completely  transformed ourunderstanding  about  Maya  society  by  providing  various  resources  about  socio-politicalaspects that society.
 8.1. First Stage: Rediscovery of Pre-Colombian Mesoamerica: The Age of 
Individual Explorers and Antiquarians (1820s-mid 1890s)
 8.1.1. Context/SituationRediscovery of pre-Colombian Mesoamerica started with the departure of the Spanishfrom Latin America in the 1820s. Formerly, few European scholars had created extensiveaccounts  of  Maya  architecture,  and  these  were  distributed  on  a  limited  scale.  Afterindependence of Mexico in 1821, a plethora of rediscovery and investigation happened. Inthe absence of any written history, the land of Maya civilization was a tabula rasa on whichthe first wave of investigators could use their imaginations to create stories of the Maya15.This first wave was comprised of individual explorers and antiquarians. 
15 These imaginations were so ambitious that encouraged Gregor MacGregor to come up with themost audacious fraud in history. He sold bonds of a non-existent country called Poyias in CentralAmerica pushed the British economy to one its severe economic crashes (Sinclair, 2003).
201Maya  civilization  presented  an  unfamiliar  problem  for  Western  historians  andarchaeologists.  Almost  no  textual  record  remained,  thanks  to  the  attempts  of  Spanishcolonizers like Bishop  Diego de Landa, who eliminated all documents left in his territorythat  pertained to  precolonial  cultures.  By  the  late  16 th century,  the  knowledge  of  Mayawriting had almost disappeared. It is believed that only four codices of Maya text survived tothe present time (Coe, 2005, p. 211). In the early 19th century, little was known of the Mayascript; therefore, it was not possible to understand any of the surviving inscriptions on theMaya monuments. Further, because of the humid environment of Maya lands contributed tothe destruction of organic material remains,  Thus,  the only extant writing was carved instone or on painted pottery and murals.Early  in  this  period  (1839-1843),  John  Lloyd  Stephens  and  Fredrick  Catherwoodpublished four volumes on ancient Maya architecture. In contrast to the earlier Europeanworks, these volumes were produced cheaply and were distributed broadly in the US. Byreaching  a  wider  audience,  they  created  a  great  interest  in  Maya  both  in  the  US  andinternationally (Evans, 2004). Evans  argues  that  competing  attempts  coexisted  to  construct  the  Maya  narrative  forpolitical and spiritual reasons. Stephens, who was a US diplomat, combined the Americanterritorial  “divine right”  and the Monroe Doctrine in his  archaeological  investigations inorder to create a “seamless narrative of the American past” that would serve the US politicalagenda  of  hegemony  (Evans,  2004,  p.  153).  Spiritual  reasons  motivated  Joseph  Smith(founder of the Mormon Church) to merge North American and Mesoamerican pasts as thehistorical foundation for his new Zion (Evans, 2004, pp. 88–102). For both men, the goal ofconstructing the Maya narrative was to merge the North American and Mesoamerican pasts.
202After  the  introduction  of  field  photography  in  the  1860s,  a  more  visually  realisticrepresentation of the ruins became possible. The champions of this photographic revolutionwere Désiré Charnay and Augustus and Alice  Le Plongeon.  Their  work contributed to awider distribution of the images about the fascinating architectural remains of the Mayacivilization. Charnay and the Le Plongeons,  using different approaches, attempted to linkMesoamerica to the presumed Aryan ancestors of northern Europe and proposed remoteorigins for the Mesoamerican sites. Again, these attempts aimed at finding reasons to justifyowning the Mesoamerica’s past by the North America (Evans, 2004).
 8.1.2. Larger cultural narrativeIn  the  United  States,  the  larger  cultural  narrative  of  the  time  was  a  nationalist  andexpansionist one, which was represented by Monroe Doctrine. In this narrative, it was in theinterest of the US to own the Americas and to prevent any further European colonization.Evans (2004) discussed how the first wave of explorers created an initial image of a mysticalMaya civilization within this narrative and how the field of Maya studies was transformedinto a professional and scholarly field only much later—that is, in the early 20th century. 
 8.1.3. What we learned about the script; what we learned about geopoliticsIn  this  early  period,  limited  knowledge  was  available  about  the  Maya  calendar  andhieroglyph writing system. However, the discovery of Landa’s Relación (Relación de las cosasde Yucatán) in 1862, by Charles Étienne Brasseur de Bourbourg at the Royal Academy ofHistory  in  Madrid,  encouraged  some  attempts  to  decipher  Maya  script.  Although  theattempts failed, they provided some clues about the Maya calendar (Coe, 1999). Towards theend of this period, access to the Dresden codex made it possible for Ernst Förstemann toimprove  the  understanding  of  the  Maya  calendar.  The  general  perception  of  the  Maya
203civilization in American society was presented in the 1893 World's Columbian Exposition inChicago.
 8.1.4. Status of the knowledge about Maya civilization as an epistemic objectDuring this period, Maya civilization emerged as an epistemic object for inquiry. As anepistemic object, it could inspire different research questions and could also drive differentinvestigative  programs.  Since  it  was an emerging epistemic object,  standard methods ofinquiry or research procedures did not exist. Wealthy or adventurous individuals started toexplore the field first,  but they did not use procedures associated with scholarly inquiry.During the following decades scholars started to enter this realm of study through collectionand dissemination of  information about  Maya  civilization.  The discovery  of  codices andearly  decipherment  attempts  created  a  critical  mass  of  information  which  made  Mayacivilization a complex epistemic object. Toward the end of the first period, a sizable body ofevidence about Maya civilization had been collected (in the form of drawings, photographs,architectural drawings, etc.) that could feed systematic secondary analysis of the materialculture.  This  critical  mass of  material  evidence legitimized specializations  such as Mayaarchaeology and ultimately created a shift toward the second period.Some scholars, such as Cyrus Thomas started to discuss the possibility of deciphering ofMaya  script,  as  had happened in  Egypt  for  a  sophisticated  hieroglyph  system  (Thomas,1892). The larger cultural narrative, however, tended to represent the Maya as mysteriousand different. By the end of this stage, the dominant narrative about Maya was a romanticone which portrayed an exceptional lost but glorious civilization that emphasized religionand rituals and did not involve politics.
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 8.2. Second Stage: Establishment of the Professional Field of Maya Studies 
(mid 1890s-1910s)
 8.2.1. Context/SituationThe  second  stage  is  marked  by  the  introduction  of  professionals  with  institutionalsupport as the main investigators and by an accompanying shift in the theories and methodsthat  guided the creation of  a  new narrative  about Maya civilization.  By the end of  19thcentury and early in the 20th century, a shift was underway in the public presentation ofMaya civilization. Evans (Evans, 2004, p. 5) discusses how this shift was represented in thechange  from  the  1893  World's  Columbian  Exposition  in  Chicago  to  the  1915  Panama-California Exposition in San Diego:  “Evolving from a romantic emblem of ‘America's’  lostarchitectural  past,  this  antiquity was  now perceived as a  distinctly  regional  and foreigntradition - and one that belonged to the domain of professional, institutionally supportedarchaeologists.”  He  concludes  that  the  establishment  of  the  political  borders  of  Mexicosharply  reduced  North  American  claims  for  territory  and  refocused  the  history  ofMesoamerica. The first  professional  archaeological expedition to the Maya ruins sponsored by a USuniversity  started  in  1892  by  Harvard  (Coe,  2005,  p.  126).  The  School  of  AmericanArchaeology (later known as the School of American Research) supported Sylvanus Morleyfor two visits to Copan in 1910 and 1912 (Museum of New Mexico, Archaeological Society ofNew Mexico, New Mexico School of American Research, New Mexico Dept of Cultural Affairs,& Museum of New Mexico Foundation, 1918, p. 222).In 1912, the Carnegie Institution ofWashington started an anthropology program and awarded a grant for the field study ofMesoamerica to support Morley’s proposal in July 1914 (Coe, 2005). However, the plan didnot materialize until 1920s because of the Mexican Revolution and the First World War; thefieldwork  finally  started in  1923.  While  Morley  could  not  start  the  Carnegie  Institution
205project  during the First  World War,  he conducted some field  work into central  Americawhile he was working in the region as an intelligence agent for the US government to reportpossible German penetration in the Central America (Glassman & Anaya, 2011, p. 102). By  this  stage  the  scholarly  community  had  a  sustained  interest  in  the  Maya,  andestablished  scholars  invested  their  time  in  investigating  this  new  epistemic  entity  todiscover its different aspects. Maya civilization was the question-generating engine to drivescholarly  inquiry.  Therefore,  major  institutions  such  as  the  Carnegie  Institution  ofWashington,  the  Smithsonian  Institution,  Harvard’s  Peabody  Museum,  the  School  ofAmerican Archaeology at Santa  Fe,  and the Field Museum of Natural  History in Chicagostarted to enter the field and support their professional staff for systematic fieldwork. 
 8.2.2. What we learned about the script; what we learned about geopoliticsFollowing  the  discovery  of  Landa’s  Relación, scholars  such  as  Cyrus  Thomas  (1892),suggested a phonetic approach to the deciphering Maya script. However, early in this period,these attempts were crushed by people like Eduard Georg Seler (1892), who advocated thetheory that the Maya writing system is purely ideographic16. After  T.  J.  Goodman  correlated  the  Maya  and  Christian  calendars  in  1905,  the  Mayapeople were seen as an historical group within a quantifiable chronology. The sizable corpusof  inscriptions,  drawings,  and  materials  about  Maya  civilization  available  for  study alsocontributed  to  the  establishment  of  a  new  field  with  professional  scholars  instead  ofamateur explorers in leading roles. In spite of some advances in understanding the Mayacalendar and the establishment of the Maya studies as a professional field, the dominant
16 “Ideographic”  describes  a  script  that  expresses  ideas  directly,  without  the  intervention  oflanguage. A phonetic approach argues for the existence of phonetic and semantic elements that, incombination, represent language.
206narrative about Maya geopolitics was the same as that of the earlier period, focusing solelyon religion and rituals and lacking a political-structure model.
 8.2.3. Status of our knowledge about Maya civilization as an epistemic objectI characterize this stage as a shift from an amateur field into a professional field of studywith sustained institutional interest. I argue that in this stage there was a critical mass ofepistemic material that could drive a set of  research enterprises and, moreover,  that theepistemic object of Maya civilization had enough complexity to feed sub-disciplines such asepigraphy, iconography, and archaeology. These specialties could no longer be pursued bynon-professional  individuals,  as  long-term  systematic  fieldwork  was  also  not  possiblewithout institutional support. At this stage, the Mayanists were able to enroll institutionssuch as the Carnegie Institution in their network to establish the professional field of Mayastudies.  The  Carnegie  Institution  had  allocated  funding  for  Morley's  filedwork  inMesoamerica, and Morley published his two major works during the last years of this stage:
An Introduction to the Study of  Maya Hieroglyphs (Morley,  1915) and  The Inscriptions of
Copán (Morley, 1920). 
 8.3. Third Stage: Exceptionalism as a Framework of Interpretation (1920s- 
mid1940s)
 8.3.1. Context/SituationThe  third  stage  began  in  1920s,  after  the  First  World  War,  and  when  the  CarnegieInstitution  started  the  Mesoamerican  expedition  under,  Morley's  supervision.  Morleydirected the Carnegie project at Chichen Itza for 14 years between 1923 and 1937. Duringthis period, the Carnegie Institution built a stronghold in the field of Maya studies and heldcontrol over the latest material discovered in the field. In 1931, Cyrus Lundell's botanicalexpedition led to the discovery of the major Maya site of Calakmul. The Carnegie Institution
207ran four expeditions during 1930s at Calakmul, the results of which were published in 1943(Glassman & Anaya, 2011, p. 103). A major discovery of the late 1920s and early 1930s was the understanding of the Mayalunar series calendar by John Teeple,  a  chemical engineer who had been encouraged byMorley to spend some time on Maya scripts (Coe, 1999, p. 130). Coe (1999) argues that thiswas the last major leap in understanding the Maya script until the works of Yuri Knorosov,Heinrich Berlin,  and Tatiana Proskouriakoff  in the 1950s.  This period was ended by theSecond World War.
 8.3.2. Larger cultural narrativeThe  larger  cultural  narrative  of  the  time  was  influenced  by  pacifist  opinions  whichformed after World War I. This context paved the way for the portrayal of the Maya as apacifist civilization (Coe, 1999). 
 8.3.3. What we learned about the script; what we learned about geopoliticsThe main players in the field of Maya studies during this period were members of theCarnegie  Institution,  Sylvanus  Morley  and Eric  Thompson,  who  advocated  the  narrativewhich became dominant in the field from the 1920s to the 1970s. Their narrative describedthe  ancient  Maya  as  a  pacifist  population  with  advanced  skills  in  astronomy  and  anobssesion with the concept of time and calendric observations. This narrative was built ontwo major foundations: (1) the ideas developed in the first stage of Maya studies (1820-1895) about the Maya as exotic and exceptional and (2) the notion that the Maya writingsystem  was  ideographic.  The  dominant  narrative  was  that  historical  content  was  notrecorded  in  the  Maya  inscriptions,  and  the  inscriptions  only  kept  track  of  time  andastronomical  phenomena  or  expressed  some  metaphors  about  mystic  religious  ritualsrelated  to  time.  In  a  note  about  Maya  inscriptions  Morley  emphasized:  “The  Maya
208hieroglyphic inscriptions,  so far  as they have been deciphered,  deal  exclusively with thecounting of time either in relation to the Maya calendar or certain astronomical phenomenawith which the Mayas were familiar” (Houston et al., 2001, p. 240).Morley suggested a theory of three stages for the evolution of writing systems based onTaylor’s theory of cultural evolution presented in his 1870 book Primitive Culture. The threestages are pictographic, ideographic, and phonetic. Morley argued that Maya script was inthe second stage and was a purely ideographic script  (Coe, 1999, p. 25). This approach tothe  Maya  writing  system  suggested  that  the  script  cannot  be  deciphered  beyondunderstanding the astronomical and calendrical content because the ideograms (or later, asThompson  suggested,  metaphorograms)  do  not  have  direct  connection  to  language.Therefore, the content of the inscriptions cannot correspond directly to any historical event:
It  has  been  held  by  some  that  Maya  dates  recorded  on  stelae  may  refer  to
historical events or even recount the deeds of individuals; to me such a possibility
is well-nigh inconceivable. The dates on the setlae surely narrate the stages of the
journey of time with a reverence befitting such a solemn theme, I conceive the
endless progress of time as the supreme mystery of Maya religion, a subject which
pervaded Maya thought to an extent without parallel in the history of mankind. In
such a  setting there  was  no  place  for  personal  records,  for,  in  relation to  the
vastness of time, man and his doings shrink to insignificance. To add details of war
or peace, of marriage or giving in marriage, to solemn roll call of the periods of
time is as though a tourist were to carve his initials on Donatello's David. Stelae
and other monuments chimed the passing hours; they were dedicated to mark the
passage of time, that is to say, its arrival at the major lub of the katun 17, or those
wayside halts which are the half- and quarter-katuns. Cities which had a highly
developed  stela  cult  erected  a  monument  every  quarter-katuns;  those  less
religiously  inclined  or  less  wealthy  consecrated  a  monument  every  katun.
(Thompson, 1950, p. 155).Through the “exceptionalist” framework, Morley and Thompson could present an empty-ceremonial-center theory of the Maya. As Glassman and Anaya (Glassman & Anaya, 2011, p.102) put it, “this hypothesis held that the Maya were a peaceful, agrarian people who builtgreat temples that were used by a few priest-scholars. These individuals supposedly spent
17 Katun is a unit of time in the Maya calendar equal to 7200 days (Coe, 1999).
209their time contemplating the cosmos from atop their pyramids and devising complicatedcalendars.” During this period, no detailed model of Classical Maya geopolitics existed. The works ofCarnegie Institution members suggested a theory of an apolitical society of time-worshipersfounded on ritual, different from other known ancient societies. Morley suggested that “[w]ehave no direct evidence as to the governmental and social organization of the Classic Maya,since no contemporary evidence on these points has survived” (Morley & Brainerd, 1956, p.143). Morley and Thompson suggested a united religious society devoted to astronomicalobservation and the worshiping of time. However, no solid data or evidence supported thistheory. Morley  provided  the  first  political  model  for  the  Classical  Maya  in  1946:  a  peacefultheocracy  ruled  by  priests  with  no warfare.  He  suggested a  four-tier  hierarchy of  sites:metropolises, cities, large towns, and small towns. Thompson suggested a similar politicalstructure  as  a  peaceful  society  based  on  religion  and  ruled  by  priests  but  with  a  verydecentralized structure as a “loose federation” (Rice, 2004).The expceptionalist framework was unable to accommodate other possible narrativesabout Maya politics. For example, Teeple's (1928) works on the Maya calendar suggested a“period of uniformity,” during which cities in the southern lowland used a uniform lunarcalendar.  Teeple  suggested  this  might  be  interpreted  in  terms  of  political  power  andconquest  (Teeple, 1928). Seventy years later, the works of Martin and Grube  (S. Martin &Grube,  1995,  2000) on Maya geopolitics to some extent confirmed this idea in terms ofpolitical power.
 8.3.4. Status of our knowledge about Maya civilization as an epistemic objectAt the beginning of this stage, conflicting perspectives about the Maya co-existed: 
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There was a big development from the late 1920s and into the early 1930s, which
a lot of people see as a reaction to the First World War. Even though the Maya
provided copious evidence for warfare, a few people developed the idea that they
were  time-worshipers,  and  they  had  no  kings,  that  they  weren't  interested  in
personalities, and they had no real hierarchy apart from a priestly elite. They were
the only people to live in the otherwise vacant cities. There's actually a great book
from 1927 written by two authors, Eric Thompson, who is the prime progenitor
and exponent of this pacific, theocratic Maya idea, and an older scholar called
Thomas  Gann.  They  wrote  alternate  chapters  in  the  same  book  and  they
contradict each other 100 percent. Gann thinks that the site of Tikal had half a
million  inhabitants,  while  Thompson  said  that,  no,  it  was  virtually  deserted,
inhabited  only  by  priests  ...  Gann  belonged  to  a  more  comparative  tradition
because a lot of the early people who had looked at the Maya had quite sensible
things to say about it from a comparative point of view. What happened in the
'20s was that people went off into the direction of exceptionalism. [Participant 4]Exceptionalism suggested that Maya was a civilization completely different from otherknown  societies  in  terms of  religion,  politics  and  writing.  The  scholars  at  the  CarnegieInstitution a powerful authority formed for the Maya as an epistemic object advocating forthe exceptionalist framework. By defining the research questions that could be generated byan  epistemic  object,  The  Carnegie  scholars  were  able  to  control  the  direction  ofdevelopments in the field for half a century. These established the dominant narrative ofexceptionalism and of Maya script as ideographic. The concept of a pacifist society also soldvery  well  in  the  post-World  War  I  period  and  affected  the  way  the  Carnegie  scholarsinterpreted  the  evidences  of  Maya  iconography.  For  example,  the  murals  of  Bonampakdepicting war scenes were interpreted by Ruppert, Thompson and Proskouriakoff (1955) asrituals related to sacrifice.This dominant narrative also affected the types of information that were recorded infieldwork, as Thompson and Morley did not record evidence that did not fit within theirframework.  Coe  (1999) argues  that  they  were  not  keen  to  produce  a  large  amount  ofprimary data about Maya inscriptions which might be used by other people to prove them
211wrong. Therefore, the direction and the process of the unfolding of the Maya as an epistemicobject were restricted by the interests of powerful figures in the network of practice. 
 8.4. Fourth Stage: Start of Decipherment (mid1940s-1950s)
 8.4.1. Context/SituationThe  fourth  stage  can  be  distinguished  by  the  established  control  of  the  CarnegieInstitution scholars. Their power restricted major contributions and possible collaborations.For example, they suppressed a real breakthrough in the deciphering of Maya script by theSoviet  scholar  Yuri  Knorosov.  They  rejected  cross-disciplinary  collaboration  with  otherdisciplines  such  as  linguistics.  This  stage  ends  with  the  discoveries  of  people  withconnections  to  the  Carnegie  Institution who obtained structural  understanding of  someMaya inscriptions. These discoveries finally proved that Maya inscriptions contain historicalrecords.  The  end  of  this  stage  also  coincides  with  the  termination  of  Cthe  arnegieInstitution’s support for anthropology and Mesoamerican studies.One  of  the  major  developments  during  this  period  was  an  emerging interest  amonglinguists in the study of the Maya script. However, the early attempts—by linguists such asWhorf, an American who attempted to approach the Maya script via a linguistic approach—to enter  the  Network of  Practice  (hereafter  NoP)  were harshly treated by the powerfulactors such as Eric Thompson (Coe, 1999).
 8.4.2. What we learned about the script; what we learned about geopoliticsIn the late 1940s, a Russian scholar with a relatively different background outside theWestern NoP became interested in the Maya script. Yuri Knorosov was initially trained as anEgyptologist. Later, encouraged by his advisor, to study the Maya script, Knorosov used hiscomparative-linguistics  perspective  to  work  on  the  Landa’s  Relación to  discover  thephonetic  elements  of  Maya  script.  He  used ideas  from  other  syllabic  languages  and his
212knowledge of Chinese,  Egyptian, and Mesopotamian scripts to refute the idea that “pureideographic” scripts exist. He suggested that Maya writing is similar to other hieroglyphicsystems (Coe, 1999, p. 147). He argued that the idea of a purely ideographic writing systemis wrong and that such script never existed. He argued that Landa’s “alphabet” is not analphabet but rather the equivalent syllables written by Landa’s informant when he asked forSpanish alphabet. (For example, to syllabic components El and Le was used for “elle” whichis the pronunciation of letter “L” in Spanish.  This is  similar to writing “be”  to show thepronunciation of the letter “B”.  Knorosov also suggested two principles of  syllabary andsynharmony to decipher the Maya script.The work of Knorosov was largely ignored by the scholars in the West. Powerful figuresof  the  Carnegie  Institute  such as Thompson and Barthel  attacked him severely,  withoutbeing  able  to  show  why  they  believed  his  ideas  were  flawed.  Under  the  Cold  Waratmosphere,  their  argument  was  an  ideological  one,  criticizing  the  Marxist-Leninistapproach, rather than an epigraphic and linguistic one. However, Knorosov himself nevermentioned  Marxism  in  his  work18.  Later,  it  was  proved  that  Knorosov's  approach  todeciphering the Maya script was the correct one, even though for more than two decades ithad been marginalized by the powerful scholars in the NoP.In another line of inquiry, two other scholars made a breakthrough during the last yearsof  this  period.  Heinrich  Berlin  and  Tatiana  Proskouriakoff  achieved  some  structuralunderstanding of the Maya script.  First,  Berlin noticed that some of the characters mustrepresent people’s names. He also identified features, which he called “emblem glyphs,” that
18 The work of Knorosov grabbed some attention in the Western media, but it was mostly seen aspart of the rivalry between the two superpowers in achieving new discoveries.  The New York
Times published two pieces on the works of Knorosov in 1952 in August 13 and October 12 (New
York Times, 1952a, 1952b). The title of the first piece shows the context of the race between the twosuperpowers: “SOVIET CLAIMS KEY TO MAYAN WRITING: Red Philologist Reported to Have Solved
Riddle of Central American Hieroglyphics.”
213were associated with particular Maya sites. He was then able to link the personal nameswith the emblem glyphs of  the  sites.  Shortly  after,  Proskouriakoff  associated calendricalinscriptions with the human lifespans,  realizing that inscriptions represented rulers.  Shewas,  however,  unable  to  decipher  the  inscriptions  themselves.  Her  works  showed  thatinscriptions once thought to be mainly astronomical and cosmological are historical recordsof ruling dynasties. The structural understanding of the Maya writing system led to a paradigm shift that ledto two major conclusions: (1) that Maya inscriptions contain historical records and contentrather than only information about mystic rituals and (2) that dynastic structures existedduring the Classical Maya period.The work of Proskouriakoff, who was a Carnegie fellow, finally convinced Thompson thatMaya inscriptions contain historical records. Following Berlin and Proskouriakoff’s work,the earlier pacifist model of the Maya society,  built on heavy rituals and no politics, wasreplaced by a model analogous to that of autonomous Greek style city-states.
 8.4.3. Larger cultural narrativeIn  this  stage,  we  see  very  well  how  the  larger  cultural  narrative  can  affect  newdevelopments in the NoP. The Cold War narrative contributed to the dismissal of Knorosov’swork by western scholars, and the propaganda system of the Soviet Union worsened thesituation by attaching Knorosov's work to Marxist-Leninist ideology. Thompson’s idea of a“loose federation,” which advocated for a decentralized peaceful theocracy, was also inspiredby the anti-communist atmosphere of the time (Rice, 2004, p. 25).
 8.4.4. Status of our knowledge about Maya civilization as an epistemic objectI argue that the fourth stage came along with the second paradigm shift (Kuhn, 1970) inthe trajectory of the development of Maya studies.  This shift  can be identified by a new
214structural understanding of the Maya script that showed the Maya inscriptions containedhistorical records and that the script is decipherable. Thompson eventually admitted thathis idea about the ahistorical content of the inscriptions was not correct: “It may we be thatthey [Prokouriakoff's papers] will lead me to revise my views on the impersonality of thetexts on Maya monuments”  (Thompson, 1960, p. v). Ten years later he added: “work hasshown that the generally held view, to which I subscribed, regarding the impersonality ofthe texts is completely mistaken” (Thompson 1971, p. v).This  stage  also  suggests  that  sometimes  the  well-established  perspectives  about  anepistemic  object  are  not  able  to  generate  novel  questions  that  could  direct  the  futuredirection  of  research.  This  obstacle  can  be  overcome  by  introducing  comparativeperspectives  or  by  enrolling  members  outside of  the  established NoP to  introduce newperspectives.  The case of Knorosov is an unfortunate example in which acceptance of anexcellent idea was foregone because of the Cold War cultural narrative. Knorosov’s workhad the potential to reveal another aspect of the Maya as an epistemic object and to open upa new line of inquiry.
 8.5. Fifth Stage: Introduction of Scientific Archaeology to the Field of Maya 
Studies (1960s-1970s)
 8.5.1. Context/SituationThe fifth stage started following the major progress in understanding of Maya script, andafter the end of the Carnegie Institution's operation in Mesoamerica create a power vacuumin the field. This vacuum was soon filled by archaeologists with other institutional supportand by the rise of scientific archaeology in the New World. This change created a shift in thepower  structure  of  the  field  from  cultural-historical  archaeology  and  epigraphy  toprocessual archaeology.
215Culture-historical archaeology was closely tied to historical written resources, whereasprocessual archaeology underplay the value of textual resources and ignored the works ofepigraphers who were trying to decipher the Maya script. Processual archaeology was bornin  the  New  World  where  substantial  historical  resources  were  not  available,  and  wasinspired  by  “hypothetico-deductive  positivism  derived  from  Hemple’s  works  (deducingstatements from general theories and test them against observable data)” (Renfrew & Bahn,2005,  p.  208).  Processual  archaeology  views  cultural  development  as  an  evolutionaryprogression that  can be  inferred from  the  sophistication of  found artifacts  rather  thandriven by historical individuals  (Beaudry, 1999; Hegmon, 2003). Formerly, Thompson andMorley had argued that Maya script is unbreakable; later, processualist archaeologists whowere not interested in historical records devalued the work of epigraphers.During the 1960s, some epigraphers succeeded in enrolling allies from other fields suchas linguistics and advocated a phonetic approach to the decipheringof the Maya script. Thesecond wave of phoneticism in studying Maya script was led by David Kelly, who supportedKnorosov's  approach.  In  1969,  financial  support  from  the  Charles  Guttman  Foundationmade it possible to produce an unbiased corpus of Maya inscriptions which supported thedecipherming of the Maya writing system. In 1971, Floyd Lounsbury, who was a linguist bytraining,  presented  a  methodology  confirming  the  work  of  Knorosov,  and  suggested  asystematic method for decipheringof Maya script that guided the field for the next 20 years.In  1973,  the  first  set  of  decipherments,  created  a  breakthrough  that  demonstrated  thepotential of the Loundsbary’s methodology (Coe, 1999).
 8.5.2. What we learned about the script; what we learned about geopoliticsProcessual  archaeology  undermined  the  notion  of  exceptionalism  because  of  itsanthropological roots: anthropological archaeologists challenged the dominant perspective
216for  exceptionalism  advocated  by  Thompson.  However,  they  too  tended  to  devalue  thehistorical evidence recorded in the inscriptions and argued that archaeological evidence issuperior to biased historical resources.  Dismissing the works of the epigraphers by fieldarchaeologists created a conflict between archaeologists and epigraphers in this stage. Thistension is to some extent still visible in the field of Maya studies.The quote below from a prominent Maya archaeologist, Joyce Marcus, demonstrates theway non-archaeological evidence was treated by processual archaeologist in the 1970s: 
The last 40 years have seen a great deal of the mystery stripped from the lowland
Maya and replaced with  hard-won anthropological data on their social and
political organization.  The sources of these data are threefold: (i) excavations
into many of the major Maya ruins in Mexico, Guatemala, Honduras, and British
Honduras; (ii)  analyses of Maya patterns of settlement; and (iii)  some limited
translation of their largely indecipherable hieroglyphic inscriptions  in stone
and wood. (Marcus, 1973, p. 911)Despite  the  devaluation  of  epigraphic  achievements  in  understanding  the  Maya,  theworks of archaeologists provided more evidence about the distribution and connections ofdifferent  Maya  archaeological  sites  and  about  possible  connections  among  the  ancientstates19.  Also,  the  decline  of  exceptionalism  encouraged  the  use  of  more  comparativematerial. Archaeologists started to apply theories and models developed by processualistarchaeologists  in  other  locations  in  the  archaeology  NoP.  For  example,  Kent  Flanneryapplied an ecological perspective and cultural evolutionary models, as well as sociopoliticalmodels developed by Henry Wright (1969-1970) and Gregory Johnson (1972) (co-authoredin (Wright & Johnson, 1975)) in the Near East to explain the evidence from the Maya sites.Flannery argued that  the  rise  of  the  state  can be explained through mechanisms whichaccelerate  the  processes  of  segregation  and  centralization.  He  suggested  that  thesemechanisms and processes  are  universal  and thus  can be  applied  from  one  location to
19 At this time the boundaries of Maya states were not clear. Some archaeologists grouped a fewMaya sites under one state whereas others consider each of them as a separate city-states. 
217another location (Flannery, 1972). This method of application of theories is very typical ofpositivist  approaches.  Flannery  (1972) suggested  a  four-layer  control  hierarchy  for  thestates through an ecological perspective. Later, Joyce Marcus (Marcus, 1973, 1976) followedFlannery’s  rationale  and  applied  Central-Place  Theory,  the  statistical  count  of  emblemglyphs  of  inscription  (although  without  understanding  the  context  and  meaning  of  thetexts), and site distribution and construction mass to suggest the regional state model of theMaya  Classical  geopolitics,  a  five-tiered  settlement  hierarchy.  She  also  embraced  anddeveloped the works of Barthel (1968) on the hierarchy of emblem glyphs, which suggestedfour capital cities of the Maya world. Marcus interpreted the four capitals as four regionalpowers in her model:
I  assumed  that  “site  names”  or  emblem  glyphs  would  reflect  the  structural
relationships between Maya centers if they were formally ranked. If Site A was
dependent to Site B, I expected Site A to mention Site B more often than Site B
mentioned Site  A.  I  also  expected that  Site  B  would  have  more  monuments,  a
greater size and a larger population than Site A during that time period. Site B
should also have been erecting monuments for longer than Site A, indicating a
greater antiquity as a political center for Site B (Marcus, 1976, p. 10).This produced a series of tiers to political hierarchy which defined large regional states,progressing  from  primary,  to  secondary,  to  tertiary,  to  quaternary  centers.  But  laterepigraphers criticized this statistical approach because it came when the decipherment wasstill too basic to understand the context of the mention of one site by another. For example,later decipherment demonstrated that when Tonina refers to Palenque it is not as part of apolitical hierarchy but in a reference to a war between those two sites (Stuart, 1993, p. 326).This  stage ended in the  early 1980s,  when the systematic  use of  Knorosov’s  methodresulted  in  the  publication  of  a  considerable  body  of  methodological  deciphering  (e.g.,(Justeson & Campbell,  1984; Stuart,  1987)),  which coincided with the emergence of  the
218post-processualism that challenged the power position of processualist  archaeologists inthe field.
 8.5.3. Larger cultural narrativeIt can be argued that the supremacy of science and positivism formed the larger culturalnarrative in the fifth stage.  The cultural narrative supported the rise of processualism inarchaeology, which was looking for the discovery of universal rules that can be applied tohuman societies. The works of Flannery, who attempted to discover the universal rules andsocio-environmental processes that order the rise of states, is an example of this period. Theatmosphere  after  the  Second  World  War,  especially  after  the  establishment  of  NationalScience Foundation (NSF), encouraged and supported scientific fields  (Stokes, 1997), andprocessual  archaeology  and  its  claims  for  scientific  work  were  well  suited  to  the  NSFfunding proposals. As a result, processual archaeologists came to hold a stronger positioncompared to other communities in the field, such as epigraphers, in this and the followingstages.
 8.5.4. Status of our knowledge about Maya civilization as an epistemic objectA shift in the power structure of the NoP occurred in this period after the decline of theCarnegie  Institute  and the  rise  of  processual  archaeology.  This  shift  in  power  positionsaffected the trajectory of our understanding of the Maya civilization as an epistemic object.While processual archaeologists were adding new ontological dimensions to the epistemicobject through applying their scientific methods,  they tended to ignore other ontologicaldimensions such as the historical content of the Maya inscriptions. To claim their position inthe  NoP,  epigraphers  started  to  make  alliances  with  linguists  and  art  historians,collaborating around the ideas of Knorosov and his phonetic  approach to decipherment.This alliance led to some early successes but did not dramatically change the status of the
219field. It did, however, prepare the ground for another paradigm shift. The major problemfaced by epigraphers in 1970s was their inability to see that deciphering was still in its earlystages,  and  they  produced  work  that  later  proved  to  be  premature.  Consequently,archaeologists became even more skeptical of the value of epigraphy.
 8.6. Sixth Stage: Opening the Methodological Floodgate (1980s-1990s)
 8.6.1. Context/SituationWhile processual archaeologists had consolidated their power in the NoP, epigrapherstoo  gained  some  confidence  after  the  early  successes  of  the  phonetic  approach.  Bysystematically  applying  Knorosov's  methodology  to  the  deciphering  of  the  Maya  script,epigraphers were preparing the ground for another paradigm shift. With the pubication of
Phoneticism in Mayan Hieroglyphic Writing (Justeson & Campbell, 1984) and Ten Phonetic
Syllables (Stuart,  1987),  “the floodgate of methodology” was broken, as described by themain informant of this study.The  rigorous  method  for  deciphering  the  Maya  script  led  to  consistent  and  reliableresults that yielded a vast amount of information about the Maya. All the inscriptions whichhad been treated only as resources for aesthetic study and for calendrical data turned intohistorical  resources  about  a  literate  society.  A  plethora  of  information  about  the  socialpractices of Classical Maya society was being compiled. Moreover, these data sources wereaccessible  to  everyone  because  they  had  been  known  for  about  a  century.  Many  Mayaepigraphers and specialists had to embrace competition and collaboration in the late 1980sand 1990s.The  decipherment  of  the  Maya  script  strengthened  the  position  of  epigraphers  andcultural-historical approach in the NoP. Meantime, the emergence of post-processualism inarchaeology  challenged  the  strong  position  of  processualist  archaeologists.  Post-
220processualism accepts the validity of different interpretations and denies the supremacy ofscientific  objectivism.  It  also  considers  historical  sources  as  one  among  many  otherresources for interpreting the past.The evidence from deciphering encouraged the epigraphers to argue that textual analysisof  inscriptions  can  provide  an  interpretation  of  the  history  and  political  structures  ofClassical  Maya.  However,  processual  archaeologists  argued  that  the  texts  are  unreliablesources for the study of the Maya society, as they represent only the elites, and claimed thatMaya  culture  can  be  best  understood  by  comparison  to  other  cultures.  Michael  Coedescribed the way processual archaeologists, in a conference held at Dumbarton Oaks inOctober 1989, reacted to the wave of decipherments:
 [T]he prevalent attitude towards the demonstrable fact that we could now read
the inscriptions was slightly different: yes, we can read the stuff, but it’s all a pack
of lies! Who can trust what these Classic politicos said, anyway? The final blow
was  struck  at  the  conference  by  its  summarizer:  the  Maya  inscriptions  are
“epiphenomenal,”  a  ten-penny  word  meaning  that  Maya  writing  is  only  of
marginal application since it is secondary to those more primary institutions –
economy and society – so well studied by dirt archaeologists (Coe, 1999, p. 272).The abundance of textual resources and the growing acceptance of multivocality in theNoP resulted in a productive period in the late 1980s and early 1990s. In this period, threecompeting narratives about the geopolitics of  Classical Maya were suggested. In the late1990s, the new paradigm of decipherment was established and stabilized, and the reliableresults of epigraphers’ works on deciphering became widely accepted in the NoP.
 8.6.2. What we learned about the script; what we learned about geopoliticsDecipherments  in  the  Old  World  were  achieved  by  scholars  who  had a  comparativeapproach and knew multiple languages (Coe, 1999, p. 261). In contrast to his rivals such asThompson, Knorosov was familiar with different modern and ancient languages and a fewhieroglyphic  writing  systems.  Contrary  to  the  exceptionalism advocated by  the Carnegie
221Institute  Scholar,  Knorosov’s  work was based on a comparative  approach.  The works ofanthropologists and processual archaeologists who attenuated the exceptionalist position inthe NoP paved the path for the comparative phonetic approach to decipherment which ledto a great success in deciphering major portions of the Maya script in 1980s and 1990s.Therefore,  while  epigraphers’  position  was  to  some  extent  reinforced  in  the  NoP,  themajority  of  archaeologists  still  denied  that  the  contributions  of  the  epigraphers  werelegitimate. To these archaeologists, epigraphers were a rival group who were trying to enterthe  territory  of  New  World  archaeology.  In  contrast  to  Old  World  archaeology,  whichtraditionally was dominated by culture-historical archaeology, the New World archaeologywas dominated by cultural anthropologists (and later by processual archaeologists). 
Text interpretation is new, and challenging, and contradicts some of the things
which archaeologists have said. It moved initially from the idea, “Well, it couldn’t
really be read at all,” to, “Well, your readings are so unreliable, and so variable,” to
now a question where since everyone is using the same methods, and creating the
same results, that critique no longer is viable, and people are left saying “Well, this
is just the elite; this is a small section of society, which is totally dominating our
thinking, and it gives a completely distorted view of Maya society,” together with
the people who just say, “Well, this stuff just lies; it just doesn’t tell the truth. It’s
just the pompous boastings of people who are mendacious, and not to be trusted. ”
[Participant 4]
222Already in the fifth stage in the 1970s, archaeological interpretation of the Maya politicswas based on the application of locational geography methods and central-place theory (A.T.  Smith,  2003).  During  the  sixth  stage,  processual  archaeologists  continued  the  sameapproach to support the regional-states model of Classical Maya geopolitics— the view thatsuggested  Maya  states  consisted  of  few  regional  powers  with  a  hierarchical  structure.Adams (1986) conducted an analysis based on the size of the sites and extended the worksof Marcus (Marcus, 1973, 1976). He suggested there were eight regional-states (Figure 38A)in  late  Classic  Maya  (Mathews,  1991).  Regional-states  models  were  inspired  by  anevolutionary rationale about human societies which correlates the artistic and intellectualachievement  of  a  society  with  its  progress  towards  a  state-level  society.  Therefore,  theachievements of Maya civilization in art and architecture had to be explained by a large state
Figure 38. (A) Regional States model suggested by Adams; (B) City-State model suggested
by Mathews. Credits: Mathews, 1991, p. 27-8.
223model  for  Classical  Maya  geopolitics.  Nevertheless,  in  the  wake  of  the  systematicdecipherment of Maya script in 1980s, epigraphers discovered a variety of verbs associatedwith warfare. These series of discoveries finally dispelled the idea of the Classical Maya as apacifist society. Resources such as inscriptions and murals about the warfare demonstratedthat  many  cities  assigned  by  the  regional-state  models  to  one  state  were  constantadversaries. Meantime,  Mathews  (Mathews,  1985,  1991),  applied  the  new  discoveries  indecipherment  to  reinterpret  the  emblem  glyphs.  He  argued  that  the  lack  of  titulardifferences in inscriptions in reference to the kings suggests  the absence of  a  hierarchyamong  cities.  However,  the  presence  of  emblem  glyphs  suggested  the  existence  ofautonomous political units. Mathews proposed a decentralized city-state model with equallyranked Maya rulers (Figure 38B). At the same time, in archaeology, a new model, the peerpolity  model,  was  becoming popular  (Renfrew,  1982;  Renfrew & Wagstaff,  1982).  ColinRenfrew and John Cherry  (1986) published an edited volume on peer polities. Two Mayaspecialists, Friedel and Sabloff, inspired by the works of Mathews and Proskouriakoff on theepigraphic evidence for small polities, argued that Classical Maya society can be interpretedas  peer  polities  (Friedel,  1986;  Sabloff,  1986).  An  ongoing  confrontation  was  createdbetween the advocates of regional-states and peer polities. While many scholars acceptedthat the political structure suggested by the peer-polities interpretation corresponds to thetextual  evidence,  no  solid  anthropological  theory  was  available  to  explain  this  politicalstructure. Therefore, some Maya specialists looked at the works in other positions in theNoP—especially those of cultural anthropologists such as Tambiah  (1977), Geertz  (1980),and Southall (1956) in Africa and East Asia. This approach led to the use of one of the three“Weak States” models to explain the geopolitics of Classical Maya: galactic polity (Demarest,
2241992); the theater state  (Scarborough,  1998) and the segmentary state  (Ball  & Taschek,1991; Fox, 1987; Houston, 1993).While the new evidence from decipherment fit well into the weak states models; a fewquestions were left unanswered: For example, why did the size of the Maya capitals vary somuch? And, whether it was an accurate assumption that the emblem glyphs are the absolutemarkers of political autonomy? (S. Martin, 2008)At this time, a new discovery in epigraphy, a possessive phrase which could explain therelationship  between  the  Maya  kings,  led  Martin  and  Grube  (1995) to  suggest  a  newgeopolitical model. Reading the inscriptions of the royal inaugurations, based on the newlydiscovered possessive phrase and on a verb, now reads as  chab (“to supervise”) followingthe  name  of  a  king  of  a  large  capital  with  stronge  military  capabilities,  these  scholarsreinterpreted the inscriptions and suggested that the accession of one king was supervisedby  a  more  dominant  one  (Martin  1993;  Martin  &  Grube  1994,  1995). This  findingquestioned the political structure suggested by the weak-states model, which suggests thatone king cannot exert authority beyond his own territory. Martin and Grube (1995, 2000)called this new model a “hegemonic system, in which the landscape was pervaded by loosebut meaningful hierarchical ties between individual kingdoms” (S. Martin, 2008, p. 32).The difference between the new hegemonic model and the competing models was that itwas not borrowed from other positions in the NoP. The hegemonic model did not replicategeopolitical models already applied to other civilizations; it suggested a new geopoliticalformation which would well fit the evidence from the Classical Maya: 
What Martin and Grube have found in their analysis of the Maya hieroglyph are
the  practical,  historically  rooted,  interpolity  relationships  that  produce
geopolitical landscapes. Where archaeologists employing central place theory and
epigraphers  seeking  singular  principles  of  political  organization  had  sought
nomothetic  regularities  —general  rules  of  politics  as  elaborated  in  space—
Martin  and  Grube  have  found  variation,  contestation,  and  shifting  political
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relationships predicated on changing landscapes. Under the weight of the details
recounted in the historical records, generalizations about the Maya geopolitical
landscape  seem  grossly  inadequate  to  expressing  the  dynamics  of  political
expansions  and  collapses.  What  we end  up  with,  then  is  a  varied  geopolitical
landscape created within the practices of  rival  polities  (conquest,  intimidation,
accommodation)  rather  than  a  lattice  generated  by  the  absolute  nature  of
political spaces (A. T. Smith, 2003, p. 135).The  formation  of  the  hegemonic  model  can  to  some  extent  be  associated  with  theposition of Simon Martin, then a newcomer in the community of practice. Martin, a full-timegraphic designer with scholarly interest in the Classical Maya, was not trapped traditionsand membership associations;  like Knorosov,  he was able to think outside the box.  Themodel also owed its development to the prolific period of decipherment in the late 1980s,which had generated a critical mass of data about Classical Maya civilization that supportedthe  creation  of  data-driven  models.  Although  by  this  time  the  Maya  were  no  longerconsidered exceptional, traditional models from the NoP did not fit the new mass of data.The plethora of information in 1990s created enough material to produce original modelsthat could specifically describe Classical Maya geopolitics.Another important reason for the acceptance of the hegemonic model was the way it wascommunicated. Martin used his graphic design skills to create a visualization which wasaccessible and could communicate the conceptual underpinnings of the model effectively.Unlike the visualizations of other geopolitical models which were tied to the representationof  the  spatial  organization  of  the  political  entities  on  real  geographical  space,  Martinprivileged the schematic presentation of social, economic, and political associations amongthe states. The new developments in the field of Maya studies in 1990s and the prolific period ofmodel  and  theory  generation  solidified  the  position  of  epigraphy  in  the  NoP.  Evenprocessual  archaeologists  were  encouraged to  revise  their  former  models.  For  example,
226Marcus  (Marcus,  1993,  1998) embedded  ethnohistorical  data  in  her  earlier  locationalanalysis to suggest a “dynamic model” of Classic Maya political organization. In contrast toher  early  works,  which  ignored  textual  and  historical  resources,  she  attempted  to  useethonohistorical data from post-contact Maya to support her universalist model of a regulartemporal cycles of the rise and fall of polities (A. T. Smith, 2003, p. 122).
 8.6.3. Larger cultural narrativeIt can be argued that post-modernism and the recognition of multivocality was the largercultural narrative of this stage. In the field of archaeology, the rise of post-processualismquestioned  the  positivism  advocated  by  processual  archaeology  and  championedinterpretivism. This turn in the cultural narrative supported the position of epigraphers, asit recognized the historical records as valuable sources for archaeological work. Finally, thisturn prepared the environment for a shift in the power structures of the field.
 8.6.4. Status of our knowledge about Maya civilization as an epistemic objectThe  sixth  stage  entailed  a  paradigm  shift  in  the  field  of  Maya  studies.  Epigraphersachieved a rigorous method to decipher Maya script, transforming scholar's ability to readthe Maya texts. The breaking of the methodological floodgate resulted in a plethora of newinformation, which led to competition and collaboration in the field. As a result, three newcompeting models  (narratives)  about the Classical  Maya geopolitics  (peer  polities,  weakstates and hegemonic states) emerged to challenge the regional-states model.In  this  period,  Maya  civilization  as  an  epistemic  object  evolved  to  its  most  complexontological  status.  By  demonstrating  both  particularities  that  differentiated  the  Mayasociety from other societies as well  as established similarities among,  Maya epigrapherscontributed  to  creating  a  middle  position  against  the  two  poles  of  exceptionalism  anduniversalism.  The  work  of  Martin  successfully  overcame  the  shortcomings  of  existing
227models and proposed a more dynamic model of political expansion and collapse based on anovel analysis of textual resources and archaeological evidence. In addition, discussions of the Maya civilization as an epistemic object became accessibleand  easily  transferable  by  a  strong  visual  representation  of  important  aspects.  Thevisualization presented by Martin played an important role in presenting the new model ofClassical Maya geopolitics. The new visualization technique offered better affordances forpresenting the socio-political associations among the Maya states. The developments of the sixth stage created a series of new opportunities in the field.The advances in the decipherment of Maya script, turned the existing publicly available dataon Maya inscriptions into historical information accessible beyond the few institutions andthe community of  scholars who work on specific  excavation projects.  The field  of  Mayastudies  now  offered  two  types  of  information,  traditional  archaeological  data  achievedthrough  ongoing  excavations  and  Maya  inscriptions.  Publicly  available  data  enabledepigraphers to progress quickly, the last two decades of twentieth century.
 8.7. Seventh Stage: Stabilization of the Field (2000s-present)
 8.7.1. Context/SituationThis period can be conceptualized as the stabilization phase after a major paradigm shift.Following the major developments in the decipherment of the Maya script in the sixth stage,the field of Maya studies began to stabilize by the early 2000s. The current status of the fieldis described by the main participant of this study as follows: “The information is growing,but it's not producing apparent contradiction in the way it did.” In this stage, epigraphersenjoy  a  strong  position  in  the  NoP.  Many  archaeologists  and  Mayanists  have  started  tointegrate  multiple  lines  of  evidence such as archaeology,  ethnography,  and epigraphy intheir works (Lucero, 1999). However, the most powerful positions in the NoP are still held
228by field archaeologists. For example, most of the funding processes (review committees forfunding agencies and programs); publication procedures (editorial boards of journals); andacademic promotions (tenure and promotion committees) are still  controlled by culturalanthropologists, particularly processual archaeologists (Coe, 1999, p. 271). 
 8.7.2. What we learned about the script; what we learned about geopoliticsThe hegemonic model is now widely accepted in the field and has not been challengedsince the prolific period of the early 1990s. Some of the earlier scholars are now attemptingto  revise  their  old models  to  resemble  the  hegemonic  model.  The visual  representationmethod suggested by Martin is accepted and used by other scholars in different positions inthe field to explain the political relationships within the Maya civilization (Coe, 2005; A. T.Smith, 2003).
 8.7.3. Larger cultural narrativeWhile is too early to perceive the larger cultural narrative of our time, we can argue thatthe environment has moved in favor of a pluralist approach which seeks “the unity of reasonin  the  plurality  of  its  voices”  (Habermas,  1992).  This  cultural  narrative  encouragesmultivocality and assumes the validity of a holistic approach toward the development of anepistemic object.
 8.7.4. Status of our knowledge about Maya civilization as an epistemic objectLinda Schele, a prominent epigrapher in the field of Maya studies, once discussed therelationship between epigraphy and field  archaeology:  “The decipherment has occurred.There are two ways to react to it. One is to embrace it, and if you can’t do it yourself, getsomeone on your side who bloody well can. The other is to ignore it, to try and destroy it, tobasically dismiss it” (Coe, 1999, p. 273). In recent years, more archaeologists have started toaccept epigraphers’ work more. Coe (1999) listed a few major archaeological projects which
229embraced epigraphy and explained the common practice of those projects: “epigraphy hasbeen the handmaiden of field archaeology at almost every step of the project, as it has beensince the last century in Egypt, Mesopotamia, and China” (P.273). In the sixth stage, Mayascript—the last ontological dimension of the Classical Maya civilization— unfolded. Now,the need for field archaeologists to learn about the Maya script is emphasized, showing thatthe newest ontological dimension of Maya civilization as an epistemic object gets acceptedby wider communities.Martin (2008) describes the status of knowledge about Classical Maya geopolitics in thisepisode:  “Every  year  our  understanding  of  the  Maya  script  improves  and  the  body  ofinformation we can glean from it increases. We can expect some further surprises, but todaywe  have  a  shape  to  Maya  history  and  political  practice  that,  for  all  its  complexity,  hasconsistent features that we can chart across centuries” (p. 33). There have been refinementsin  the  geopolitical  models  of  Classical  Maya  in  this  episode  but  no  major  shift  thatcontradicts the “hegemonic model.”I  argue  that  theories  are  situated  within  a  historical  and  social  context  which  bothjustifies  and  builds  political  support  for  the  underlying  narrative.  In  the  early  days,mainstream epigraphy was ignored by powerful positions in the NoP. Later, it was devaluedby  archaeologists  as  being  non-scientific  and  epiphenomenal.  Only  through  building  analliance with linguists and after the emergence of post-processualism were epigraphers ableto get due recognition for their contribution to the development of the Maya civilization asan epistemic object of inquiry. However, the resistance to sharing the opportunities of thefield with epigraphers still exists among the processualist archaeologists who remain themost powerful authorities in the field.
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 8.8. Analytical SummaryIn this case of the Classical Maya geopolitics, I argue that Maya civilization emerged as anepistemic  object  of  inquiry  in  the  early  19th century,  and  I  demonstrate  how  this  newepistemic object developed and unfolded in the course of two centuries. I aimed at revealingthe different associations and complexities among various actors and things which shapeddifferent configurations of the practice along the NoP (as described in the chapter four).More importantly, this analysis at a macro level demonstrates some properties of the socialstructure of Maya studies field which could not be well observed at the levels of analysisfocusing only on individuals or an isolated group. For example, the power tensions in theNoP and the relationships between the lager cultural narratives and the frames that eachcommunity uses to interpret the significance of their work are visible only at the macro levelof  analysis.  Also,  the  importance  of  exchange  and  collaboration  among  differentcommunities in the emergence of new theories and models becomes visible in a historicalaccount of the trajectory of a field.Table 9 summarizes the seven stages of the trajectory of the field of Maya studies. Table10 summarizes the development of the geopolitical models of Classical Maya civilization.During the first two stages, no integrated theory of Maya geopolitics existed. Morley’s workin the 1940s (the third stage) was the first attempt to present a political theory of ClassicalMaya  society.  Figure  39 presents  a  process  model  of  the  trajectory  of  the  field  whichsummarizes the processes and events in each episode of the analyzed case.


Figure  39. A process model of the trajectory of the field of
Maya Studies
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 8.8.1. Power structure and framesIn 1841, John Lloyd Stephens said, “One thing I believe, that [Maya] history is graven onits monuments. No Champollion has yet brought to them the energies of his inquiring mind.Who shall read them?” It took almost 150 years for the systematic decipherment of Mayascript to get started, and still the Maya script is not fully deciphered. I argue that one of thereasons for such a long delay lies in (1) the socio-political processes of the NoP and thestruggles for domination among power positions in the network and (2) the need to alignscholarly  pursuits  with  the  larger  cultural  narratives  which  provide  the  frames  forsignification (meaning) and legitimation (norms) (Giddens, 1984).Analyzing the trajectory of the field of Maya studies demonstrates the constant strugglefor owning the past. The source of these tensions to possess the past have been political,spiritual, and intellectual. In this context, archaeology has been the authority position whichhas created the legitimized narratives of the past; such narratives are used as justificationsfor actions.  In the early stages of  this analysis,  political  (Monroe doctrine) and spiritual(Mormon  Church)  motivations  were  prominent.  When  the  field  of  Maya  studies  wasestablished  as  a  scholarly  practice,  the  major  source  of  the  power  struggle  shifted  tointellectual  interests.  For  example,  Thompson and Morley were advocating their  pacifisttheocracy model and the ideographic theory of the Maya script.  For half a century,  theirposition of power, suppressed any other narrative which could present an alternative view(e.g., the attempts of Knorosov and Whorf for deciphering Maya script).The  analysis  also  presented  how  the  larger  cultural  narrative  of  each  era  forms theframes within which findings are interpreted and different lines of inquiry are supported. Agood example of the significance of the frames of interpretation is the case of the Bonampak
235murals.  Whereas  the  decipherment  of  inscriptions  has  proved  that  some  of  the  muralsdepict war scenes,  Thompson and colleagues,  using their  pacifist  frame,  had interpretedthese scenes as rituals of religious sacrifice (Ruppert et al., 1955). In another example, fromthe fourth stage, the cultural narrative of the Cold War was used to undermine the value ofthe works of the Russian scholar Knorosov. The situation was exacerbated when the Sovietpropaganda system also claimed that a young Marxist-Leninist  ethnologist has broken acode that Western scholars had been unable to decipher for over a century. Instead of a realevaluation of the Knorosov's method, these circumstances brought Cold War tensions to thesurface. Also in this period, the interest in the positivist scientific paradigm encouraged bythe post-World War II  atmosphere valued the “hard-won anthropological  data”  over the“limited readings of inscriptions” (Marcus, 1973). Following Giddens  (1984),  I argue that the three properties of the social structure of ascholarly  field—domination  (the  power  structures),  signification  (meaning),  andlegitimation (norms)—are tied together. Such an entangled status is the reason why novelideas and interpretations are very often pioneered by newcomers who are not part of theexisting power structure of the NoP and its established frames of reference. I argue thatafter certain developments in the ontological dimensions of an epistemic object, the well-established perspectives become exhausted and can no longer contribute to the unfolding ofnew dimensions of that object. To break this unproductive status, one needs to unsubscribefrom the existing perspectives to allow the emergence of new perspectives.  In this case,sometimes newcomers to the community can provide fresh perspectives encouraging newlines of inquiry and introducing new ontological aspects of an epistemic object.In the case of Maya studies, Knorosov was not a member of any major groups of Mayaresearchers in the West. His distance from the established frames allowed him to introduce
236a novel idea. Heinrich Berlin was not a full-time Mayanist, but a Jewish refugee running afamily business in Mexico. Similarly, Tatiana Proskouriakoff was not a full member of theCarnegie Institution power circle; trained as an architect, she was not even a professionalarchaeologist or  epigrapher.  In a very male-dominant field,  she was very cautious aboutpresenting  her  findings,  even when she  had solid  evidence  (Proskouriakoff,  1960).  Andfinally, Simon Martin was a full-time graphic designer who was an outsider to the NoP ofMaya studies when he started to contribute to the field. 
 8.8.2. Complexification and critical massThe trajectory of the field of Maya studies can be treated as an exemplary account of thedevelopment of an epistemic object from its inception to a very complex and multi-facetedsituation.  I  argue that  this  process  is  inherently  evolutionary:  epistemic  objects  becomeincreasingly more complex and ontologically sophisticated through the iterative processesof development; therefore, their affordances for creating more detailed situated models andtheories increase. This evolution happens through recursive cycles of theory generation. Inthe  early  stages  of  the  development  of  an  epistemic  object,  in  a  new  context  which  isradically  different  from  other  positions  in  the  NoP,  practitioners  usually  start  to  applyexisting models developed in other established positions in the NoP (e.g., Greek city-statepolity model) to create their narratives. The growing body of evidence and the emergence ofanomalies between contextual evidence and the borrowed models introduce and increasetensions. Eventually the tensions encourage practitioners to develop more contextualizedand situated models  and theories.  Finally,  the  conditions  turn in  the  favor  of  the  novelsituated models and theories which better fit the contextual evidence.A critical mass of data needs to be collected to support new model and theory generation.While  the  interpretation of  the  archaeological  data  occurs  against  a  backdrop  of  socio-
237political associations, the process of novel theory generation may suffer from the practicesof power if  the authorities decide to filter out any evidence that does not support theirtheories and positions (e.g., the case of Thompson, who ignored important evidence whilerecording Maya inscriptions).I also argue that the process of theory emergence occurs in two major steps. First, afteramassing  enough  evidence,  a  descriptive  narrative  (model)  emerges  which  canaccommodate well the existing body of evidence (e.g., the case of the peer-polity model inthe late 1980s).  Then, a theory will  be developed to explain why that descriptive modelmakes sense and how it  connects  to the broader  conceptualizations of  society (e.g.,  thehegemonic-state model).
 8.8.3. Trading zones and progress in Networks of PracticeThe analysis of the case revealed that ground-breaking progress in the scholarly fields isthe result of exchange among different communities. Here, I want to echo Habermas (1992)and the value he assigns to the plurality of voices. I argue that, like an eco-system withoutbiodiversity,  univocality  creates  recession  in  a  field.  We  can  argue  that  culturalanthropologists  (including  processual  archaeologists)  and  epigraphers  belong  to  twodifferent  sub-cultures  of  the  Maya  studies.  These  two  sub-cultures  were  founded  ondifferent assumptions. Therefore, they have certain differences in the way they understandand value archaeological finds and remains of the Maya civilization. However,  as Galison(1997) has  discussed,  these  two sub-cultures  can come  together  by  creating  a  “tradingzone,”—a space where different sub-cultures can collaborate, coordinate collective action,and exchange ideas at a local level without the need for global agreement. This zone is alsowhere  local  coordination  between  beliefs  and  action  take  place.  The  analysis  of  thedevelopment of the field of Maya studies suggests that an established trading zone where
238epigraphers,  linguists,  archaeologists,  anthropologists,  political  theorists,  andethnographers can effectively work together does not yet exist.  Although a few scholarlygroups exist in which ideas are exchanged showing the characteristics of trading zones, thisis not yet the dominant approach. I argue that the future success of the field will be in thedevelopment  of  trading  zones  where  collaboration  among  different  communities  isencouraged and multiple lines of evidence are integrated.
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 9. DISCUSSION OF FINDINGSIn  this  chapter,  I  provide  an  analytical  review  of  the  four  case  studies  presented  inchapters five to eight. I briefly discuss the relation between the literature and the findings ofeach case and draw conclusions that relate to the research questions of this study. Each casestudy represented a different  configuration of the practice  of archaeology as discussed inchapter four (see page: 95). In the first case study, the trajectory of an information recordingobject  in  zooarchaeology,  I  followed  an  individual  archaeologist  and  an  individualinformation  recording  object  in  the  process  of  moving  from  one  organizational  CoP  toanother. In the second case study, collaboration at a global archaeology research project, Iinvestigated the processes of narrative construction within organizational communities ofpractice (CoP),  focused on the interaction of different sub-communities within one largearchaeological  project.  The  third  case  study,  the  emergence  of  dung  as  a  fuel  inarchaeobotany,  focuses  on  the  process  of  narrative  construction  and  acceptance  in  thedisciplinary CoP. The forth and final case study, the trajectory of the field of Maya studiesand classical Maya geopolitics, is an attempt to understand this process in the context of afield overlapping multiple disciplinary CoPs of archaeologists,  epigraphers,  art historiansand linguists.
 9.1. The Local Emergence of Knowledge in PracticeI  propose  that  innovation  and  progress  in  the  field  of  archaeology  is  derived  fromreflections encouraged by breakdowns. As Heidegger suggests (1962), breakdowns help usto start theoretical reflections and to disengage from what we take for granted. Therefore, Iargue that reflexivity is necessary for progress in any field, including archaeology. Reflexivityis not a foreign concept in the discourse of archaeology and the closely related fields ofsocio-cultural anthropology and ethnography (see the discussion of reflexivity on page 26). 
240Further,  I  argue  that  to  support  a  reflexive  archaeological  method it  is  necessary  tosupport both the narrative and the logico-scientific modes of thinking. It requires perpetualdialog  between  site  and  archaeologists.  It  is  necessary  to  employ  a  narrative  mode  ofthinking recursively, to engage in a dialog with other voices. A narrative mode of thinkingsupports  the  processes  of  evolutionary,  collective  sensemaking  in  archaeologicalcommunities  and  facilitates  the  negotiation  of  meaning  in  their  practice.  Conversely,  alogico-scientific  mode  of  thinking is  necessary  to  share  conceptualizations,  models,  andtheories across the broader communities of practice in archaeology. In the logico-scientificmode,  archaeologists  use  shared schemes and categorizations  to  study evidence  from arange of sites. However, this is possible only after they achieve a coherent account/narrativethat can explain the data found in one specific context. In other words, the narrative andlogico-scientific modes are complementary for the process of theory/model generation.In chapter five, I presented the process whereby a zooarchaeologist started a dialoguewith her data when a breakdown made her realize that the existing narrative could notexplain her observation of the data. At this stage, she utilized the narrative mode of thinkingto come up with a compelling narrative. In the case from the field of archaeobotany, dungused as fuel, the innovative narrative resulted from the challenge, faced by archaeobotanist,of the scarcity of wood charcoal in the archaeological assemblages and the presence of wildseeds in an agricultural society. This breakdown encouraged a search for a new narrativewhich  could  explain  these  anomalies.  In  both  cases,  after  the  initial  narratives  weredeveloped,  the  scholars  searched for  complementary  data  sets  that  could  support  theiremerging narratives.  This required collaboration and exchange with other scholars formtheir  own  disciplines  as  well  as  other  disciplines.  Reaching  at  a  compelling  narrative
241enabled  them  to  formulate  a  logico-scientific  approach  for  testing  and  refining  theirnarratives across different positions in the networks of practice.Objectual practices of information recoding (Knorr-Cetina, 2001) are an essential part ofarchaeological practice.  I  define two approaches to archaeological recording:  exploratoryand confirmatory. Both are necessary for collaboration and for the development of the fieldof  archaeology.  The exploratory approach to recording better fits  the  narrative  mode ofthinking, whereas the confirmatory approach works better with the logico-scientific mode.My  observations  suggest  that  most  of  the  efforts  for  information  systems  design  inarchaeology think only of a confirmatory notion of information recording.
Often one of the things I find myself doing more and more and encouraging my
students to is take digital images of your little group of stuff and write some notes.
Excel  doesn’t  always  speak  to  you  when  you  go  home.  It  removes  a  lot  of  a
character, a lot of that impressionistic which is again why we have the comment
section but that’s why I write a lot of text first and then I record later, and really
you should be recording to confirm things. [Participant 34] Archaeological records created by the exploratory recording approach (memos, diaries,descriptions, and visuals) reflect epistemic objects, while archaeological records producedby  confirmatory  approaches  (categorizations,  forms  filled  with  discrete  values)  presentstabilized epistemic objects  turned into technical  objects.  My research suggests  that  thenarrative  mode  of  thinking  that  coordinates  collaboration  and  negotiation  of  meaningamong archaeologists, requires employing epistemic objects which unfold and generate newpossibilities narrative construction. We tend to assume that archaeological research is performed by archaeologists; however,the  practice  of  archaeology  is  to  a  considerable  degree  performed20 by  information-recording artifacts.  This situation creates an entanglement between the practice and the
20 I use the term “perform” in the sense used by ANT theorist and in the terminology of materialsemiotics (Barad, 2003; J. Law, 2009). They use “perform” and “performance” to discuss the rolenon-humans play information of actor-networks. 
242objects.  The  practice  of  archaeology and the  nature  of  the  recording objects  constantlyshape and redefine each other. I argue that the performance of objects may be contested inthe course of a research project through the introduction of breakdowns.  At that point theequipmental  totality  (Dreyfus,  1991;  Heidegger,  1962) of  the  project  –within  which  therecording  object  is  located–  is  questioned  and  reflective  moments  start.  I  argue  thesereflective  moments  may  lead  to  calibrations,  revisions  and  reshaping  of  the  objects  ofpractice, in order to change the affordances of these artifacts so that the breakdowns couldbe overcome.In  summary,  the  local  emergence  of  knowledge  depends  on  the  introduction  ordevelopment of epistemic objects that usually happens following breakdowns. Researchersunfold new ontological  aspects of  epistemic objects by employing the narrative mode ofthinking  in  order  to  create  a  compelling  narrative  kernel.  Employing  narrative  moderequires an exploratory information recording approach which can capture particular andunexpected phenomena. To develop and stabilize the emerging narratives, scholars need toamass a critical amount of data by finding complementary data sets.  The success of thisprocess depends  on the enrollment  of  allies.  Therefore,  I  argue that  local  emergence ofknowledge depends on the successful interaction between two modes of thinking and thecorresponding  modes  of  information  recording. Table  11 illustrates  the  correspondenceamong modes of thinking, modes of recording and objects of practice.
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Table 11. Relationship between modes of thinking, objects of practice and modes of recording
Dominant 
mode of 
thinking
Object of 
practice
Mode of 
information 
recording
Prevalent 
type of 
data 
recorded
Encouraged by Reflexivity
Consequences
for 
information 
objects
Logico-
scientific
Technical 
object
Confirmatory Quantitative
/Discrete
Need to expand an 
existing narrative
Minor
reflection
Immutability 
Narrative Epistemic 
object
Exploratory Quantitative,
Discursive, 
Visual Break-
down
Temporary Partial 
reflection
Calibration and
Revision
Total Overall 
reflection
Reinvention
 9.2. Knowledge Development at the Boundaries Between Communities of 
PracticeAs discussed in the previous section, the development and success of a new narrativedepends on the enrollment of allies across boundaries between communities of practice.This process requires exchange and communication of shared interests and the ability tocollaborate  locally  despite  potential  differences.  Such  exchanges  can  form  around  thecompelling  narrative  kernel  that  is  developed  through  a  shared  research  interest  or  isemerged from one practice which can successfully entertain research interests of scholarsfrom other disciplines. For example, in chapter six, I presented evidence of the collaborationbetween scholars  in  an archaeobotanical  lab  and an  isotope  analysis  expert  which  wasformed  based  on  a  mutual  research  interest.  Nonetheless,  the  disciplinary  informationrecording  methods  of  archaeobotany  could  not  support  the  data  needed  for  thiscollaboration; therefore, the archaeobotanical lab had to record extra data for the isotopeexpert so that they can collaborate together on developing a boundary spanning narrative.In the fourth episode of chapter five, the zooarchaeologist had to reinforce her narrativebefore she could challenge the existing dominant narrative of the field. She was successful inenrolling allies because her flexible information recoding system allowed her to provide a
244rich data set which could entertain the research interest of her collaborators for isotope andDNA analyses. These two cases illustrate the extent to which the development of narrativesdepends  on  the  successful  communication  across  boundaries  of  communities.  However,cross-boundary  practices  often  face  obstacles.  I  discussed  two  major  obstacles  forknowledge  development  across  boundaries:  fault-lines  and fragmentation.  I  suggest  thecreation of trading zones (Galison, 1997; Gorman, 2010) as a solution for overcoming theseimpediments. In the next section, I will discuss how trading zones can address the problemsof narrative development and acceptance at two levels of  organizational communities ofpractice and networks of practice.
 9.2.1. Mind the fault-linesThe success of a narrative at project level depends on how different CoPs can exchangeperspectives  and  cross-fertilize  each  other's  perspectives.  Therefore,  the  acceptance  ofnarrative  at  this  level  depends  on  the  success  of  the  enrollment  strategy  for  thereinforcement  of  a  narrative.  Cross-boundary  collaborations  for  the  reinforcement  of  anarrative requires strategies to overcome the fault-lines of practice within a project.  Fault-lines  form  along  the  transformation  of  the  materiality  of  the  objects  of  the  study fromembedded pieces of material remains to disembedded digital records stored in a centraldatabase. Therefore, the tensions that this transformation process creates need to be givenenough attention.Standardized packages of each discipline does not necessarily provide the requirementsfor recording information that entertain cross-boundary practices. This is while the processof narrative reinforcement requires strategies for more inclusive information recording andsharing.  Disability  in  addressing  the  tension  which  is  formed  around  the  challenges  of
245collaboration  within  community  (e.g.  one  lab)  versus  cross-community  practices  (e.g.among multiple labs) decrease the chance of successful reinforcement attempts.
 9.2.2. Fragmentation and different pacesI argue that one of the common mechanisms for addressing the complexity of the studiedphenomena is fragmentation: breaking the material remains along the disciplinary matrixand based on the available specializations. Therefore, the phenomena are studied throughvarious  lenses  of  different  disciplines  such  as  archaeobotany,  zooarchaeology,  geology,ceramics,  etc.  However,  archaeological  data  is  inherently  embedded  within  a  nexus  ofreferential associations. Any piece of data (evidence) makes sense in the context of and inconnection to other types of evidence. This situation closely resembles a material semiotics,in which the meaning of every piece can only be inferred in the context of other pieces (J.Law, 2009). For example, the significance of the meaning of botanical remains will only beunderstood through their embeddedness in the stratigraphic context and in relation to thedating of ceramics and other material remains of social practices of that stratum as well asthe earlier and later strata.This  creates  a  very  complicated  situation  because  different  material  remains  areprocessed at  different  pace;  temporality  (or  temporal  cycles)  of  specializations  are  alsodifferent, resulting in a situation that any narrative about the totality of the site under studywill be partial at any time, based on the different paces of the fragmentation process.One solution to address this problem (as practiced at Çatalhöyük) is to define priorityareas (units) and to try to analyze all material related to the area with same level of detail ina short period. I argue that this is a Procrustean approach as it puts unbalanced pressure ondifferent CoP in a project who are dealing with different phenomena; same depth of analysisdoes  not  necessarily  mean  same  amount  of  effort  across  CoP.  One  possible  alternative
246solution might  be  to use  dynamic  levels  of  recording that  emphasize  on interconnectedcross-disciplinary  collaborations  around  certain  possible  compelling  narratives.  Amultilateral compelling narrative can entertain multiple parties' interest for collaborationand data recording. Whereas in the absence of such aligning motivation (kernel) some CoPswill not be willing to participate in the process and will feel under pressure. This approachrequires maintaining a shared interest and ongoing dialogue among different CoPs, helpingdifferent CoPs better understand each other's temporal cycles and priorities in the analysisof the material remains while resolving cross-boundary tensions.
 9.2.3. Trading Zones in Organizational Communities of PracticeAccording  to  the  heterogeneous  nature  of  the  archaeological  practice,  archaeologistsworking with different epistemological stances and ideologies collaborate in a project (forexample a processualist zooarchaeologist working under a post-processualist director). Anarchaeological  project  (specially  larger  projects  including multiple  specialist  teams)  canthus be understood as a “trading zone”  (Galison, 1997) where multiple communities cancollaborate locally while maintaining their global differences, a situation which encouragesinnovation  and  multivocality.  This  view  opens  up  the  archaeological  processes  tocontingencies  and  allows  that  novel  narratives  emerge  through  cross-boundarycollaboration.  Çatalhöyük  is  an  example  of  such  successful  trading  zone,  standing  forexample,  in contrast to the practice of  Carnegie Institution of Washington in the field ofMaya  studies.  The  presence  of  different  perspectives  at  a  project  may  facilitate  theemergence of breakdowns and reflective moments in practice which can lead to emergenceof new narratives. However, those differences should not exacerbate the tensions inherent inthe fault-lines of practice. Maintaining the balance is crucial.
247Galison  (1997) argues that creating a productive trading zone requires  the  creation ofinterlanguages  to  facilitate  cross-community  communication.  Interlanguages  can  takedifferent forms such a very basic jargon that facilitates collaboration on a minimal level. Thesuccess of trading zones might result in the development of a fully capable interlanguage.For example, as discussed in chapter seven, collaboration between archaeologists, who wereinterested in the origin of agriculture, and botanists on the topic plant remains as epistemicobjects resulted in the formation of the new field of archaeobotany. Galison conceptualizedthese hybrid arenas of practice as a form of language. He argues that interlanguage is acommunication  approach  which  makes  collective  and  coordinative  moves  possible.However,  Collins,  Evans and Gorman  (2010) argue for a more general  theory of tradingzones which includes interlanguage as the homogeneous form of collaboration. They addthat boundary objects (Star & Griesemer, 1989) and interactional expertise (Collins & Evans,2007) are other forms of trading zones in which collaboration remains heterogeneous.  Ibelieve that the concept of trading zone can effectively address the challenges of knowledgedevelopment across the boundaries of communities of practice (CoP), at the level of the twoconfigurations of practice presented in  chapter four: organizational CoPs and networks ofpractice. At the former, trading zones can be represented in the forms of boundary objectsor  minimal  shared jargon to facilitate collaboration.  At  the  latter,  the success of  tradingzones might lead to the formation a homogeneous collaboration arena such as the new fieldof archaeobotany.I  suggest  that  the  creation of  a  trading zone,  in  terms of  information sharing  at  theorganizational CoPs, can be translated as creating inter-community schemes for informationrecording and sharing. For example, to be able to advance a project on the climate change,members of multiple labs such a human remains, animal remains and botanical remains
248need to record information which might not be of their  own interest  but  will  be of theinterest of other groups. Creation of inter-community schemes requires taking into accountalso secondary analysis and meta-analysis of the material. For example, an isotope analysisexpert might require specific information from botanical and zooarchaeology labs which isnot  automatically  included  in  their  disciplinary  standardized  package.  Therefore,  tomaintain a successful trading zone in the projects, the creation of interlanguages should beextended to the discussion of database schemes, categorization and information recording.Varied preferences of multiple communities should also be considered in planning for datarecording, retrieving and preservation.To sum up, I argue that archaeology is a heterogeneous enterprise: it includes humansand  non-human  actors,  different  materiality  of  information  (physical  remains,  samples,numbers and records) as well as different paces and temporalities. Therefore, archaeologyneeds  to  be  treated  as  a  heterogeneous  ecosystem;  rather  than  avoiding  complexities,strategies  are  to  be  sought  which  can  handle  the  challenges  raising  from  such  aheterogeneous assemblage. I argue that any attempts to homogenize archaeological practicewill  be  counter-productive,  impedes  creativity,  and  may  reduce  the  archaeologicalenterprise to a machine that produces replicas.
 9.3. Knowledge Acceptance Across Networks of PracticeAs  summarized,  response  to  breakdowns  might  result  in  the  emergence  of  newnarratives  at  local  level.  In  this  case,  further  successful  interaction  between the  logico-scientific and the narrative mode of knowing and employing corresponding epistemic andtechnical  objects  will  help  develop  the  emerged  narrative.  This  narrative  will  becomestabilized and more developed through successful  enrollment of  allies  and by means  ofamassing more evidence from different positions in the network of practice around the new
249narrative.  However,  this  does  not  guarantee  the  acceptance  of  narrative  in  the  largernetwork of practice. The wider acceptance of a stabilized narrative in the global Networks ofPractice,  then,  depends  on  the  socio-political  processes  of  the  NoPs,  the  struggles  fordomination among power positions in the network, as well as the larger cultural narratives.This process may cause significant latency in the acceptance of theories in the network ofpractice. The case studies presented in chapter seven and eight revealed the importance ofpower structure and alignment with larger  cultural  narrative.  The analyses of  the casespresented  how the larger  cultural  narrative  of  each  era  forms the frames within  whichfindings are interpreted and certain lines of inquiry are supported.
The narrative suggested by the archaeobotanist,  which was based on the unfolding ofnew ontological aspects of plant remains as epistemic object, enabled her to present a newperspective on human impact on ancient environment; however she had difficulty aligningthe  interests  of  the  network  which  were  focused  on  the  wider,  societal  interest  inoverpopulation and food scarcity. This resulted in 10-15 years latency in the acceptance ofher  narrative.  Similarly,  Knorosov's  phonetic  approach to the  decipherment of  the  Mayascript was ignored mainly because of the larger cultural narrative of the Cold War amongwestern scholars and their antagonistic approach in evaluating the work of a soviet scholar.
In both cases, misalignment with larger cultural narratives was not the sole reason forthe delay in the acceptance of narrative ; the power structure of the network of practice alsoplayed a key role.  In the case of  archaeobotany,  the  new narrative  was introduced by afemale  scholar  in  a  male-dominant  field.  She  held  a  research  position  in  an  academicmuseum; therefore, she did not have any advisees to work with as allies in order to expandher narrative. In the case of Maya studies, the powerful scholars of the Carnegie Institutionof Washington controlled the funding and the main research streams and did not tolerate
250alternative  perspective.  Their  practice  of  power  caused  a  significant  latency  indevelopments regarding decipherment of Maya script.
An  effective  problematization  of  the  situation  defines  network  roles  and  identitiesaround  the  emerging  object  and  aligns  network  interests  around  adopting  these  roles(Callon,  1986).  As  researchers  from  various  domains  collaborate  around  the  epistemicobject, they collectively generate a more abstract, generic form of interpretation structure.This is embedded in a compelling theoretical narrative that problematizes its use in terms ofglobal interests. At  the Network  of  Practice  level,  which  spans  CoPs,  disciplines,  and communities  ofinterest, theoretical narratives are debated and adapted. The success of narratives to enrollsufficient support across the network to become accepted depends on the sensitization ofthe wider network to key interests in the narrative. This shift permits a return to the logico-scientific  mode  of  knowing,  which  allows  a  generic  framework  for  action  to  becomeembedded in a standardized package of routines (Fujimura, 1992) and objectual practice(Knorr-Cetina, 2001). During this process the epistemic objects become “black boxed” astechnical objects. For example, the researcher in the case study of chapter seven developed aquantitative measure to assess the ratios of dung fuel use vs. wood fuel use. Over time, thisenabled consensus across the wider network of practice, the intentional burning of dung asfuel  as  a  mechanism  for  inclusion  of  charred  seeds  as  well  as  a  compelling  theoreticalnarrative explaining how the use of dung as fuel can explain deforestation in a region. Thecase study illustrated that the acceptance of the key epistemic framework depended upon ashift  in  the  identity of  various  sub-networks,  from being focused on theories organizedaround  the  concept  of  overpopulation  to  being  organized  around  the  concept  ofenvironmental change (deforestation). 
251The  findings  of  the  two  case  studies  in  chapter  seven  and  eight  demonstrated  howindividuals enroll support for generic structures of interpretation that align the interests ofnetwork  members  around  theoretical  narratives,  combined  with  emergent  materialinstantiations.  I  argue that it is the resolution of tensions between Bruner’s (1990),  twoforms of knowing that support knowledge production. The reconciliation of local epistemicobjects  with  global  network  interests  is  achieved  by  (i)  developing  a  standardizedframework  for  action  that  is  embedded within  the  design  of  technical  objects,  and (ii)developing a compelling narrative that aligns with the cultural narratives of interest to theNetwork of Practice. 
 9.3.1. Trading zones and networks of practiceIn section  9.2.3,  I discussed that trading zone approach can be used to overcome theobstacles of  knowledge development at organizational CoPs.  I suggest that the notion oftrading zone also have the potential to improve the processes of knowledge acceptance atthe level of network of practice. Galison (2010) argues that the concept of trading zone verywell  explains  the  locality  of  practice  (as  language)  in  contrast  to  other  approaches  toscientific  progress  (Kuhn,  1970) that  consider  practice  (as  language)  universal.  Tradingzone approach considers emerging cross-boundary practices as hybrid arenas of practice.These  arenas  require  development  of  means  of  communication  among  differentcommunities so that conversation, perspective making and perspective taking  (Boland &Tenkasi, 1995) is encouraged. As such, a space is required where different sub-cultures cancollaborate, coordinate collective action, and exchange ideas at a local level without the needfor global agreement. Also tolerance is needed so that multivocality is accepted. The successof such spaces will lead to the emergence of new sub-fields of practice such as the field ofarchaeobotany. The failure to create such hybrid arenas of practice will hinder the progress
252in the networks of practice. The case study presented in chapter eight illustrated how theabsence of such trading zone among processual archaeologists and epigraphers resulted inthe slow progress of the field of Maya studies.
 9.3.2. Contextualization vs formalization: Lesson learned; implications for the broader
information science communityImposing  rigid  formal  data  structures  with  information  technology  intermediaries(categorizations, databases, ontologies, etc.) may lead to restraining plurality of voices andmay reduce the contextuality and situatedness of narratives in favor of formal and universalnarratives.  This  situation  may  eventually  eliminate  the  possibility  of  the  formation  of“interlanguages”  for  exchange  among  sub-cultures.  Our  information-technologyintermediaries  are  still  designed based on some variations of  metaphysical  realism—anobjectivist,  one-world ontology—whereas archaeology is the realm of contingencies.  Thealternative to metaphysical realism is usually portrayed as radical relativist contextualismthat advocates for radically incommensurable worlds; hence, impossible to be implementedas  a  functioning  information  system.  The  solution  might  lie  in  creating  informationintermediaries  which are  flexible  enough to  represent  voices  of  different  parties  havingfoundational  structures  which are  rigid enough  to  maintain  the  integrity  of  the  system.These  information  intermediaries  would  work  as  boundary  objects  and  provide  theopportunity  to  form  interlanguages  for  communication  and  exchange  among  differentcommunities to enable local collaboration despite global differences.
 9.4. Synthesis and SummaryThe analysis at the individual level suggests that new narratives emerge as a result of theconstant movement between narrative and logico-scientific modes of knowing, particularlyafter  temporary  and total  breakdowns  which  encourage  partial  and overall  reflection.  Iargue that in order for a narrative to become accepted in the wider network, it needs to be
253reinforced and expanded; because narratives (even if developed by individuals) are situatedwithin broader social, political and technical contexts. The reinforcement and expansion ofnarratives  are  the  two  main  strategies  to  enroll  allies.  Reinforcement  requires  findingcomplementary datasets; expansion requires enlarging the scope of study. The  reinforcement  strategy requires  enrollment  of  other  actors  in the  network  fromdifferent  specialties  to  provide  complementary  datasets.  When  a  member  of  anotherspecialist group uses the framework of a narrative to provide complementary evidence, thenarrative  will  be  reinforced  in  its  position  in  the  Organizational  CoP  (Figure  40A).  Asuccessful  reinforcement requires the  ability  to  entertain  the  research agendas of  otherdisciplines.  Collaborations across the boundaries leads to cross-fertilization.  To this end,practitioners of different disciplines should be able (and agree) to collect information forpractitioner  allies  from  other  disciplines,  which  requires  expanding  the  information-recording practices beyond the standardized packages of each discipline (cross-boundarydata collection). Reinforcement can happen within one excavation site (Organizational orproject-base CoP).  The role of  material  objects  of  practice,  such as physical  informationrecording forms or  digital  database schemes,  is  crucial  in  the  process  of  reinforcement.Therefore,  this  process  should  be  conceptualized  as  the  result  of  the  performance ofarchaeologists and the objects of archaeological practice. Flexibility of information objectsto  accommodate  different  disciplinary  requirements  is  a  key  in  the  success  of  thereinforcement strategy.
254Expansion is the strategy of enlarging the scope of narrative by collecting more evidencefrom different positions in the NoP. The expanded datasets are usually acquired through thecollection of data from sites that belong to different chronological periods or geographicallocations  (Figure  40B).  The  expansion  strategy  requires  the  mobility  of  informationrecording  objects  and  categorization  schemes.  It  happens  across  disciplinary  CoPs  andspans multiple Organizational CoPs. In this strategy, scholars need to turn epistemic objects
Figure  40. (A) Reinforcement strategy requires enrollment of allies from different disciplines
(B) Expansion strategy requires enrollment of allies from disciplinary CoPs along geographical
and  chronological  dimensions  (C)  Narrative  become  stabilized  when  it  is  reinforced  and
expanded and turned into an expansive narrative.
255into  technical  ones  and  employing  a  confirmatory  mode  of  recording  to  collect  thesupporting evidence around their narrative.A narrative becomes stabilized, in the NoP when it is both reinforced and expanded; thisresults in an expansive narrative. An expansive narrative can cover a sizable space withinthe NoP (Figure 40C). However, stabilization of a narrative does not necessarily lead to itssuccess and acceptance in the global Network of Practice. Acceptance across the Network ofPractice depends on how the theory is  problematizated: how its accompanying epistemicnarrative resolves the paradox of embeddedness by relating the structures of interpretationembedded within local epistemic objects to the generic systems of meaning relevant to theresearch  at  the  level  of the  Network  of  Practice.  Acceptance  requires  the  researcher  tostructure his/her research problem in such a way that people across the network can seehow they can use this structure to advance their own work and how the network’s identityis defined through that structure  (Callon, 1986). These small practices of problem-solvingare epistemic in that they involve a departure from the embedded performativity of  thenetwork knowledge-structures that Rheinberger (1997) calls “technical objects.” These departures are incremental and evolutionary rather than revolutionary, resultingfrom  dissonance  and  breakdown  of  the  technical  objects in  use.  In  the  case  studiespresented in this dissertation, I explored the ways in which social network diffusion buildson  evolutionary  practice  through  the  creation  of  epistemic  objects  that  can  addressanomalies or breakdowns. This process is very different from Kuhn’s theory of paradigms,which explored the ways in which social network diffusion resulted in the revolutionarypractice of science: Kuhn (1970) argues that changes in the practice of science are achievedthrough  large-scale  “waves”  of  epistemic  adjustment.  My  study  demonstrates  that  thechanges  in  the  practice  of  science  proceed  through  a  sequence  of  small-scale,  creative
256moments that build up to a gradual  acceptance across the network. Epistemic objects—material  objects  that  embed new theoretical  practices and perspectives—are capable  ofenrolling network support only when accompanied by a compelling theoretical narrativethat provides them with a meaningful context of application. Evolutionary practice acrossthe  network  is  triggered  only  when  epistemic  narratives  align  with  the  wider  culturalnarratives of the day. I echo Daston (2000) that epistemic objects “grow more richly real asthey become entangled in webs of cultural significance, material practices, and theoreticalderivations” (p. 13).Finally, I argue that theoretical innovation depends on the ability of both individuals andmembers  of  the  wider  network to  question the  performativity  of  the  accepted “things,”including technical apparatus, accepted categorization schema, and the implicit knowledgestructures and narratives underpinning methodological approaches to scientific practice. Inthe end, network acceptance of theory depends upon a compelling narrative.
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 10. CONCLUSIONThe  nature  of  the  relationship  between  social  and  technical  phenomena  is  a  long-standing research question. This study focused on the sociotechnical aspect of knowledgeproduction in multidisciplinary, collaborative, and data-intensive scholarly practices withinarchaeological  communities  of  practice.  Archaeology  is  a  collective  practice,  and  theoutcome of archaeological work is the result of collaboration among multiple scholars fromdifferent  disciplines.  Given  the  variety,  quantity  and  scale  of  archaeological  evidence,information  technology  is  a  central  component  of  the  archaeological  practice  today.Therefore,  archaeological  practice  provides  an  excellent  case  study  for  the  interplaybetween  information  technology,  institutional  and  cultural  contexts.  Understanding  thecollaborative nature of archaeology requires an in-depth analysis of socio-cultural factors ofthe practice. While much research has focused on what Bruner (1986, 1990) refers to as thelogico-scientific mode, little work has been done that explores his notion of the narrativemode  of  knowing.  Developments  in  the  field  of  archaeology  are  rooted  in  collaborativesense-making across multiple disciplines and groups. Teams of archaeologists collaborate toshare  evidence-based knowledge about  found artifacts  and their  context.  They derive  acollective  narrative  that  makes  sense  of  artifacts  and  places,  their  place  in  a  historicaltimeline,  and  their  socio-cultural  significance.  In  this  dissertation,  I  studied  narrativeconstruction  in  archaeological  practice  at  three  levels  considering  the  three  followingresearch questions:(i) How is knowledge created and debated to result in “accepted” narratives within localcommunities of practice? (ii)  How  is  distributed  knowledge  exchanged  and  stabilized  across  communities  ofpractice? What role do narrative modes of knowing play in this process?
258(iii)  How  does  professional  knowledge  become  accepted  by  more  widely  distributedprofessional networks of practice?Drawing  on  theories  developed  in  Science  and  Technology  Studies  (STS)  andethnographic and qualitative methods, this study addressed these questions by analyzingthe data-oriented work practices of individuals and of collaborating groups and by exploringthe processes of narrative construction and acceptance. This study developed an originalapproach to the analysis of collaborative and data-intensive practices using Actor-NetworkTheory. Ethnographic methods were also used to investigae collaborations between variousindividuals  working  in  different  sub-disciplines  of  archaeology.  Based  on  theories  ofCommunities of  Practice (CoP) and Networks of Practice (NoP),  this  study presented anexpanded conceptualization of the archaeological  NoP as a nexus of materially-mediatedactivities  which  spans  multiple  CoPs.  Three  configurations  of  practice—OrganizationalCoPs, Disciplinary CoPs and NoPs— were suggested.Four case studies were conducted to address the three research question. In the first case(chapter  five:  TRAJECTORY  OF  AN  INFORMATION  RECORDING  OBJECT  INZOOARCHAEOLOGY) the process of narrative construction within an organizational CoP wasstudied, through pursuing an individual archaeologist and an individual information object.The  second  case  study  (chapter  six:  COLLABORATION  AT  A  GLOBAL  ARCHAEOLOGYRESEARCH  PROJECT)  focused  on  the  process  of  narrative  construction  within  anorganizational CoP and across multiple sub-communities. Chapter seven (ACCEPTANCE OFNARRATIVE IN NETWORKS OF PRACTICE: EXPLORING THE EMERGENCE OF DUNG AS AFUEL IN ARCHAEOBOTANY) presented a case study of the process of narrative acceptanceacross disciplinary CoPs. Finally, the last case study (chapter eight:  TRAJECTORY OF THEFIELD OF MAYA STUDIES AND CLASSICAL MAYA GEOPOLITICS) investigated the process of
259narrative acceptance within a field, through a historical analysis of the field of Maya studiesover two centuries.
 10.1. How Is Knowledge Created and Debated to Result in “Accepted” 
Narratives within Local Communities of Practice? This  study conceptualizes the process of  archaeological  knowledge production as theemergence of epistemic objects which are created in response to the breakdowns resultedfrom the observation of anomalies. I argue that a search for new narratives usually startsafter a breakdown.  To be able to form a new narrative,  scholars need to move betweenconfirmatory and exploratory modes of recording as well as between logico-scientific andnarrative modes of thinking.  The success of  the final narrative depends on the ability toenroll other actors and to mobilize the new model across different dimensions of the NoP.The case studies presented the interdependency among the modes of thinking, objects ofpractice,  and  modes  of  information-recording  (Figure  41).  I  argue  that  progress  inarchaeological  research  results  from  the  ability  to  appropriately  switch  between  thesedifferent options. While epistemic objects, the narrative mode of thinking, and exploratoryinformation-recording encourage the emergence of new narratives and models,  technicalobjects, logico-scientific thinking, and confirmatory recording are needed to reinforce andshare the narrative and to amass critical evidence across disciplinary boundaries in order tochallenge the dominant narratives in the wider Network of Practice.
Figure 41 illustrates a schematic presentation of the constant interaction between modesof  thinking,  modes  of  recoding  and  objects  of  practice  which  underlies  the  creation  ofknowledge in practice. Prioritizing the logico-scientific mode of thinking and confirmatoryinformation-recording  over  narrative  mode  of  knowing  and  exploratory  information-recording hinders innovation and the emergence of new knowledge in practice.
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 10.2. How Is Distributed Knowledge Exchanged and Stabilized Across 
Communities of Practice – and What Role Do Narrative Modes of 
Knowing Play in This?  The  wider  adoption  of  epistemic  objects  depends  upon  the  researcher’s  ability  todevelop and stabilize a compelling theoretical narrative. The findings of this study suggestthat  the  success  of  such  narratives  depends  on  the  enrollment  of  allies  through  twostrategies of reinforcement and expansion. The main obstacles for successful enrollment atthis level are fault-lines of practice and fragmentation. To overcome these obstacles, it isnecessary to facilitate  conversation and exchange among different  communities.  Trading
Figure 41. Interaction among modes of thinking, objects of practice and modes of recording
261zones  are  spaces  where  different  communities  with  different  epistemic  cultures  cancollaborate, coordinate collective action, and exchange ideas at a local level without the needfor global agreement. 
Epistemic objects of  practice can facilitate the formation of the kernels of  compellingnarrative  which  can  entertain  and  align  interests  among  researchers  from  differentcommunities. These narrative kernels can be used as a trading point which is employed bydifferent communities in order establish a trading zone. Therefore, epistemic objects withtheir  malleable  and  contingent  ontologies  can  be  used  as  central  objects  to  coordinatereinforcement strategies. However, the development of archaeological knowledge around anemerging  narrative  requires  amassing  data  from  different  positions  in  the  network  ofpractice  to  support  a  generally  applicable  narrative.  At  this  stage,  epistemic  objects  ofpractice  need  to  transcend  to  technical  status  to  provide  shared  performance  acrossdifferent  positions  in  the  network  of  practice.  This  process  includes  a  trajectory  ofinteraction  that  leads  to  knowledge  development  across  boundaries  when an epistemicobject  is  translated into  a  technical  object.  This  process  needs  to  be  accompanied by  acompelling  narrative  that  embeds  a  problematization  to  transcend  specific  knowledgedomains.  Successful  enrollment  processes  finally  result  in  the  stabilization  of  a  newnarrative.
 10.3. How does professional knowledge become accepted by more widely 
distributed professional networks of practice? Narrative acceptance requires the researcher to structure his/her research problem insuch a way that  people  across the  network  can see  its  benefit  for  advancing their  ownresearch.  These  incremental  epistemic  practices  of  problem-solving  involve  a  departurefrom  the  embedded  performativity  of  the  technical  objects.  These  departures  are
262incremental  and evolutionary rather than revolutionary,  and result  from dissonance andbreakdown  of  the  technical  objects  in  practice.  Successful  enrollment  processes  finallycomplexify  and  stabilize  an  emerging  narrative.  The  wider  acceptance  of  a  stabilizednarrative  in  the  global  Networks  of  Practice,  however,  depends  on  the  socio-politicalprocesses of the NoPs and the struggles for power struggle in the network as well as thelarger cultural  narratives.  If  powerful  positions in a network of practice do not  supportmultivocality. Progress and innovation in the field will be hindered. It is also important tounderstand the role of the wider socio-cultural elements in the acceptance of an epistemicnarrative. Misalignment of such narratives with the larger cultural narratives which providethe frames for  signification (meaning)  and legitimation (norms)  can cause  considerablelatency in the acceptance of the epistemic narrative in the network of practice.
 10.4. Contributions to Knowledge and Practice
 10.4.1. Understanding domain specific processes of enrollment and epistemic 
narrative constructionOne  of  the  main  contributions  of  my  work  has  been  to  explain knowledge-creation,knowledge-communication,  and  knowledge-acceptance  as  small,  creative  movementsfacilitated  by  incremental  network  enrollment.  I  argue  that  these  small  movements  areprerequisite  to  the  huge  waves  of  network-acceptance  explored  by  Kuhn  (1970).  Tounderstand  how  ideas  get  accepted  or  rejected  is  the  key  to  understanding  knowledgeembeddedness and diffusion across Networks of Practice. Those interpretations and ideasthat  promote  network-acceptance  are  either  intrinsic—deriving  from  narrativedevelopment around situated, objectual practice— or extrinsic, aligning with wider culturalnarratives or developments in other fields that are embedded in shared epistemic objects. I  also  presented  a  domain  specific  model  of  epistemic  narrative  construction  inarchaeology  which  describes  two enrollment  strategies  (Figure  40).  ANT theorists  have
263discussed the importance of enrollment in the construction of scientific work (Callon, 1986;Latour,  1987).  However,  they  did  not  elaborate  on  any  enrollment  strategies.  My  workpresented  two  domain  specific  enrollment  strategies  in  the  field  of  archaeology:reinforcement and expansion.
 10.4.2. Expanding the notion of Networks of PracticeBased on my findings, I conceptualized a Network of Practice as  a nexus of materially-
mediated activities, which spans multiple Communities of Practice. I have demonstrated howtheoretical  innovation depends on a series of  interactions across the actor-network thatmobilizes support and stabilizes interpretations at the boundary between communities ofpractice,  disciplines,  or  schools of  practice.  I  have examined how scientific  advancementresults from employing an appropriate problematization to resolve the tensions betweenlocal  information  structures,  that  are  embedded  in  epistemic  objects  deriving  from  aCommunity  of  Practice,  and  generic  knowledge  structures,  that  guide  the  performativeenactment of research Networks of Practice. I suggested three configurations of practice asorganizational communities of practice, disciplinary communities of practice, and networksof  practice.  These  three  configurations  were  suggested  based  on  different  aspects  ofarchaeological  practice.  I  argue  that  this  conceptualization  also  provides  the  basis  torecognize domain specific configurations of practice in other fields.
 10.4.3. Two modes of recordingThrough  my  research,  I  have  also  contributed  to  our  understanding  of  thecorrespondence between modes of thinking, objects of inquiry and modes of informationrecording.  I  defined  two  approaches  to  information  recording:  exploratory  andconfirmatory,  which  are  both  necessary  for  collaboration  and  for  development  ofknowledge.  The  exploratory  approach  to  recording  fits  the  narrative  mode  of  thinking,
264whereas  the  confirmatory  approach  works  better  with  the  logico-scientific  mode.Exploratory mode can enhance the unfolding of epistemic objects through recording theunknown phenomena. Confirmatory mode can amass critical amount of evidence aroundstabilized  epistemic  objects  (technical  object)  to  expand  the  applicability  of  developingnarratives. My observations suggest that most of the efforts for information system designin archaeology are based on a confirmatory notion of information recording, hence, there isa gap for design of systems that are able to support exploratory mode of recording.
 10.4.4. Practical contributionThrough my research, I was able to present a more thorough image of the sociotechnicalprocesses  of  knowledge  creation  in  multidisciplinary,  data-intensive  and  collaborativepractices.  This  image  helps  us  better  understand  the  challenges  of  cyberinfrastructuredesign for such research practices.  It also helps us lay out an agenda for addressing thechallenges of cyberinfrastructure by addressing the obstacles that impede the shift betweennarrative  and logico-scientific  modes  of  thinking as  well  as  the  epistemic  and technicalobjects which are associated with these two modes. This work provided an insight into theobstacles  of  knowledge  development  such  as  fault-lines  and  fragmentation  acrossboundaries of communities of practice.  It,  also, directs our attention to performativity ofinformation objects  and systems and to  the  extent  to  which such objects  can turn intomeans  of  power  practice.  In  sum,  the  deeper  understanding  of  knowledge-in-practiceachieved by  this  study will  help  us  better  address  the  design  requirements  of  complexinformation ecologies for interpretive, multidisciplinary, and data-intensive practices suchas archaeology.
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 10.5. ConclusionsReturning to the vignette presented at the beginning of this dissertation, I would like tosummarize what I have learned from this study and how I can tackle the problems I faced inthe first  scene,  described in the  vignette.  One of  the  major  problems was  the lack of  atrading zone between computer scientists, historians and archaeologists which could enableconversation without enforcing values of a certain system. Finding a trading point where thetwo groups can coordinate their collaboration, I suggest, would be a point of departure foraddressing this problem. To this end, computer scientists should understand the limitationsof formal approaches to knowledge as well as the complexities of the process of knowledgecreation in the fields of history and archaeology. I argue that the more nuanced image of thecrucial interplay between the logico-scientific and narrative modes of knowing, presented inthis research, will provide the basis for respecting the differences among communities. Formal  approaches  to  knowledge  are  supporting  specific  processes  of  knowledgecreation which are dominant in the logico-scientific mode of knowing; such approaches aretherefore necessary when well-developed theories and methods are being applied. On  the  other  hand,  my  research  underlines  the  need  to  differentiate  between  datamanagement and data analysis. Data management helps us preserve and retrieve data, but itdoes not necessarily lead to the discovery of unknown patterns in data. Discovery of suchpatterns requires flexible and exploratory approaches to information recording and cross-boundary  practices.  Therefore,  system  designers  and computer  scientists  should  not  beintimidated by possible inconsistencies in data recording, and introduction of breakdownsin practice need to be expected and welcomed. Temporary and total breakdowns encouragepartial  and  overall  reflections.  These  reflections  reveal  the  performativity  of  objects  ofpractice and the way they constrain and shape knowledge production. I argue that constantreflections on performativity of the objects will support the emergence of new narrative.
266Archaeologists can help computer scientists and system designers to improve their designsby challenging the performativity of the existing systems. This should be integrated into areflexive archaeological method. It also should be communicated to system designers thatsuch challenges are not a hostile act and will not devalue their works.I believe if such a hybrid arena for successful collaboration among archaeologists andsystem  designer  is  created,  eventually  new  sub-discipline  such  as  computational-archaeology might emerge. Such a sub-discipline will be the result of the development of aninterlanguage  which  borrows  its  semantics  and  syntax  from  both  archaeology  andinformation/computer  sciences.  Such  interlanguage  will  facilitate  communication  andcollaboration among the two groups who turned into hostile camps in the vignette.I argue that the development of cyberinfrastructure should be treated as a trading zone,as  it  is  necessary to recognize the three parties  involved in the process of  creating anycyberinfrastructure  for  research:  the  designers,  the  owners  and  the  end  users.Cyberinfrastructure is a development site for the first group, the job of the second group,and a means for third group to conduct their research on the daily basis. A trading zoneapproach  encourages  mutual  understanding  of  the  global  differences  among  the  threegroups. It also encourages attention to local collaboration and to the coordination of actionthrough the creation of a means of communication such as a shared scheme, jargon, or anyother coordinative method. I will argue that the success of such infrastructure depends onthe development of such communication means that enable different groups to maintaintheir  communication and collaboration in the long term. To achieve this,  we need to bemindful of the fault-lines as the sources of tension among various groups. Communicatingthe potential of creation of fault-lines in advance will help with the formation of the tradingzone.
267To foster knowledge creation, we should identify various processes of enrollment in eachdomain such as reinforcement within organizational CoP (for example, collaboration amongresearchers  from  different  departments  within  one  university)  and  expansion  withindisciplinary  CoPs  and  across  multiple  institutions  (for  example,  collaboration  amongresearchers  from  different  universities  nationally  and  internationally).  Identifying  theprocesses of enrollment helps us better understand the domain-specific requirements ofresearch cyberinfrastructure. We also need to search for the potential fault-lines and otherobstacles  such  as  fragmentation in  the  processes  of  knowledge  creation.  To  avoid  suchobstacles,  I  would  encourage  conversation  among  different  communities  around  jointnarratives which can entertain different communities' interests. Overall, I believe that thisstudy equipped me with a deeper insights for tackling the type of frustrating challenge Ifaced in the first scene of the vignette.
 10.5.1. Future research indicated by the findingsBased on the findings of this study, I identified certain themes and directions for futureresearch. Pursuing these directions, I believe, will further improve our understanding of thecreation of knowledge in practice.  The first theme would be to study the relationship ofnarrative acceptance, gender and power in archaeology. Beside the power structures whichplay a key role in the development and acceptance of narratives, as described in chaptereight,  I  noticed  that  the  impact  of  important  issues  such  as  gender  has  remainedunderstudied. I would like to investigate to what extent gender issues affect the roles thatactors play in the  network of  practice  and what are  the  consequences  of  the  impact  ofvarying gender roles on knowledge production and communication.   The second research direction would be to expand on the notion of network of practiceand  explore  it  in  other  knowledge  practices.  Present  study  provided  the  basis  for  the
268analysis of narrative construction in the field of archaeology, based on three configurationsof  practice.  It  will  be  an  intriguing  research  agenda  to  apply  this  conceptualization  ofnetworks of practice to another distant multi-disciplinary, data-intensive research practiceand to expand our conceptualization of network of practice.  For example, it will  be veryproductive to study the narrative construction and enrollment processes in a project such asthe Material Genomes Initiative which spans different institutions and communities in thefield of  material  science.  This  proposed research agenda will  be  complementary  to  thisdissertation and would help us to better understand the role of narrative mode of knowingin the scientific practices. I  suggest  a  more  applied  research  agenda  as  the  third  future  direction.  This  studyrevealed  a  gap  in  the  design  of  information  recording  systems  in  archaeology  forexploratory mode of recording. There is a pressing need for practical solutions which cansupport flexible information recording practices in archaeology. Such systems are not onlyhighly demanded in archaeology, but could also be used in other disciplines which deal withvisual and discursive data along discrete data elements. 
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APPENDIX A: PARADIGMS OF INTEREST
In this text, I will use the term paradigm in two senses. First, broadly following the thirdmeaning provided by Merriam-Webster On-line dictionary as “a philosophical or theoreticalframework of any kind.” Second, following Kuhn's notion of paradigm as exemplar (sharedexamples) emphasized in the postscript of the second edition of The Structure of Scientific
Revolutions (Kuhn, 1970). In this section, I use the term in the first sense and I will use it inthe second sense later. Research is guided by a set of abstract principles that combine beliefs about ontology,epistemology and methodology. Every researcher is bounded within a net of epistemologicaland ontological  premises,  and a  paradigm  can be  defined as  the  web that  contains  theresearcher's epistemological, ontological and methodological premises  (Denzin & Lincoln,2005).  A  paradigm  is  then  considered  as  “basic  belief  system”  in  this  section  (Guba  &Lincoln,  1989,  1994).  This  web  of  assumptions  and  beliefs  will  guide  researcher  in  allaspects  of  research  from  defining  the  research,  selection  of  tools  and  methods  andconducting the research (Ponterotto, 2005). Thus, it is necessary to contemplate this web ofassumptions. In this section, I attempt to address my paradigms of interest that guide methroughout the research.Before proceeding to the next section, it is important to note that use of philosophicallabels can be confusing and can even sometimes be dangerous. There are not precise linesbetween paradigms and usually borders are blurred. It is better to consider the labels aspointers  that  can  define  approximate  intellectual  realms.  Sometime  we  cannot  describe
293precisely what is our paradigm of interest by using the philosophical labels, but we can saywhat it is not, and how it is connected to central ideas in other paradigms. 
Non-positivist stanceI prefer to describe my research stance as non-positivist. Positivism was the dominantparadigm in natural sciences for 400 years (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). The first systematic useof the term positivism goes back to the works of Auguste Comte and John Stuart Mill. Comteand Mill extended the notion of Cartesian science to the human sciences and claimed thatthe same sort of reasoning and methods can be used by social sciences to achieve law-likeorders in societies (D. Hamilton, 1994; Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Truzzi, 1974). Comte coinedthe term positivism in his work titled the Course on positive philosophy (D. Hamilton, 1994;Prus, 1996). The paradigm which is mostly referred in the literature, now, as positivism isneopositivism which is used interchangeably with logical positivism and logical empiricism(Bourdeau, 2011; Creath, 2011). It is important to notice that most of critics of positivismwere  targeted  to  Carnap's  neopositivism,  not  Comte's  positivism  (Bourdeau,  2011).“Positivism is a form of philosophical realism adhering closely to the hypothetico–deductivemethod” (Ponterotto,  2005,  p.  128).  Conventional positivist  social  science considers fourcharacteristics  for  scientific  inquiry:  internal  validity,  external  validity,  reliability,  andobjectivity  (Denzin  & Lincoln,  1994).  These  considerations  were highly  challenged bothfrom the inside of the positivist camp and from the outside. The major internal critiques canbe summarized as context stripping, exclusion of meaning and purpose, disjunction of grandtheories with local contexts, inapplicability of general data to individual cases, and exclusionof the discovery dimension in inquiry. The main external critiques can be enumerated as thetheory-ladenness of facts, the under determination of theory, the value-ladenness of facts,and the interactive nature of the inquirer-inquired (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). Post-positivism
294is an attempt to respond to some of the mentioned critiques while it still remains with thesame  set  of  beliefs  (or  not  radically  different  ones).  Post-positivism  committed  to  theexplanation of  objective  external  reality,  which is  imperfectly  apprehendable.  The majordifference between positivism and post-positivism is the former emphasizes verificationand latter emphasizes falsification (Lincoln & Guba, 2000). The  relation  between  investigator-investigated  (inquirer-inquired)  is  an  importantconcern of different paradigms. The positivist stance is dualist objectivist, which means thatthe investigator and the investigated are separate independent entities and it is possible toachieve objective account of the investigated. This is the radical objectivist stance, whereasthere are also radical subjective stances that reject possibility of any objective account atany  level  (local  or  global).  These  radical  binary  oppositions  are  not  limited  to  theepistemological  aspects  of  the  paradigms,  for  example,  in  social  sciences  these  binarypositions translated to other binary positions such as structure and systems versus agencyand  intentionality.  More  and  more  it  seems  that  the  long  lasting  dichotomies  ofobjective/subjective  and absolutism/relativism  which  probably  inherited  from  Cartesiandualism, were fake ones. These dichotomies obscure more than they illuminate (Bernstein,1982). Bourdieu indicates that “of all the oppositions that artificially divide social science,the most fundamental, and the most ruinous, is the one that is set up between subjectivismand objectivism’  (Bourdieu,  1990, p.  25).  Here,  I  want to prevent standing on the eitherpoles. Bourdieu proposed an approach to think beyond this subjective/objective split, that Iwould like to follow in this study.
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Interpretive paradigm21I  take  an  interpretivist  position  in  this  study.  Interpretivism  rooted  in  the  Germanintellectual tradition of hermeneutics and Kantian tradition. The interpretive paradigm canbe seen as the consequence of the convergence of several 19th and 20th-century intellectualschools,  including  German  idealist  philosophy,  phenomenology,  hermeneutic  philosophy,and American pragmatism (Taylor, 1971). Dilthey distinguished between the goal of naturalsciences and human sciences. He argues that the goal of former is explanation (Erklärung,explanation  in the form of rule governed causality) and predication whereas the goal oflatter is understanding (Verstehen) and description. Natural sciences are seeking to providecausal  explanations  of  the  reality  that  they  claim  exist  externally  independent  of  theobserver.  By contrast,  human sciences are seeking a more descriptive task  (D. Hamilton,1994; Lindlof & Taylor, 2002; Ponterotto, 2005; Schwandt, 1994, 2000; Taylor, 1980; Truzzi,1974).  Dilthey  claimed  that  Verstehen  as  understanding  of  others  is  rooted  inunderstanding of self in our lived experience (Erlebnis). Verstehen is socially and historicallyconstituted. Weber extended the notion of Verstehen to social sciences as the understandingthe meaning of action from the actor's point of view (Truzzi, 1974). Therefore, both Diltheyand Weber emphasized the importance if meaning in the social inquiry. Verstehen in thissense is a systematic process that leads to interpretive understanding of social phenomena. Interpretivists recognize the subjectivism as a valid stance and consider understandingas a dialogical/dialectical process between observer and observed (Guba & Lincoln, 1994;Lincoln  &  Guba,  2000;  Patton,  2002;  Schwandt,  1994).  In  the  heart  of  interpretivistparadigms  lays  the  pursuit  of  meaning.  However,  there  are  different  stances  in  the
21 It is important to indicate that the paradigms of interests are not necessarily separate from eachother  and in  most  cases  they  are  interwoven  or  overlapped.  Specially,  interpretive  paradigm,hermeneutics and phenomenology are very close together and share many assumptions. 
296interpretivist paradigm regarding whether it is possible to achieve universal meanings orany interpretation of meaning restricted to the local context.Interpretivist paradigm should be considered in a bigger frame in relation with otherparadigms  and  traditions.  Hermeneutics  and  phenomenology  are  two  other  importantfoundations  of  the  conceptual  framework  of  this  study  which  are  overlapped  withinterpretivist paradigm.
HermeneuticsVerstehen,  as  a  fundamental  concept  in the  interpretivist  paradigm,  is  related to  theunderstanding  of  meaning.  Hermeneutics  is  also  concerned  about  meaning  andinterpretation. Hermeneutics is  rooted in the tradition of interpretive reading of ancientscripture and biblical exegesis  (D. Hamilton, 1994; Lindlof & Taylor, 2002; Palmer,  1969;Schwandt,  2000).  It  was  considered  the  best  method  to  achieve  the  most  accurateinterpretation of  the  text  (or  the  truth  of  the  text).  Giambattista  Vico  claimed for  NewScience  and  argued  that  inductive,  historical  study  of  cultural  forms  is  necessary  for  aproper understanding of human nature and artifacts (Lindlof & Taylor, 2002). It was claimedthat  this  goal  would  be  achievable  through  the  hermeneutic  circle,  which  means  ourunderstanding of the parts depends on our understanding of the whole, which in turn isunderstood  based  on  the  parts  (Frodeman,  1995;  Ramberg  &  Gjesdal,  2005).  Later,Schleiermacher, Dilthey, Heidegger, Gadamer and Ricœur developed the concept and usageof hermeneutics (Palmer, 1969; Schwandt, 1994, 2000). Dilthey discussed that by applyinghermeneutics it would be possible to achieve interpretive understanding (Dilthey, 1996). Inthis  sense,  hermeneutics  is  used  as  a  method.  Palmer  (1969) enumerates  six  moderndefinitions of hermeneutics as: (1) the theory of biblical exegesis (the oldest understandingof hermeneutics); (2) general philological methodology (used by Vico as the “New Science”);
297(3) the science of all linguistic understanding (Schleiermacher conceived hermeneutics as ascience or art of understanding); (4) the methodological foundation of Geisteswissenschaften(Dilthey “saw hermeneutics as the core discipline which could serve as the foundation of all”human  sciences);  (5)  the  phenomenology  of  existence  and  of  existential  understanding(hermeneutic  of  Dasein to  answer  the  ontological  problem  from  a  phenomenologicalperspective); (6) the systems of interpretation, both recollective and iconoclastic, used byman to reach the meaning behind myths and symbols. To explicate the fifth definition Palmer adds that “Hermeneutics22 in this context refersneither  to  the  science  or  rules  of  text  interpretation  nor  to  a  methodology  for  theGeisteswissenschaften but to [Heidegger's] phenomenological explication of human existingitself. Heidegger's analysis indicated that understanding and interpretation are foundationalmodes of man's being.” (Palmer, 1969, p. 42). Heidegger and his followers such as Gadamerexpanded the notion of hermeneutics from a method to a more foundational state. Paul Ricœur adopted a definition of hermeneutics that focuses on textual exegesis. Hediscusses “[h]ermeneutics is the process of deciphering which goes from manifest contentand meaning to latent or hidden meaning. The object of interpretation, i.e., the text in thevery broadest sense,  may be the symbols in a dream or even the myths and symbols ofsociety  or  literature.”  (Palmer,  1969,  p.  43).  Ricœur  later  extended  the  application  ofhermeneutics to interpretation of social phenomena by considering meaningful action astext  (Ricœur,  1973).  He  discusses  that  social  sciences  are  hermeneutical  and  text-interpretation can be considered as a paradigm for interpretation in social sciences. In  this  study,  I  intend  to  use  hermeneutics  as  a  phenomenology  of  existentialunderstanding, pursuing the meaning of actions considering our being-in-the-world. Also, I
22 Emphasize is from the source.
298would like to use hermeneutics as a paradigm for interpreting sociotechnical phenomena interms of Ricœur as a way to achieve holistic knowledge (it is important to differ betweenholistic knowledge and objective knowledge).
PhenomenologyAs mentioned earlier Dilthey discussed the relationship between Verstehen and Erlebnis(lived experience).  Moreover,  the  fifth  modern definition of  hermeneutics  mentioned byPalmer  (Palmer,  1969) directly  connects  hermeneutics  to  phenomenology.  I  considerphenomenology as one of the major components of the conceptual framework of this study.Phenomenology is “the study of the structure of consciousness from the first person point ofview”  (D.  W.  Smith,  2011).  Intentionality  is  an  important  concept  in  phenomenologybecause our consciousness is always consciousness of something, that means our intentionis directed towards it. Phenomenology is interested in the meaning of phenomena as theyappear in our conscious experience. Phenomenology as a self-standing branch of philosophybegins with works of Husserl. Husserl argued that our understanding of the physical natureof the world is ordered by our consciousness  (Lindlof & Taylor, 2002). In addition to theconcept  of  Erlebnis (lived  experience)  emphasized  by  Dilthey,  Husserl  emphasized  theconcept of  Lebenswelt (life-world) as a central concept in phenomenology as “the uniqueworld of being for all human” (Lindlof & Taylor, 2002, p. 33).Husserl's  later works emphasized transcendental  idealism and the idea of  bracketingwhich means to bracket a phenomenon and focus our attention to our experience of thatobject  and  its  meaning  in  our  experience  (Moran,  2000;  D.  W.  Smith,  2011). Somephenomenologists such as Heidegger and Ingarden resist this stance. Ingarden emphasizedthat  our  experience  depends  on  both  human  intentionality  and  independent  reality.Ingarden  avoided  being  limited  to  idealism  and  attempted  to  reconcile  idealism  and
299materialism (Gniazdowski, 2010; Thomasson, 2005, 2009). This standing is well presentedin his  work about the ontology of  cultural  objects  (Ingarden,  1989).  Ingarden rejects  toreduce the cultural objects to entirely physical entities (objects). He defines cultural objectsas twofold entities composed of an intentional mind-dependent dimension (interpretationplays an important role in the mind-dependent ontic foundation of cultural objects), and aphysical  objective  mind-independent  dimension.  Ingarden  argues  that  conditions  ofexistence  and  persistence  of  cultural  objects  are  different  from  physical  objects.  Theexistence  conditions  of  cultural  objects  depend  on  human  intention  and  attitude,  andpersistence  depends  on  the  continued  acceptance  by  relevant  members  of  community(Ingarden,  1989; Thomasson, 2005,  2009).  This perspective is important in the study ofarchaeological practice because archaeologists mostly study material culture remains. Thus,it is important to understand how material culture remains are perceived and interpretedby archaeologists  considering  the  mind-dependent  aspects  of  cultural  object.  It  is,  also,interesting to study how the perceptions and interpretations persist or evolve within thecommunity considering sociotechnical developments of community.Phenomenology  did  not  remain  limited  to  philosophy  and  the  study  of  individualconscious experience.  Being-in-the-world means human beings are among others.  AlfredSchutz extended the application of phenomenology to the social world and developed socialphenomenology (Schutz, 1967). In addition, phenomenology is adopted by some trends incognitive  sciences.  John  Searle  considers  phenomenology  as  a  part  of  natural  sciencesbecause he assumes consciousness as natural  (Searle, 1983). Theories of mind start withhow we observe and reason about phenomena that we experience in the world, and this isvery much like the interest of phenomenology.
300In this work, studying the process of reasoning on the archaeological phenomena can beconsidered as a phenomenological  study.  However,  I  have to clarify  that  some trends inphenomenology  concentrate  on  the  individuals'  conscious  experience  of  the  world(Bourdieu,  1977).  Consequently,  by  using  phenomenological  label  some  may  considerindividuals as the focus of study and the unit  of  analysis,  which is not  in my interest.  Iconsider this study as phenomenological because it is interested in the understanding andinterpreting the world as we experience it as human, not as abstract scientified views of theworld. I stressed the experiential underpinnings of knowledge in this study. I also, considerthis study phenomenological in terms of Ingarden's  (1989) notion of ontology of culturalobjects, to prevent radical materialism and idealism. However, I have to emphasize that I aminterested in studying archaeological practice in social and collective level (in groups andcommunities),  not  individual  level,  because  archaeology  by  its  nature  is  a  collectiveenterprise.
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